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November 6, 2014
Sharon Mortensen
President & CEO
Midland Area Community Foundation
76 Ashman Circle
Midland, MI 48640
Dear Ms. Mortensen:
It has been a pleasure for the Novak Consulting Group to work with you, the Community Success Panel,
and the Search Conference participants on the development of Midland County’s Strategic Plan.
Midland: Exploring Our Future provided all Greater Midland Area stakeholders the unique opportunity
to engage in the creation of their desired future. The result of this inclusive process is truly a community
vision for Midland County.
This report summarizes the process and documents all elements of the final Strategic Plan.
Thank you for the opportunity to be of service to Midland County. Please contact me at (513) 309-0944
or jnovak@thenovakconsultinggroup.com should you have any questions or if we can assist further.
Sincerely,

Julia D. Novak
President
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Introduction
This document details the results of the Greater Midland Area’s community-based strategic planning
process, known as Midland: Exploring Our Future. This process was initiated by the Community Success
Panel, but was designed to be a community-based strategic plan.
The purpose of a strategic planning process is to engage the community to understand the current
context, articulate a shared vision for the future, and develop a specific and measureable course of
action to move towards the articulated vision. To that end, Midland: Exploring Our Future focuses on
three questions any community or organization would focus on when intentionally planning for its
future:
1. What do we know to be true today? – Where are we?
2. What do we hope will be true in the future? – Where do we want to go?
3. What must go well in order to make it so? – How do we get there?
This strategic plan is a road map to move the community towards its intended vision.

Methodology and Process
In January 2014, the Midland Community Success Panel retained The Novak Consulting Group to design
and facilitate a community-based strategic planning process. The Community Success Panel served to
guide and direct the process. Community Success Panel members included:


















Ann Fillmore, United Way of Midland County
Bill Bateman, DBA, Northwood University
Bridgette M. Gransden, Midland County
Greg Rogers, MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland
Jeffrey Baker, Dow Corning Corporation
John M. Searles , Midland County ESA
Jon Lynch, City of Midland
Linda Owen, Ayre/Rhinehart Realtors
Marty McGuire, Downtown Development Authority
Maureen Donker, Mayor, City of Midland
Michael E. Sharrow, Midland Public Schools
Mike Hayes Midland Center for the Arts
Nancy Lamb, The Dow Chemical Company
Robert S. Rathbun, Chemical Bank East Region
Robert Stafford, Midland Area Chamber of Commerce
Scott Walker, Midland Tomorrow
Sharon Mortensen, Midland Area Community Foundation
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Midland: Exploring Our Future utilized a facilitation technique known as a Search Conference. This
process is designed to “bring people together to achieve breakthrough innovation, empowerment,
shared vision, and collaborative action” (from Discovering Common Ground, Marvin R. Weisbord, 1992).
The Community Success Panel invited members of the community to participate in the Search
Conference, which included two key events: a Vision Conference and an Action Conference. Involvement
in these events required a commitment of time from participants, and the process was enriched by the
broad cross-section of the community that was engaged.
The Community Success Panel discussed and decided on an application and invitation process to solicit
participation by stakeholders. Ultimately, a group of approximately 100 stakeholders was selected to
participate. In addition to Community Success Panel members, the Search Conference community
included:
• Tom Adams
• Kathie Hobohm
• Alan Ott
• Dorene Allen
• Linda M. Holoman
• Janine Ouderkirk
• Sid Allen
• Scott Holzinger
• Linda Owen
• Bobbie Arnold
• Victor D. Hosfeld
• Mary Pitchford
• Shruti Bahadur
• Stephen Kalafut
• Dr. Kristina Platkowski
• Jeffrey Baker
• Dave Kell
• Marsha Radulovich
• Paul Barbeau
• Joe Kozuch
• Robert S. Rathbun
• Nancy Barker
• Mike Krecek
• Kristin Riddle
• Kevin Beeson
• Sue LaBean
• Greg Rogers
• Cliff Block
• Steve LaLonde
• Lee Rouse
• Brian Bonotto
• Nancy Lamb
• Emily Schafer
• Cristina Borneo
• Jenny Larsen
• Greg Schmidt
• Bo Brines
• Jeffrey Lauer
• Charlie Schwedler
• J. Dee Brooks
• Rev. Jeff Liebmann
• John Searles
• Alan Brown
• Jenny Lowe
• Nathan Senor
• Stephen P. Carras
• Jon Lynch
• Michael Sharrow
• Andrew Chubb
• Charles Markey
• Tim Shelton
• William Collins
• Justin Marshall
• Fernao Silveira
• Rebecca Cox
• Jeff Martin
• Pam Singer
• Ed Doerner
• Wallace Mayton
• Robert Stafford
• Richard Dolinski
• Craig McDonald
• Ben Tierney
• Katherine Dollard
• Dan McGillivray
• Selina Tisdale
• Maureen Donker
• Janet McGuire
• Chris Tointon
• Tim Dyste
• Marty McGuire
• Dick Touvell
• David Emmel
• Callie Meath
• Stacey Trapani
• Matt Felan
• Sharon Miller
• Tom Valent
• Frank Fick
• Terry Moore
• Christian Velasquez
• Ann Fillmore
• Ben Morgan
• Christopher Wakeman
• James H. Geisler
• Sharon Mortensen
• Scott Walker
• David Ginis
• Robert Musselman
• Nicole Ward
• Bridgette Gransden
• John E. Muste
• Beverlee Wenzel
• John Hatfield
• Rodney C. Nanney
• John Zaremba
• Mike Hayes
• Scott Noesen
• Rebecca Hirschi
• Sarah Opperman
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In order to answer the first question (What do we know to be true?), The Novak Consulting Group
completed an environmental scan. An environmental scan provides useful information and sets the
stage for the strategic plan by considering the factors that will influence future direction. In developing
the environmental scan, both quantitative and qualitative information were gathered. Quantitative data
on trends in local, regional, and national demographics were compiled, as well as financial and historical
data about the City of Midland and Midland County government organizations. This information helped
provide the context for the environment in which the Greater Midland Area operates today and the
challenges that the community may face in the future.
Midland has a long tradition of exploring and studying its operating context and gathering stakeholder
input. Existing information was reviewed, and a community-wide online survey was administered to
further inform the environmental scan. The environmental scan includes the information, ideas, and
perceptions gathered from these various sources. A draft of the scan was reviewed with the Community
Success Panel and presented to the Search Conference participants. A copy of the final environmental
scan is included as Appendix A.
Next, The Novak Consulting Group helped the community answer the second question – What do we
hope will be true in the future? A two day Vision Conference was held in May 2014. During this event,
participants articulated a desired future for the Midland County community and identified key
performance areas for achieving that vision. The Vision Conference included activities with the entire
group as well as small group break-out sessions that allowed everyone to actively participate and
engage in the process. A summary report from the Vision Conference is included as Appendix B.
A community strategic plan is best when touched by as many people as possible. Therefore, broad
stakeholder input was sought on the draft elements of the strategic plan developed during the Vision
Conference. In an effort to maximize participation, both in-person Meeting in a Box discussions and an
online survey were used to solicit input. The results of this engagement effort were shared with the
Community Success Panel and Search Conference participants. A copy of the Community Input Phase
Results Report is included as Appendix C.
After the input process was concluded, the third strategic planning question was explored – What must
go well in order to make it so? A two-day Action Conference was held in September 2014. The purpose
of this event was to take the vision and key performance areas identified at the Vision Conference and
provide the opportunity for stakeholders to develop strategic initiatives and action plans that will guide
implementation so the vision can be realized. With few exceptions, each person who participated in the
Vision Conference also participated in the Action Conference. A summary report from the Action
Conference in included as Appendix D.
The Action Conference resulted in the final elements of the Strategic Plan: vision, key performance
areas, strategic initiatives and action plans. These are detailed in the next section. Following the Action
Conference, the Community Success Panel met to finalize the elements of the strategic plan and to
discuss implementation with the captains of the implementation teams. A summary of the meeting is
included in Appendix E.
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Below is an infographic illustrating the Midland: Exploring Our Future strategic planning process
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Midland: Exploring Our Future – Final Strategic Plan Elements
Vision Statement
Midland County:
Together-Forward-Bold
An exceptional place where everyone thrives.

Key Performance Areas, Strategic Initiatives, and Performance Indicators
Nine key performance areas have been identified for the Midland County community. These are the
critical areas that must be successful in order to achieve the vision. Strategic initiatives have also been
identified for each key performance area. Draft action plans have been developed for each initiative and
are detailed in the next section.

Economic Development
Midland County creates and sustains competitive advantages for existing and future businesses.
Priority Action Items
Performance Indicators
 Job creation
 Ratio of jobs to employed residents
 Nurture an industry beyond chemistry which can
 Number of new businesses per
thrive in a location with poor logistics capabilities (no
100,000 population
river port, limited warehousing/trucking)
 Percentage increase in business tax
base
 Leverage/foster academic and industrial
partnerships

Education
Midland County offers high quality education and learning opportunities throughout life.
Priority Action Items
 “Midland Promise” where all children have the
opportunity to participate in a quality preschool
program
 Develop, build, and open a Career and Technical
Education (CTE) high school
 Programs for underperforming/at-risk students

Performance Indicators
 Percentage of students graduating
from post-secondary or technical
education programs
 Percentage of kindergarten students
that attended preschool
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Infrastructure and Environment
Midland County is a sustainable, well-connected community that values and protects its natural
resources and invests in its physical and technological infrastructure.
Priority Action Items
 Reliable, efficient, and economical public
transportation system
 Free, community-wide Wi-Fi
 Become the leader in renewable energy by
committing to replacing fuel burning sources with
renewables to decrease dependence on non-local
sources of energy and bring new industry to Midland

Performance Indicators
 Capital spending as a percentage of
total expenditures
 Number of internet connections per
100,000 population
 Public transportation system cost per
passenger
 Percentage of total energy derived
from renewable sources, as a share of
the community’s total energy
consumption

Arts, Culture, Entertainment, and Recreation
Midland County is a vibrant hub of arts, culture, entertainment and recreational opportunities.
Priority Action Items
 Create a more vibrant downtown and expand
residential options
 Develop the River Front into a multi-use community
center which includes an outdoor amphitheater
 Capitalize on Midland as a science town (Science
Institutes, museums, etc.)
 Build additional offerings from existing assets
(available/free)

Performance Indicators
 Attendance at cultural events
 Square meters of public outdoor
recreation space per capita
 The mileage of bike paths and
hiking/running trails, compared to
road miles in the community
 Percentage increase of residential
units downtown
 Percentage of occupied commercial
space in downtown

Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
The Midland community provides a coordinated and comprehensive system of supportive services so
that all may thrive.
Priority Action Items
 Create a central intake with advocacy and
decentralized services
 Collaborative social services center that
encompasses all of these performance areas
 Develop a comprehensive plan of action towards
self-sufficiency

Performance Indicators
 Public assistance per capita
 The number of families using the
emergency room as their primary care
provider (as reported by emergency
room intake data)
 Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
County Health Rankings and Roadmaps
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Youth Development and Engagement
Midland County provides opportunities for children and youth to realize their hopes and dreams.
Priority Action Items
 Offer opportunities to "try on" different careers, so
youth know what there is out there
 Develop programs for at risk youth
 Prepare students for real life (real life skill building)

Performance Indicators
 Percentage of children living in poverty
 High school graduation rate

Public Safety
The people of Midland County accept their individual responsibility to collaborate and create the
safest community in the country.
Priority Action Items
 Substance abuse – need identification, education,
treatment, a community that supports recovery
 Greater emphasis on restorative justice
(rehabilitative rather than punitive)

Performance Indicators
 Property crime rate per 100,000
population
 Violent crime rate per 100,000
population
 Percentage of eligible offenders
receiving restorative justice
programming
 Number of medical emergencies
related to substance abuse/mental
health

Diversity
Midland County is committed to equality and inclusion and welcomes, embraces and accepts all
people.
Priority Action Items
 Diversity training/initiatives for the local middle and
high schools - something experiential, so that youth
have a personal experience with understanding the
importance not just of tolerance, but acceptance of
and celebration of all differences
 Create a mentorship/teaching program with retirees
to utilize the talent and expertise of seniors
 Develop celebrations that illustrate our diversity (i.e.
River Days celebrates all cultures that contribute to
our community)

Performance Indicators
 Number of students participating in
diversity training/initiatives
 Number of community events
celebrating diversity
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Community Leadership
Midland County develops, nurtures, and benefits from extraordinary leaders who work together to
create community success.
Priority Action Items
 Expand leadership by engaging newer leaders in
leading Midland: Exploring Our Future initiatives
 Program for retirees to mentor young professionals
 Provide youth with leadership training
opportunities and start early
 Develop a mentorship program
 Develop a Community Service Board of Directors

Performance Indicators
 Percentage of community boards and
commissions with first-time board
members
 Participation in mentorship programs
 Participation in leadership
development programs

Strategic Initiative Action Plans
With the assistance of the Exploring Our Future Leadership Team, the Community Success Panel will
monitor the accomplishment of each strategic initiative through the use of action plans. These plans
detail the specific action steps and timeframes for implementing each initiative. The highlights of each of
the 29 strategic initiatives are presented below, categorized by key performance area. Implementation
teams for each key performance area will be responsible for further developing the action plans.

Economic Development
Initiative: Developing entrepreneurial culture
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Institutional aversion to
risk; lack of pipeline (harvest vs. attract)
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Angel investors, good talent,
mentors, Midwestern work ethic, developing programs at educational institutes, Smartzone, MMIC,
quality of life in Midland
What individuals might you need/want to include? BlueWater Angels, Chamber of Commerce,
successful entrepreneurs (and unsuccessful ones)
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? SBTC, Pure Michigan, Aeilera
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
SmartZone as a marketing tool
How will we know if we are successful?

Midland: Exploring Our Future
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Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Understand the real needs and wants of true entrepreneurs
2. Find them
3. Educate regarding our services
4. Build out network of who is doing what
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Desired Target Date

Initiative: Leveraging our competitive advantage in material science/advanced manufacturing
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Logistics constraints for
manufacturing options
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Historical – pool of
expertise; companies are supportive; strong partnerships already exist; collaboration with government
and businesses; quality of life in Midland
What individuals might you need/want to include? Chamber of Commerce; JA; Midland Tomorrow;
large company liaisons; County; MMI; MSU; SVSU
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Angel investors
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
How will we know if we are successful?
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Check MMLC – would they take lead on “water”?

Desired Target Date

Initiative: Position Midland to compete in the global economy
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Perception of the
community, geography, diversity, policy of state
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Geography, awesome
community, people
What individuals might you need/want to include? Mayor and other KPAs
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success?
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? All
How will we know if we are successful?
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1.

Desired Target Date
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Education
Initiative: Midland County will be an active stakeholder in regional STEM endeavors
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Culture, awareness, antiSTEM pushback, STEM definition, family/parental piece
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Certificate programs,
corporate and Foundation support, community awareness growing, fast growing fields (healthcare,
math, IT), university support
What individuals might you need/want to include? JA (Mike Rush), universities – CMU (Michael Gealt)
– SVSU (Deb Huntly) – Delta (Jean Goodman), employers – Dow, Dow Corning, hospital, niche
businesses, ESA, school superintendents
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? GLBRA – educational STEM taskforce,
companies, universities
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? ESA
(Don Johnson), businesses, and education including higher education
How will we know if we are successful? Increased math/science scores, increased
certifications/licenses, increased graduation, increased job opportunities in STEM

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Coordinate STEM efforts with GLBRA STEM taskforce

Desired Target Date

Initiative: “Midland Preschool Promise” – universal preschool (3 & 4 year olds)
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Funding, transportation,
public/private providers, culture (value of preschool), capacity, voucher, name of program, identify
students
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Imagination Library, quality
public/private preschools, Preschool Tool Tote information at hospital, existing programs (Head Start,
GSRP, etc.)
What individuals might you need/want to include? ESA support (John Searles), Stephanie Leibfritz,
Legacy Center (J. Heronema), Foundations/GSRP/Business (Bo Miller), existing preschool partner, faithbased organizations, UCAN (Valerie Gerhart)
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? No one (not to our knowledge), some
statewide discussions
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? ESA
(John Searles)
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How will we know if we are successful? All students prepared for schools, cognitive skills,
demonstrated proper learning behaviors, longitudinal success in school (standardized testing
performance, etc.)

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Develop a plan (John/Dick)
2. Meet with/get key funders committed (John/Dick/Superintendents)
3. Meet with/get providers committed (Team)
4. Develop asset map – inventory/capacity of current providers (Team and
GSC)

Desired Target Date
December 2014
March 2015
December 2014
December 2014

Infrastructure & Environment
Initiative: Improve public transportation
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Current fragmented
system, funding, population density and dispersion
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Strong desire/need, existing
assets, desire/need for regional solution
What individuals might you need/want to include? Existing providers, existing taskforce
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? MACF Taskforce, Health & Human
Services Council, education partners, City, County and existing transportation providers
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
MACF Taskforce
How will we know if we are successful? Achievement of phased milestones
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Enable and support MACF Taskforce

Desired Target Date

Initiative: Internet access – anytime, anywhere
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Infrastructure cost (install,
maintain), geography (population density)
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Existing infrastructure
(public, private), economic and cultural trend
What individuals might you need/want to include? IT providers, local government, local businesses,
education partners, Chamber and economic development
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Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Social services agencies, education,
businesses (economic development)
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
Midland Tomorrow
How will we know if we are successful? Achievement of phased milestones

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Map the current infrastructure and identify gaps (access points,
performance, hardware, etc.)
2. Develop prioritized implementation plan to close gaps (including
measurement and evaluation metrics)

Desired Target Date

Arts, Culture, Entertainment, and Recreation
Initiative: Create a vibrant downtown by emphasizing: linkage, housing options, further developing
the Riverfront, integrating arts, culture, entertainment & recreation options
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Infrastructure, floodplain,
traffic flow, money
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Good momentum, current
planning efforts by others, existing information, river as attraction, Tridge as a focal point
What individuals might you need/want to include? Developers, consultants, Chamber, Parks &
Recreation staff, DDA, state regulators, Foundation leaders, near neighbors (i.e. Northwood, MCFTA,
Dow Gardens, Community Center)
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Developers, foundations, corporate
citizens, DDA
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? City,
investors, impacted entities
How will we know if we are successful? An integrated plan is in place and action is initiated/completed

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Convey support of this group to those currently exploring options
2. Engage with those currently exploring options
3. Prioritize arts, culture, entertainment & recreational opportunities in the
district
4. Focus attention on arts, culture, and entertainment potential of
downtown

Desired Target Date
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Initiative: Optimize currents assets in arts, culture, entertainment & recreation, investigating new
trends and sustaining current infrastructure
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Older facilities
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Architectural heritage, public
spaces
What individuals might you need/want to include? City, impacted entities
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success?
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
How will we know if we are successful?
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Survey current assets
2. Seek expert input
3. Prioritize sustainability plan

Desired Target Date

Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
Initiative: Develop a comprehensive plan of action towards self sufficiency
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Policies, funding, education
of the person needing the service
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? 211, MIHIA, ADRC (aging,
disability resource collaborative), HHSC, Continuum of Care
What individuals might you need/want to include? Collaboration of agencies already existing.
Generous community. Internal expertise already exists. Midland has opportunity for advocacy.
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? All non-profits which includes churches
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
MMH – key partner, United Way – convener, HHSC and all foundations
How will we know if we are successful? County data, ongoing surveys/scorecards (behavioral risk
factor survey, community health needs assessment, ALICE, County health ranking, needs assessment)
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Create a central intake with advocacy and decentralized services
2. Collaborate with agencies already working in this performance area

Desired Target Date
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Initiative: Providing affordable housing for all Midland residents with available system support
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Not enough low income
and/or subsidized housing in Midland
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful?
What individuals might you need/want to include?
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Continuum of Care, MAH, Affordable
Housing Alliance, Habitat, VA, Reece Endeavor, Shelterhouse, ARC, Community Mental Health, 1016,
Midland’s Open Door, MMCAA
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
Continuum of Care, MAH, Affordable Housing, City planners, County Housing Commission
How will we know if we are successful?
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1.

Desired Target Date

Youth Development & Engagement
Initiative: Increase youth exposure to work experience
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Lack of opportunities
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? The ROCK’s in-school
programs existing co-op programs, Merrill industries, Delta, ABC
What individuals might you need/want to include? Small and large businesses, youth across the
community, coordinating agency
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? School districts, the STEM initiative,
community colleges
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? TBD
How will we know if we are successful? We will see an increase in participation in such programs

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Identify the existing opportunities and participation (reference CCAN)
2. Determine who is going to lead the initiative (operationalize, no matter
the structure)
3. Present the operation’s findings to a larger committee
4. Assess the operation’s effectiveness

Desired Target Date
June 2015
September 2015
June 2016
September 2016
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Initiative: Identify & develop programs for at-risk youth
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Access, funding, defining
“at-risk”
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Family centers, churches,
JCC, ROCK, Legacy Center, Head Start
What individuals might you need/want to include? Existing agencies, schools
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Judge Allen/School to Prison
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? TBD
How will we know if we are successful? Graduation rates improve, increase in development assets in
targeted population

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Identify agencies and existing opportunities

Desired Target Date

Public Safety
Initiative: Restorative justice & rehabilitation
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Resistance to change, fear,
lack of support
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Some collaboration, problem
is manageable, willing citizens
What individuals might you need/want to include? Court, prosecutor, L.E., corrections, program
providers
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Courts, corrections
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
How will we know if we are successful?

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Formation of single collaborated group of all stakeholders
2. Collect and review relevant data (analyze data)
3. Seek out best practices from other successful projects/community
programs

Desired Target Date
January 2015
July 2015
July 2015
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4. Develop the Greater Midland Community programs(s) – treatment
enforcement/education
5. Implement program

January 2016
September 2016

Initiative: Substance abuse & mental health
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Denial, community
awareness, available resources
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Current communication,
collaboration, resources
What individuals might you need/want to include? Recovered users, judges, CJ system, 1016, mental
health system, medical
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? CMH, CJ system, providers, HHSC,
Legacy, hospital
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
Public Health
How will we know if we are successful? Fewer medical emergencies related to substance abuse/mental
health; lower drug use, reduction in related crimes.

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Formation of single collaborated group of all stakeholders
2. Collect and review relevant data (analyze data)
3. Seek out best practices from other successful projects/community
programs
4. Develop the Greater Midland Community programs(s) – treatment
enforcement/education
5. Implement program

Desired Target Date
January 2015
July 2015
July 2015
January 2016
September 2016

Diversity
Initiative: Diversity education in schools
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Buy-in within community
and teaching people why it is important to understand diversity. People believe that Midland is already
quite diverse. No diversity in the community leadership panel, including Success Panel.
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Economic development is a
focus for Midland – embracing demographic shift is a priority. There is a lot in place for school system to
foster diversity (Count-Me-In). World headquarters of two global companies in our local community.
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What individuals might you need/want to include? Representatives from Dow, Dow Corning and other
companies. YWCA, education system, community leaders – faith, government, corporate, Foundation.
Partnership with families; cultural awareness committees; NAACP; AAUW; “Perceptions” – LGBT.
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? CAC, Dow, Dow Corning, hospital,
individual churches – UCC
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
Intermediate School District (ISD), with support from Community Foundation (CAC)
How will we know if we are successful? The proposed programs get implemented successfully in
community schools and are sustainable
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Advisory panel on diversity to generate awareness and to start building
understanding in the community
2. Assess current awareness and develop plan to get schools engaged in
developing diversity exposure to
students and faculty
3. Exchange program with other schools in Great Lakes Bay region and
beyond – communicated across community
4. Collaborating with IDS to implement the plan. (Training)

Desired Target Date
January 2015
June 2015
June 2016

Community Leadership
Initiative: Expand leadership leading Midland by engaging newer leaders in exploring our future
initiatives and having a program for retirees
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Identifying who they are,
coordination process
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Leadership Midland, MyPros
(Giving Circle), connect with high-po or young professional networks at Dow, Dow Corning, etc.
What individuals might you need/want to include? History of leaders accomplishing “big” things, a
high interest in responsibility to the “next” leaders, leaders can see their impact on the community
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Citizens’ Academy, Chamber of
Commerce, business community, schools, churches/faith community
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
Community Success Panel, Chamber
How will we know if we are successful? If we are able to move the bar of initiative (because we have
leaders leading and driving them) and if we are able to introduce new initiatives
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Identify and implement leadership education opportunities such as TEDish, book club

Desired Target Date
September 2015
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2. Develop Leadership Midland “II” – what now? Continued leadership
training
3. Expand Community Success Panel to include leaders of initiatives with a
regular meeting schedule
4. Mentor.com for retirees and people who want mentors
(midlandmentor.com)

March 2016
October 2014
First Quarter 2016

Appendix A: Environmental Scan

Community-Based Strategic Planning Process
Environmental Scan
May 2014

Prepared by:
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Introduction
In January 2014, the Midland Community Success Panel embarked on a community-based strategic
planning process. The Community Success Panel has been focused on increasing the level of prosperity
for the people of Midland County. The purpose of the strategic planning process is to engage the
community in understanding the current context, articulating a shared vision for the future, and
developing a specific and measureable course of action to move towards the articulated vision. To that
end, Midland: Exploring Our Future focuses on the three questions any community or organization
would focus on when intentionally planning for its future:
1. What do we know to be true today? – Where are we?
2. What do we hope will be true in the future? – Where do we want to go?
3. What must go well in order to make it so? – How do we get there?
The purpose of a strategic plan is to articulate a desired future; it includes consideration of both present
conditions and future trends that might affect the community. In strategic planning, the process of
determining what we "know to be true today" is called an Environmental Scan. An Environmental Scan
considers the factors that will influence future direction. Elements considered in an Environmental Scan
include any events, trends, and relationships that might be relevant in this planning. An Environmental
Scan creates a shared learning experience for each participant in the planning process to identify threats
and opportunities and also creates a starting point from which to improve the future position. It
provides useful information and sets the stage for the strategic plan.
In developing the Environmental Scan for the Greater Midland Area,1 both quantitative and qualitative
information were gathered. Quantitative data trends in local, regional, and national demographics were
compiled, as well as historical data about the Midland County and City of Midland government
organizations. This information helps provide the context for the environment in which the Greater
Midland Area operates today and the challenges that the community may face in the future.
Midland has a long tradition of exploring and studying its operating context and gathering stakeholder
input. Existing information was reviewed, and a community-wide online survey was administered to
further inform the Environmental Scan. The Environmental Scan includes the information, ideas, and
perceptions gathered from these various sources.
The Environmental Scan that follows begins with the relevant trends and data impacting the Greater
Midland Area, and concludes with detailed information provided by the Area’s stakeholders.

1

The Greater Midland Area includes the City of Midland, Midland County, and its immediate neighbors. Data in the scan
pertains to Midland County unless otherwise noted.
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Community Trends
Population
Midland County had a population of 83,945 and the City of Midland had a population of 42,020 in 2012.
While the State of Michigan saw an overall decrease in population of 0.6% between 2000 and 2012,
Midland County and the City of Midland experienced increases of 1.3% and 0.8% respectively. The
population in Midland County decreased from 2000 through 2009, after which it increased. The
following figure shows the population trends in the City of Midland and Midland County between 2000
and 2012.
90,000
82,874

84,236

84,065

83,792

83,017

82,605

82,548

83,629

84,063

83,945

41,685

42,092

42,175

42,175

41,551

41,054

40,917

41,863

42,020

42,020

2000

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

80,000

Population

70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
City of Midland

Midland County

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census and 2012 Estimates, City of Midland 2012 CAFR, Midland County 2012 CAFR
Figure 1. Total Population: City of Midland and Midland County, 2000-2012

Age of Population
While the total population of Midland County has remained constant for decades, the makeup of the
population has not. In 2010, approximately 50% of the population was under the age of 40. The
median age of Midland County residents is higher than the median age in the State of Michigan. The
median age of Midland County residents increased by four years between 2000 and 2010, while the City
of Midland’s median age increased by two years. The following table and figure show the median age
and percentage of the population that falls into different age ranges.
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Table 1. Median Age: City of Midland, Midland County, State of Midland, 2000 and 2010

City of Midland

Midland County

State of Michigan

Median age (years), 2000

36.2

36.3

35.5

Median age (years), 2010

38.3

40.4

38.9

5.8%

11.3%

9.6%

Percent Change

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010 Census

80 +

4.4%

70 to 79 years

6.1%

Age Range

60 to 69 years

9.8%

50 to 59 years

15.1%

40 to 49 years

15.1%

30 to 39 years

11.1%

20 to 29 years

11.8%

10 to 19 years

14.5%

Under 9 years
0.0%

12.1%
2.0%

4.0%

6.0%

8.0%

10.0%

12.0%

14.0%

16.0%

Percentage of Total Population
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census
Figure 2. Age Groups as a Percentage of the Population: Midland County, 2010

When it comes to the age distribution of the population of Midland County, there are two “waves.” As
time progresses, the wave of middle-aged residents in the County is getting older with another wave of
residents following in its wake. The following figure illustrates these two age distribution waves in the
City of Midland and Midland County in 2000 and in 2010. Members of the second population wave are
approximately 30 years younger than members of the first wave. For Midland County, the second
population wave is smaller than the first population wave, which means that unless people move into
the County, those population groups will decline. In the City of Midland, the second wave is of similar
size to the first wave, which means that those population groups will be maintained as long as those
residents do not leave the City.
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16,000

2000 Midland County

14,000

2010 Midland County

12,000

2000 City of Midland

Population

10,000

2010 City of Midland

8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

Age Range
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census
Figure 3. Age of the Population over Time: City of Midland and Midland County, 2000 and 2010

According to estimates used by Senior Services of Midland County, the population of Midland County
residents 60 years or older is expected to increase by 72% between 2000 and 2020. The following figure
shows the population forecast and trend.
23,464

25,000
20,873
20,000

18,127

Population

15,591
15,000

13,623

10,000
5,000
2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

Year
Source: Senior Services Midland County Council on Aging Strategic Plan
Figure 4. Midland County Population Age 60 and Older, 2000 through 2020

Tracking residents from the 2000 Census to the 2010 Census shows that some age groups are leaving
Midland County. For example, the 10,991 residents that were 15-24 years old in the 2000 Census would
be 25-34 years old in the 2010 Census. However, this age group experienced a decrease, with a net of
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1,059 15-24 year olds leaving the County between 2000 and 2010 (an 18.2% decrease). The only age
group that remained (and actually grew) between 2000 and 2010 were residents that were 25-34 years
old in 2000. All other age groups were smaller in 2010 than in 2000. The following figure shows the
percent of the population in each age range in 2000 that left the County by 2010.
Age Range

20.0%
Percent Change in Population

10.0%

5 to 14

15 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 to 74

75 to 84

0.0%
-10.0%
-20.0%
-30.0%
-40.0%
-50.0%
-60.0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census
Figure 5. Percent of Midland County Population in Each Age Range in 2000 that left the County by 2010

Race
The majority of Midland County residents are White (94.5%) with the largest minority of residents being
Asian (1.9%) followed by Black or African American (1.2%). The following table shows the total
population of the City of Midland, Midland County, and the State of Michigan by race in 2010.
Table 2. Total Population by Reported Race, 2010

City of Midland
Total

% of Total
Population

Midland County
Total

% of Total
Population

State of Michigan
Total

% of Total
Population

Total Population

41,863

100.0%

83,629

100.0%

9,883,640

100.0%

One race

41,129

98.2%

82,370

98.5%

9,653,321

97.7%

White

38,508

92.0%

79,063

94.5%

7,803,120

78.9%

Black or African American

846

2.0%

1,013

1.2%

1,400,362

14.2%

American Indian and
Alaska Native

146

0.3%

369

0.4%

62,007

0.6%

1,368

3.3%

1,556

1.9%

238,199

2.4%

44

0.1%

46

0.1%

2,604

0.0%

Some other race

486

1.2%

529

0.6%

44,496

0.5%

Two or more races

734

1.8%

1,259

1.5%

230,319

2.3%

Asian
Native Hawaiian and Other
Pacific Islander

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census
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Ethnicity
Midland County is becoming more diverse over time. The total population increased by 178 (0.4%)
between 2000 and 2010, but the population of the largest minority, Asian, increased at a much faster
rate. The following table shows the increases in the Asian population in the City of Midland, Midland
County, and Michigan, from 2000 to 2010 by ethnicity.
Table 3. Percent Change in Population, Asian Ethnicity, 2000-2010

City of Midland

Midland County

State of Michigan

Total
Change

% Change

Total
Change

% Change

Total
Change

% Change

Total Population

178

0.4%

755

0.9%

(54,804)

-0.6%

Asian

245

21.8%

323

26.2%

61,689

34.9%

Asian Indian

102

30.5%

130

37.4%

22,501

41.2%

Chinese

95

24.3%

116

28.1%

11,307

34.1%

Filipino

10

16.4%

21

26.9%

4,670

26.9%

Japanese

6

8.5%

6

6.9%

(377)

-3.3%

Korean

16

13.4%

36

25.9%

3,300

15.8%

Vietnamese

3

5.9%

6

10.9%

3,114

22.8%

Other Asian

13

13.5%

8

7.1%

17,174

67.4%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010 Census

Households
Along with population and age distribution changes, the composition of Midland County households is
also changing. Between 2000 and 2010, the average household size in Midland County decreased from
2.56 to 2.46, and the average family size decreased from 3.04 to 2.96. There is a trend toward the
formation of non-family households and family households without children. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau a family is a group of two or more people who reside together and who are related by
birth, marriage or adoption. A non-family household may contain just one person or multiple individuals
who are not relatives. Midland County has 33,437 households, of which approximately 47.5% are family
households and 52.5% are non-family households.
The following figure and table illustrate Midland County’s household composition in 2010 as compared
with the City of Midland and the State of Michigan. In 2010, 48% of Midland County households were
family households, but a larger percentage of the households in the City of Midland and the State of
Michigan, 55% and 65% respectively, were family households. A larger percentage of Midland County
households are single female and single male households, while a smaller percentage are married
couple households. Both the City of Midland and Midland County have more households without
children than the state of Michigan. Midland County has a lower percentage of households with
individuals age 65 or older.
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100%
90%
Non-family Households

Percentage of Households

80%
Single Male without own children

70%
60%

Single Male with own children

50%

Single Female without own
children

40%

Single Female with own children

30%
Married Couple without own
children

20%

Married Couple with own children

10%
0%
City of Midland

Midland County

State of Michigan

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census
Figure 6. Family and Non-Family Household Composition, 2010
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Table 4. Household Composition, 2010

Total Households

Percent of Total Households

City of
Midland
17,506

Midland
County
33,437

State of
Michigan
3,872,508

City of
Midland
100.0%

Midland
County
100.0%

State of
Michigan
100.0%

3,573

7,312

730,892

20.1%

8.4%

18.9%

8,429

18,489

1,857,127

46.3%

23.2%

48.4%

1,075

1,732

284,562

4.5%

10.5%

7.1%

1,718

2,969

511,583

6.7%

19.4%

12.3%

393

870

91,281

1.2%

2.0%

2.5%

619

1,407

185,363

1.9%

4.9%

4.6%

10,766

22,865

2,554,073

54.9%

47.5%

65.3%

Total Non-family Households

6,740

10,572

1,318,435

45.1%

52.5%

34.7%

Households with children (18
and under)

5,317

10,634

1,224,631

26.3%

24.8%

31.8%

Households without children

12,189

22,803

2,647,877

73.7%

75.2%

68.2%

Households with individuals
65 years and over

4,574

8,571

985,333

24.6%

19.8%

25.0%

Total Households
Married Couple with own
children
Married Couple without
own children
Single Female with own
children
Single Female without
own children
Single Male with own
children
Single Male without own
children
Total Family Households

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census

The number of households in Midland County is increasing and the makeup of the County’s households
is changing. Between 2000 and 2010, the number of total households increased by a larger percentage
in Midland County than in the City of Midland or the State of Michigan. The following table shows the
percentage change in household composition between the 2000 and 2010 Census. Midland County’s
growth is primarily attributable to increases in the number of non-family households and the number of
single males and females without own children households. While Midland County has a lower
percentage of households with individuals 65 years and over, those households increased dramatically
between 2000 and 2010. Married couple households with and without children have decreased (by 17%
and 3% respectively) between 2000 and 2010. Meanwhile, single parent households with and without
children have increased (by 4% and 16% respectively) between 2000 and 2010. Overall, the total
number of households without children increased by 13% to 75%.
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Table 5. Change in Household Composition, Family and Non-Family, 2000-2010

City of Midland
Total Households

Midland County

State of Michigan

4.6%

5.3%

2.3%

-17.1%

-16.5%

-16.3%

-7.5%

-3.2%

-4.7%

8.7%

3.7%

0.3%

17.8%

15.9%

8.0%

Total Family Households

-2.1%

0.8%

-0.8%

Total Non-family Households

17.3%

16.5%

9.0%

Households with children (18 and under)

-7.5%

-8.4%

-9.1%

Households without children

10.8%

13.1%

8.6%

Households with individuals 65 years and over

15.1%

25.1%

14.2%

Married Couple with own children
Married Couple without own children
Single Parent with own children
Single Parent without own children

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010 Census

Housing Occupancy
According to the 2010 U.S. Census data, Midland County has 35,960 reported housing units. Of that
total, 93% are occupied housing units. Between 2000 and 2010, the total number of housing units in
Midland County increased by 6.4%, with occupied housing units increasing by 5.3%. As shown in the
following figure, approximately 77% of Midland County’s reported housing units are owner occupied
and 23% are renter occupied.

Percentage of Housing Units

120%
100%
80%

33%

23%

28%

77%

72%

Midland County

State of Michigan

60%
40%

67%

20%
0%
City of Midland
Owner-occupied housing units

Renter-occupied housing units

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010 Census
Figure 7. Occupied Housing Units, 2010
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While 93% of Midland County’s reported housing units were occupied in 2010, the remaining 7% were
vacant for a variety of reasons, as shown in the following figure.

For rent
20%

All other
vacants
27%

Rented, not
occupied
3%

For sale only
18%

For
seasonal,
recreational, or
occasional use
26%

Sold, not
occupied
6%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census
Figure 8. Vacant Housing Units by Type, 2010

Between 2000 and 2010, the total number of vacant housing units increased by 25% and the number of
vacant seasonal, recreational or occasional housing units increased by 22%. The homeowner vacancy
rate, which is the proportion of the homeowner inventory that is vacant "for sale,” increased by 38.5%
between 2000 and 2010, but the rental vacancy rate decreased by 10.3% over the same period. The
State of Michigan’s vacancy rates increased dramatically between 2000 and 2010, with the homeowner
vacancy rate increasing by 68.8% and the rental vacancy rate increasing by 69.1%. The following table
shows the vacancy rates in 2010 and the change in the vacancy rates between 2000 and 2010.
Table 6. Change in Vacancy Rates, 2000 to 2010

City of Midland

Midland County

State of Michigan

2010 Rate

% Change

2010 Rate

% Change

2010 Rate

% Change

1.9%

11.8%

1.8%

38.5%

2.7%

68.8%

5.3%

-20.9%

6.1%

-10.3%

11.5%

69.1%

Homeowner vacancy
rate
Rental vacancy rate

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010 Census

Taxable Property Values
The taxable value of commercial and residential taxable property values in Midland County steadily
increased between 2003 and 2012. Personal property, industrial, and other property values saw a
significant dip in 2008, but nearly all returned to pre-2007 levels by 2012. The following figure shows
the changes in taxable values between 2003 and 2012 in Midland County.
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Source: Midland County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Figure 9. Taxable Value and Estimated True Cash Value of Taxable Property, 2003-2012

Employment
In 2012, Midland County had 66,532 residents that were 16 years of age or older and 41,829 residents in
the labor force. Of the residents in the Midland County labor force in 2012, 38,846 were employed and
3,396 were unemployed, resulting in an unemployment rate of 7.1%. The Midland County
unemployment rate has been decreasing since its peak of 9.4% in 2009 and 2010. The County’s lowest
unemployment rate since 1990 was 2.6% in 1999. That year also saw the County’s largest labor force of
43,297 residents. The following table and figure show the changes in the labor force and
unemployment rate from 1990 through 2012.
Table 7. Midland County Labor Force and Unemployment Rate, 1990-2012

Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

Labor Force
37,788
37,565
38,855
39,908
40,897
40,772
41,309
42,338
42,535
43,297
42,543
42,856
41,785
41,321

Employed
35,709
35,212
35,998
37,026
38,368
38,729
39,780
41,025
41,310
42,160
41,163
41,060
39,525
38,703

Unemployed
2,079
2,353
2,857
2,882
2,529
2,043
1,529
1,313
1,225
1,137
1,380
1,796
2,260
2,618

Unemployment Rate
5.5%
6.3%
7.4%
7.2%
6.2%
5.0%
3.7%
3.1%
2.9%
2.6%
3.2%
4.2%
5.4%
6.3%
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Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Labor Force
41,200
41,886
42,454
43,365
43,551
42,233
41,713
41,953
41,829

Employed
38,586
39,455
40,101
41,010
40,867
38,244
37,776
38,681
38,846

Unemployed
2,614
2,431
2,353
2,355
2,684
3.989
3,937
3,272
2,983

Unemployment Rate
6.3%
5.8%
5.5%
5.4%
6.2%
9.4%
9.4%
7.8%
7.1%

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Labor Force Data by County, Annual Averages. 1990-2012

10.0%
9.0%
Unemployment Rate

8.0%
7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Labor Force Data by County, Annual Averages
Figure 10. Average Annual Unemployment Rate, 1990 to 2012

In 2011 and 2012, Midland County was recognized as one of the nation’s best locations for business in
the U.S. Also, Midland County was ranked second by Business Facilities magazine in its list of the Top 10
Metro Areas in the nation for Economic Growth Potential.2 The manufacturing industry is the largest
employer in Midland County, employing 22.6% of the working population. The educational services and
health care and social assistance services industry employs 21.6% of the working population of Midland
County. The following table shows the number of people employed in select industries in Midland
County.

2

City of Midland 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
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Table 8. Employment Data for Select Industries, 2012

339
2,622
8,793
658
3,985
1,256
629
1,526

% of Total
Employed
Labor Force
0.9%
6.7%
22.6%
1.7%
10.3%
3.2%
1.6%
3.9%

2,838

7.3%

8,386
3,402
1,915
930

21.6%
8.8%
4.9%
2.4%

Number
Employed

Industry
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation and warehousing, and utilities
Information
Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and leasing
Professional, scientific, and management, and administrative and waste
management services
Educational services, and health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation and food services
Other services, except public administration
Public administration

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2008-2012 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

The Dow Chemical Company is the largest employer in Midland County employing 5,300 people, 14% of
the County’s labor force. The top five employers in Midland County employ approximately 28% of the
County’s labor force. The following table shows the principal employers in the County.
Table 9. Primary Employers, 2013

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12
14
15

Employer Name
The Dow Chemical Company
MidMichigan Health
Dow Corning Corporation
Midland Public Schools
Northwood University
Chemical Bank
City of Michigan
Three Rivers Corporation
Meijer’s
Quad Graphics
Midland County
Bullock Creek Schools
Huhtamaki Plastics, Inc.
Wal-Mart
Styron
Source: Midland Tomorrow, 2013

Employees
(Approximate)
>5,000
>2,000
1,450
917
464
460
426
380
331
330
316
260
260
256
183
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Gross Domestic Product and Income
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the Midland Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) increased by 32%
overall between 2001 and 2012. For reference, the GDP of the State of Michigan increased by 19% and
the GDP of the U.S. increased by 53% during the same period. The following table illustrates the change
in the GDP of the Midland MSA from 2001 to 2012.
160

Millions of Current $

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Year
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis GDP by Metro Area
Figure 11. Gross Domestic Product, 2001 - 2012

In 2012, Midland County’s median household income was $52,949 and the average household income
was $73,349. The City of Midland’s median household income was $50,497 and the average household
income was $74,784. In 2000, the median household income in Midland County (in 2012 dollars) was
$62,939. The following figures show how the median household income has changed within Midland
County between 2000 and 2012.
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey 2012 5-Year Estimates
Figure 12. Median Household Income by Census Tract, 2000 and 2012

The following figure shows the distribution of the population across household income brackets in
Midland County.
City of Midland

Midland County

20%

19%
19%

18%

Percent of Total Population

18%
16%
12%
12%

12%
8%
6%

15%
15%

14%

14%
10%

State of Michigan

8%
7%
6%

14%
12%
12%
12% 12%
11%

11%

10%
10%

10%

6%
5%
5%

5%
4%4%

4%

6%
5%
3%

2%
0%
Less than $10,000 to $15,000 to $25,000 to $35,000 to $50,000 to $75,000 to $100,000 $150,000 $200,000
$10,000
$14,999
$24,999
$34,999
$49,999
$74,999
$99,999 to $149,999 to $199,999 or more

Household Income Level
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010
Figure 13. Inflation-Adjusted Household Income and Benefits, 2010
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Overall, Midland County households moved into higher income brackets between 2000 and 2010. In
2000, 54% of Midland County households made less than $50,000, but in 2010, 47% of households
made less than $50,000. The following figure shows the percentage of the population in 2000 and 2010
that fell into each income bracket.

Percent of Total Population

2000
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

2010
19%19%

13%
13%
12%
10%
7%
6%

15% 15%
12%
11%

6%
5%

12%
10%
4%
3%

5%
2%

Less
$10,000 $15,000 $25,000 $35,000 $50,000 $75,000
than
to
to
to
to
to
to
$100,000 $150,000 $200,000
$10,000 $14,999 $24,999 $34,999 $49,999 $74,999 $99,999
to
to
or more
$149,999 $199,999

Household Income
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010 Census
Figure 14. Inflation-Adjusted Household Income and Benefits, 2000 and 2010

Between 2001 and 2011, the per capita personal income of Midland County residents increased by 38%.
The following table summarizes the total personal income and personal income per capita of Midland
County for the years 2001 through 2011. Personal income differs from household income in that it
divides total earnings (all wages, salaries, investment income, pensions, etc.) by a jurisdiction's total
population, rather than total number of households.
Table 10. Personal Income and Per Capita Personal Income, 2001-2011

Year

Population

Personal Income

Per Capita
Personal Income

2001

83,605

$2,633,764,000

$31,502

2002

83,787

$2,659,000,000

$31,735

2003

84,132

$2,804,000,000

$33,329

2004

84,236

$2,951,000,000

$35,033

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

84,065
83,792
83,017
82,605
82,548
83,634
84,063

$3,115,730,000
$3,279,082,000
$3,324,519,000
$3,466,961,000
$3,454,868,000
$3,514,447,000
$3,652,161,000

$37,063
$39,134
$40,046
$41,970
$41,853
$42,022
$43,446

Source: Midland County Finance Department Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2013
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Poverty
The percentage of the population below poverty level increased in all of the comparison counties
between 2000 and 2010. Of the surrounding counties, Isabella County had the highest percentage of its
population below the poverty level in 2010, followed by Clare County. Midland County had the lowest
percentage of its population below the poverty level. The following table shows the percentage of
persons below the poverty level in each of the surrounding counties in 2000 and 2010.
Table 11. Persons Below Poverty Level, 2000 and 2010

2000
9.7%
16.0%
13.8%
10.3%
20.4%
8.4%
13.9%

Bay County
Clare County
Gladwin County
Gratiot County
Isabella County
Midland County
Saginaw County

2010
13.5%
24.8%
20.7%
18.3%
32.1%
12.2%
18.7%

Percent Increase
39.2%
55.0%
50.0%
77.7%
57.4%
45.2%
34.5%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010

Gratiot County saw the largest increase (78%) in the percentage of the population below the poverty
level, followed by Isabella County (57%), Clare County (55%), Gladwin County (50%), Midland County
(45%), Bay County (39%), and Saginaw County (35%). The following figure illustrates the increases in the
percentage of the population below the poverty level in each comparison county between 2000 and
2010.

Percent of Population Below Poverty
Level

90%
80%
Gratiot
78%

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

Saginaw
35%

Bay
39%

Clare
Gladwin 55%
Midland 50%
45%

Isabella
57%

10%
0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 and 2010
Figure 15. Change in Persons below Poverty Level, 2000 to 2010

While Midland County households moved into higher income levels and the County’s per capita
personal income increased between 2000 and 2010, the number of children living in poverty also
increased. According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates Program,
16.4% of the population under the age of 18 in Midland County was impoverished in 2013. That is less
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than the State percentage of 24.7%. The following table shows the percent of students in poverty in
grades 1-5 for each Midland County ESA school district. Approximately 50% of the students in grades 15 in the Coleman Community School District live below poverty level. The Meridian Public School
District saw the largest increase in the number of students in poverty, a 31% increase, between 2009
and 2011.
Table 12. Students Grades 1-5 in Poverty in Select Midland County School Districts, 2009-2011

2009

2010

2011

Bullock Creek

34.7%

40.3%

39.33%

Coleman Community

43.1%

51.0%

49.2%

Meridian Public

32.0%

41.1%

41.9%

Midland Public

21.4%

24.7%

24.3%

Source: Great Start Readiness Program http://www.michigan.gov/med/

On average, the percentage of the students eligible for free lunch increased by 11% in each district
between 2010 and 2012. The percentage of students eligible for free lunch in the Midland County ESA
decreased from 44% in 2010 to 31% in 2012. The Academic and Career Education Academy saw the
largest increase (25%), followed by Windover High School (24%), and the Bullock Creek School District
(23%). The Midland Academy of Advanced and Creative Studies is the only school district in which no
students are eligible for free or reduced lunch.
Two districts saw a decrease in the percentage of students eligible for reduced lunch: Windover High
School saw the largest decrease (44%) followed by Coleman Community Schools (29%). Midland Public
Schools saw a 25% increase and Meridian Public Schools saw a 17% increase. The following figure
illustrates the changes in the percentage of students eligible for free and reduced lunch.
Reduced Lunch Eligible

Academic Bullock Creek Coleman
and Career
School
Community
Education
District
Schools
Academy

Meridian
Public
Schools

Midland
Midland
Academy of County ESA
Advanced
and Creative
Studies

Midland
Public
Schools

2012

2011

2010

2012

2011

2010

2012

2011

2010

2012

2011

2010

2012

2011

2010

2012

2011

2010

2012

2011

2010

2012

2011

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
2010

Percent of Total Students Eligible

Free Lunch Eligible

Windover
High School

Source: Michigan Department of Education: Center for Educational Performance and Information
Figure 16. Students Eligible for Free and Reduced Lunch in Midland County School Districts, 2010-2012
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Educational Attainment
The residents of Midland County are highly educated. In 2010, 32% of Midland County residents aged
25 years or older possessed a bachelor’s degree or higher, compared to 42% in the City of Midland and
26% in the State of Michigan. While almost 11% of U.S. residents possessed a graduate or professional
degree in 2010, almost 13% of Midland County and 18% of City of Midland residents possessed a
graduate or professional degree. According to the U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey
2012 1-year estimates, Washtenaw County has the highest percentage (25.8%) of residents with
graduate or professional degrees, followed by Oakland County (18.2%), Ingham County (15.4%), and
Midland County (14.1%). The city with the highest percentage of residents with graduate or
professional degrees is Washington, D.C. (29.4%) followed by Boston (23.1%).
Over 92% of Midland County residents aged 25 years or older were high school graduates. The
following figure illustrates the level of educational attainment among Midland County residents, as
reported in the U.S. Census Bureau's American Community Survey for the years 2008 through 2012.
State of Michigan

Midland County

9.8%

Graduate or professional degree
Educational Attainment Level

City of Midland
12.7%

17.6%
15.7%

Bachelor's degree

19.3%
24.7%

8.4%
10.0%
8.9%

Associate's degree

24.0%
21.7%
20.6%

Some college, no degree
High school graduate (includes equivalency)

22.0%

9th to 12th grade, no diploma

5.4%
4.5%
3.5%
2.2%
1.8%

Less than 9th grade
0%

5%

30.7%
28.7%

7.9%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Percent of Population
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey 2008-2012
Figure 17. Educational Attainment Level of Residents, 2008-2012

Education
Every year since 2008 Midland County has been recognized as one of the 100 Best Communities for
Young People in America.3 According to the State of Michigan Center for Educational Performance and
Information (CEPI), total K-12 enrollment in Midland County decreased by 16.6% between 2002 and
2013 school years. Kindergarten, elementary, and high school enrollment all decreased, with
elementary school enrollment decreasing by the largest amount (20.2%) between the 2002 and 2013
school years. The following table shows K-12 student enrollment in Midland County.

3

City of Midland 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
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Table 13. K-12 Public School Enrollment, 2002 and 2013 School Years

Student Population
Kindergarten
Elementary school (grades 1-8)
High School (grades 9-12)

2002-2003
922
8,981
4,675

2013-2014
881
7,166
4,107

Percent Change
-4.4%
-20.2%
-12.2%

Source: State of Michigan Center for Educational Performance and Information (CEPI)

The Midland County Educational Service Agency is surrounded by four other Intermediate School
Districts (ISDs) or Region Education Service District (RESDs): Bay-Arenac ISD, Saginaw ISD, GratiotIsabella RESD, and Clare-Gladwin RESD.
State funding to each district is based upon number of students, which decreased in each comparison
district between the 2007 and 2014 school years. The Saginaw ISD and the Midland County ESA saw the
largest decreases of 13% each, followed by the Clare Gladwin RESD (9%), Gratiot-Isabella RESD (7%), and
Bay-Arenac ISD (6 %). The following figure shows the student headcount in each community over time.
35,000

Student Headcount

30,000
25,000

Saginaw ISD

20,000

Bay-Arenac ISD

15,000

Gratiot-Isabella RESA

10,000

Midland County ESA

5,000

Clare-Gladwin RESD

0

School Year
Source: State of Michigan Center for Educational Performance Information (CEPI)
Figure 18. Student Headcount, 2007-2014

In 1993, the State of Michigan established a new method for distributing State school aid through a
foundation grant system. This new method shifted the local/state funding mix from 37% state-raised
revenue to 80% state-raised revenue, decreasing the reliance on property taxes as a revenue source for
education expenses. This new way of paying for Michigan's schools was meant to eliminate inequity
among school districts.4 The foundation allowance is the per-pupil amount of state funding allocated to
school operations, which decreased in each comparison district between 2007 and 2011 (years for
which data is available). The Midland County ESA per-pupil allocation amount decreased by 6% while
the allowance amounts in comparison districts decreased by only 5%. Midland County’s per-pupil

4

Source: http://senate.michigan.gov/sfa/Publications/JointRep/FINPROPA/95COMP.HTML
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allocation amount has always remained at least 2% higher than the next closest district’s allocation, but
it started 3% higher in 2007 and decreased to 2% higher in 2010 where it has remained.

Per-Pupil Allocation Amount

$7,800
$7,600
$7,400
Midland County ESA

$7,200

Saginaw ISD
$7,000

Bay-Arenac ISD
Gratiot-Isabella RESD

$6,800

Clare-Gladwin RESD

$6,600
$6,400
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
School Year

Source: State of Michigan Center for Educational Performance and Information, Financial Information Database (FID)
Figure 19. Per-Pupil Allocation Amount, 2007-2011

While the total number special education students decreased in all of the comparison districts between
the 2007 and 2011 school years (time period for which special education enrollment data was available),
the rate of change differs significantly. The Saginaw ISD saw the largest decrease in special education
students (25.0%), followed by the Gratiot-Isabella RESD (15.3%), the Clare-Gladwin RESD (13.3%), the
Bay-Arenac ISD (12.0%), and the Midland County ESA (7.4%). In each of the surrounding school districts
the number of special education students decreased at a much faster rate than the rate at which total
enrollment decreased. In the Saginaw ISD, the decrease in the number of special education students
was 18 percentage points greater than the decrease in the total number of students. Meanwhile, the
decrease in the number of special education students in the Midland County ESA was nearly equal to the
decrease in total enrollment. The following table shows the change in special education students and
total students in each district.
Table 14. Special Education and Total Enrollment, 2007-2011

Percent Change
Bay-Arenac ISD
Clare-Gladwin RESD
Gratiot-Isabella RESD
Midland County ESA
Saginaw ISD

Special Education Enrollment

Total Enrollment

-12.0%
-13.3%
-15.3%
-7.4%
-25.0%

-3.1%
-4.7%
-4.2%
-6.5%
-6.8%

Source: State of Michigan Center for Educational Performance Information (CEPI)
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Graduation rates vary across the different schools in Midland County. Graduation rates are tracked in
terms of how long it takes graduating students to complete high school (four, five or six years). Coleman
Junior/Senior High School, Bullock Creek High School, Meridian High School, and Midland Public Schools
all have a six-year graduation rate of approximately 95%. However, Windover High School and the
Midland Academy of Advanced Creative Studies have six-year graduation rates of 68% and 86%
respectively. The following figure shows a snapshot of the 2012-2013 four-year, five-year, and six-year
graduation rates of various schools in Midland County.

Graduation Rate

Four-Year

Five-Year

Six-Year

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Coleman Bullock Creek Meridian
Midland
Junior/Senior High School High School Academy of
High School
Advanced
and Creative
Studies

Midland
Public
Schools

MCESA and Windover
Sugnet
High School
School
Classroom
Programs

Source: State of Michigan Center for Educational Performance Information (CEPI)
Figure 20. Graduation Rates, 2012-2013 School Year

The percentage of students completing the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) dipped in
2011, but increased all other years between 2009 and 2013. The following chart illustrates the changes
in the number of total students completing the FAFSA each year between 2009 and 2013.

Percent of Students Completing
FAFSA

62%
61%
61%
60%
60%
59%
59%
58%
2009

2010

2011

2012

Year
Source: Midland County Career & College Access Network Dashboard
Figure 21: FAFSA Completion Rates, All Students: Midland County, 2009-2013
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Percent of Total Studenst Meeting or
Exceeding Benchmark

Every year, the percentage of economically disadvantaged students meeting the college readiness
benchmark is less than the overall percentage of students meeting the benchmark. The percentage of
students meeting the college readiness benchmark increased overall between 2009 and 2013. The
percentage of economically disadvantaged students meeting the benchmark increased overall during
the same period. The following chart shows the percentage of total students meeting or exceeding the
college readiness benchmark on the ACT exam compared with the percentage of economically
disadvantaged students.
40%
34%

35%
30%

31%

28%

27%

30%

25%
20%
14%

15%
10%

10%

9%

8%

7%

5%
0%
2009

2010

2011

All students

2012

2013

Economically Disadvantaged

Source: Midland County Career & College Access Network Dashboard
Figure 22: Percentage of Students Meeting or Exceeding the ACT College Readiness Benchmark, 2009-2013

Percent of Total Stuents Enrolling in
College

College enrollment increased every year from 2009 to 2012 for all students and for economically
disadvantaged students. The following chart shows the percentage of students enrolled in a 2 or 4 year
post-secondary institution within 6 months of graduation.
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58%
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Source: Midland County Career & College Access Network Dashboard
Figure 23: Percentage of Students Enrolling in College, 2009-2012
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Health
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation County Health Rankings and Roadmaps Project tracks health
outcomes (length of life and quality of life) and health factors (health behaviors, social and economic
factors, physical environment, etc.) across the nation. Midland County ranks 7th in the State of
Michigan in overall health factors and 11th in the state on overall health outcomes. The County ranks
14th in health behaviors (a subsection of health factors) with the major areas of concern being the
obesity rate (31%) and the percent of adult smokers (19%). The following figure shows the trend in the
adult obesity rate between 2004 and 2010.

Source: County Health Rankings and Roadmaps, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Figure 24. Adult Obesity Trend, 2004-2010

Midland County ranks 9th in clinical care (a subsection of health factors) with the major area of concern
being decreased participation in mammography screening. The percentage of female Medicare
enrollees that received mammography screenings dipped to a nine-year low in 2009. That same year,
the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force started recommending biennial screenings for women aged 50
to 74. That recommendation may be responsible for the increased participation rate in Midland County
the following year, but it did not impact the participation rates in the State of Michigan or the U.S. The
following figure shows the mammography screening trend between 2003 and 2011.
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Source: County Health Rankings and Roadmaps, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Figure 25. Mammography Screening Trend, 2003-2011

The Michigan Department of Community Health tracks utilization of substance abuse and addiction
services. The number of substance abuse admissions in Midland County increased by 22% between 2009
and 2011. The percentage of admissions for alcohol, cocaine, marijuana, other stimulants, and all other
substances decreased. Meanwhile, admissions for heroin increased by 28%, other opiates increased by
15%, and methamphetamine increased by 57%. The following table shows the total number of
admissions and the primary substance reported at admission.
Table 15. Primary Substance Reported at Admission, 2009-2011

Total Number of Admissions
Alcohol
Cocaine
Marijuana
Heroin
Other Opiates
Methamphetamine
Other Stimulants
All Others

2009
433
39.3%
3.2%
8.1%
13.2%
30.3%
0.7%
1.4%
3.9%

2010
517
36.6%
5.0%
14.1%
13.9%
28.0%
0.4%
0.4%
1.5%

2011
527
35.1%
2.5%
7.0%
16.9%
34.7%
1.1%
0.0%
2.7%

Source: Michigan Department of Community Health: Bureau of Substance Abuse & Addiction Services
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Safety
The FBI classifies the following offenses as Part-I crimes: Murder and Non-negligent Manslaughter,
Forcible Rape, Robbery, Aggravated Assault, Burglary, Larceny-Theft, and Motor Vehicle Theft. All other
crimes are classified as Part-II crimes. The FBI tracks Part-I crimes in cities and counties separately.
Overall, the number of violent crimes in Midland County and the cities of Coleman and Midland
decreased by 12% and the number of property crimes decreased by 43% between 2005 and 2012 (years
for which data is available for all three jurisdictions). During the same period, forcible rape and robbery
were the only Part-I crimes that increased. The following table shows the change in Part-I crimes
between 2001 and 2012 for the City of Midland and Midland County and between 2005 and 2012 for
the City of Coleman.
Table 16. Part-I (Violent and Property) Crimes, 2000-2010

Offense
Murder and NonNegligent
Manslaughter
Forcible Rape
Robbery
Aggravated
Assault
Total Violent Crime
Burglary
Larceny
Motor Vehicle
Theft
Total Property
Crime

City of Coleman
2005* 2012 % Change

City of Midland
2001 2012 % Change

Midland County
2001 2012 % Change

0

0

-

4

1

-75%

0

1

-

1
0

1
2

0%
-

21
6

15
5

-29%
-17%

10
1

25
0

150%
-100%

3

2

-33%

43

17

-60%

52

26

-50%

4
9
38

5
4
32

25%
-56%
-16%

74
103
766

38
56
400

-49%
-46%
-48%

63
184
270

52
132
275

-17%
-28%
2%

3

0

-100%

30

1

-97%

21

8

-62%

50

36

-28%

899

457

-49%

475

415

-13%

Source: FBI Uniform Crime Reports
*Data is not available for the City of Coleman prior to 2005

Violent crime decreased in the City of Midland and Midland County between 2001 and 2012 and
increased in the City of Coleman between 2005 and 2012. The following figures show the fluctuations in
violent crimes in the three jurisdictions.
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Source: FBI Uniform Crime Reports
Figure 26. Violent Crimes, 2001-2012

Property crime decreased in Midland County and the cities of Coleman and Midland during the period
studied. The following figure shows the fluctuations in property crimes between 2001 and 2012.
City of Coleman

City of Midland

Midland County

Total Number of Offenses
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Source: FBI Uniform Crime Reports
Figure 27. Property Crimes, 2001-2012
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The State of Michigan tracks the total number of offenses committed in a county. The total number of
offenses in Midland County decreased from 4,914 offenses in 2001 to 3,479 offenses in 2012, a 29 %
decrease. The following figure shows the decrease in total offenses during that period.
6,000

Total Number of Offenses

4,914 5,044 4,980

5,000

4,303
4,250 4,262 4,221 4,235 4,249
4,164

4,000

3,392 3,479

3,000
2,000
1,000
0
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Year

Source: Michigan State Police Uniform Crime Reports, 2001-2012
Figure 28. Total Offenses, 2001-2012
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Migration
More people are moving into Midland County than are leaving it, but their income levels and
educational attainment levels differ. According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community
Survey County-to-County Migration Flows, which captures movement of individuals one year and older,
1,545 people moved out of Midland County and 4,025 moved into Midland County last year. Of the
people that moved out of Midland County, 47% had a household income of $50,000 or more. Of the
people that moved into Midland County, 48% had a household income of $50,000 or more. The
following figure illustrates the number of people moving into and out of Midland County in 2011 by their
household income level. Almost six times more people with a household income of less than $10,000
moved into Midland County than left. Nearly four times more people with a household income of
$15,000 to $24,999 moved into Midland County than left. More than three times more people with a
household income of less than $75,000 to $99,000 moved into Midland County than left.

Number of Residents

Outflow

Inflow

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
-200
-400

Household Income Level
Source: U.S. Census American Community Survey (ACS) County-to-County Migration Flows 2007-2011
Figure 29. Inflow and Outflow of Residents by Household Income Level, 2011

Of the 4,025 people that moved into Midland County, 64% came from other counties in Michigan and
36% came from other states and countries. Of the 1,545 people that moved out of Midland County,
94% remained in Michigan and 6% moved to Illinois. It is most common for residents leaving Midland
County to move to bordering counties, which 72% of outflow residents did. The largest percentage of
residents leaving Midland County (15%) moved to Gladwin County. The other most common
destinations were Bay County (14%), Gratiot County (13%), Saginaw County (12%), and Isabella County
(12%).
Of those people moving to Midland County, 34% moved from another state. The next most common
origination points were Bay County (9%), Gladwin County (6%), Isabella County (6%), Oakland County
(6%), and Saginaw County (6%). Another 6% of inflow residents moved from Asia. The following figure
illustrates the destination points of those leaving Midland County and the origination points of those
moving to Midland County.
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Moving From (positive) or
Moving To (negative)
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Number of People Moving In (positive) and Leaving (negative)
Source: U.S. Census American Community Survey (ACS) County-to-County Migration Flows 2007-2011
Figure 30. Destination Points of People Leaving and Origination Points of People Moving In, 2011

A total of 1,945 people aged 25 years and over moved into Midland County. The following figure shows
the number of people moving into and out of Midland County in 2011 by their educational attainment
level. For all education levels, more people moved into the County than left the County. Significantly
more people with lower educational attainment levels moved into the County than left the County, with
more than twice as many people moving in than leaving.

Number of Residents Moving

Inflow

Outflow

1000
800
600
400
200
0
-200
-400

Less than high
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graduate

Some college or Bachelor's degree
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Source: U.S. Census American Community Survey (ACS) County-to-County Migration Flows 2007-2011
Figure 31. Inflow and Outflow of Residents by Educational Attainment Level, 2011
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Regional Arts, Culture, and Entertainment
According to the Americans for the Arts’ report The Creative Industries in Midland County, MI, the
County is home to 189 arts-related businesses that employ 611 people. “Creative industries” are
defined based on select codes in the North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS). The
number of “creative industries” businesses in the County more than doubled between 2009 and 2013,
which means Midland County residents have more options when it comes to art activities. “Creative
industries” represent 4.1% of all businesses and 1.7% of all employees in Midland County.
Americans for the Arts’ also publishes a Local Arts Index, which captures many different characteristics
of the cultural life of individual communities. According to the Local Arts Index, Midland County adults
attend 1.57 arts and culture events per year on average. The number of nonprofit arts organizations
increased from 4.78 to 5.98 and arts revenue per capita increased by 22% between 2009 and 2010. The
following table includes multiple measures that gauge the appetite for and support of arts and cultural
events and organizations by Midland County residents.
Table 17. Arts and Cultural Event Support in Midland County

Local Arts Index
Arts Activity
Adult population share attending popular entertainment, 2011-2013
Adult population share attending live performing arts, 2011-2013
Adult population share visiting art museums, 2011-2013
Adult population share attending movies, 2011-2013
Resources and Capacity
Expenditures on entertainment admission fees per capita, 2013
Expenditures on recorded media per capita, 2013
Expenditures on musical instruments per capita, 2013
Expenditures on photographic equipment and supplies per capita, 2013
Expenditures on reading materials per capita, 2013
Total nonprofit arts organizations per 100,000 population, 2009
Total nonprofit arts organizations per 100,000 population, 2010
Total nonprofit arts revenue per capita, 2009
Total nonprofit arts revenue per capita, 2010

27.8%
22.3%
10.4%
40.4%
$19.47
$62.54
$11.80
$61.36
$218.98
4.78
5.98
$68.61
$83.59

Source: Americans for the Arts’ Local Arts Index

The Midland Center for the Arts encourages participation in and appreciation for art, music, science, and
history. The Center includes two performance venues, two museums, art studios, lecture halls, a
historical campus and more. The Midland Center for the Arts is composed of six member groups: Alden
B. Dow Museum of Science & Art, Center Stage Choirs, Center Stage Theatre, MATRIX:MIDLAND,
Midland County Historical Society and Midland Symphony Orchestra. According to the Midland Center
for the Arts 2008 Market Analysis, the Center is experiencing tremendous geographic growth, attracting
more residents from outside the Greater Midland Area. In particular, the Center is achieving reach into
smaller surrounding communities that do not have access to similar venues and events. The Center
reaches diverse audiences, with the visitors driving significant distances from the highest per capita
income zip codes in Michigan. In addition to the Center, the Saginaw Arts & Enrichment Commission,
which serves as the Region 7 re-granting agency for the Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs,
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works to improve access to cultural opportunities as well as the quality of life in the Great Lakes Bay
Region.
In addition to the arts and cultural activities in the region, Midland County residents enjoy access to a
multitude of public and private recreation opportunities. The City of Midland maintains 72 parks on
2,700 acres of land, ranging from small parks that bring recreation opportunities to each neighborhood
to large parks that include team sport facilities.5 Midland County owns or manages 1,130 acres of
parkland.6 Dow Gardens and the Chippewa Nature Center attract many visitors every year. Additional
outdoor recreation opportunities include the Chippewa Nature Trail, AuSable State Forest, and City
Forest, which includes the 30-mile Pere Marquette Rail-Trail. In addition to the recreation activities
afforded by access to woodlands, parks, and green space, Midland County residents enjoy water
recreation activities on Sanford Lake and the Pine, Chippewa, and Tittabawassee Rivers. Midland
County residents also have access to Mid-Michigan's only minor league baseball team, the Great Lakes
Loons.

Philanthropic Giving
City of Midland and Midland County residents are very giving according to the “How America Gives”
study, which is based upon comprehensive 2008 tax records from the IRS. The study examined income
levels and the sums claimed in charitable contributions for taxpayers. A total of $50.8 million was given
in Midland County in 2008. The median amount donated was $3,434. The average percent of income
given in the U.S. is 4.7%. City of Midland residents give an average of 5.5% of their income, and Midland
County residents give an average of 5.2% of theirs. According to the study, the City of Midland’s
charitable giving ranked 2,730th out of 11,522 cities and towns included in the study, Midland County’s
charitable giving ranked 1,153rd out of the 3,115 counties included in the study, and the State of
Michigan ranked 24th out of the 50 states and Puerto Rico. The following figure shows the percentage of
income given to charity in 2008 by residents in different income brackets.
City of Midland
7%

Percent of Income

6%

6.2%

5.8%

Midland County

State of Michigan

United States

6.0%
5.4%

5%

5.5%

5.3% 5.1%
4.0% 4.2%

4.5%

5.2%
4.5% 4.7%

4.2% 4.2% 4.2%

4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
$50,000-$99,999

$100,000-$199,999

$200,000 and up

All income levels

Income Level
Source: “Giving across America” study conducted by The Chronicle of Philanthropy
Figure 32. Percent of Income Given to Charity, 2008
5
6

City of Midland Parks & Recreation Master Plan 2010-2015
Midland County Recreation Plan: 2009-2013
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The Dow Chemical Foundation gives approximately $4 million each year in the region. In 2013, Dow
Corning Midland corporate giving totaled $800,000, and Dow Corning Foundation giving totaled
$250,000 in the area. In addition to funding grants, the Dow Corning Foundation began donating
$100,000 in 2012 to each of the Community Foundations in Bay, Midland, and Saginaw Counties. In
2013, the Midland Area Community Foundation gave $3,894,828 in grants.
In addition to the funds available from corporations and community foundations in the area, there are
also three large family foundations that perform significant work in Midland County. The Charles J.
Strosacker Foundation gave a total of $2,509,556 in 2013, with $1,411,300 remaining in Midland
County.7 The Rollin M. Gerstacker Foundation, which does not report information by county, gave a
total of $7,619,619 in 2012.8 The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation, which also does not report
information by county, gave $17,906,838 in 2012.9

Infrastructure
The primary infrastructure systems operating within Midland County include systems that supply
electricity, natural gas, water, sewer, and transportation services. Each infrastructure system varies in
service area, capacity to accommodate growth, replacement value, and condition. While electricity and
natural gas services are provided by the private sector, water, sewer, and transportation services are
provided by the public sector.

Private Infrastructure
Electricity and natural gas services are provided to Midland County residents by Consumers Energy.
Distribution system reliability is one of the more important factors in determining customer satisfaction
with electric service. The most effective ways to improve system performance is through infrastructure
maintenance and upgrades. A significant number of outages (22%) are caused by trees, an issue utility
companies can minimize by clearing vegetation regularly. Shorter clearing cycles result in less outage
impact due to vegetation, lower line clearing cost per mile, and less dramatic impact on customer’s
property when line clearing does occur. Michigan utilities typically utilize cycle lengths in the 4-to-7 year
range. Consumers Energy utilizes an 8-year effective clearing cycle.10
Beginning in 2009, the Michigan Public Service Commission directed Consumer’s Energy to report
system reliability data. The System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) measures the frequency
and duration of outages and represents the average annual number of minutes of interruption per
customer. The following figure shows fluctuations in Consumer Energy’s SAIDI between 2002 and 2011,
including and excluding major event days (MEDs).

7

The Charles J. Strosacker Foundation 2013 Annual Report
The Rollin M. Gerstacker Foundation 2012 Annual Report
9
The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 2012 Annual Report
10
Direct Testimony of James R. Anderson on Behalf of Consumers Energy Company, 2012
http://efile.mpsc.state.mi.us/efile/docs/17087/0002.pdf
8
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Source: Michigan Public Service Commission Case No. U-17087, Direct Testimony, 2012
Figure 33. System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) Performance, 2002-2011

Another key aspect of electric utility customer satisfaction involves rates for service. Consumers Energy
has lower residential rates than the average investor-owned company and slightly more than average
for most small and large commercial customers. Consumers Energy has lower rates for industrial
customers than the average investor-owned, cooperative, and all company comparison groups. The
following table compares Consumer Energy’s utility rates to the average rates charged by other
Michigan utilities.
Table 18. Comparison of Average Rates (in cents per kWh) for Electric Utilities in Michigan, 2014

Residential
kWh

Consumers
Energy
Average of
Investor
Owned
Average of
Cooperative
Average of All
Companies

Small
Commercial

Large Commercial

Industrial

250

500

1,000

1,000

5,000

21,600

28,800

36,000

432,000

4,320,000

21,600,000

16.6

14.9

14.1

15.3

13.6

13.9

12.8

12.1

9.5

8.3

7.4

17.3

15.5

14.6

15.1

13.6

13.3

12.4

11.6

9.7

9.1

8.4

15.7

13.4

12.2

12.9

11.6

12.3

11.0

10.4

9.7

16.8

14.8

13.9

14.4

13.0

13.0

12.0

11.2

9.7

9.0

8.3

Source: Michigan Public Service Commission Utility Rate Books, April 2014

Consumers Energy also provides natural gas services. Gas Cost Recovery (GCR) Factors, are rates billed
to natural gas customers based on usage. Consumers Energy has a lower GCR Factor than the average
across Michigan. The following table shows the GCR Factors of Michigan natural gas companies. GCR
Factors are in dollars per thousand cubic feet unless otherwise noted.
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Table 19. Comparison of Gas Cost Recovery Factors for Natural Gas Utilities in Michigan, 2014

Company
Aurora Gas Company
Citizens Gas Fuel Company
Consumers Energy Co
DTE Gas Company
Michigan Gas Utilities Corp
Presque Isle E.& G. Coop.
SEMCO Energy Gas Co*
Superior Energy Company
Wisconsin Public Service Corp
Xcel Energy*

Factor Charged
Rates set by local governments
Rates set by local governments
$4.7473
$4.5600
$5.2227
$4.6140
$5.2299
Rates set by local governments
$5.6030
$5.5221

*In dollars per dekatherm, not dollars per thousand cubic feet
Source: Michigan Public Service Commission Natural Gas Utility Rate Books, April 2014

Public Infrastructure
While electric and gas services are provided by the private sector, the public sector provides
transportation, water, and sewer services to residents and businesses. At the end of each fiscal year,
the City of Midland assesses the value of its capital assets. Capital assets associated with governmental
activities include roads, sidewalks, etc. while capital assets associated with business-type activities
include water and sewer lines, landfill improvements, etc. In general, investments in capital assets have
outpaced depreciation each year. The following figures show changes in the year-end values of capital
assets less the depreciation associated with those assets for the past five years. It is important to note
that investing in a capital asset does not necessarily mean the condition of the asset will be improved.
Capital asset values increase when the City invests in maintenance of an asset or when additional assets
are purchased.
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Year-End Capital Asset Values

$80,000,000
$70,000,000
$60,000,000
$50,000,000
$40,000,000
$30,000,000
$20,000,000
$10,000,000
$0
Major and Local
Roads

Sidewalks

Buildings

Land
Improvements

Equipment

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports
Figure 34. City of Midland Governmental Activities Capital Asset Fiscal Year Actual Valuation Net of Depreciation, 2009-2013
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Year-End Capital Asset Values

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

$100,000,000
$90,000,000
$80,000,000
$70,000,000
$60,000,000
$50,000,000
$40,000,000
$30,000,000
$20,000,000
$10,000,000
$0
Water and sewer
lines

Building and
building
improvements

Land
improvements

Landfill
improvements

Equipment

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports
Figure 35. City of Midland Business-Type Activities Capital Asset Fiscal Year Actual Valuation Net of Depreciation, 2009-2013

The public transportation system in Midland County consists of demand-response services. In a demandresponse service model, users must schedule rides in advance as opposed to a system that runs on a
predefined schedule. County Connection of Midland is a curb to curb public transportation service
sponsored by Midland County and the Michigan Department of Transportation. Services are countywide and available to all residents of Midland County except those within the city of Midland, depending
on destination. For transportation within Midland’s city limits, the City of Midland operates the Dial-ARide Transportation (DART) service.
The City of Midland and the Midland County Road Commission are responsible for maintaining and
improving existing roadways and bridges and constructing new roads in the County. There are two
principal funding sources for roads, streets, and bridges in Midland County: shared gas and weight taxes
from the State of Michigan and the voter-approved Midland County road millage. The Midland County
Road Commission also receives contributions from Townships. The condition of roads throughout
Midland County has been declining over time, despite the Midland County road millage approved by
voters for nearly four decades. Voters rejected a ballot proposal to renew the one mill road millage (an
estimated value of $1,226,000 for the County and $2.2 million for the City) and also increase it by an
additional one mill (an estimated additional value of $1,670,000 for the County and $1.7 million for the
City). There is a growing backlog of roads in need of significant repair and maintenance.11
The Midland County Road Commission maintains 109 miles of State Highways, 288 miles of primary
roads, 584 miles of local roads, and 77 bridges over 20 feet in length.12 The City of Midland maintains
240 road miles, of which 16% are in poor condition, 33% are in fair condition, and 51% are in good
condition. The following figure illustrates the condition of City of Midland roads.

11
12

Information about the County Road Millage ballot proposal
Midland County Road Commission website, 2014
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Source: City of Midland Engineering Department
Figure 36. City of Midland Pavement Condition Assessment, 2014

Of the 480 miles of eligible sidewalk in the City of Midland, 380 miles are in place with 100 miles left to
install. The following figure depicts the inventory of sidewalks in the City of Midland (green) and gaps in
sidewalks (red).

Source: City of Midland Engineering Department
Figure 37. City of Midland Sidewalk Inventory, 2014
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The City of Midland provides residential and commercial water services to residents and businesses in
the City of Midland and also sells treated water to other jurisdictions outside the City. Water service
provision involves construction and maintenance of water supply and distribution systems in addition to
water storage facilities. The Saginaw-Midland Municipal Water Supply Corporation (SMMWSC) was
incorporated in 1948 to obtain water from Lake Huron. Two intakes and two pumping stations pump
water to water treatment facilities in both the City of Midland and the City of Saginaw. The City of
Midland has one water treatment plant, which was built in 1959 and upgraded in 1983. The plant has a
maximum daily capacity of 48 million gallons per day (MGD), but handles an average of 23 MGD. To
transport raw water and distribute treated water, the City of Midland maintains nearly 450 miles of
water mains and four pump stations. The City of Midland currently owns and operates three elevated
water storage tanks and six water storage reservoirs. The City of Midland also operates and maintains a
separate industrial water treatment and distribution system which supplies large quantities of industrial
grade water to large users such as Dow Chemical-Michigan Division and Dow Corning.
On average, $870,000 is spent improving the capacity of the water treatment and distribution system
each year. An additional $400,000 is invested in capital equipment, improvements to building/facilities,
communications equipment, and new water services. Between the treatment plant and distribution
system, an average of $2.7 million is spent to repair main breaks, system valves, and hydrants, and to
rehabilitate high-volume pumps, elevated water towers, reservoirs, and communications.
A few key investments will be necessary to maintain water system performance in the future: creation
of a new pressure district to manage pressure in higher elevation areas, installation of larger water
mains, and replacement of multiple bottlenecks in the system. The City of Midland has had problems
with static pressures in the north east section of the town due to elevations and the same is now
happening in Mills Township. City staff recommends that the City create a new pressure district that
would encompass the entire Mills Township water system.
The City of Midland provides sanitary sewer services. There are two separate components of sanitary
sewer services: collection and treatment. The sanitary sewer collections system consists of over 225
miles of sewer pipe and over 4,000 manholes. The primary source of storm water inflow into the
sanitary sewer system are footing drain connections, followed by roof and parking lot drains. Collection
capacity is an issue, and the City is taking steps to limit new installations of conduits that carry storm
water or groundwater in the sanitary sewer. As a result of the City’s actions, an estimated 8 million
gallons per day of wet weather flow has been removed from the sanitary sewer system. The
wastewater treatment plant has an annual average design flow of 10 million gallons per day with a
hydraulic capacity of 18 million gallons per day.
The City spends an average of $1.4 million per year to improve the aging collection and treatment
systems. In addition to conducting the necessary maintenance and repairs for the waste water
treatment plant, rehabilitating deteriorated manholes, lining sewer pipes to improve the capacity and
integrity of the pipes, and cleaning the entire system every two years are critical to maintaining the
sewer collection system. The City has 13 fixed generators at pump stations.
Using technology, the City of Midland has created a model of the districts to explore different scenarios
and to plan for the future. Of the 30 districts modeled, five did not meet a 50-year return frequency
design and are in need of capacity improvements: Valley, Sylvan, Nelson, the Gravity District and East
Ashman. The estimated cost to implement all improvements was $6.8 million, but the $15/quarter
increase in sewer rates was deemed too excessive, so staff is working to prioritize improvements.
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On average, City of Midland residents pay less than Saginaw or Bay City residents for combined water
and sewer services. For example, residents consuming 15 units of water would pay a little more than
$100/month in Midland, while Bay City and Saginaw customers would pay more than $200.13 The
following figure shows the combined water and sewer rates charged by the City of Midland for ¾-inch
and 1-inch meters.

Source: City of Midland Water Fund Ordinance, 2013
Figure 38. City of Midland Combined Water and Sewer Rate, 2013

13

City of Midland Utilities Department Citizens Academy Presentation
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Global Trends
As the Greater Midland Area works to shape its future, it is important to consider the external factors
that may impact the community. The trends in this section were informed by the Grand Rapids Global
Trends Affecting Downtowns report, the Ernst & Young Tracking Global Trends Report, and
conversations with David Callejo Perez, the Carl A. Gerstacker Endowed Chair at Saginaw Valley State
University, and Scott Walker, CEO of Midland Tomorrow. The following broad trends are shaping the
future and may impact the Greater Midland Area.

Demographic and Lifestyle Trends
America is growing younger, older, and more diverse. Meeting the needs of people who are living
longer lives will pose challenges for communities. Also, communities will have to meet the needs of
three distinct generations: Baby Boomer, Generation X, and Millennial. As these demographic trends
transform the population, they also transform the workforce. The availability of skilled workers will
continue to shrink and companies will increasingly have to compete for talent. Additionally, traditional
“intellectual labor” demand will shift away from single-discipline jobs in traditional lines of research and
toward multi-disciplinary jobs, and new talent will have combination doctorates. This shift, combined
with technological advancements, will also result in companies requiring smaller numbers of employees
to generate intellectual knowledge. While the income disparity between rich and poor continues to
increase, there is a corresponding gap in education levels. Communities are shifting toward residents
possessing either an advanced degree or a high school diploma.
A critical trend impacting communities is the diminishing bond residents feel to “place.” Combined with
the prevalence of online shopping, which reduces shopping at local stores, changes in the workforce will
further diminish the weakening bond. As the talent market becomes increasingly global and mobile,
workers will be able to work from anywhere and employers will not tie residents to a community. This
trend means smaller communities no longer compete just with similar communities and surrounding
areas, but instead must compete with the amenities offered by large metropolitan areas. Increasing
traffic and congestion in U.S. cities is driving residents into urban areas and increasing demand for public
transportation. Residents will increasingly demand more transportation options, recreation
opportunities, and cultural amenities.

Economic Trends
Leading emerging markets, particularly India and China, will continue to drive growth. Companies in
these emerging markets will rise in importance as competitors to more established companies. There
will also be a shift away from huge companies toward smaller, niche firms. Communities that are
incubators for small- and mid-tier companies will see increased economic activity and entrepreneurship
will continue to be the key to job growth. The green economy will grow and become a point of focus.
Clean technology will become a competitive advantage, with companies making it a strategic priority in
response to the inevitable shift toward a low-carbon, resource-efficient economy.14 Also, the digital
revolution and rapid technology innovation will continue to change the way individuals and companies
work. Energy was very important last century and will be even more important in this century. Raw
materials are where the investments are heading. The resources of energy and water will become
increasingly important in the future, and Midland is uniquely positioned when it comes to both.15
14
15

David Callejo Perez
Scott Walker
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A significant portion of the Midland County workforce consists of professional, highly- educated
employees, but employers in Midland also employ many people in industrial job in highly skilled and
technical fields. While industrial labor may have historically been offshored in the U.S., a shift toward
“reshoring” is occurring. According to the Boston Consulting Group’s Manufacturing: The Pendulum
Swings Back to America report, America is on the verge of a manufacturing revival.
Andrew Liveris, CEO of Dow Chemical, wrote a book titled Make it in America in which he argues that
American companies should move away from basic manufacturing and toward advanced manufacturing
as it adds the most value (for both companies and the economy in general). Manufacturing and R&D are
often collocated, so, since manufacturing drives the economy, the focus should be on maximizing
complex manufacturing processes to attract R&D, which will result in increased manufacturing.
According to Liveris, human capital – historically one of this nation’s strongest competitive advantages –
will be critical to the nation’s manufacturing success in the future, and STEM education must improve to
meet demand. Midland was based on the America that made things and that will be a key component
of its success in the future.
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Government Financial Trends
Midland County
Midland County’s 2014 Adopted Budget totals $52,975,435. The County distinguishes between
governmental activities and business-type activities. Governmental activities are principally supported
by taxes and intergovernmental revenues while business-type activities are intended to recover all or a
significant portion of their costs through user fees and charges. Governmental activities include general
government services such as public safety, judicial, health and welfare, public works, and culture and
recreation services. Business-type activities include delinquent tax collections, local unit water bonds,
property foreclosures, and jail commissary operations.
All of the funds of the County can be divided into three categories: governmental funds, proprietary
funds, and fiduciary funds. The County maintains 47 individual governmental funds. The County reports
two major governmental funds: the General Fund is the government’s primary operating fund and the
Building Authority Fund for the payment of interest and principal on the bonds for County building
projects. The County reports three major proprietary funds: the Larkin Township Water Bonds III Fund,
the Lee Township Water Bonds Fund, and the Edenville Township Water Bonds Fund.

Revenues
There are seven sources of tax revenue in Midland County: property taxes; intergovernmental revenue;
charges for services; licenses and permits; rental revenue; interest earnings; and miscellaneous revenue.
Over 60% of the County’s revenue comes from taxes, 17% comes from intergovernmental revenue, and
16% comes from charges for services. Since 2003, total governmental funds revenue increased by
approximately 5% overall, reaching a high of $46,950,545 in 2006 and hitting a low of $40,961,571 in
2009. The charges for services revenue type increased 42% during the studied period, the largest
increase. The following figure and table show the changes in each revenue source between 2003 and
2012. See Attachment A for detailed annual data from 2003 to 2012.
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Source: Midland County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Figure 39. Midland County Governmental Funds Revenue by Type, 2003-2012

Table 20. Midland County Governmental Funds Revenue by Type, 2003-2012

2003
Taxes
Intergovernmental revenue
Charges for services
Licenses and permits
Rental revenue
Investment income
Contribution from local units
Miscellaneous revenue
Total revenues

2012

% Change

24,265,636 27,045,898
9,366,595 7,777,936
5,114,343 7,267,971
334,602
413,788
7,601
612,090
92,710
1,358,264
1,443,573 2,000,391
42,495,103 44,606,295

11%
-17%
42%
24%
-85%
-100%
39%
5%

Source: Midland County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report

Expenditures
Midland County spent the largest percentage of its budget (28.2%) in 2012 on health and welfare
services. Law enforcement and corrections services made up 18.5% of its expenditures and other
agencies made up 17.8%. The following chart shows the percentage of the County’s total expenditures
spent on different service areas.
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Source: Midland County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Figure 40. Midland County Governmental Funds Expenditures by Type, 2012

The following table summarizes Midland County’s actual General Fund expenditures by service since
2003. Overall, the County has experienced a 7.5% increase in expenditures. Law enforcement and
corrections expenditures increased the most of any service between 2003 and 2012, increasing by 49%.
Debt service interest increased by 42% during the. Capital outlay and public works expenditures
decreased significantly, by 88% and 86% respectively.
Table 21. Midland County Governmental Funds Expenditures, 2003-2012

2003
General service administration

2012

% Change

5,462,041

6,396,140

17%

182,500

201,209

10%

Judicial

5,076,302

5,205,918

3%

Law enforcement and corrections

5,626,606

8,356,309

49%

338,478

239,811

-29%

16,225

2,332

-86%

12,095,166

12,735,578

5%

Culture and recreation

692,824

764,854

10%

Planning and development

363,289

183,398

-50%

Other agencies

6,036,752

8,075,368

34%

Capital outlay

4,126,659

509,883

-88%

1,155,000

1,287,379

11%

901,930

1,283,261

42%

Legislative

Public safety and emergency services
Public works
Health and welfare

Debt service:
Principal
Interest

Source: Midland County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report

General Fund expenditures exceeded revenues in 2008, 2009, and 2010. Revenues exceeded
expenditures in 2011 and 2012. The following figure shows the difference between General Fund
revenues and expenditures over a 5-year period.
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Source: Midland County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Figure 41. Midland County Governmental Funds Revenues and Expenditures, 2008-2012

Outstanding Debt
The County maintains an “AAA” rating from Standard & Poor’s and “Aaa” rating from Moody’s for its
general obligation debt. The amount of Midland County government debt on a per capita basis
increased by 219% between 2003 and 2012, with the total debt nearly tripling. The largest increase was
in General Obligation Bonds (923%), with Bonds increasing as well (107%). Capital leases decreased
during the studied period. The following table shows the ratio of outstanding debt by type in Midland
County between 2003 and 2012.
Table 22. Ratio of Outstanding Debt by Type, 2003-2012

Fiscal
Year

Governmental Activities

2003

General Obligation
Bonds
2,605,000

2004

Capital Leases

Business-Type
Activities
Bonds

Total Debt

% of
Personal
Income

Per Capita

841,752

18,185,000

21,631,752

0.77%

258

2,000,000

803,794

17,945,000

20,748,794

0.70%

247

2005

1,365,000

727,871

17,415,000

19,507,871

0.63%

232

2006

920,000

645,346

16,385,000

17,950,346

0.55%

214

2007

470,000

564,471

16,065,000

17,099,471

0.51%

206

2008

24,485,000

476,995

20,983,000

45,944,995

1.33%

556

2009

30,110,000

391,169

33,978,000

64,479,169

1.87%

781

2010

28,985,000

298,741

35,939,000

65,222,741

1.86%

780

2011

27,830,000

199,711

41,185,000

69,214,711

1.90%

823

2012

26,640,000

102,332

37,648,000

64,390,332

*

*

Source: Midland County Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012
*Data not available
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Property Tax Rate
The operating millage remained constant between 2003 and 2012, but special millage increased by 26%,
resulting in a 10% increase overall. The following table shows the changes in property tax rates between
2003 and 2012.
Table 23. Property Tax Rates, 2003-2012

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Operating Millage Special Millage Total County Millage
4.8955
3.13
8.0255
4.8955
3.25
8.1455
4.8955
2.93
7.8255
4.8955
3.16
8.0555
4.8955
3.66
8.5555
4.8955
3.81
8.7055
4.8955
3.94
8.8355
4.8955
3.99
8.8855
4.8955
3.94
8.8355
4.8955
3.94
8.8355
Source: Midland County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report

Principal Property Taxpayers
The Dow Chemical Company was the largest property tax payer in Midland County in 2012, although its
total taxable assessed value decreased between 2003 and 2012. The Midland Cogeneration Venture,
which was the largest property tax payer in 2003, was the second largest property tax payer in 2012.
There are five companies that were not on the list in 2003 that made the list in 2012. The top six
property tax payers make up 25.4% of the total taxable assessed value and the top 10 property tax
payers make up the top 26.5%. The following table shows the taxable assessed value of the top
property tax payers in Midland County and the percentage of the total value in both 2003 and 2012.
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Table 24. Principal Property Tax Payers, 2003 and 2012

2012
Rank

% of Total
Taxable Assessed
Value

Taxable
Assessed Value

Rank

387,946,578

1

11.70%

435,264,999

2

13.06%

225,397,400

2

6.49%

593,690,855

1

17.82%

133,016,400

3

3.83%

196,123,600

3

5.89%

64,138,835

4

1.85%

45,115,161

4

1.35%

30,735,700

5

0.88%

-

-

-

21,274,400

6

0.61%

-

-

-

METC, LLC

19,080,517

7

0.55%

11,102,001

6

0.33%

Midland Mall LLC

17,392,678

8

0.50%

-

-

-

Cabot Corporation

11,258,000

9

0.32%

-

-

-

10,389,300

10

0.30%

-

-

-

-

-

-

6,426,400

7

0.19%

-

-

-

13,925,500

5

0.42%

-

-

-

6,379,500

8

0.19%

-

-

-

5,868,500

9

0.18%

-

-

-

5,862,200

10

0.18%

920,629,808

-

26.50%

1,319,758,716

-

39.61%

Taxpayer
Dow Chemical
Company
Midland
Cogeneration
Venture
Dow Corning
Consumers Energy
Dow Kokam
Michigan LLC
Styron

Midland Country
Club
Meijers Inc.
Midland Venture
Limited Partnership
MVCC Limited
Partnership
Alliance TP Portfolio
(Apts)
IBM Credit Corp
Totals

Taxable
Assessed
Value

2003

Source: Midland County Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012

% of Total Taxable
Assessed Value
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City of Midland
The City of Midland’s 2014 Adopted General Fund Budget totals $40,722,206. The City utilizes a General
Fund, Special Revenue Funds, Enterprise Funds, Internal Service Funds, and a Debt Service Fund. The
principal operating fund for the City of Midland is the General Fund. The General Fund is used to
account for general government services such as police, fire, public services, and parks & recreation.

Revenues
The City of Midland’s primary source of revenue is taxes, followed by other intergovernmental revenue
sources. Revenue increased by 14% overall between 2003 and 2012. The following figure and table
show the changes in each revenue source between 2003 and 2012.
Total revenue

$60,000,000

Taxes
$50,000,000
Other tax related revenue
Licenses and permits

$40,000,000

Federal grants
$30,000,000
Intergovernmental - other
$20,000,000

Charges for services
Use and admission charges

$10,000,000

Interest income
$0
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Contributions and other
revenues

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012
Figure 42. City of Midland Governmental Funds Revenue by Type, 2003-2012
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Table 25. City of Midland Governmental Funds Revenue by Type, 2003-2012

2003

2012

% Change

31,421,623

34,821,993

1,201,478

1,132,535

Licenses and permits

527,862

697,201

Federal grants

513,973

768,916

Intergovernmental - other

8,204,655

9,285,967

Charges for services

1,526,453

3,895,197

639,979

266,000

Interest income

1,090,371

59,313

Contributions and other revenues

1,482,955

2,043,569

46,609,349

52,970,691

11%
-6%
32%
50%
13%
155%
-58%
-95%
38%
14%

Taxes
Other tax related revenue

Use and admission charges

Total revenue

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012

Expenditures
In 2012, 31.3% of the City of Midland’s General Fund expenditures went toward public safety, 12.8%
went toward general government, and 11.1% went toward public works. The following figure shows the
percentage of the General Fund expenditures spent by service type in 2012.

2% 1%
9%

General government

13%

Public safety
Public works

2%
4%
1%

Community and economic development
sanitation
Parks and recreation

9%

Library and community television
Airport
31%

Transportation
Proprty tax appeals

10%

Other functions
Capital outlay
Principal retirement

5%
2%

Interest and fiscal charges
11%

Bond issuance costs

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012
Figure 43. City of Midland General Fund Expenditures by Service, 2012

The following table summarizes the City of Midland’s General Fund expenditures by service from 2003
through 2012. Overall, the City has experienced a 9% increase in General Fund expenditures from 2003
to 2012. The City has experienced a 168% increase in Airport expenditures, a 104% increase in general
government expenditures, a 68% increase in public safety expenditures, and a 61% increase in
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community and economic development expenditures. Overall debt service expenditures, which include
principal retirement and interest and fiscal charges, increased by 899% during the time period studied.
See Attachment A for annual expenditure data for the years 2003 to 2012.
Table 26. City of Midland Governmental Funds Expenditures by Type, 2003-2012

2003

2012

% Change

General government

3,045,366

6,213,044

104%

Public safety

9,027,665

15,182,480

68%

Public works
Community and
economic development
sanitation

4,668,967

5,361,940

15%

693,194

1,116,817

61%

2,001,410

2,542,662

27%

Parks and recreation
Library and community
television
Airport

3,403,096

4,773,512

40%

2,711,273

4,132,462

52%

160,330

429,792

168%

Transportation

1,224,537

1,715,709

40%

Property tax appeals

5,631,424

752,824

-87%

Other functions

2,989,362

-

-100%

Capital outlay

8,591,474

4,596,798

-46%

125,000

1,000,000

700%

37,005

618,243

1571%

44,310,103

48,436,283

9%

Debt service
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal
charges
Total expenditures

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012

Outstanding Debt
The amount of City of Midland government debt on a per capita basis increased by 14% between 2003
and 2012, with the total debt increasing by 13%. The largest increase was in General Obligation Bonds
(3714%), with Capital Leases and Revenue Bonds decreasing. The following table shows the ratio of
outstanding debt by type in the City of Midland between 2003 and 2012.
Table 27. Ratio of Outstanding Debt by Type in the City of Midland, 2003-2012

Governmental Activities

2003

General
Obligation
Bonds
520,000

2004

Capital
Leases

Business-Type Activities

1,807,537

General
Obligation
Bonds
20,838,961

385,000

1,651,488

2005

6,750,000

2006

Revenue
Bonds

Total Debt

% of Personal
Income

Per
Capita

8,500,000

31,666,498

0.05%

755

19,465,886

7,110,000

28,612,374

0.03%

680

1,498,454

17,709,063

5,775,000

31,732,517

0.60%

752

175,000

1,330,510

21,811,547

4,620,000

27,937,057

0.02%

662

2007

100,000

1,164,223

20,627,714

3,465,000

25,356,937

0.01%

610

2008

-

983,651

19,363,882

2,310,000

22,657,533

-

552
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Governmental Activities

2009

General
Obligation
Bonds
16,960,000

2010

Business-Type Activities

Capital
Leases
782,160

General
Obligation
Bonds
18,919,063

16,030,000

614,097

2011

21,065,000

2012

19,830,000

Revenue
Bonds

Total Debt

% of Personal
Income

Per
Capita

1,155,000

37,816,223

1.55%

924

17,884,063

-

34,528,160

1.13%

846

409,524

16,799,063

-

38,273,587

1.63%

914

209,187

16,039,063

-

36,078,250

1.55%

862

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012

Property Tax Rate
The homestead property tax rate increased by 1.5% between 2002 and 2011 and the non-homestead
property tax rate increased by 6.1% during the same period. Between 2008 and 2011, the commercial
property tax rate increased by 3.0% while the industrial property tax rate increased by 4.2%. The
commercial and industrial tax rates are separate starting in 2008 because the Public Act 37 of 2007
exempted Commercial Personal Property and industrial Personal Property from up to 12 mills of local
school district operating millage.
Table 28. Property Tax Rates in the City of Midland, 2002-2011

Year

Homestead

Non-homestead

Commercial

Industrial

2002

35.8808

49.7838

-

-

2003

35.5023

49.6438

-

-

2004

33.0030

47.2338

-

-

2005

32.4247

46.8338

-

-

2006

34.7022

49.3738

-

-

2007

35.2267

50.0138

-

-

2008

35.2080

50.9138

41.2080

29.2080

2009

36.2828

51.9938

42.2828

30.2828

2010

36.2029

51.9938

42.2029

30.2029

2011

36.4347

52.8438

42.4347

30.4347

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012

Principal Property Taxpayers
Dow Chemical/Dow Agrosciences was the largest property tax payer in the City of Midland in 2012,
although its total taxable assessed value decreased between 2003 and 2012. The Midland Cogeneration
Venture, which was the largest property tax payer in 2003 in both the City and the County, was the
second largest property tax payer in 2012 in both jurisdictions. There are five companies that were not
on the list in 2003 that made the list in 2012. Midland County is very reliant upon its top property tax
payers. The top two property tax payers make up 26.8% of the total taxable assessed value and the top
10 property tax payers make up the top 38.35%. The following table shows the taxable assessed value
of the top property tax payers in the City of Midland and the percentage of the total value in both 2003
and 2012.
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Table 29. Principal Property Tax Payers in the City of Midland, 2003 compared with 2012

2012
Taxpayer
Dow Chemical/Dow
Agrosciences
Midland Cogeneration
Venture
Dow Corning

Taxable
Assessed
Value

Rank

2003
% of Total Taxable
Assessed Value

Taxable
Assessed Value

Rank

% of Total Taxable
Assessed Value

$384,774,133

1

17.48%

$432,836,800

2

18.08%

$224,612,400

2

10.20%

$590,473,700

1

24.67%

$133,016,400

3

6.04%

$179,919,800

3

7.52%

$23,433,234

4

1.06%

$16,289,300

4

6.80%

$21,274,400

5

0.97%

-

-

-

Midland Mall LLC

$17,392,678

6

0.79%

$13,925,500

5

0.58%

Cabot Corporation

$11,258,000

7

0.51%

-

-

-

Midland Country Club

$10,389,300

8

0.47%

-

-

-

H-Hotel

$10,310,993

9

0.47%

-

-

-

$7,976,600

10

0.36%

-

-

-

38.35%

$1,233,445,100

Consumers Energy
Company
Styron LLC

Hotel Holding Cinema
LLC
Totals

$844,438,138

51.53%

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012

Midland County School Districts
Expenditures
Expenditures decreased in all Midland County school districts between 2008 and 2010. Midland Public
Schools saw the largest decrease in total expenditures (13%), followed by Coleman Community Schools
(10%) and Meridian Public Schools (10%), and Bullock Creek School District (5%). For detailed
expenditure information for both 2008 and 2012 in each district, see Attachment A.
Table 30. Percent Change in School District Expenditures, 2008-2012

Instructional Expenditures
Instructional Support
Non-Instructional Support
Community Services
Facilities Acquisition
Capital Outlay
Expenditures Before Transfers
Other Transactions
Debt Service
Transfers to Other Funds
Total Expenditures

Bullock Creek
School District
2%
-17%
-6%
6%
-29%
-4%
499%
-82%
-5%

Coleman
Community Schools
-14%
19%
2%
N/A
154%
-5%
-100%
-97%
-97%
-10%

Meridian
Public Schools
-8%
0%
-15%
-19%
-18%
-9%
-10%
1064%
-97%
-10%

Midland Public
Schools
-6%
-17%
-33%
198%
113%
-11%
-86%
-100%
-13%

Source: State of Michigan Center for Educational Performance and Information, Financial Information Database (FID) District
Comparison
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Bond Ratings and Debt Obligations
Bond ratings are often used as a measure of an organization’s financial reputation and they impact the
cost of borrowing money. The State of Michigan limits the amount of general obligation debt that
schools can issue to 15% of the assessed value of all taxable property within the School District's
boundaries. The bond rating of Coleman Community Schools and Bullock Creek School District are
equivalent to the State of Michigan’s credit rating. The State was rated Aa2 by Moody’s Investors
Service and AA- by Standard & Poor’s.16 Meridian Pubic Schools was rated AAA by Standards & Poor’s
and AAA by Moody’s. Data for Midland Public Schools’ bond rating was not available.
The following table shows the 2012 long-term obligation activities of the Bullock Creek School District.
Table 31. Bullock Creek School District Long-Term Obligation Activity, 2012

Beginning Balances
General obligation
bonds
Other bonds
Capital lease
Compensated
absences
Premium on bonds
Total

Additions

Reductions

Ending balance

Amount Due
Within one Year

$11,885,000

$3,485,000

$1,390,000

$13,980,000

$1,370,000

$27,324

-

$27,324

-

-

$343,478

-

$63,982

$279,496

$83,915

$313,374

$9,310

-

$322,684

-

$150,732

-

$16,443

$134,289

-

$12,719,908

$3,494,310

$1,497,749

$14,716,469

$1,453,915

Source: Bullock Creek School District 2012 Financial Statements

The following table shows the 2012 long-term obligation activities of Coleman Community Schools.
Table 32. Coleman Community Schools Long-Term Obligation Activity, 2012

Bonds
Compensated absences
Claims and judgments
Total

Beginning Balances

Additions

Reductions

Ending balance

$1,926,548

-

$237,966

$1,688,582

Amount Due
Within One Year
$238,582

$117,756

-

$36,026

$81,730

-

$85,000

-

$28,333

$56,667

$28,333

$2,129,304

-

$302,325

$1,826,979

$266,915

Source: Coleman Community Schools 2012 Financial Statements

16

Michigan Department of Treasury Credit Rating, www.michigan.gov/midashboard
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The following table shows the 2012 long-term obligation activities of Midland Public Schools.
Table 33. Midland Public Schools Long-Term Obligation Activity, 2012

$1,313,556

$1,609,574

$1,132,798

$1,790,332

Amount Due
Within one Year
$318,481

$518,001

-

$7,855

$510,146

-

$88,367

$23,135

-

$111,502

$10,000

$1,919,924

$1,632,709

$1,140,653

$2,411,980

$328,481

Beginning Balances
Capital lease
Compensated
absences
Incurred by not
reported workers'
compensation
Total

Additions

Reductions

Ending balance

Source: Midland Public Schools 2012 Financial Statements

The following table shows the 2012 long-term obligation activities of Meridian Public Schools.
Table 34. Meridian Public Schools Long-Term Obligation Activity, 2012

Beginning Balances

Additions

$21,686,106

-

$967,692

$20,718,414

Amount Due
Within one Year
$873,414

Installment contracts

$248,802

-

$107,000

$141,802

$77,510

Unpaid vacation days

$37,911

$11,206

-

$49,117

-

$21,972,819

$11,206

$1,074,692

$20,909,333

$950,924

Bonds payable

Total

Reductions

Ending balance

Source: Meridian Public Schools 2012 Financial Statements
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Stakeholder Input
Greater Midland Area residents provided input for this Environmental Scan through an online survey.
The survey was intended to generate purely qualitative data and was not designed to produce
statistically significant, quantitative results. Respondents were asked a total of 17 questions: five rating
scale questions, seven open-ended questions, and six demographic information questions. The survey
was available online from March 31 to April 17, 2014. During this period, 356 individuals responded to
the survey.
Respondents had many good things to say about the Greater Midland Area. Overall, respondents most
valued the entertainment and other amenities available, safety of the community, and the quality of
education in the Greater Midland Area. Many respondents also valued the community’s location, both
within the state and in terms of proximity to work and family, the strength and stability of the local
economy, and its physical appearance. When asked about the strengths for which the Greater Midland
Area is known, entertainment and amenities, the local economy, the schools, and safety were common
responses. Additionally, many respondents indicated that the area is also known for its sense of
community and for being family friendly.
Respondents were also asked what they would change about the Greater Midland Area. The most
common response related to more, or a different mix of, entertainment and amenities. The second
most common response involved either improving the existing transportation infrastructure or
expanding the transportation options available. Beyond those clear priorities, respondents proposed an
assortment of options; some respondents expressed interest in changing downtown, while others
wanted to see greater cultural diversity (of both people and dining options). Changes in education and
local government services were the also popular responses.
The biggest challenge the Greater Midland Area will face in the next five to 10 years, according to survey
respondents, is overwhelmingly the area’s ability to attract and retain residents. The next most
prominent challenges will be job growth, education (funding, quality, and enrollment), and keeping
crime at bay.
The key opportunities respondents would like to see the Greater Midland Area take advantage of in the
next five to 10 years include attracting and retaining businesses, increasing employment, and attracting
and retaining residents. Developing downtown Midland and diversifying the economy were also
identified by respondents as opportunities of which the area should take advantage.
When asked what they would like the Greater Midland Area to be known for in five to 10 years,
respondents had many different ideas. Being a great place to live (in general and for families and young
professionals) was the most common response. Many respondents want the area to be known as a
thriving and vibrant cultural center, a community that is growing strategically, and a safe community.
This section first provides an overview of the survey respondents and how well they represent the
general population before delving into the responses to each question.
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Demographics of Survey Respondents

Number of Survey Responses

The following figure illustrates the online survey respondents’ current zip code. Less than 6% of
respondents do not live in the Greater Midland Area and another 6% did not answer the question.
160
140
120
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80
60
40
20
0

150
128

2

7

6

21

19
1

2

3

1

22

1

Figure 44. Community Survey Respondents’ Current Zip Code

The following figure illustrates the length of time the survey respondents’ have resided in Midland
County. Nearly 50% of the respondents have lived in Midland County for over 20 years.

7%
8%

12%

Less than 2 years
3-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years

58%

21+ years

16%

Figure 45. Community Survey Respondents’ Length of Residence within Midland County
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A larger percentage of the survey respondents own their home than the general population of the
County. Approximately 77% of Midland County residents own their home and 23% rent but, as the
following figure shows, 93% of respondents own and 7% rent their homes.
Rent
7%

Own
93%
Figure 46. Community Survey Respondents’ Housing Situation

The following figure shows the percentage of respondents that own a business in Midland County.
Approximately 16% of respondents reported owning a business in the County.
Own A Business
16%

Do Not Own A
Business
84%
Figure 47. Community Survey Respondents’ Business Ownership Status
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The following figure shows, out of the respondents that reported owning a business in the County (54
respondents), how long they have owned said business. The age of the businesses owned by the
respondents is fairly evenly distributed, with the 70% being six years or older.

13%
22%

11-20 years
21+ years
3-5 years

25%

6-10 years
Less than 2 years

25%
15%
Figure 48. Business Owner Respondents, Age of Business

In general, the survey respondents closely resemble the age distribution of the County as a whole. The
following age groups were overrepresented by more than a 5% discrepancy: more 25-34 year olds
responded (22%) than is representative of the general population (12%); more 35-44 year olds
responded (21%) than is representative of the general population (12%); more 45-54 year olds
responded (29%) than is representative of the general population (15%). The following figure illustrates
the percentage of total survey responses received, grouped by respondent age group.

5%

1% 1% 1%
4%
85

15%

22%

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84

29%

Figure 49. Community Survey Respondents by Age Group

21%

Under 18
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The self-identified race of the survey respondents closely resembles the racial distribution of the
population of the County. Approximately 97% of the respondents categorize themselves as “White;”
that category makes up 94.5% of the Midland County population. A larger percentage of respondents
(2%) identified themselves as “Some Other Race;” that category makes up less than 1% of the County’s
population. A smaller percentage of respondents (0.6%) identified themselves as “Black or African
American;” that group makes up a larger percentage (1.2%) of the County’s population. The following
figure shows the racial category that respondents stated best fits them.

1% 2%

97%

White
Black, African American or Negro
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian Indian
Chinese
Filipino
Japanese
Korean
Vietnamese
Other Asian
Native Hawaiian
Guamanian or Chamorro
Samoan
Other Pacific Islander
Some Other Race

Figure 50. Community Survey Respondents by Race

The self-identified ethnicity of survey respondents very closely resembles the population distribution of
the County. The following figure shows the percentage of respondents that are of Hispanic, Latino or
Spanish origin. Only three respondents indicated they were of Hispanic, Latin or Spanish origin.
1%

0%

No
Yes, another Hispanic, Latino
or Spanish origin
Yes, Mexican, Mexican
American, Chicano

99%
Figure 51. Community Survey Respondents of Hispanic, Latino or Spanish Origin
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The following educational attainment levels are underrepresented in the survey responses: less than 9th
grade; 9th to 12th grade, no diploma; high school graduate; some college, no degree; and Associate’s
degree. While 44% of the respondents had a Bachelor’s degree, only 19% of Midland County residents
have a Bachelor’s degree. While 34% of respondents had a graduate or professional degree, only 13% of
Midland County residents have that level of education. The following figure shows the highest degree
or level of school completed by the survey respondents.

9%

1%

8%

9th to 12th grade, no diploma

3%
Associate’s degree
Bachelor’s degree

34%

Graduate or professional
degree

44%

High School graduate
Some College, no degree
Figure 52. Community Survey Respondents by Highest Degree or Level of School Completed

Rating Scale Questions
The following table summarizes all responses to the survey’s ratings scale questions. Respondents'
opinions regarding Midland County’s quality of life and its preparation for the future are broken out by
level of agreement. In general, respondents felt positive toward Midland County and its prospects for
the future. A total of 96% of survey respondents had positive feelings about living in Midland County
and 88% would recommend living in Midland County. Nearly 81% of respondents that know about
starting a business in Midland County positively viewed the County as a place to start a business. Many
respondents indicated they did not have enough information about Midland County’s plans for or
progress towards a prosperous future. However, those respondents that did feel they had enough
information viewed the County’s plans for and progress toward a prosperous future positively.
Table 35. Responses to Rating Scale Questions

Question
Midland County is a good place to live.
I recommend Midland County as a place to live to
my friends/family.
Midland County is a good place to start a business.
Midland County is making progress towards greater
prosperity.
Midland County has the appropriate plans in place
to be a prosperous community.

Strongly Mostly Mostly Strongly Do Not
Agree
Agree Disagree Disagree Know
57%
39%
1%
1%
1%
49%

39%

6%

4%

2%

18%

44%

12%

4%

23%

13%

55%

16%

3%

14%

9%

40%

18%

4%

29%
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Open-Ended Questions
Several common themes emerged from the responses to the six open-ended survey questions. The
open-ended questions were meant to capture respondents’ general perception of the Greater Midland
Area today and their desires for its future.
Though this report primarily focuses on the themes that emerged from the surveys, all comments are
included in Attachment C in an effort to respect each respondent’s contribution to the process. It is also
important to note that theme areas may contradict each other. This is because one resident’s
experience or opinion may be entirely different from another’s, though each is valid. In fact, the
differences are just as important as the similarities as they can shed light on cultural or experiential
differences within the community.
The following table summarizes, by theme and sub-theme, responses to the question “List three things
you value most about living in the Greater Midland Area.” While 365 individuals completed the survey,
the total number of responses is inconsistent across questions as some respondents did not answer all
questions.
Table 36. What Respondents Value Most About Living in the Greater Midland Area

Most Value

Number of Responses

Percent of Total

Entertainment and Amenities

284

27.80%

5

0.50%

31

3.00%

6

0.60%

Cultural/Community Activities

37

3.60%

Downtown

10

1.00%

Entertainment

17

1.70%

Just Right

25

2.50%

Library

13

1.30%

Outdoors

26

2.50%

Parks

6

0.60%

Quality of Life

2

0.20%

Recreational Activities

86

8.40%

Shopping

14

1.40%

Safety

186

18.20%

Good Schools

113

11.10%

81

7.90%

Limited Traffic

11

1.10%

Near Family

14

1.40%

Proximity to Work

16

1.60%

Travel

5

0.50%

Weather

2

0.20%

Amenities
Arts
Churches

Location
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Most Value

Number of Responses

Percent of Total

77

7.55%

16

1.57%

Foundations

3

0.30%

Supportive Businesses

6

0.60%

Generous/Supportive Community

9

0.90%

Community Engagement

8

0.80%

63

6.20%

55

5.40%

Raise a Family

5

0.50%

Values

3

0.30%

59

5.80%

3

0.30%

42

4.10%

Prosperity

3

0.30%

Stability

6

0.60%

Beautiful Community

52

5.10%

17

1.70%

2

0.20%

26

2.50%

7

0.70%

37

3.60%

Diversity

6

0.60%

Educated

2

0.20%

Friendly

9

0.90%

Local Government Services

26

2.50%

Affordability

25

2.50%

Affordable Housing

2

0.20%

Low Cost of Living

20

2.00%

Health Care

8

0.80%

Quiet Streets & Neighborhoods

5

0.50%

Infrastructure

3

0.30%

1020

100.00%

Sense of Community
Small Town Feel

Family Friendly
Activities

Economy
Growth
Job Opportunities

Aesthetics
Architecture
Clean
Neighborhoods
The People

Grand Total
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The following table summarizes, by theme and sub-theme, responses to the question “List three key
strengths for which you think the Greater Midland Area is currently known.”
Table 37. Strengths for Which Respondents Believe the Greater Midland Area Is Currently Known

Strengths
Entertainment and Amenities

Number of Responses

Percent of Total

239

24.20%

Arts

9

0.90%

Chippewa Nature Center

2

0.20%

42

4.30%

Dow Diamond

6

0.60%

Dow Gardens

6

0.60%

Downtown

7

0.70%

Just Right

3

0.30%

Library

5

0.50%

Loons

25

2.50%

Midland Center for the arts

34

3.40%

8

0.80%

25

2.50%

7

0.70%

26

2.60%

Restaurants

3

0.30%

Shopping

7

0.70%

Tridge

15

1.50%

Economy

195

19.80%

4

0.40%

64

6.50%

Economic Development

3

0.30%

Economic Growth

2

0.20%

Economic Opportunity

8

0.80%

Economic Prosperity

24

2.40%

Economic Stability

10

1.00%

Good Businesses

30

3.00%

Job Opportunities

48

4.90%

Tax Base

3

0.30%

Workforce

4

0.40%

Good Schools

153

15.50%

Safety

119

12.10%

65

6.60%

4

0.40%

Community Activities

Outdoors
Parks
Rail Trail
Recreational Activities

Business Friendly
Dow

Sense of Community
Community Engagement
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Strengths
Foundations

Number of Responses

Percent of Total

13

1.30%

Generous/Supportive

3

0.30%

Just Right

5

0.50%

Philanthropy

7

0.70%

Supportive Businesses

9

0.90%

Volunteerism

3

0.30%

Family Friendly

60

6.10%

The People

40

4.10%

Diversity

5

0.50%

Educated

2

0.20%

Friendly

8

0.80%

Intelligent

3

0.30%

17

1.70%

Architecture

1

0.10%

Clean

6

0.60%

Green Space

2

0.20%

Churches

13

1.30%

Local Government

13

1.30%

Health Care

11

1.10%

3

0.30%

Other

9

0.90%

Location

9

0.90%

4

0.40%

8

0.80%

Affordable Housing

5

0.50%

Low Cost of Living

3

0.30%

Cost of Living

7

0.70%

Quality of Life

7

0.70%

Neighborhoods

4

0.40%

Community Involvement

4

0.40%

987

100.00%

Beautiful Community

MidMichigan

Easy to get around
Affordability

Grand Total
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The following table summarizes, by theme and sub-theme, responses to the question “List three things
about the Greater Midland Area that you would change.”
Table 38. What Respondents Would Change About the Greater Midland Area

Changes Respondents Would Make

Number of Responses

Percent of Total

196

23.20%

3

0.40%

Community Events

43

5.10%

Grocery Options

15

1.80%

Nightlife

13

1.50%

3

0.40%

Restaurants

56

6.60%

Shopping

32

3.80%

2

0.20%

21

2.50%

188

22.20%

21

2.50%

2

0.20%

Public Transportation

23

2.70%

Roads

39

4.60%

Traffic flow

12

1.40%

Other

75

8.90%

Cultural Diversity

40

4.70%

24

2.80%

40

4.70%

Activities

14

1.70%

Development

22

2.60%

Housing

3

0.40%

Parking

2

0.20%

35

4.10%

Career and Technical

3

0.40%

Curriculum

4

0.50%

Funding

8

0.90%

Leadership

2

0.20%

Opportunities for Gifted Students

2

0.20%

School Consolidation

2

0.20%

Local Government Services

35

4.10%

Limit

5

0.60%

Limit Public Assistance

5

0.60%

Entertainment and Amenities
Bars

Parks

Winter Activities
Young People
Transportation
Bikeability/Walkability
Eastman Ave

Restaurants
Downtown

Education
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Changes Respondents Would Make

Number of Responses

Percent of Total

Lower Taxes

8

0.90%

Economic Development

28

3.30%

7

0.80%

Attitude

22

2.60%

Employment

21

2.50%

2

0.20%

Communication

17

2.00%

Infrastructure

14

1.70%

2

0.20%

12

1.40%

14

1.70%

Services

2

0.20%

Understanding

3

0.40%

Substance Abuse

14

1.70%

Economic Diversity

12

1.40%

Small Businesses

12

1.40%

Environmental Concerns

11

1.30%

8

0.90%

Less

1

0.10%

More

7

0.80%

Community Engagement

8

0.90%

Health Care

6

0.70%

Housing Choices

6

0.70%

Affordability

5

0.60%

Blight

5

0.60%

Crime

5

0.60%

Media

5

0.60%

Politics

5

0.60%

Growing Too Fast/Losing Small Town Feel

4

0.50%

Weather

4

0.50%

Attract Young People

3

0.40%

Churches

2

0.20%

Collaboration

2

0.20%

Historic Preservation

2

0.20%

Saginaw

2

0.20%

846

100.00%

Riverfront

Better Pay

Maintenance
Investment
Poverty

Affordable Housing

Grand Total
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The following table summarizes, by theme area, responses to the question “What do you think the
Greater Midland Area’s most significant challenge will be over the next five to 10 years?”
Table 39. Challenges Respondents Believe the Greater Midland Area Will Face Over the Next Five to 10 Years

Challenges

Number of Responses

Percent of Total

Attracting and Retaining Residents

78

23.90%

Job Growth

35

10.70%

Crime

24

7.40%

Other

21

6.40%

Traffic

15

4.60%

Lack of Economic Diversity

14

4.30%

Maintaining Service Levels Despite Declining Revenues

13

4.00%

Aging Population

12

3.70%

Economic Development

12

3.70%

Controlled Growth

10

3.10%

Attracting Businesses

9

2.80%

Business Growth

9

2.80%

Education - Funding

9

2.80%

Education- Enrollment

9

2.80%

Education - Quality

8

2.50%

Infrastructure

7

2.10%

Poverty

7

2.10%

Local Government Services

5

1.50%

Roads

5

1.50%

Economic Growth

4

1.20%

Downtown Area

3

0.90%

Maintaining Tax Base

3

0.90%

Small Businesses

3

0.90%

Transportation

3

0.90%

Attracting Unemployed

2

0.60%

Health Care

2

0.60%

Image

2

0.60%

Staying Relevant

2

0.60%

326

100.00%

Grand Total
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The following table summarizes, by theme area, responses to the question “Name one key opportunity
that the Greater Midland Area must seize in the next five to 10 years?”
Table 40. Opportunities Respondents Think the Greater Midland Area Should Take Advantage of in the Next Five to 10 Years

Opportunities
Attract and Retain Businesses
Employment
Attract and Retain Residents
Downtown Development
Economic Diversification
Other
Schools - Quality
Small Business
Alternative Energy
Business Growth
Development - River Front
Traffic
Community Events
Infrastructure
Local Government
Schools - Enrollment
Aging population
Citizen Engagement
Collaboration
Crime
Middle Class
Recreation
Schools - Technology
Sustainability
Tourism
Diversity
Housing
Small Town Feel and Family Values
Public Transportation
Regional development
Schools - Funding
Youth Engagement
Grand Total

Number of Responses Percent of Total
39
13.30%
38
12.90%
37
12.60%
26
8.80%
26
8.80%
24
8.20%
10
3.40%
10
3.40%
9
3.10%
8
2.70%
5
1.70%
5
1.70%
4
1.40%
4
1.40%
4
1.40%
4
1.40%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
2
0.70%
2
0.70%
2
0.70%
2
0.70%
2
0.70%
2
0.70%
2
0.70%
294
100.0%
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The following table summarizes, by theme area, responses to the question “Name one thing for which
you would like the Greater Midland Area to be known for in five to 10 years.”
Table 41. What Respondents would like the Greater Midland Area to be known for in Five to 10 Years

Known For in Future
Other
Great Schools
Great Place to Live
Great Place to Live - Families
Thriving and Vibrant Cultural Center
A Community that is Growing Strategically
Safety
Employment
Great Place to Visit
Small Town Atmosphere
Friendly
Hub - Technology
Small Business Friendly
Downtown
Attitude and Values
Great Place to Live - Young Professionals
Outdoor Opportunities
Affordable
Business Friendly
Diversity
Services for People with Disabilities
Beautiful Community
Community Involvement
Environmentally Friendly
Regional Cooperation
Grand Total

Number of Responses Percent of Total
63
20.70%
34
11.10%
25
8.20%
23
7.50%
23
7.50%
22
7.20%
21
6.90%
19
6.20%
8
2.60%
8
2.60%
7
2.30%
7
2.30%
7
2.30%
5
1.60%
4
1.30%
4
1.30%
4
1.30%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
3
1.00%
2
0.70%
2
0.70%
2
0.70%
2
0.70%
305
100.0%
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Attachment A - Detailed Annual Revenues and Expenditures
Midland County and City of Midland
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Table A1. Midland County Governmental Funds Revenue by Type, 2003-2012
2003
Taxes

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

% Change

24,265,636

29,578,090

30,109,142

30,306,815

25,986,133

26,066,589

26,121,852

26,762,824

27,693,427

27,045,898

11%

Intergovernmental revenue

9,366,595

8,398,941

7,843,748

7,377,062

8,329,046

9,208,742

7,413,517

7,819,223

7,521,328

7,777,936

-17%

Charges for services

5,114,343

4,609,991

4,775,573

4,744,655

4,707,615

4,722,058

4,532,349

5,221,034

6,289,191

7,267,971

42%

334,602

306,837

295,881

306,917

317,175

345,265

421,719

399,358

374,509

413,788

24%

-

-

76,116

81,485

75,757

81,207

76,844

70,641

19,407

7,601

-

612,090

670,456

1,378,656

2,104,051

2,473,115

1,052,741

414,758

128,269

175,521

92,710

-85%

Contribution from local units

1,358,264

1,588,026

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-100%

Miscellaneous revenue

1,443,573

1,578,125

1,526,335

2,029,560

2,024,088

1,994,566

1,980,532

1,402,879

1,540,704

2,000,391

39%

42,495,103

46,730,466

46,005,451

46,950,545

43,912,929

43,471,168

40,961,571

41,804,228

43,614,087

44,606,295

5%

Licenses and permits
Rental revenue
Investment income

Total revenues

Source: Midland County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Table A2. Midland County Governmental Funds Expenditures, 2003-2012
2003
General service administration

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

% Change

5,462,041

7,003,404

6,249,323

11,292,552

32,663,546

7,475,905

5,975,445

6,362,681

6,430,679

6,396,140

17%

182,500

175,101

192,681

188,682

210,857

209,334

202,887

197,996

202,644

201,209

10%

Judicial

5,076,302

5,171,282

5,942,954

6,207,483

6,061,714

6,421,237

5,491,232

5,266,361

5,529,687

5,205,918

3%

Law enforcement and corrections

5,626,606

5,804,789

6,062,143

7,046,558

7,148,329

14,106,229

21,696,405

8,150,042

8,060,015

8,356,309

49%

338,478

366,804

406,367

401,812

439,344

488,320

439,471

414,693

232,817

239,811

-29%

16,225

18,483

17,914

19,105

19,079

20,849

20,238

29,378

2,566

2,332

-86%

12,095,166

11,866,579

12,000,863

12,308,219

12,557,376

14,549,511

14,554,516

15,841,345

12,730,884

12,735,578

5%

Culture and recreation

692,824

744,973

806,734

839,891

834,241

926,918

739,008

714,242

751,656

764,854

10%

Planning and development

363,289

407,761

499,670

490,365

451,039

325,867

233,384

223,983

221,414

183,398

-50%

Other agencies

6,036,752

6,140,921

6,366,070

6,161,829

6,493,387

7,275,176

6,858,499

7,720,727

7,623,031

8,075,368

34%

Capital outlay

4,126,659

3,012,005

1,277,962

1,030,505

1,209,587

1,500,141

1,171,102

660,348

334,642

509,883

-88%

1,155,000

1,340,923

710,923

527,525

530,875

557,477

960,826

1,217,428

1,254,030

1,287,379

11%

901,930

942,332

65,787

51,496

38,191

488,237

1,127,999

1,363,606

1,324,308

1,283,261

42%

Legislative

Public safety and emergency services
Public works
Health and welfare

Debt service:
Principal
Interest

Source: Midland County 2012 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
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Table A3. City of Midland Governmental Funds Revenue by Type, 2003-2012

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

31,421,623

34,391,476

27,104,030

27,008,416

32,851,962

32,780,512

29,856,356

32,958,572

32,601,169

34,821,993

1,201,478

1,209,761

1,144,431

1,153,613

1,245,590

1,284,513

993,504

1,085,826

1,066,026

1,132,535

Licenses and permits

527,862

658,986

650,985

653,100

610,552

723,926

691,818

589,383

826,957

697,201

Federal grants

513,973

654,038

456,900

1,085,841

952,997

1,091,510

589,931

720,821

639,710

768,916

Intergovernmental - other

8,204,655

8,218,218

7,955,247

7,973,317

8,668,945

8,304,033

7,626,527

6,999,278

7,172,217

9,285,967

Charges for services

1,526,453

1,674,908

2,959,423

7,973,317

3,402,244

3,730,365

4,039,431

3,955,473

3,903,492

3,895,197

639,979

769,802

793,634

179,854

190,969

179,457

203,733

202,759

256,399

266,000

Interest income

1,090,371

1,223,337

1,531,159

2,794,357

3,314,070

2,167,082

554,437

106,028

72,980

59,313

Contributions and other revenues

1,482,955

2,951,076

2,796,229

1,712,922

1,777,651

1,886,786

1,564,536

1,671,296

2,041,456

2,043,569

46,609,349

51,751,602

45,392,038

45,742,393

53,014,980

52,148,184

46,120,273

48,289,436

48,580,406

52,970,691

Taxes
Other tax related revenue

Use and admission charges

Total revenue

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012
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Table A4. City of Midland Governmental Funds Expenditures by Type, 2003-2012

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

General government

3,045,366

3,224,627

4,742,397

4,884,935

4,904,021

5,219,281

6,529,289

6,221,120

6,045,687

6,213,044

Public safety

9,027,665

9,534,824

10,794,036

11,563,868

12,072,103

12,667,757

14,768,233

14,867,678

15,779,974

15,182,480

Public works

4,668,967

4,473,457

4,751,201

4,971,656

5,373,310

6,203,605

6,445,296

5,988,481

5,850,900

5,361,940

Community and
economic development
sanitation

693,194

855,595

532,548

820,803

938,099

911,615

1,075,003

1,077,207

579,551

1,116,817

2,001,410

2,094,872

2,094,429

2,346,672

2,209,944

2,344,715

2,500,680

2,480,790

2,491,420

2,542,662

Parks and recreation

3,403,096

3,595,455

3,726,384

3,322,203

3,419,246

3,471,155

4,115,310

3,971,848

4,262,675

4,773,512

2,711,273

3,386,441

3,541,448

3,630,846

3,767,747

3,901,737

4,358,371

4,270,662

4,161,210

4,132,462

160,330

184,629

185,202

176,711

282,341

308,020

295,589

285,333

326,472

429,792

Transportation

1,224,537

1,321,997

1,427,883

1,598,969

1,651,533

1,676,251

1,730,521

1,693,097

1,629,824

1,715,709

Property tax appeals

5,631,424

4,532,256

6,451,758

1,977,046

10,080,498

13,310,099

36,535,706

195,163

315,612

752,824

Other functions

2,989,362

3,874,156

4,108,730

4,470,025

4,877,761

5,056,228

236,363

1,216

-

-

Capital outlay

8,591,474

4,651,563

14,563,988

5,949,213

7,571,908

6,163,166

4,093,449

3,400,930

3,287,839

4,596,798

125,000

135,000

135,000

75,000

75,000

100,000

930,000

930,000

965,000

1,000,000

37,005

28,916

191,568

13,438

12,161

4,255

594,207

686,907

652,854

618,243

-

-

-

-

-

-

106,177

-

-

-

44,310,103

41,893,788

57,246,572

45,801,385

57,235,672

61,337,884

84,314,194

46,070,432

46,349,018

48,436,283

Library and community
television
Airport

Debt service
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal
charges
Bond issuance costs
Total expenditures

Source: City of Midland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 2012
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Table A5. Expenditures by School District, 2008 and 2012

Expenditure Category
Instructional Expenditures
Instructional Support
Non-Instructional Support
Community Services
Facilities Acquisition
Capital Outlay
Expenditures Before Transfers
Other Transactions
Debt Service
Transfers to Other Funds
Total Expenditures

Bullock Creek School
District
2008
2012
$10,790,932 $10,979,436
$3,179,075
$2,634,616
$3,121,395
$2,934,450
$32,211
$34,217
$529,142
$374,474
$17,652,755 $16,957,193
$13,823
$82,756
$283,683
$49,978
$17,950,260 $17,089,927

Coleman Community
Schools
2008
2012
$4,419,214 $3,798,596
$839,842
$998,719
$1,782,296 $1,814,257
$51,609
$131,298
$7,092,962 $6,742,871
$209,971
$68,429
$2,166
$116,589
$3,530
$7,487,950 $6,748,567

Meridian Public Schools
2008
$7,566,672
$1,392,670
$2,809,096
$341,899
$317,502
$12,427,838
$375,957
$10,512
$173,127
$12,987,434

2012
$6,928,183
$1,392,128
$2,396,659
$276,380
$259,091
$11,252,440
$337,176
$122,359
$4,790
$11,716,765

Midland Public Schools
2008
$55,591,805
$15,840,586
$18,399,660
$22,259
$1,484,013
$91,338,323
$257,572
$1,322,626
$92,918,521

2012
$52,203,662
$13,143,194
$12,297,353
$66,233
$3,157,960
$80,868,402
$36,499
$375,243
$81,280,143

Source: State of Michigan Center for Educational Performance and Information, Financial Information Database (FID) District Comparison, 2008 and 2012
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Attachment C – Complete Survey Responses
Table C1. Responses to Question: “List three things you value most about living in the Greater Midland Area.”






































A family centered
A good library
A good place to live!
a safe feeling as you frequent an
area of well-rounded businesses
A safe place to live and raise a
family.
Abundance of community events
Abundant shopping selections
Access of multiple resources for
basic living needs
access quickly to shopping
Access to "Bigger City"
Opportunities (Loons, Center for
Arts, etc.)
Access to bigger cities
access to cultural events in tricities and within 6-hour drive
access to exceptional health care
options
access to family friendly activities
access to great lakes
access to health/medical care
Access to many nice amenities
Access to many things not
available other places of this size,
MCFTA, Loons
Access to multiple churches
Access to outdoors, recreational
offerings, rail-trail
access to parks
Access to quality community
education programming
access to recreation
access to shopping and
restaurants locally
Access to shops, restaurants, arts
/ entertainment.
Access to the north country
Access to the river for kayaking!
accessibility
activities
Activities for Kids
Affordability
Affordable
Affordable cost of living.
Affordable Housing

 Alden Dow architecture
 Amenities / Benevolent
Foundations
 Amenities not expected for size of
community (Center for the Arts,
Dow Gardens, Rail Trail, etc.)
 Amenities (2)
 amount of recreational activities
available
 an efficient, fiscally prudent local
government that provides good
service
 Architectural heritage
 Area businesses, foundation,
community support
 Art
 Arts - MCFTA, 360,
 Arts and culture
 Arts/Entertainment
 Aesthetics...parks, Dow Gardens,
Center for the Arts
 Attractions available in terms of
arts/entertainment
 Attractive residential areas
 Availability of cultural and
educational opportunities
 Availability of support services
 Available cultural and recreational
opportunities
 Available jobs
Balance of commercial,
residential, and open (parks, etc.)
space
 Beautiful Parks
 Beautiful parks and gardens
 Beauty (tree-lined streets,
flowers, etc.)
 Beauty and nature
 Beauty of the community
 Beauty, trees, how everyone
works together to make midland
better
 Better economic base than many
communities
 Bike Path
 Bike trails
 Business climate












































Business Philanthropy
Career growth opportunities
Careers
Caring Community
Center for the Arts (3)
Center for the Arts, Dow Gardens,
Loons Stadium
center for the arts, public library
Central Location to MI (3)
central to many areas of activity
centrally located in the state
Child friendly
Children's activities
Children's area of library
Chippewa Nature Center &
associated trails
Chippewa nature center
preschool
Church
Citizen involvement
City Development
City Forest (2)
City government
City government run well
City of culture and innovation
City of Midland Services
City services (2)
Clean (8)
Clean / well kept
Clean and pleasant surroundings
Clean and safe
Clean Area
Clean city
Clean parks, good road repair,
etc.
clean streets/flowers
Clean, safe environment
Cleanliness (6)
cleanliness and safety
Cleanliness of community
Close airports
Close community
Close knit community
Close proximity to good schools
Close proximity to tri-city
shopping
Close Proximity to Work
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 Close to family
 Close to restaurants, hospital,
shopping, sports
 Close to work (6)
 Closeness
 Comfort
 Community (3)
 Community activities
 Community activities available
 Community beautification
 Community Center / Parks and
Rec sports
 Community events (2)
 Community facilities (MCFTA,
Dow Diamond, Dow Gardens etc.)
 community improvement benefits
from large company presence
 Community infrastructure
 Community Involvement (3)
 Community leadership
 Community members support
initiatives
 Community opportunities
 Community Pride (2)
 Community resources
 Community resources - arts,
sports, etc.
 Community resources available to
all
 Community support (2)
 community volunteers
 Company town feel (small town
with a lot to offer)
 Constant change/improvement to
Midland
 Convenience as in lots of different
stores
 Convenience of travel (five
minutes to anywhere!)
 Conveniences
 Convenient access to parks, arts,
shopping and entertainment
 Convenient, close to everything I
need.
 Convenience
 Cost of living (4)
 Cost of living vs. salary
 Cost of living is reasonable
(housing)
 County services
 County/City activity/sport options
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 Cultural and recreational
environment
 Cultural and recreational
opportunities
 Cultural attractions
 Cultural events
 Cultural events and activities
 Cultural Opportunities (3)
 Culture (4)
 Culture/opportunity for kids'
enrichment
 Dahlia Hill
 Desire by community to improve
quality of area
 devotion to residents
 diverse cultural entertainment
 Diverse Opportunities - arts,
sports, service
 Diversity (3)
 diversity of culture
 Diversity of entertainment
 Diversity of interests
 Dow and Dow Corning
 Dow Diamond
 Dow Gardens (2)
 Dow Gardens, Whiting Forest,
Center for the Arts
 Downtown activities/festivals,
farmers market and Loons
baseball
 Downtown and Park areas
 Downtown area (3)
 Downtown area and Dow
Diamond
 Downtown development
 Downtown entertainment / Dow
gardens and center for arts
 Ease - affordable, no traffic, etc.
 Ease of travel
 Ease of access to other
communities in MI
 Ease of commute
 Ease of getting around
 ease of travel
 Easy access to use rail trail and
parks
 Easy commute
 Easy driving to work in the
morning
 Easy travel -- everything is so
close















































Economic Development
Economic opportunities
economic stability
Economic stability
Economic stability
economic sustainability
economical compared to most
other areas
Economically prosperous
Economically sound.
Economy
Educated Population
Education (6)
Education - Public and University
Education focused community
education for my children
Education system
Education, arts, parks, recreation
educational opportunities
Educational System
Efficient City Government
Embracing Change
Employment (2)
Employment Opportunities (2)
Employment with Dow Corning
Entertainment, sports and
activities
Environment
Events, things to do,
Excellent city government with
farsighted planning
Excellent family oriented facilities
and programs
Excellent jobs
Excellent K-12 education
Excellent Public Schools (2)
Excellent school systems
Excellent schools
Excellent water quality
Facilities
fair home market
Faith-based Community
Family (5)
Family Activities (4)
Family Atmosphere (2)
FAMILY ATTITUDE FROM
BULLOCK CREEK AREA
Family events
Family events and activities
family focused
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 Family friendly (8)
 Family friendly - MCFTA, Dow
Gardens, etc.
 Family Friendly Atmosphere
 Family friendly community
 Family friendly community (parks,
hands-on museum for kids, great
kids area at library, etc.)
 Family friendly options
 Family is in the area
 Family lives here
 Family nearby
 Family Oriented (4)
 Family Oriented - Bike paths,
parks, Loons, MCFTA, etc.
 Family oriented community
 Family town
 Family values
 Family-Friendliness
 Family-oriented community
 Farmer's market (3)
 Feel safe (2)
 Feeling of being safe and secure
 Feeling of safety (2)
 fine art advantages
 Fire Departments
 First class amenities in a small
town environment.
 Fitness Options (cycling trail,
community center, etc.)
 food places to choose from
 Four seasons to enjoy
 Free food give aways
 Free outdoor recreational
activities (parks, railtrail, etc.)
 free welfare
 Free/cheap places to take the kids
 Friendly (3)
 Friendly people (3)
 Friendly people-Bay county
 Friendly safe environment
 Friends and Family
 Friends and family near
 Friends and neighbors and
network
 Friends, family and sense of
community
 Full-service - i.e. Healthcare,
grocery, shopping, restaurants
and other services
 General feeling of safety
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 General feeling of safety (low
physical crime rate)
 Generosity of the community and
its citizens
 Generous community
 Golf courses nearby
 Good amenities
 Good community including
businesses, public services,
natural and planted beauty (trees
and summer flowers)
 good community resources
 Good economic area - jobs
 Good Education (2)
 good education options
 Good education system
 Good Education system
 Good educational opportunities
 Good entertainment - Dow
Diamond
 Good jobs (2)
 Good k-12 schools
 Good level of city services
 Good Neighborhoods
 Good people
 Good place to raise family
 Good place to raise Children
 Good Public Schools
 Good quality of life
 Good recreational facilities
 Good school districts
 Good school system
 Good schools (25)
 Good schools with high academic
standards
 Good Schools-Pre K-Grade 12
 Good services at plowing streets,
collecting leaves, garbage,
 great access to outdoor
recreation within a day's drive
 Great churches in the community
 Great City Management
 Great community members
 Great for raising a family
 Great offer in activities for
children and families
 Great opportunities
 Great parks
 Great parks/recreation
opportunities
 Great People

 great place for raising a family
 Great place to raise a family
 Great places for families! Library,
CNC, mcfta, Dow gardens
 Great Schools (5)
 Great schools-Bay County
 green space
 Green space (3)
 Growing
 Growing downtown
 Health care
 Healthy atmosphere/culture
 Healthy economy
 High education level
 High educational standards
 High level schools
 High priority placed on the arts
 High quality health care
 High quality public schools
 History
 Housing Cost
 I have a job
 I like how there is a strong family
feel to Midland
 I was born and raised here
 infrastructure (roads)
 Integrity
 interaction between city and local
churches
 International Cultural Diversity
 It is a very nice looking and
inviting city
 It is clean
 It is easy to get about
 It is safe normally
 It is safe!
 its home
 It's pretty
 It's safe
 Job (2)
 Job and educational opportunities
 Job growth
 job market
 Job opportunities (3)
 Jobs (3)
 Kid-friendly activities
 Knowledgeable workforce
 Lack of congestion
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 Lack of congestion\Lack of crime
compared to surrounding
communities
 Lack of violent crime
 Lakes nearby
 large amount of activities for kids
 large enough to have amenities
without too much traffic
 Large number of family oriented
activities
 Large number of green spaces
 Large number of parks in the area
 Leisure Time Activities
 Library (5)
 Library-Grace A Dow
 Limited traffic (vs metropolitan
areas)
 Little traffic and safe
neighborhood
 living close to family
 Local corporations and
foundations are strong supporters
of the community.
 Location
 Location
 location
 Location / Population Size
 location in the center of the State
 Long-term career options
 Loons
 loons
 Loons Baseball
 Lots of activities for families
 Lots of activities for family and
kids
 Lots of activities for kids
 Lots of family activities
 lots of job opportunities
 Lots of opportunities to get
involved in the community
 lots of parks/outdoor activities
 lots of volunteers and foundation
funds
 Lots to do
 lots to do for families
 Low cost of living (8)
 Low cost of living, especially
housing
 Low cost of living.
 Low crime (15)
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 Low crime - I feel safe walking the
streets, etc.
 Low crime rate (11)
 Low Crime rate comparatively
speaking
 low crime rates
 Low crime rates
 Low Traffic
 Low violent crime rate (2))
 Maintaining infrastructure
 many city parks
 Many free events
 Many recreational and leisure
activities available.
 many recreational resources
 Many social and entertaining
opportunities
 many, many parks, outdoor
spaces, and sporting facilities
 MCFTA (3)
 Medical Care
 medical care
 Midland Center for the Arts (3)
 Midland Community Center
 Midland County Fair
 Midland is the gateway to the
rural north.
 Midland library
 Midland Schools
 Midland Tennis Center
 Mid-state, short drive to Detroit,
Lansing, etc.
 Minor league sports teams
 Music
 My church is here
 My employment
 my job
 myriad of activities for families
 major important industry
supporting the community
 Natural areas/rivers
 Nature (2)
 Nature - Chippewa, Dow Gardens,
Rail Trail, Whiting Forest, River &
Lake Access
 Near lake Huron
 Near the highway
 Neighborhoods (2)
 Neighborhoods and parks make it
a nice place to live
 Nice neighborhoods










































nice parks
Nice people and community
No big city traffic problems
No traffic congestion
Non-motorized access - bike
lanes, rail trails, parks
Not a ton of traffic
Not too far to drive to go up north
or Detroit
Not too large
One hour travel gets you
anywhere from midland
Opportunities for children
Opportunities for employment,
activities and shopping
Opportunities for our young
people.
Opportunity for growth
Opportunity for sports and
recreation activities
Organizations and facilities
providing opportunities for
personal development.
Our awesome library
Our schools
Outdoor Activities (2)
Outdoor activities are plentiful
Outdoor Activities-Tridge,
Chippewa Nature Center
Outdoor activity opportunities
(disc golf course, parks,
downtown events, etc.)
Outdoor recreation (2)
Overall Cleanliness
Parks (12)
Parks & Activities for the Kids
Parks & recreation
Parks and outdoor spaces
Parks and Rail Trail
Parks, especially Emerson
Parks, nature center, rail trail,
outdoor pool
Peaceful
People / Individuals
People Friendly
People that live here
Pere Marquette rail trail
Personal safety (2)
Pleasant, clean, public spaces
Plenty of parks/wooded areas for
hiking and playing
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 Plenty to do
 POLUTED WATERWAYS
 POOR ROADS AND PUBLIC
SERVICE LEVELS
 Population size
 Positive attitude prevails
 Prosperity
 Pretty Safe
 Privacy
 Proactive forward thinkers and
doers
 Production jobs
 Professional opportunity
 Progressive
 Prosperity
 Proximity that everything is to
each other
 Proximity to East Lansing, Ann
Arbor, and Detroit minus the day
to day traffic
 Proximity to family
 Proximity to Northern Michigan
 Proximity to other interesting
cities
 Proximity to Saginaw, Bay City,
Frankenmuth and the Great Lakes
 Proximity to work
 Public Parks
 Public parks and gardens
 Public Safety (2)
 Public school System
 Public schools
 Public services (3)
 Public works service
 Quality education
 Quality education system
 Quality of Education (3)
 Quality of life
 Quality of life assets (parks,
facilities, etc.)
 Quality of life/low crime rate
 Quality of schools
 Quality public education
 Quality public schools
 Quality school system (MPS)
 Quality Schools (3)
 Quality schools and educational
opportunities
 Quality schools/education
 Quiet and safe feeling to the
community
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Quiet community!!!
Quiet neighborhood
Quiet Streets & Neighborhoods
Rail trail (5)
Rails to trails and recreation
Readily available supplies for
every day needs
Reasonable cost of living (2)
Reasonable driving distance to
Lake Michigan
Reasonable driving distance to
large cities
Recreation
Recreation facilities and programs
Recreation opportunities
Recreational activities (2)
Recreational Activities (parks, rail
trail, Ball Park, etc.)
recreational and cultural options
Relationships - people remember
you
Relative safety and low crime
environment
relatively conservative values
Relatively quite
Relatively safe
Relatively crime free
Resources
Respect for innovation and liberty
Respectful people
Restaurants and entertainment
choices
Retail shopping choices
Rich cultural exposure and
opportunities
Rich in history but not afraid to
grow
Right size of City
Rivers
Rivers and natural lands
Rural areas
Rural Atmosphere
Safe (20)
Safe and interesting environment
for young families
Safe and supportive
Safe area (2)
Safe area for families to live
Safe Community (7)
Safe Community-health care
Safe environment (2)












































Safe neighborhoods (2)
Safe place to live (3)
Safe place to raise a family
Safe Town
Safe town...good education
system.
Safe, clean, cared for public
spaces, i.e. streets, parks,
businesses, homes.
Safer communities
Safety (64)
safety - I feel safe living here (i.e.,
going out at night alone)
Safety - low crime
Safety - not afraid to walk the
streets
Safety - police/fire
Safety (crime)
Safety / security
Safety Family focused
Safety from crime
Safety- low crime
Safety of Citizens and their
Property
Safety of community
Safety of people and families
Safety security of smaller
community with city services
Safety, relatively low violent
crime
SAFETY/REDUCED CRIME
Safety/Security
Safety
Sanford Lake
Sanford lake park
Scenery
School System (4)
Schools (16)
Schools are safe
Security (2)
Security and safety
Sense of community (5)
Sense of community support
Sense of place in the community
Sense of pride in community
Service businesses
Services for citizens with special
needs
Services provided by
municipalities
Shopping (3)
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 Short Commute (2)
 Short commute to work (2)
 Short distance to many others
parts of Michigan
 Sidewalks!
 Size (3)
 Size of community
 small cities conveniences
 Small city feel
 Small Community (3)
 Small town atmosphere with
many of the amenities of a larger
community
 Small town -big business
 Small Town Feel (4)
 Small town feel but incredible
amenities - hospital, MCFTA,
Loon's stadium, Dow Gardens,
Library, Alden B Dow Home &
Studio, etc.
 Small town feel with big town
facilities
 Small town feel with lots to do
 small town with large city
amenities
 Smaller Community (3)
 Smaller Community compared to
Big City
 Smaller town feel
 So many cultural events and
things to do
 Somewhat stable employment
 sound city and county governance
 Sporting Opportunities for Kids
 Sports
 Sports/athletic activities
 Stable economy
 Stable working environment
 Stores close to home
 Strong economy
 Strong network of churches and
agencies that help the poor
 Strong sense of community
 Suburban atmosphere
 Support services for children &
families - community center;
railway center; north & west
midland centers
 Supportive businesses
 Supports family and family values.
 Tennis Center
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 The abundance of jobs for skilled
workers
 The access to higher educational
choices in our area
 The amount of resources
available to us
 The Arts (3)
 the bike friendly atmosphere
 The Center for the Arts and Dow
Gardens
 The center for the arts:
orchestra, theater & other shows
 The city forest, parks and public
spaces.
 The city is pretty and clean.
 The close-knit community
 The Community Center
 The community interest to help
others
 The convenience of living in a
small town & being able to bike to
places.
 The educated community
 The emphasis placed on family.
 the family focused events
 The flowers that are put out every
years
 The good schools
 The great community
 The growing bike network.
 The high level of volunteering of
individuals
 The library
 The long daylight hours of
Summer
 The Mall (2)
 The MCFTA and all it offers, the
Chippewa Nature Center.
 The Midland Soccer Club
 The natural resources
 The nature
 The nice people
 The outdoor opportunities
 The parks (3)
 The people (2)
 The public schools are
outstanding.
 The rail trail
 The recreation opportunities
 THE SMELL AND HIGH DIOXON
LEVELS









































The spirit of collaboration
The support of the Arts
The support of the foundations
The tight knit community
The Tridge/downtown
theater
There are lots of opportunities for
arts & culture
There are things to do i.e.: Loons,
downtown etc.
Things to do (2)
Things to do (rail trail, center for
the arts, etc.)
Tittabawassee river
Top educational
Traffic is never a problem
Trash pickup
Trees
Undeveloped forest/nature areas
Values based community
Varied activities
Varied cultural activities
Variety of activities for families
Variety of arts & entertainment
venues and events
Variety of athletic, cultural and
other activities available
Variety of facilities from library to
nature center
Variety of outdoor experiences
Variety of stores
Variety of things to do
Various of activities offered
Very good city services
Very safe
Volunteer opportunities/very
giving community
Volunteer opportunities: Open
Door, United Way, Boy Scouts...
Well paying, rewarding job
available
well-developed neighborhoods
Whichcraft
Winter plow services
work
work opportunities
WORKING FOR DOW CORNING
Youth programs
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Table C2. Responses to Question: “List three key strengths for which you think the Greater Midland Area is currently
known.”

 "great place to raise a family"
 1500 blue collar good jobs.
 2 Fortune 500 Companies. For
most part stable employment
 A community that takes care of
itself
 a good school system
 a healthy community
 a nice clean, and safe
environment
 A nice downtown, with variety
 Above average per capita income
 Access to Education
 access to family-centered
activities and entertainment
 Access to human services (+ & -)
we seem to be an attraction at
this point
 Activities (2)
 Activities Downtown & Across the
bridge "Riverdays"
 Affluence (2)
 affordable golf
 Affordable Housing (3)
 Affordable living
 Affordable place to live
 alright schools
 amenities of the community
 An awesome library
 Area Foundation
 Arts (6)
 Arts and Culture (2)
 Arts and education
 arts and music
 Attractive city
 Attractive parks
 Available activities
 Bars
 baseball
 Beautification efforts
 Beauty (2)
 Best Teachers in the great lakes
area
 Big city amenities
 Biking
 Business (2)
 Business atmosphere
 business climate

 Business climate and economic
development
 Business friendly
 Business Investment/Philanthropy
 business variety
 Business/government
cooperation
 business support
 caring population maintaining
pleasant, progressive community
 Center for Arts, Dow Gardens,
City Forest, Pine Haven, Sanford
Park, Tridge, Loons, Chippewa
Nature Center, neighborhood
parks
 Center for the Arts (9)
 Central location
 Chain Restaurants
 Charity
 Chemical City
 Chemical industry
 Chemical Jobs
 Chemical plants (3)
 Chemicals
 Chippewa Nature Center (2)
 Churches (7)
 Churches, Hospital and Medical
Facilities
 City continues to improve each
year (parks, etc.)
 City government
 City of churches (2)
 City of Science and Technology
 Civic / community mindedness,
i.e. helping others
 Civic engagement
 Cleanliness (3)
 Close Knit Community
 Close to the lakes/North
 collaboration
 Colleges
 Commerce (2)
 commitment of local foundations
 Community (3)
 Community Activities/Things to
do in the area
 Community assets
 Community awareness

 Community center
 Community Events
 Community facilities (MCFTA,
Dow Diamond, Dow Gardens etc.)
 Community feeling
 Community interaction
 Community involvement (2)
 Community members support
initiatives
 Community offerings/activities
 Community Outreach
 Community Programs and
involvement
 community resources
 Community service
 community sports
 Community Support from
industry and business
 Community Togetherness
 Community Involvement
 Companies
 Competent workforce
 Corporate headquarters for Dow
and Dow Corning
 cost of living
 county fair
 Creativity of our community
 Cultural
 Cultural and recreational activities
 Cultural attractions (2)
 Cultural events
 Cultural events and activities
 Cultural opportunities
 Cultural programs
 Culture (4)
 Culture (Dow gardens, MCFTA,
etc.)
 Culture and arts
 Culture focused
 Currently has low violent crime
rate
 DC tennis tournament
 Decent arts community
 Decent community
 Decent neighborhoods
 Decent schools
 Decent tax base
 Dioxin
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Diversity (2)
Diversity of Christian Churches
DIVISION AMOUNG RESIDENTS
Dow (12)
Dow and Dow Corning (2)
Dow Center for the Arts
Dow Chemical (12)
Dow Chemical - Job Center of Mid
Michigan
Dow Chemical & Dow Corning
employment
Dow Chemical & Dow Corning
support the community
Dow Chemical and associated
businesses
Dow Chemical and Dow Corning
(4)
Dow Chemical Company
Dow Chemical leadership
Dow Chemical, Dow Corning
Dow Corning (5)
Dow Diamond (4)
Dow Diamond - Loons
Dow Gardens
Dow gardens, CFArts, Tridge,
Farmers Market, ball diamond
Dow Gardens, Chippewa Nature
Center, Whiting Forest, City
Forest
Dow money (2)
Dow/Dow Corning (3)
Dow/Dow Corning Contributions
to the community
Dow/Dow Corning Employers
Down from 10000.
Downtown
Downtown
Dow's
Dow-wealth
Ease of getting around/mobility
Easy access to everything
Economic and Political fortitude
Economic development (2)
Economic Development,
employment
economic growth
Economic innovation
Economic opportunities (3)
Economic prosperity
Economic stability
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 Economic stability/support from
large corporations in area
 Economically prosperous
 Economically Sound
 Economy (4)
 economy / major employers
 Economy/Dow
 Educated population
 Educated workforce
 Education (13)
 Education - MPS
 Education level of residents
 Educational choices
 Educational opportunities (3)
 Elder Care Facilities
 employment
 Employment opportunities (4)
 Employment opportunities-large
companies
 entertainment
 Events (Great Lake loons, center
for the arts)
 Everyone feels safe here.
 exc. foundation support
 exc. industrial tax base
 Excellent community facilities
 Excellent public and parochial
school systems
 Excellent school systems.
 excellent schools
 Excellent Schools
 Facilities - Dow Diamond, MCFTA,
Dow Gardens, MSC complex, etc.
 fair pay at jobs
 Family
 Family activities (3)
 Family activities offered
throughout the area
 Family atmosphere
 Family friendly (6)
 Family fun
 Family geared activities
 Family involvement
 Family lifestyle
 Family options
 Family oriented (6)
 Family town (2)
 Family values (6)
 Family/Kid events
 Family-friendly
















































Family-oriented
Family-oriented community
Farmers Market
Feeling of being safe and secure
Festivals
Financial stability
Financially stable
Fireworks
Fishing the Bay
Fortune 500 companies
Foundation Money
Foundations (2)
Foundations dedicated to
Midland's betterment
Foundations!
Friendly people
Friendliness
Friendliness of the community
Friendly
Friendly city
Friendly safe environment
Friendly town
functionally operational
Funding base
General opportunities for a good
life
Generous community
Global Chemical Businesses
Good access to retail stores
Good Activities for town this size
(CFTA, Loons, etc.)
Good athletics
good business community
Good Business environment
good businesses
good city services
Good Education
Food education system
Good educational opportunities
Good employment (2)
Good employment / companies
Good employment opportunities
(3)
good job opportunity
Good Jobs (3)
Good k-12 schools
Good library
Good Neighborhoods
Good People (2)
good place for seniors, children
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Good place to raise a family (5)
good place to raise kids
Good public education
Good Public Schools (4)
Good schools (32)
Good schools (high school and
below)
Good services (2)
Good shopping
Good shopping area (mall area)
Good shopping Mall
Good Sports Programs
Good stop on way up north
Grace A Dow Library
Great amenities
Great community
Great community to raise children
Great education system
Great Families
Great for Family Raising
Great for young kids
Great Lakes Loons (6)
Great Lakes Loons baseball
Great life style
Great local government and
schools
great opportunities
great opportunities for jobs
Great Parks (2)
Great place to raise a family (6)
great place to raise children
Great public schools
Great school system (3)
Great schools (6)
Great Water Works System
Green spaces
Growing
Hardly any rift-rafts
Health care
Healthcare availability
Healthy economy
High educated people
High education level
High employment rate
HIGH LEVELS OF CORPORATE
SNOBS
High quality of life
High quality of living
High standard of city maintenance
High standards
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 HIGH TAX RATES LOW
OPERATING COSTS
 Higher average salaries
 Higher economic standing
 Higher standard of living
 Highly educated population (2)
 Home of Dow Chemical
 HOME OF DOW CHEMICAL AND
DOW CORNING
 home of The Dow Chemical
Company
 Home to large companies
 Hospital and services (senior,
Pardee....)
 Housing (2)
 ice rink
 Improving downtown area
 Industry (2)
 Industry and their leadership
 Ingenuity
 Innovation
 Intellect
 Intelligence
 international headquarters of
Dow Chemical Company
 investment in the community
 It is clean
 It is safe
 Job base
 Job Market
 Job Opportunities (2)
 JOB POSSIBILITIES
 Jobs (8)
 Jobs - Low crime
 Jobs/employment
 Just enough stuff going on to
keep you from leaving town every
weekend to go.
 Keeping roads/infrastructure in
good order
 Known as having a low crime rate.
 Known as having excellent School
Districts
 Known as the home of Dow and
Dow Corning
 large corporations that financially
support the city
 Large Industrial Employers
 Larger town feel

 Leading companies such as Dow
and Dow Corning head quartered
in Midland - solid jobs base
 Level of professional residents
 Library - Children’s area
 Local agencies joining forces to
solve a "problem"
 Loons (8)
 Loons Baseball
 Loons, soccer complex, tennis
center, balloon feast
 Lots of community events and
resources
 Lots of good restaurants
 Lots of sports program (semi-pro,
college, HS, community leagues)
 Low cost of living (4)
 Low Cost of Living/Housing
 Low Crime Rate (17)
 Low home buying prices
 Low traffic
 Low Unemployment (2)
 lower cost of living
 Major companies - Dow & Dow
Corning
 Mall (2)
 manufacturing capabilities
 Many churches, sports, MCFTA
 Many community activities
 Many forms of entertainment
 Many residents value education
 MCFTA (4)
 Medical care
 Medical facilities
 Medium to high paying
jobs/incomes
 Melting pot
 Middle of the state, makes travel
easier
 Midland Center for the Arts (3)
 MidMichigan Medical Center (2)
 Modern community near "Up
North"/outdoor activities
 Money - for charities, schools,
etc.
 Money (2)
 Mostly kind hearted folk
 Much better than average public
assistance programs and subsidies
 New developments
 New Year's Eve Ball Drop
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Nice appearance
Nice downtown
Nice homes
Nice neighborhoods
Nice parks throughout the city
Nice place to be
Nice Public Facilities
None - this is a hidden gem that
most folks have no idea about
Nothing to do (for young adults).
Offering a variety of sports
opportunities-to watch and to
play
Opportunities
Opportunities for children
Opportunity (2)
Opportunities
Our Arts - MCFTA, Dow Gardens,
Library, etc.
Outdoor Activities
Outdoor activities nearby
Outdoor activities--Dow gardens,
loons, Chippewa nature center
Outdoors
Park system
Parks (6)
Parks & outside activities
Parks and Railtrail
Parks and Recreation (2)
Parks and recreation facilities
Parks and recreation
opportunities
Parks!
Parks/Outdoor Areas
Parks /recreation Rail Trail,
Sanford Park, Tridge
Participation in community life is
encouraged.
Partnership with Dow
People (2)
Philanthropic nature
Philanthropy (2)
Physical beauty
Police presence
Pollution
Positive attitude towards the
future
Presence of higher learning
opportunities
Private & Corporate investing in
community
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 Proactive philanthropic
foundation involvement
 Professional opportunity
 Professional Population
 Professionalism
 Progressive leadership
 Prosperity
 Prosperous area.
 Providing services
 Proximity to a lot of different
things. Great Lakes, camping,
Museums, Golf, etc.
 Public facilities
 Public parks and activity/sport
options
 Public safety
 Public school System
 Public Schools
 Put lots of $ back into the
community
 Quality education
 Quality education, colleges
 Quality of Education (3)
 Quality of family Life
 Quality of K-12 education
 Quality of life (4)
 quality of public education
 Quality of schools
 Quality of Senior services
 Quality Public Education
 quality school system
 Quality Schools
 Quick access to outdoor activities,
both in city and out
 Quiet.
 Rail Trail (3)
 Rail trail and other outdoor
trails... And of course the Tridge
 Recreation (5)
 Recreation opportunities (2)
 Recreational activities available
for children
 Relative safety
 Relatively affluent - stable
economy
 Resources
 Responsible use of community
resources
 Robust economy
 Rural environment yet close to
cities with resources















































Safe (9)
Safe and secure
Safe Community (12)
Safe environment (2)
Safe family oriented area
Safe for singles and families
safe neighborhoods
Safe Place
Safe place to live (4)
Safe place to raise a family (2)
Safe town
Safer community
Safety (50)
Safety - it is a great place to raise
a family
Safety - low crime rate, no violent
crimes
Safety - police/fire
safety/low crime
Safety
Saginaw bay
Saginaw Spirit
Same as above (3)
Scenery
School
School Districts
School System (11)
School Systems throughout the
County
Schools (34)
Schools /education
Science
Security/Safe
Sense of community (2)
still has a small town feel
Shopping options
short distances across town
Significant church involvement
Signs
Small Community feel with city
size businesses
Small town culture
Small town feel
small town with big city feel
small town with big city options
Small town with excellent
recreation facilities
smart people live here
Snobbery
Snobby cultural events
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 Snobby rich people.
 Solid companies
 Somewhat stable employment
base
 Sports (3)
 Sports activities
 Sports and recreational
opportunities
 Sports Fields and Centers
 Sports options
 sports/complexes
 ss (3)
 Stability - jobs
 Stable employment
 Steady employment
 Strong business community
 Strong churches
 Strong Community Focus
 Strong economic base
 Strong economy (4)
 Strong Foundation Support
 Strong foundations and business
supports
 Strong industry - Dow
 Strong large employers
 strong local businesses
 Strong medical center
 Strong Middle Class
 Strong performing industry
(Chemicals)
 Strong Religious Community
 Strong support for community
 Strong support systems
 Strong work force
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 Strong, recession resistant
economy.
 support from community
foundations
 Support of foundations to pick up
things that other cities might lose
 Support services for children &
families - community center;
railway center; north & west
midland centers
 Supportive businesses
 Surprise" Amenities: Library,
MCFTA, Comm Center etc.
 Tall ships
 Tax base
 technology/chemical leaders
 Tennis (2)
 The Arts (3)
 The arts, sports
 The Country Club
 The Dow Chemical Company
 the Downtown Development
 The Dow's
 The H
 The history
 The home of Dow Chemical and
Dow Corning.
 The Loons
 The Loons stadium
 The maintenance of their
infrastructure
 The support that Dow provides
the community
 Things for kids to do
 Things to do (2)
 Thinking and acting big

 This is a community that pulls
together
 Thriving manufacturing
operations
 Tight knit
 Top 10 cities for Raising a Family
 Top cities to live in the USA
 top educational available
 tourism such as Dow gardens and
mcfta
 Tridge (8)
 Tridge and associated parks
 Tridge area
 Tridge concerts
 unisourced food options
 Variety of activities for families
 Volunteering
 Volunteerism
 Volunteers / Charities
 Wasteful spending
 We are SO GRATEFUL that we
discovered Midland!
 Wealth (2)
 Wealthy people that generously
donate
 Wealthy population
 Well Educated
 Well-funded social programs
 Well maintained parks
 Well run government and services
 Well-maintained
 Wide demographics of the
population
 Work opportunities
 Workforce
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Table C3. Responses to Question: “List three things about the Greater Midland Area that you would change.

 "Pure Midland" marketing
campaign
 "Urban blight" along the business
10 corridor
 ¥need for men's clothing stores
 a 2nd and nicer outdoor pool
 A better MCFTA, the Dow in
Saginaw is offering more!!
 A competent school
superintendent. Someone should
really take a closer look at your
most recent candidate
 A facility for outdoor concerts like
many of our neighboring cities
 A good steak and seafood
restaurant
 A more even playing field in
politics (Republican control)
 a more vibrant downtown (nice
restaurants and pubs)
 a relative shortage of local
businesses
 a sane Eastman road with slow
speed limit
 a skill center for our youths
 access to "local" places, like
restaurants and shops
 access to community information
 access to community services
 access to good restaurants
 Access to quality LOCAL health
professionals for young people
 Accessible transportation within
and among region
 Add a Creative 360 sign on Patrick
for those coming off Business 10
 Add a red light camera at Saginaw
and Eastman intersection
 Add an entrance ramp to us 10
from Waldo rd.
 Add regular public transportation
(regular lines that can carry bikes)
 Additional grocery and shopping
centers
 Addressing the drug problem
 Advertise community happens
better
 Advertise/market the services
available through the Midland
County Health Department

 Allow restaurant expansion of
outdoor eating
 Am concerned about the loss of
historic buildings
 Amount of drug dealing
 An easy to use/locate website for
events
 Another bridge over the river Dublin?
 Arrogance
 Assessment and focus on older
adult services
 attitude
 Attract better retailers (Costco,
etc.)
 Attract manufacturing that is
otherwise locating to other states
 Attract more commercial jobs
 Availability of restaurants and
"nightlife"
 Awareness of the needs of some
of our lower income
children...access to services.
 Bad navigation - if unfamiliar with
the area, navigating is difficult
because of all the one way
streets, circle, etc.
 Banking availability in the far west
area of Saginaw Rd
 being more open to bars and
restaurants
 Belief that there's a Midland
"bubble"
 Better / Create Youth Career
Trades Training
 Better access and use of the rivers
 better access to quality dining
 Better affordability for
families/individuals
 Better bike trails and parks
 Better communication to
surrounding areas about
community event
 Better dedicated bike lanes
 Better dining scene
 Better downtown area (3)
 Better Eastman traffic flow
 Better educational opportunities
for gifted and talented children

 Better funded City services
 Better Grocery Options (Whole
Foods, Trader Joe's, etc.)
 better grocery shopping
 better hospital
 Better independent restaurants
(see #1)
 better newspaper
 Better newspaper more factual
 Better opportunities for
differentiated education
 Better park and outdoor
development/advertising
 better paying job opportunities
 Better pedestrian-friendly streets
(for bikers, walkers, etc.)
 Better places to eat
 Better professional opportunities
 Better public recreation facilities
 Better public transportation (4)
 better restaurant choices
 Better restaurants (3)
 Better retail shopping
 better road conditions and less
congestion in some areas
 better road repair
 Better road/traffic system
between Monroe/Wackerly and
Eastman/Jefferson (Mall area)
 Better roads (8)
 better roads - where's the money
though
 Better school funding (2)
 better schools
 Better shopping (4)
 Better shopping options (larger
stores vs. community size)
 Better shopping; wider variety
 Better snow removal system
 Better street signage
 Better street signs
 Better streets
 Better system for traffic by
Eastman Road
 better timed traffic lights
(Saginaw Road is bad)
 Better traffic control (especially
north part of town)
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 Better traffic control on Eastman
Avenue
 Better traffic flow
 Better Traffic Light Timing
 Better traffic planning and
development - we keep putting
more businesses in places such as
the mall area, but we do not
update the infrastructure to
handle this.
 Better traffic planning-especially
around mall/fairgrounds
 Better transportation services
 Better weather in the winter
 Better, more innovative schools
that individualize student
instruction
 Better /more riverfront
development
 Bicycle Only Lanes and/or more
Paths
 Bigger Farmers Market (2)
 Bigger mall, more
stores/boutiques or higher end
store that can only be seem in
larger cities
 Bigger, Better Downtown
 Bigger/funner events for families
with kids
 Bike lanes are useless if cars can
park in them
 Blight in Bay City and Saginaw I
would like to see some old houses
torn down
 Blight in outlying areas
 Bring a Costco to GMA
 Bring back requirements for parks
in residential areas
 Bring in a couple more nice family
restaurants
 Bring more than the 3-4 big
employers into the area for
employment choices
 Bring more things to downtown
area
 Bring more to downtown
 Bring up the rest of Midland, e.g.
Colman, Mills, to make more
attractive
 Broader employment options,
security
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 Building up downtown
 Can’t think of anything else. Love
the town.
 celebrate achievement
 Change dial a ride to a traditional
bus system
 Change name back to Tri-Cities
 Change name from Great Lakes
Bay Region
 Change School Curriculum away
from Core. Look at some of the
private schools which have
collage level test scores in the
12th grade
 Change the name back to Saginaw
Valley
 Cheap movie theater!
 Cleaner air
 Cleaner rivers by Dow
 CLOSE LOONS STADIUM
 Close or Sell Barstow Airport
 Close or Sell Curry Golf Course
 Closed minded people to change
 Communication/Outreach
 Community activities for families
 condition of roads
 Condition of the roads and make
them bike-friendly
 Confusing street layout, e.g. dead
ends, winding roads, slanted grid,
 Congestion in high-traffic areas
(e.g. the mall)
 Congestion on roads near the
mall due to poor layout and light
timing
 Consolidate all Midland County
Schools. Sanford, Midland,
Bullock Creek, Coleman
 Consolidate all of the Public
Transportation Agencies.
 Consolidate school administration
overhead
 Consumers Power slaughter of
the trees terrible
 Continue downtown
revitalization.
 Continue to attract new
developments
 Continue to boost the downtown
area

 Continue to control crime and
promote safety
 Continue to development career
opportunities
 Continue to expand the
downtown
 Continue to improve education
 Continue to improve/rebuild
downtown Midland
 Correct Eastman Ave traffic
congestion
 Correct traffic problems on
Eastman and Jefferson
 Cost
 Cost of living
 Cost of living in Midland
 Cost of using county owned
facilities (Sanford lake park)
 Costco (2)
 Country club types get better city
services
 COURT SYSTEM THAT IS JUST
 Create better paying jobs
 crime
 Currently have "Midland Mall"
area and "Downtown" area.
 CUT WASTEFUL SPENDING ON
FRIVOLOUS PROJECTS
 dd
 Demographics are skewing to an
older population
 Develop more outdoor dining
space downtown
 Developing a Career Technical
Education Center
 development of Ashman circle &
Saginaw road
 dial a ride
 Different types of
restaurants/shops would be nice
 Dining-Too many Chains, no
variety
 diverse restaurants
 Diversify the economy by bringing
in industry not related to Dow
and Dow Corning.
 Diversity
 Diversity of employment
opportunities
 Diversity of population
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 Doctor appointment backlog (2-3
month waiting)
 Downtown
 Downtown dining
 Downtown life
 Downtown residential
 Downtown
shopping/entertainment
 Drug problems
 Drugs
 Easier bike access to Dow and
Dow Corning plant entrances
 Eastman Ave by the mall
 Eastman Ave/Mall Corridorcongestion, spread things out!
 Eastman Rd traffic flow (2)
 Eastman road by mall
 Eastman Road traffic flow
 Economic diversity
 Economic Growth and
Development
 Economically disadvantaged in
the county (vs. city)
 Eliminate at least 1/2 the
entrances to businesses on the
Eastman corridor
 Eliminate billboards
 Enforce laws and ordinances by
more than just complaints
 Enhance riverfront. Love Bay City!
 Enhanced nightlife
 Entertainment development
(dining and nightlife)
 entertainment downtown, not
just bars
 Entertainment Opportunities
 Even more growth downtown
 Even with jobs available, still
seems to be a lot of low income
families
 event entertainment including
Youth
 Everything closes by 10 p.m.
 Exclusivity of socioeconomically
disadvantaged people
 Expand business and industrial
base so not so dependent on 2 co
 expand resources to all
community members
 expand the downtown area to
make it more of an attraction
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Expanded events or event draw
Expanded Farmers Market
Expanded public transportation
Expanded retail area
Falling down on maintaining
services while encouraging people
to sponge off government (that
means tax-paying residents)
Faster expansion of downtown
entertainment options
Faster snow removal on streets
Festivals
Fewer business redundancies e.g.,
McDonald's, pharmacies, oil
changes
Fewer chain restaurants, more
locally owned
Fewer hotels
ff
Fix the roads (3)
Fix the traffic issues near the mall
flooding control
Form of Government
Full interchange at Waldo / M 10,
a must
Full sized stores, these smaller
versions don't carry enough so we
shop out of town
Get even more people involved in
community functions
Get rid of all the one way roads,
too many for a town this small.
gg
Give more resources to our
schools
Greater appreciation and
development of career and
technical education
Greater cohesion Downtown
Greater draw for young families
to the area
Greater focus on health and
fitness
Greater number and diversity of
local restaurants, fewer chains
Greater shopping options (less
banks, mattress, phone stores)
but popular businesses to expand
consumer choices
Greater use of Rivers Watersports

 Greater variety of restaurant
offerings
 Greater voice of community
residents (versus a few individuals
decide on what will take place)
 Gross tree trimming / develop
long term plan for power lines
 healthier restaurant options
 Healthier Restaurants
 Heroine...and stop acting like
nothing bad happens in Midland.
 Hiding the dark side. embrace
crime and fix it
 Higher quality of clothing stores
for women
 Hip, innovative and
architecturally-interesting local
businesses (similar to East Grand
Rapids). More value towards
locally-owned businesses and
locally-sourced products.
 Hiring/Firing volatility of two
companies
 Homeless and low income levels
 Hospital. To be top rated in MI
 host more large events
 Housing cost
 How fast we are growing. too big
too many problems
 Hunting Land Access
 Hwy 10 from the north having an
exit near downtown
 I prefer the small town look
rather than the recent high rises
 I wish government, law
enforcement and news would
acknowledge the present dangers
to our youth so parents can
prepare their children properly.
 I wish there was more cultural
diversity here.
 I wish there was more diverse
entertainment and culture for
young adults.
 I wish there was more diverse
restaurants.
 I would like to see an Orthodox
Christian Church in Midland
 I'd build or improve infrastructure
such as roads before expanding
businesses.
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 I'd love to see one place to go to
find out about all community
events, so I don't read about it
after and think "I would have
went!"
 I'd love to see the farmers market
expanded and longer season
(indoor facility?)
 I'm sure there are other things I
would suggest to change but I
can't think of anything significant!
 Improve condition of the roads
locally
 Improve downtown area to
include more nightlife
 Improve environmental footprint
of plants
 Improve mall area (mall itself,
traffic, other stores)
 Improve Parks and Rec
 Improve plowing so the schools
don't close as often.
 Improve roads
 Improve roads.
 Improve schools, we seem to less
competitive as compared to
Bullock Creek and SASSA
 improve the funding for the
schools
 Improve the roads and sidewalks,
better lighting on streets within
the City of Midland
 Improve Traffic flow around mall
area and Bus 10/Washington &
Patric Roads area
 Improve traffic flow in the
Midland Mall area
 Improve traffic pattern on
Eastman by mall
 Improve transportation options internal and external. Midland is
car-centric and is physically cut
off from the rest of Michigan if
you don't own a car (i.e. no
intercity bus, rail, or other
options).
 Improved and more effective
road maintenance
 Improved city traffic congestion
 Improved economy
 Improved nightlife
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 Improved police department - i.e.
less speed traps, more resp. to car
seat check requests
 Improved Public Schools
 Improved public transportation
 improved restaurants
 improved retail / shopping
 Improved snow removal services
 Improved street surfaces
 Improved Traffic Organization on
Main streets
 Improved water
 improving opportunities for
people with disabilities
 in dire need of a reasonably
priced fixed route transit system
 Increase affordable housing units
for low-income individuals and
families
 Increase awareness in public
education (voter turn-out)
 Increase diversity
 Increase free family events
throughout the year
 Increase in empty commercial
buildings
 Increase inclusion of citizens with
special needs
 Increase number of activities
 Increase number of small and
medium sized businesses in area
 Increase public transportation
 Increase the amount of dedicated
bicycle lanes
 Increase the cultural diversity
 Increase the number of family
doctors
 Increased awareness of already
established events
 Increased cultural diversity
 Increased incorporation of
universal design
 Increased targeting of 20somethings by new and current
businesses/community events.
More things for us to do!
 increasing drug problems in
Midland County
 informing the community about
upcoming events throughout the
county before they take place

 Infrastructure - roads are terrible!
 Install attractive tall power poles
& short trees
 Interaction between classes
 interesting restaurants, "foodie"
culture,
 international grocery store
 Invest in road improvements
again
 Invest in schools further
 Issue tickets to bicycle riders that
disobey traffic laws
 It would be great to bring some
more stores to the area, like
Trader Joe's or Whole Foods.
 Job creation outside of the
"Dows"
 Keeping things affordable. Don't
over price because of the
perception of affluence
 Lack of "nightlife"/activities
 lack of a strong daily news outlet
 Lack of diversity (2)
 Lack of easily available public
transportation
 Lack of friendliness of its citizens
 Lack of human diversity
 Lack of local and affordable
restaurants with good food
 Lack of middle class housing in
the downtown area.
 Lack of privacy
 Lack of public transportation
 Lack of quality retail shopping
options
 Lack of retail (women's clothing)
stores
 Lack of shopping
 Lacks Diversity
 Later Hour Public Transportation
 left turn signals at ALL major
intersections throughout the
whole city
 less 1 ways
 Less bars
 Less catering to motor vehicles.
More focus on complete streets
including public transportation.
 Less chain restaurants
 Less competition between the
schools-we are one city, why do
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we need to be better than our
neighbors?
Less conservative - more
progressive
Less cosmetic show off stuff like
flowers & signs
Less crime
Less development on Eastman
and/or fix the traffic mess
Less generous social programs
that attract people to the
community rather than limiting to
taking care of our own at
appropriate levels
Less gossip
Less government involvement
with individuals
Less growth along Eastman Rd
corridor
Less insularity among groups
Less pollution
Less Republicans & more liberal
residents
Less subsidies which can skew
real prices of goods and services
LESS TRAFFIC BY THE MALL.
THERE'S WAY TOO CONGESTED
THERE
Let more businesses in.
LIMIT NEW CONSTRUCTION
HOMES TO 2500 SQ/FT
Limited opportunities for young
professionals
local drug treatment or
rehabilitation options
local elections held at the same
time as national elections
Local News Paper
Loosen up...nobody makes it out
of this life alive. :)
Lose the one way streets (Ashman
and Rodd)!
Lots of safe bike trails
low income housing
Low number of very good
restaurants
Lower cultural event pricing
(school ID card)
Lower personal property taxes
Lower property taxes
Lower property taxes
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 Lower property taxes
 Lower property Taxes, the way
we re-build our roads (sounds like
an Oxymoron)
 Lower Taxes (3)
 Lower the crime rate
 Mail box actsis in that area
 MAKE FOLKS AWARE OF
MIDLAND'S HEROIN PROBLEM
AND OFFER REHAB FOR DRUG
ADDICTS AND ALCOHOLICS ALSO
MAKING DOCTORS IN OUR AREA
AWARE OF THE PROBLEM AND
TRAINING THEM ON HOW TO
HANDLE DEALING WITH
SOMEONE WHO IS AN ADDICT
 Make it a friendlier town from
early 20-30 single people
 Make it more
cosmopolitan/sophisticated
 Make one central city area for
business development
 Make people more aware of the
drug drop off site at the Law
Enforcement Center
 make problems known so that
people can help
 make the county roads more bike
friendly
 Marijuana - Get RID of it!
 maybe more variety of
restaurants
 Midland is family focused, it is
tough coming out of college and
living here, there isn't too much
around
 Midland is often considered to
not very friendly (snobbish)
 Midland mall area traffic
 Midland Public Schools
communication system with
parents and local agencies.
 Midland Schools' lack of studentdriven mentoring programs for
kids with autism
 Midland's snobbish reputation
outside the Midland area
 Minimize government agencies
 Miss guided Police Force
 Mixing bikes with vehicles. "'bike
lanes"

 More active downtown night life
 More activities for moderate to
low income families
 More activities for teens/young
adults
 More activities for young adults,
not just families/children
 More activities for younger
people
 More activities later in the
day/lasting longer for young
adults
 More activities/events for
tweens/young teens (nonathletic)
 More adult restaurants and
activities
 More Advertising of Midland
Events in advance
 More affordable housing
 More air service from MBS
 More and better employment
opportunities
 More Antique Show
Opportunities
 More balanced distribution of the
tax dollars going toward
recreation.
 More bike and walking trails
throughout the community
 More bike paths through the city.
would love to ride my bike to
work, but I can't bike down
Eastman or Saginaw roads
 More businesses (3)
 More businesses on south
Saginaw...Menards, Outback???
 More collaboration between
organizations
 More collaboration with nonprofits
 More community events
 More community events
 More community friendly and not
so much geared towards just the
rich people that live in Midland
 More community outreach
 More concerts with big name
artists
 more condo style living options
aimed at medium income families
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 More condos downtown
 More connection between city
and outlying townships
 more covenant parking
downtown
 More coordination of services
between the 4 school systems
 More Cultural Activities
 More cultural events
 More cultural experiences
 More cultural options - art in
particular
 More cultural options for
Generation Y (Bars, Concerts, Etc.)
 More dine-out options
 More dining/shopping options
 More dining options
 More diverse cultural offerings
(museums, arts, sciences,
festivals, restaurants)
 More diverse dining options
 More diverse economic base - too
dependent on the big three
chemical companies
 More diverse industry
 More diverse industries
 More diverse places to eat
 More diverse political and social
views - too conservative!
 More diverse restaurants,
shopping etc.
 More diversity (2)
 More diversity and productive
inclusiveness
 More diversity in general
 More diversity in industry base
 More downtown business
 More downtown development
 More downtown festivals and
activities
 More eating establishments
 More economic
development/growth
 More emphasis on art and culture
 More emphasis on early literacy
in schools
 More employment opportunities
(2)
 More entertainment options for
adults
 More entrepreneurs
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 MORE ETHNIC FOOD CHOICES
(NOT CHAIN RESTAURANTS)
 More ethnic restaurants
 More evening events
 More events & fun community
celebrations
 more events and activities
 More events, businesses, bars etc.
for people in the 25-35 age range
 More faith-based activities
 More family friendly activities
that are cheap to free.
 More family fun places for kids
 More Farmers Market & Craft
Opportunities
 More fast food or restaurants in
the West area
 More festivals in the winter
months
 More festivals/ community events
 More fine dining
 More focus on county wide
education not just city
 More focus on developing circle/S
Saginaw rd area
 More focus on drug abuse issue
 More focus on poverty/need
 More focus on urban
development at a human scale.
We cleave too closely to old
models for how a suburb would
be traditionally laid out - the
emphasis should be on walkable
communities, transit-oriented
development, and a closer
relationship with between
neighborhoods, residences, and
businesses.
 More food establishments
 More free activities-better
publicity!
 More good, full-time jobs for
young adults
 More green space in newer
subdivisions/developments
 more healthy restaurants
 More housing choices including
lofts and mixed use developments
especially near downtown and
Ashman Circle. But not all new





































developments need to be highend.
More housing options for
individuals with disabilities.
More involvement from youth
More involvement in leadership
from younger generations vs. the
established, traditional
community leadership
More jobs
More jobs of all types
More jobs, more growth
More libraries
More live music
more live music
More lively downtowns
More local and better restraints
More local business ownership
More local business vs chains
More local businesses and
restaurants (not chains)
More local owned restaurants
more local restaurants, rather
than chains
More locally owned restaurants
More locally owned high quality
restaurants.
More locations for children's
parties
More low to middle income
housing (not rentals - new or
updated houses available for
purchase)
More manufacturing jobs
More mid to lower level job
growth
More mom and pop restaurants
More money to the schools
more music, music venues,
More nice restaurants
More night life opportunities;
music, piano bar, comedy club
More Nightlife
More non chain restaurants (3)
More open minded to certain
things
More open-minded attitudes
More opportunities for the
county schools to rival MPS
More opportunities/events for
younger generation
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 More options for younger
generation
 More Outdoor Activities
 more outdoor summer festivalslike Bay City riverfront activities
 More owner run businesses and
restaurants, non-chain
 More parking downtown
 More parking on Main St
 More parks (similar to City Forest)
 More pedestrian friendly
 More places of business open
longer hours/24/7
 More production jobs
 More public transportation
 More push for local-business
atmosphere
 More quality restaurant offerings,
and a larger mall/shopping
 More recycling
 more resources for those in need
 More rest areas / restrooms on
the rail trail
 more restaurant choices
 More restaurant options
 More Restaurants, Bars, Nightlife
 more restaurants-chain and
locally owned
 More restaurants
 More restaurants like Ann Arbor,
not major chains
 More river front development
 More scenic mountain landscape
would be nice
 More school age children concern about school closings
 More services for those in need.
 More shopping
 more shopping & restaurants
 more shopping choices
 More shops and restaurants
downtown
 More sidewalks
 more sidewalks/non-motorized
connectivity in the county
 More small businesses... Improve
downtown!
 More social and recreational
opportunities for young
professionals
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 More stores in Downtown
midland
 More strategic growth in the M20
corridor
 more summer and winter events
 More systemic approach to
handling increasing poverty (like
the new career and college access
network)
 More teen activities
 More things for people aged 1255
 MORE THINGS FOR YOUNG
PROFESSIONALS TO DO
 More things of interest, a maker
space, museums, festivals,
 more things to do (family) (teen)
(Adult)
 More things to do at night
 More things to do in the winter
 More transparency, especially
with criminal activity in the
community
 More understanding about the
underprivileged
 More Unique Business
 More unique restaurants
 More unique shopping
experiences
 More upscale restaurants
 More upscale shopping options
 More vibrant downtown
 More walkable, bikeable
 More whole food choices (trader
Joes/whole foods)
 more winter activities for kids
 more women and minorities in
public office
 More young, hip living downtown
 more youth programs (safe places
to hang out)
 More/better bars
 More /better public
transportation
 More/better restaurants
 Move business off Eastman Road
and back on Joe Mann
 Move Dow event center to
midland
 Move the farmers market to main
street

 N/A (4)
 Need a better understanding of
how to help less fortunate
 Need for more drive for
innovation
 Need more restaurants
 NEED MORE SIDEWALKS in towns
outside of Midland, such as
Freeland and Auburn (running
paths, walking paths, etc.).
 Need more small businesses.
 Need quality restaurants (home
style & ethnic)
 Needs a putt putt golf course
 Needs to be less stogy and more
fun
 Needs to be more progressive
 Needs to become more attractive
to young professionals
 Needs to become more attractive
to young professionals
 newer community center
 newer schools
 newspaper biased & not open to
liberal views
 Nightlife (2)
 No left turn Blvd. on Eastman
Avenue with a roundabout on the
NORTH end of the Blvd.
 No left turn light at
Saginaw/Patrick (across from
Burger King)
 No smoking in parks
 Noise ordinance (quiet after 10
unless on a holiday)
 Not being able to turn left out of
Wal-Mart parking lot on busy
days
 Not close enough to any major
metropolitan areas
 Not construct roundabouts
 Not enough diversity of
restaurants (mostly chains with
little character)
 Not enough retail stores or
restaurants
 Not sure
 Not to criticize, condemn or
complain
 Not to judge
 Number of employers
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 Number of small parks
 One of a kind restaurants...no
more chains
 One way streets!
 Onerous City Regulations that are
conveniently followed/not
followed. i.e. sidewalk
requirements, signage
 ordinances for personal property
in the city of midland, many are
ridiculous
 Other attractions
 Outdoor community events (beer
tents, festivals, concerts, etc.)
 Outdoor supply store/awareness
of
 Overzealous cops used as revenue
stream enhancement
 Ownership of the Edenville &
Sanford dams
 Parking by Tridge (farmers
market)
 Pedestrian crosswalk across
Eastman in the mall area
 People need to be aware that
there is poverty in Midland
County - some people are so
unaware of the needs of many of
our community residents.
 Perception that Midland is full of
people who feel they are better
than others
 Perception that there are no poor
people
 Police patrol around midland
plant(s) at noon.
 Political leaders are bought and
paid for by special interest groups
 Pollution
 Poor leadership has almost
destroyed our schools.
 Poor Road Conditions
 Pray that everyone would come
to know Jesus as their personal
savior
 Proliferation of illegal substances
 Promote self-reliance, reduce
entitlement mentality
 Promoting area for business
development
 Property taxes too high
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 Provide 21st century Technology
to MPS
 Provide better non-college track
for high schoolers.
 Provide jobs for the middle
income folks
 Provide more wooded trails for
hiking that dogs are allowed to be
on
 Provide personal development
opportunities to teach people to
be more forgiving of others
mistakes
 Public safety
 Public transportation
 Public transportation - Dial a Ride
is inefficient and workers are
often rude
 Public transportation is not
accessible as it currently functions
 Public transportation, both city
and county are terrible
 put in a bike lane or sidewalk on
Saginaw road out to Salzburg Rd
 Put power wires underground or
 quicker development of
downtown to bring more people
in
 Reach out to middle class more to
be involved in key community
committee's
 recognition of population
struggling
 Recycling pick up. We would
recycle so much more if it was
collected every other week... do
less large item pick up
 Recycling pickup done twice a
month
 Reduce blight and increase good
law enforcement
 Reduce traffic congestion at US10
/ Eastman interchange area
 Reinstate "pocket parks" in
subdivisions
 Religiously Intolerant
 Relocate Saginaw
 Relocate the midland fairgrounds
 Remove bright flashing signs
 Remove older homes

 Remove the "glass bubble" bad
things do happen here
 Renovate/develop the riverfront
 Rentals below $600 a month for
low income wage earners
 Repaint Lines in the Roads
 Repair Potholes
 Repair/upgrade our roads.
 Restaurant selection is
uninteresting at best
 Restaurant types
 Restaurant/bar selection
 Restaurants
 Restaurants & clubs
 Ridiculous processes that make
bringing new businesses to
Midland almost impossible
 River bank property restore
natural buffer zones
 River front - better development
 Riverfront living
 Riverfront NEEDS to be developed
 Rivers and lakes are awful
 Road improvements
 Road improvements - especially
outside of the city
 Road maintenance
 Road Maintenance / Parks
Maintenance
 Road quality
 Roads (3)
 Roads - traffic congestion around
the mall
 Roads (quality, traffic near Mall...)
 Roads conditions are deplorable need fixing
 robust downtown
 Safe/Affordable Housing
 Saginaw is starting to depress
Midland
 School district becoming more
customer-oriented to solve the
main problems of Midland.
 Schools/Education
 Seafood restaurant
 Sense of Community
 Settling of parolees from other
communities in Midland
 Shopping
 Shopping options
 Shopping/Restaurants
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 Sidewalk enforcement - brush,
snow. homeowner accountability
 Skilled trades career center (like
Bay Arenac Center)
 Slow pace of new development
approval
 Small town politics
 Snobbery
 Snobby attitudes
 solution to N Eastman - mall /
stores traffic
 Somewhat more open discourse
on local drug abuse
 South Saginaw Rd area
appearance/vitality
 Speeding
 Sprawl
 Spread out the developmentsmost cluttered by mall
 Stop all the low income housing
projects
 Stop building on one road
(EASTMAN)
 Stop cutting the trees and put
telephone lines underground- the
trees look horrible all cut up
 Stop drivers that text, use cell
phones...turn signals.
 Stop relocating low income
housing from other areas
 Street conditions
 Street lights are often burned out,
pot holes in roads
 Strengthen technical classes and
career route at H.S. level.
 Strive for middle of the toad
political climate. Quit talking with
and thru the paper like we are all
TEA people.
 Stronger Downtown
 Stronger historical presence
 stronger schools
 Substance abuse
treatment/prevention
 Take away the "open palm
spanking" law -- that's why the
first two are now epidemic in our
city (but you wouldn't admit that,
now would you?)
 Take out all the trees under the
power line.
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 Tax incentives to bring in
businesses
 Terrible lack of dining and
entertainment
 Terrible roads and public services
 texting
 The attitude of people who act
like Dow is ruining the city
 The amount of poverty
 The City's diminished efforts in
quality street lighting, visual
pollution and urban forestry
 The closed minded conservative
view on topics
 The environment
 The holier than thou attitude; it's
tiring
 The lack
 the lack of cultural diversity
 The lack of gathering places and
activities for young adults
 The ludicrously low pay for
Midland Daily News carriers
 The mall area
 The MCFTA needs to step up their
offerings to a bigger audience,
not just over 50
 The new high rise buildings
downtown
 The on/off ramps only going one
way.
 The perception that the greater
Midland Area is Midland
 The roads are junk
 The roads around Main street
 The setup of the city
 The Tittabawassee river
 The traffic around the mall, just
terrible
 The type and variety of
entertainment
 the weather
 The weather (ha ha)
 There is no reason our schools are
not the best in the nation in every
area.
 To improve the downtown areamore Specialty shops
 Too much Retail
 To value our town's history better
 Too many rental properties

 Too much traffic, not friendly to
pedestrians(walkers)
 Tougher penalties for criminals
 Tourism
 Trader Joes or Whole Foods!!
 Traffic - the lights in Midland have
very poor timing
 Traffic / Roadways / Access
Planning is Poor / Shortsighted
 Traffic and roadways near the
Midland Mall
 traffic at mall area
 Traffic congestion in several areas
due to road design
 Traffic congestion near the mall
and Saginaw/Eastman
intersection
 Traffic congestion near the mall
area
 Traffic control/ mall area and Joe
Mann Blvd.
 Traffic Flow
 Traffic flow and stoplight timing.
Treat it like it is important.
 Traffic flow around mall area,
more turn lanes
 Traffic flow by the Midland Mall
 Traffic flow in high business
occupied areas
 traffic flow in town
 Traffic flow on Eastman &
Jefferson in the afternoon
 Traffic flow on Eastman Ave at
the Mall area, ridiculous!
 Traffic in the mall area (2)
 Traffic issues Eastman front of
mall
 traffic mess out by the mall
 traffic near the mall
 traffic on Eastman Rd and mall
area
 Traffic on Eastman Rd. by the
mall. Too many accesses
 traffic pattern
 Traffic planning/control in
Midland, esp. the mall area
 Traffic tie-up
 Train crossing length of time
 Transfer some business to bay
city rd. from Eastman rd. that
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would lessen the traffic jams in
the summer
Transportation - need a car to
hold a job, not many options
Try to restore old buildings
instead of tear them down
Trying to attract tenants from
surrounding areas
Unique/mom & pop restaurants
Unattractive public spaces such as
the Circle (and others)
Unwillingness to adapt to a
younger generation
Update and current kids’ activities
Update Circle Business Area
Upgrade school facilities
Urban boundaries to include all
urban development
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 Vacant buildings not being used
but new ones being built
 Variety of restaurants
 Walgreens in downtown Midland
 Walk the talk - stop patting on
back
 Walk/bike ability. This is not a
friendly community to those who
wish to be environmentally
friendly
 Walkability in the city - everything
is so spread out (downtown Main,
Saginaw Road, Mall)
 Warmer weather
 Wasting taxpayer money
 WASTING TAXPAYER MONEY on
social giveaways
 We could use an aqua center
 We need jobs

 Weak entertainment options for
18-35 (and us older folks too)
 Website with ALL, not just
conservative approved, activities.
 wider sidewalks
 Wish many were less political and
just wanted to do the right thing
 Wish we would actually ask those
directly involved in being
supported from community's
benefaction what they feel they
need vs. other (benefactors)
 Work to lessen out county
poverty
 You ant shit if you don’t have
money
 Young adults not having jobs
 Young people population
 Younger Population
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Table C4. Responses to Question: “What do you think the Greater Midland Area’s most significant challenge will be over the
next five to 10 years?”

 Addressing the public
transportation limitations
 Aging population (4)
 Aging population and closing of
churches
 Aging roads and sewers
 Any downturn in Dow or Dow
Corning would be bad.
 Attract and keep young families
 Attract and retain new young
people to the area.
 Attract more diverse industries
 Attracting new businesses so
people don't have to go out of
town to shop
 Attracting new residents,
retaining current
 Attracting new tax base with next
gen employees
 Attracting talent to the area; why
would someone come to Midland,
from a bigger city, with much
more to offer?
 Attracting talented professionals
 Attracting the younger generation
to move/work here
 Attracting young families to stay
here like the generations that
preceded them
 Attracting young people to locate
in this area for work
 attracting young people to the
area
 Attracting young professionals to
move here.
 attracting younger families to the
area, sustaining a healthy
dispersion of age demographics
 Attracting younger people to the
community
 Attracting younger residents
 Bad choices made by The Dow
Chemical Company - i.e. Dow
Kokam, solar shingle plant, etc.
 Being balanced and strategic with
growth in a down economy
 Being prepared for the aging of
the population base

 Bring young families to an aging
community
 Bringing a larger percentage of
the population out of poverty/low
income
 Bringing young people to live in
Midland
 Brining new businesses,
restaurants to area
 Broaden industry base so not so
dependent on 2 major co.
 Business Growth
 Cannibalization of existing retail /
business areas due to
overbuilding
 Changing demographics with
regard to socioeconomic status of
residents and providing services
with financial climate
 Community support to keep small
businesses going
 Competing with other area
cities/counties for residents.
 Continue to provide good, wellpaying jobs
 Continued Growth in the job
market
 Continuing to attract and keep
local talent
 Continuing to attract jobs
 Continuing to make the area
appealing to folks starting careers
and families.
 Continuing to provide a high
quality of life relative to other
communities
 Controlled growth
 Creating more jobs
 Crime (2)
 Crime from Saginaw
 Crime Prevention
 Crime-low income housing brings
more crime; people moving to
escape crime areas of Saginaw
tend to bring it with them
 Criminal overflow from Saginaw
 Declining enrollment in school
system
 Decreased school enrollment

 Decreasing school enrollment
 Discrepancy between the haves
and have nots
 Development of unsustainable
downtown area
 diversification of its business base
 Diversifying its economy so it is
less reliant on two major
employers.
 Diversity of population
 Dow and Dow Corning not caring
about employees
 Dow and Dow Corning not
growing, and maybe shrinking
 Dow Chemical continuing to sell
off businesses
 Drawing in a younger population
to replace that which is leaving.
 Drawing in and retaining the
young professional population
 Drawing in new talent from
people that live in big cities
 Drawing younger people
 Driving low / moderate income
people out of the downtown area
 Drug problem creeping in
 Drugs and crime
 Drugs and poverty
 Drugs gangs violence
 Ebbs and flows of Dow Chemical
& Dow Corning
 Economic
 Economic disparity between
haves and have-nots
 Economic Growth (2)
 Economy (3)
 Educating our children and
appealing to new young families
 Education
 Education costs/ reducing
capacity to match needs
 Education funding
 Education in schools due to cuts
at the Elementary level
 Elevating our offerings to attract
and retain high paying employers
 Eliminating drugs
 Employment
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 Eroding property values / taxes
 Excellent education at the K-12
level.
 Expanded senior services
 Expansion
 Fewer children and a potentially
shrinking population will make it
difficult to justify maintaining high
quality services, but we need to
find a way to make this work.
 Finances
 Financing municipal needs
 Find ways to reduce spending
while improving service level--just
like all businesses must do
 Finding a new leader to fill Ranny
Rieker's shoes!
 Fixing roads
 Funding
 Funding for many of the services
not being sustainable.
 Funding for schools
 Getting agencies to collaborate
and not duplicate and share client
information so there isn't as much
money being abused.
 getting people out of their homes
 good full time jobs with benefits
for our young adults
 Greater turn towards self-focus,
caring less about those around us
 Growth
 Growth / crime
 Growth and development
 Growth and retention of
population
 Handling increased traffic
congestion as Midland continues
to grow
 Having enough employed people
to pay taxes
 having the community accept
change and growth
 Having the tax base support the
community’s requests (road
improvement, community
programs, etc.)
 Healthcare demand. Demand on
public assistance
 Homelessness, Income Inequality
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 Housing for those who are not
affluent
 Improving schools and business
development
 Improving the infrastructure of
aging schools
 income disparity
 Increase money and enrollment
for schools
 Increasing economic growth
 Increasing/maintaining number of
good jobs
 Infrastructure, aging buildings,
roads, etc.
 Infrastructure improvements not
keeping pace with housing
increase
 Investments in infrastructure &
community as area grows and
with economic challenges
 Job diversification
 Job expansion & opportunities at
all wage levels
 Job growth (4)
 Jobs (3)
 Jobs - people are leaving to find
work
 Jobs (high paying)! Attracting
young people. Then can have
trickledown effect!
 Keep strong job market
 Keep taxes where they're at!!!
 Keeping 20-30 year olds in the
area
 Keeping a "sensitivity" to those
less fortunate
 keeping a competitive edge for
investment and development
 Keeping a younger population
here
 keeping all of the schools
open/funded
 Keeping and attracting young
professionals
 keeping business community
healthy
 Keeping business in the
community
 Keeping cost of living down
 Keeping crime down - Gangs,
drugs, etc.

 keeping current business climate
 Keeping Dow and Dow Corning
here
 Keeping good paying jobs from
being replaced by minimum wage
service oriented jobs
 KEEPING JOBS ALIVE
 Keeping jobs and families here
 Keeping jobs and people coming
into the community
 Keeping jobs in the area
 Keeping Local Talent in the Area kids moving away.
 Keeping major industries here
 Keeping our employers in the
area
 Keeping our young people in the
community
 Keeping residents from moving to
places with more activities
 KEEPING RESIDENTS HERE
 Keeping schools on top
 Keeping sustainable economy
with aging population
 Keeping the crime away
 Keeping the roads in good shape
 Keeping the school district at a
high quality
 Keeping the school system viable
 Keeping the younger people from
leaving midland. Limited
opportunities for career jobs
 Keeping up with resident
expectations- as more young
families move into the area, we
need to have amenities
competitive with larger cities.
 Keeping young adults in the area
 keeping young families in our
community
 Keeping young people here (2)
 Keeping young people here. It is
so family oriented that people are
leaving when they are 22 and
never coming back.
 Keeping young people in the area.
 keeping young professionals
 Keeping young professionals here
 keeping young professionals in
Midland
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 Keeping young professionals in
the area.
 Keeping younger generation in
the area
 Keeping younger generations
here.
 Keeping younger people in
Midland who are not from the
area
 Keeping younger professionals in
the area
 Lack of dining and entertainment
will reduce population
 Lack of entrepreneurs creating a
rich vibrant downtown area.
 Learning to cut back on extras
when mandated services must
come first.
 letting in new business think
about the whole community
 Losing a strong middle class due
to cuts at Dow and Dow Corning.
 Losing the stigma of being
polluted by chemicals
 Loss of good paying jobs
 loss of people due to lack of
quality jobs
 Loss of population of young
people and families
 Maintain and increase small
businesses. Schools.
 Maintain current jobs and bring
new jobs to the area
 Maintain level of services that we
have grown accustomed to
 Maintain safety and squash drug
problem
 Maintain what we have without
raising taxes
 Maintaining a steady population
 Maintaining a sustainable tax
base
 Maintaining a vibrant community
 Maintaining an efficient and
fiscally prudent local government
with good service
 Maintaining city services at
current levels
 Maintaining continuity among
corporate restructuring
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 Maintaining current economic
status/growing
 Maintaining diverse jobs, not
reliant on Dow or related entities
 Maintaining existing levels of
employment in the
manufacturing/ industry sector
 Maintaining high educational
standards and performance
 Maintaining infrastructure with
assets aging
 Maintaining Jobs
 Maintaining outrageous benefits
for public employees
 Maintaining school funding and
programs
 Maintaining schools and quality of
education
 Maintaining services with fewer
monetary resources
 Maintaining stable employment
 Maintaining status quo
 Maintaining tax base
 Maintaining the "neighbor knows
neighbor" community
 Maintaining the safe environment
we currently have.
 Maintaining the schools at their
current level with a declining
enrollment and tax base
 Maintaining to stay a safe
community
 Maintaining upkeep
 Making regionalism a successful
venture
 Managing growth - economic,
housing, population
 Managing traffic in business areas
- Eastman Ave.
 Middle class jobs
 Midland has a stuck up image,
needs to loosen up
 More jobs as Dow shrinks
 move all the welfares out of
midland
 Need to attract a younger
demographic
 Obamacare Problems
 Offering enough interesting job
opportunities
 Overcoming poverty

 Paying for needed services with
reduced income due to reduced
property tax revenue
 Population
 Population growth and control
 Population shift
 Prevent professionals/companies
moving to better climate
 Providing interesting, fun,
AFFORDABLE recreation
 Providing job opportunities for
the low to middle class families
 Providing jobs
 Providing low and middle class
job opportunities
 Public safety
 Public services keeping pace with
growth (e.g. police staffing)
 Reducing workforce, refer to flint
Saginaw
 Reduction in the number of young
people
 Rehabilitating an aging
infrastructure like roads, sewers,
etc.
 Resources for municipal and
education needs
 Restructuring of school system if
more schools need to be shut
down due to lack of students.
 Retain young professionals
 Retaining good jobs across
industries, not just DOW
 Retaining good paying jobs
 Retaining jobs
 Retaining middle class families to
stay (tax revenue)
 Retaining population
 Retaining talent
 Retaining the younger population
since it is so family oriented
 Retaining young professionals (3)
 Risk of crippling regulation in
chemicals industry
 Road repair
 Roads
 Roadways--traffic controlling
 Safety
 Safety and Employment Loss at
Dow
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 safety, keeping business in the
area
 Saginaw seems to be moving
north, gangs will likely follow.
 School enrollments - they seem to
have been dropping
 School funding
 School systems and more serious
crime moving into area
 Servicing those with disabilities
 Shrinking student population
 Social Conservatism versus New
workforce
 Staying relevant - new ideas and
opportunities, like the ball drop
on New Year's Eve
 Staying relevant with a younger
generation
 Staying safe while being close to
Saginaw
 Staying the great community that
we are with the rate that we are
growing at
 Stop the brain drain
 Stop the community from
attracting more lo lives due to the
easy money in our welfare
system.
 Sustainability and Growth
 sustainable growth
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 Sustaining growth and attracting
business
 Taking care to keep young
families involved in the
community-employment
opportunities for non-college
bound young adults
 Telling the truth and doing what is
right...according to the Gospel of
Christ/
 The aging population
 The Downtown
 To continue to expanded
economically
 To implement the 3
recommendations listed
previously
 To keep the downtown area vital
and growing
 to keep their store fronts filled
 To maintain the family friendly
atmosphere of the community
 To retain it and grow its
population - lot of rumors about
Dow moving people out
 Too much burden on property
owners to fund Midland budget
 Traffic (3)
 Traffic & parking downtown
 Traffic / Roads with growth
 Traffic and drugs






















traffic flow
Traffic Flow and Safety
traffic growth
Traffic in the Mall area.
Traffic near mall
traffic on North Eastman in the
shopping/restaurant area
Traffic problems on Jefferson and
Eastman
Traffic in the Eastman rd. mall
area.
Unemployment
Updating infrastructure
Upgrading infrastructure
Viability of Dow Chemical
We have too many services that
have attracted the unemployed.
We should recruit talent and
investment because they enable
us to fund social programs.
We need to do something about
infrastructure that is aging
What happens if no Dow or
corning
Young families are not moving
here
Young People
Young People Population
Youth issues
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Table C5. Responses to Question: “Name one key opportunity that the Greater Midland Area must seize in the next five to 10
years?”

 An economically thriving, unique
and architecturally-interesting
downtown and Ashman Circle.
 Adding a vibrant downtown to
where people would go to eat,
drink, shop
 Advertise the great things here
like Dow Gardens to attract
people to visit and live here
 Affordable housing for the
working poor.
 Aggressively establishing
resources to attract and grow
technical businesses
 Another employer to replace all
the lost jobs from Dow
 Any and all federal grants
 Any production jobs that can be
brought to the area
 Attract & keep young adults in the
community
 Attract and retain businesses
 Attract families to the area
 attract more diverse base of
businesses through more
aggressive tax breaks (an
investment in the future)
 Attract tourists by enhancing the
dt waterfront area behind current
businesses to attract new
restaurants etc.
 Attract young people to work in
Midland
 attract young professional and
give them a reason to stay
 attract young, liberal minded
people
 Attracting additional smallmidsize businesses independent
from Dow and Dow Corning
 Attracting and retaining young
professionals
 Attracting business (2)
 Attracting business and industry
 Attracting business, and keeping
them
 Attracting Young Adults
 attracting/developing new
sustainable jobs/businesses

 Avenues that provide for
collaboration among service
agencies to share resources and
avoid duplication
 Avoid jobs losses like Saginaw
losing GM
 Become more diverse, liberal,
encourage this with opportunities
in our youth, and attract more
young adults.
 Better education
 Better job opportunities and
businesses
 Better jobs
 Better traffic control around the
mall and around the new Dow
chemical buildings on Patrick
 Bring in additional shopping
opportunities that can be found in
larger cities (i.e. Trader Joe’s Ikea)
 Bring in more good paying jobs
 Bring in more retail or restaurant
options
 Bring in new business
 Bring more businesses to area.
 Bringing in jobs, especially jobs
with benefits, and especially jobs
unrelated to Dow or Dow Corning
 Bringing in more variety of
businesses
 Bringing in the trendy stores such
as Trader Joe, Whole Foods, etc.
 Bringing more cultural options to
attract new
employers/employees.
 Bringing more visitors from
outside the city/county
 Bringing new industry, and young
professionals, to town
 Bringing new/ diverse business/
industry here
 Building a career center which
gives students the opportunity to
learn about careers in Technical
Education for the future.
 Business development
 Business expansion
 Capitalize on the downtown
improvements

 Capitalizing on the 20-something
population and catering to their
needs/wants
 Capturing History so it is there to
share with the future generations
 Citizen involvement
 collaborate with Bay City and
Saginaw to make powerhouse
region
 Collaboration with other areas
 Community involvement
 Conservation of parks/woodlands.
 Consolidation of school buildings
 Continue the downtown
revitalization with more business
and events.
 continue to develop into a more
modern community (good step by
the development happening
downtown)
 Continue to develop the
downtown area
 Continue to expand the job
market
 Continue to make the Greater
Midland Area a top choice for
starting out a family and having a
wealth of career opportunities.
 Continued development and
growth in downtown, as well as
business route corridor and S
Saginaw Rd
 Continued development of
downtown, has become much
more attractive
 Continued growth
 Continued interest in area by
giving residents and visitors more
choices - these are what make
great cities places people want to
stay and visit
 Continuing to build cultural and
recreational opportunities
 Correction of US-10 mall area
traffic flow
 Create a tax structure that keeps
small business healthy
 Create a vibrant downtown
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 Create an environment where
people want to come to and stay
where they live, work and play
(economics/job creation,
property values and
recreation/arts & entertainment )
 Create jobs
 Create more affordable housing
and jobs for less skilled workers
 Creating a "main street"
downtown feel.
 Creative thinking - we need to
pursue new ways of operating
that are not what we always have
done
 Develop and utilize riverfront
more
 Develop more young adult
activities
 Develop our outdoor recreational
resources
 Developing alternative energy
 Development of downtown as
tourist attraction
 Diversification, bringing some
vitality into the area not just for
families but for young adults.
More music, more tings of
interest. A better newspaper or
way to find out about local
events. Whatever happened to
the Ted talk they were going to
bring to Midland?
 Diversify beyond relying on Dow
and Dow Corning. A lot of
talented people here to run and
operate new business, skilled
trades
 Diversify business
 Diversify business climate
 Diversify employment - we can't
depend on Dow
 Diversify employment base (2)
 Diversify the economy beyond
Dow
 Diversifying economy - more
technical jobs not chemical
related
 diversifying the economic base
 Diversifying the employment base
 diversity
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 Don't depend so much on The
Dow Chemical Company and Dow
Corning. We have had fairly
stagnant growth both city and
county wide.
 don't know
 downtown attractive housing
 Downtown development (2)
 downtown expansion, increased
unique shopping and
entertainment opportunities
 Downtown has
momentum...don't stop
it...encourage it
 Downtown update
 Draw on cultural/artistic strengthlook at GR revitalization
 Drawing in new opportunities for
employment
 Drawing younger people to the
city
 Economic Development
 Economic diversification, leading
to positive population growth
 Economic Diversity
 Economic Diversity - too affected
by layoffs Dow, Dow Corning, and
the hospital
 Education of all our youth in ways
that prepare them for
 Embracing what we are and not
changing just to change
 Employment Opportunities
(attract more business)
 Employment (2)
 Enabling small businesses to
thrive
 Encouraging startup businesses
 Energy production
 Engage young people more fully
 Engaging young talent
 Excellent education at the K-12
level.
 Expand business opportunities
 Expand research and engineering
 expanding the middle class
 Expansion
 Expansion of business
opportunities on a global basis
related to local major industries

 Expansion of school-community
model in the school districts.
 Family Values, and Moral
Principles
 Fill up the new industrial area by
the one ways
 Financial benefits for business
and talent to stay
 Finding a way to prevent the
elimination of livable wage jobs
from being replaced by minimum
wage service jobs
 Finding other opportunities to
keep job stability other than
relying on DOW
 Fix the roads
 Focus on energy industries
 Friendly to new businesses
 Funding public education
 Generate business interests that
will provide better paying jobs.
 Get Dow Chemical to hire local
people instead of foreigners
 Get more industries
 Get new companies to locate
here
 Get taxes to where young families
will move here
 gifted and talented education for
our kids
 Give people a reason to stay.
 Food startup businesses
 Green energy (3)
 Green energy growth
 Green movement, offering
activities/resources/events which
encourage minimizing
environmental impact (it seems
to be very important to
Millennial)
 Growing the downtown area
 Helping Saginaw survive to make
our region viable
 HIGHER MANUFACTURING LEVELS
AND MORE SMALL BUSINESSES
 Improve downtowns
 Improve opportunities for young
people looking for meaningful
work.
 Improve Senior Services
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 Improve traffic in critical areas
like mall and off of Business 10
 improved non-chain retail and
restaurants
 Improving schools and education
 Improving schools and education!
Get those scores up!
 Improving target as a destination
of choice for entertainment
 Increase employment/business
options
 Increase quality early childhood
experiences to attract highly
skilled workers and other
companies
 Increasing cultural diversity (food,
events, people)
 Increasing property value
 Increasing school enrollment
 Incubator for new businesses materials technology related
 Investments in strategic ways to
enhance the economic activity of
the community
 It would be great if they would do
more with the river area, races,
entertainment, and housing.
 Job Growth
 Job growth - Businesses want to
come to Midland
 Job growth in multiple areas
 Jobs (3)
 Keep existing entertainment
options while expanding and
broadening the scope of family
events
 Keep jobs here - high paying jobs
 Keep neighborhood schools open.
 Keep the momentum of the
downtown rebuild going
 Keep young people here
 Keeping its talented young people
in Midland
 Keeping jobs in the area
 Keeping Midland a great small
town environment
 keeping small businesses a part of
the community
 Keeping state government out of
local government
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 Keeping the businesses that
provide services
 Keeping the drug abuse culture at
bay
 Keeping young people from
moving out
 Keeping young people here
 Keeping young professionals in
the area
 Keeping young professions here
 Large Organic Grocery
 Less dependence on Dow and
more promotion of local
businesses and restaurants
 Leverage existing dormant
infrastructure
 Leveraging relationships with the
region
 Limit tax increases of all types
 Lure more industry. and
commercial base
 Maintain infrastructure
 Maintain safety
 maintaining exceptional public
school standards
 Maintain good employment levels
 Make it attractive for small
startup companies to operate
here - especially internet ones
that will bring in young people.
 Making change to the community
to "keep our young people here!"
 Making it a place where young
professionals want to stay
 Making the downtown area
livable
 Manufacturing business
 Marijuana Dispensary - tax
revenue!
 Maximize river recreation - we
were shocked when we moved
here to discover that the simple
act of renting a kayak for 2 hours
was impossible here, despite the
excellent kayak/canoe launch
downtown!
 Maximize water front on Saginaw
River and Saginaw Bay
 Microbrew sector as well as a
waterpark kid themed hotel

 Midland is the safest in the area
and maintaining that will be key
 More activities to draw young
professionals to the area and to
keep existing ones.
 More commerce
 More community/family oriented
Events
 more entertainment for adults in
the 20 to 30 year range
 More festivals in the winter or
outdoor activities that could be
brought in
 More housing opportunities for
Seniors
 More job opportunity
 More jobs (2)
 More large businesses
 More Nightlife
 More selection of gourmet
restaurants
 More tech businesses
 Move business for shopping
(boarder range)
 Natural Gas as raw material for
Industrial growth in Area.
 New business creation and
growth
 New business development (2)
 New businesses for growth
 New high tech SMALL
industry/business
 Older baby boomer housing
options, assisted living
 prevailing wages
 Progressive attitude
 Provide good paying jobs for all
types of people so that bright
younger people return or come to
Midland.
 Provide opportunities for the
young people to return to
Midland after college
 Provide strong public education
 Providing a place where
businesses will want to an locate
 Providing post-secondary
opportunities for our residents
 Public K-12 school population is
shrinking - what do we do with
buildings, staff?
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 Public transportation
 Pursuing Additional Industry that
is not reliant on existing
 Quality businesses
 Quality of Medical Facilities
 Quality of schools
 Reach out to be more
internationally friendly
(specifically Asian focus due to
Dow Corning and Dow Chemical)
 Really need to build up the area
around the Loon's stadium wisely.
 Rebuild infrastructure and make
Midland more desirable
 Reduce traffic
 Regional transportation?
 Renovation of the downtown area
 Retaining middle class citizenry
 Retaining young professionals (2)
 Retention of residents
 Revitalizing downtown (2)
 Revival for God
 Right-sizing schools/school
districts
 School and government funding
 Secure more manufacturing
companies
 Shopping
 SOLAR ENERGY, POWER SOURCE
ALTERNATIVES
 Solidify MCV's position as a low
cost energy provider.
 Sports
 Start-up businesses and attract
young professionals to come and
stay in the city
 staying current and encouraging
the younger generation to be as
involved and engaged as their
ancestors were
 STEM/technical
outreach/opportunities for young
adults -late teens/twenties
 Stop depending on Dow to bring
families into the area
 Stop welfare fraud
 Streamline liquor license
applications and ENCOURAGE
businesses that people want.
 Stronger technology presence in
schools
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 Support for its educational
leadership vs. everyone else
thinking they know how best to
operate public schools/training
programs/higher education
 Support for small retail businesses
and restaurants
 Support small / new business
 Support the aging population
while still being fiscally
responsible since the younger
population fraction will shrink
 Tax abatements for citizens who
stay. Like the one given to
businesses when they build a
white elephant battery plant, for
instance.
 TECHNOLOGY (for 21st century
learning) in MPS
 The chance to fully embrace a
more globally-conscious
perspective that Dow Chemical
has been providing and will
continue to provide
 The expanding downtown efforts
and its appeal to younger
demographics
 The Midland job market must
improve; there are too many
working poor.
 The new buildings downtown
create an opportunity to create a
more exciting and vibrant
downtown area
 The value of our fastest growing
population...seniors. They have a
lot to offer.
 To be inviting to large and small
businesses from a rent, tax and
employment point of view
 To become an active participant
in a National health information
network
 To become more of a middle class
friendly area.
 Tourism
 Traffic Flow (Need to study where
traffic is going not just trying to
control congested areas, need
explore more US-10 on/off ramps
and more ways to get over the
Tittabawassee river i.e. Stark Rd)

 Truly planning for growth looking at infrastructure impacts
 Unknown
 updating technology in schools
 Upgrade restaurants and
shopping to maintain new young
employees
 Using areas such as downtown to
attract fresh faces to our
community
 Utilizing its community aspect
 Water conservation
 We absolutely must seize the
opportunity to utilize our amazing
life style features to attract new
business and medical services to
Midland. We already seem to
have an excellent reputation for
helping business move into
Midland and we should make that
even stronger. The very same is
true of the opportunity to attract
medical services. With U of M
and Central Michigan University
now a significant force in our area
we must seize every opportunity
to attract those people and
businesses
 We have people with talents that
need good jobs, including people
with disabilities
 We've built a lot of momentum
over the last 2-3 years... we need
to maintain it.
 When a new establishment can
be opened...don't give us another
one of what we already have.
How stupid are we to have
another sub place (Firehouse
Subs) and *another* burger joint
(Culver's...I don't care how good it
is, it's not a Denny's, a Waffle
House, Red Lobster, etc.) -Saginaw is better than us when it
comes to selection and they have
less money and more
crime...what's up with that?
 Work
 Young people population
 Youth - teen opportunities
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Table C6. Responses to Question: “Name one thing for which you would like the Greater Midland Area to be known for in
five to 10 years

 "Battery capital of the world"
 "being a great place to live"
 "The" safest and respected area
for families to live, play and work
in Michigan
 #1 county in job growth
throughout the country and not
just the state of MI
 a booming economy
 a center for
scientific/technological
innovation
 A city of neighbors that support
business, art and education
 A culturally rich hot spot.
 A destination, not only for
tourism but for families desiring a
great place to live.
 A Family Community
 A Festival a Month
 A good city with lots of nature
 a good clean affordable living
area
 A good value place to live and do
business (great services/low
taxes)
 A great community for families
 A great place for concerts
 A great place for professionals
with lots of fun things to do for
single people (I would like to see
it become more like Royal Oak or
Birmingham)
 A great place to live and play.
 A great place to live, from schools
to work, to leisure activities
 A great place to live, raise a
family, and retire
 A great place to live, work and
play
 A great place to raise a family
AND be single
 A great place to visit
 a great place to work and live
 a growing, vibrant community
where businesses and people
want to be

 A hub for new materials
companies - founded and growing
here in Midland.
 A major technology hub for
companies
 A nice place to live
 A people friendly place with good
job opportunities.
 A place everyone wants to live
 A place to come visit for sports,
entertainment, shopping.
 A preferred life-long destination
for professionals and their
families
 A retail/dining/recreation hub
 A safe place to live with great
opportunities for families.
 A top community for outdoor
recreation and healthy living
 a vibrant area
 A vibrant city that
overwhelmingly meets the needs
of its population (young
professionals, families, the
elderly)
 A vibrant, growing community
 A whole family atmosphere
where parents have jobs,
education is good, and lots of
opportunities for everyone to
grow and be active.
 A wonderful community in which
to live and raise a family
 Accepting change
 Affordable cost of living/quality of
life
 An area continuing to grow with
no/little crime
 An area that loves God and loves
people
 An entrepreneurial center.
 An excellent education system
 an excellent place to raise a
smart, well-educated children
 Anything other than the chemical
industry
 Arts Center - MCFTA does a good
job, more programs.
 arts/culture

 As a great place to live, work and
play
 Attracting business
 attracting younger generation
 Back to the "City of Modern"
explorers and the support for it especially when it comes to
education - that is changing and
the community needs to support
it.
 Be The Place to come for
entertainment and economic
development
 Beautiful downtown and
downtown activities
 Become like Traverse City/Grand
Rapids & people visit
 Becoming a destination city;
capitalize on our safe place to live
and make it a place people want
to come to visit.
 Being a "nice" town rather than
snobby
 Being a great place to live
 Being a great place to live - safe,
clean, employment, recreational
activities, etc.
 Being a great, safe place to live
and raise a family
 Being a larger city
 Being a more diverse cultural
center
 being a safe place to live
 Being a top city in Michigan
 Being Green
 Being the safe place to hangout
 Best downtown area in midMichigan!!
 Best economy
 Best overall quality of life
 Best schools and affordable living
 Best schools in the state
 Best Small Town USA
 Big City options but with a small
town feel
 Big city with small town pride
 Career Education
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 Celebrating Christian values and
white European heritage
 Center for youth excellence
(services, healthcare, education,
early childhood opportunities,
etc.)
 Center of economic prosperity
 Clean air
 Clean, Crime free Area
 Collaboration with Saginaw for
greater regional unity
 community involvement
 community involvement in
problem solving
 Community of economic
excellence.
 Community Safety
 Community where fun things
happen!
 Community/Family Friendly
 continue being a good place to
live
 Continue to be known for safety
& family-friendliness
 Continuing to be a strong
community supporting its
members through good times and
bad times
 Cool place to live for young
professionals
 Cooperation between classes
 Cultured city with lots to do
 Cultural center
 Cultural center of mid-Michigan
 Cultural diversity
 Cultural diversity and continuing
growth
 Culture
 Decreased drug statistics-safe
neighborhoods.
 Diverse employment
opportunities
 Diverse community
 Diversified economy
 Diversity
 Diversity and variety
 Dow/Dow Corning
 Downtown revitalization
 Dynamic downtown
 Economic growth for all levels of
society.
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 Economic stability
 Economic stability through
sustainability
 Economic vitality
 Education (3)
 education system K - college
 Embracing change with
enthusiasm vs. lost sentiment
over what things used to be
 Encouragement of entrepreneurs
and small and medium-sized
businesses
 Enjoyment/Entertainment
Downtown Area
 entrepreneurial hub of Michigan
 Entrepreneurship. Bio based
chemicals and materials.
 Equality for all citizens and
progressive views
 Excellent educational
opportunities for all ages.
 Excellent Roads
 Exceptional education for all
students regardless of
background
 Exciting city with no crime
 Exciting place for young people
 Family
 Family friendly (4)
 Family Oriented
 For the females, it would be great
to have better shopping available
to them instead of driving all the
way to Ann Arbor or Detroit.
 Friendliness. Something we are
NOT known for in Michigan
 Friendly city with many things to
do
 Friendly place to live
 Fun, Artsy, Vibrant
 Good family community
 Good jobs
 Good opportunity for small, midsize and large businesses
 Good place to live!
 Great area to live
 Great Community with things to
do with the family
 Great downtown (2)
 Great educational system
 Great festivals and entertainment

 Great opportunities
 Great Place for recreational
vacationing
 Great place to live (2)
 Great place to live and do
business
 Great place to live for people with
all abilities.
 Great place to live/work
 Great place to visit
 Great roads and smart planning of
business/traffic locations
 Great schools
 Great seasonal events and
population base
 Green energy
 Growing and modern town
 Growth (3)
 Have a lively cultural environment
 Healthy community
(neighborhood revitalization,
thriving economy, quality,
academic schools)
 Healthy Lifestyles
 High tech careers
 High tech development and
investment zone
 High Technology Hub
 Highest average pay per
employees in the state...people
that make more spend more
 Hockey tournaments at the ice
rink
 Humility
 I would like it to be a destination
for entertainment (shopping,
restaurants, arts, etc.), I can see it
having all the luxuries of the
Detroit suburbs, without the drive
and the traffic
 I would like Midland to be known
as a safe, welcoming community
that supports its citizens and
provides avenues for
improvement through strong
education.
 I would like Midland to be known
for its friendliness, diversity and
fun activities for all ages
 Inclusion of citizens with special
needs
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Independent restaurants
Industry growth/job creation
Innovation
Innovation and experimentation
Innovative e-learning /
technology for MPS
Innovative supply chain solutions
and chemistry hub
Innovated road re-routing and
resurfacing enhancements
Its great transit system
It's still my home and place I want
to live.
Job growth (2)
Jobs (4)
LARGE NUMBERS OF MIDDLE
INCOME FAMILIES
less stodgy, more creative and
progressive
low crime
Low crime rate
Low unemployment
Lowest drug abuse rate in country
maintaining the "great place to
live" image
Maintaining what we have
without raising taxes
Making a strong community
Making smart and strategic
growth moves that complement
its existing strengths
Many job opportunities
Math and Science Scores
Mid twentieth century modern
architecture
More Character, pretty
"monotone" culture. Bay City has
much more character and
restaurants, etc.
More fun place to live
more opportunities for young,
female, minority groups
More than just Dow
Music, being a little more hip and
not so conservative. Experimental
New growth and opportunity with
the addition of new businesses
Nice place to live and raise a
family.
Not being such a boring, rude
village.
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 Not sucking at developing the
city...not being the only city
where there is never anything
new where nothing ever changes.
And why 5-10 long years? Why
not 2 or 3. You guys are slow.
Seriously.
 Offerings of a bigger city in a
small town atmosphere
 One of the best areas to raise a
family.
 One of the country's greatest
places to work, live and play!
 Open minded social support for
all.
 Opportunities for families
 our continued investment in
education and opportunities
 Outstanding schools
 outstanding schools that connect
students with the community and
business/industry
 park atmosphere in the
downtown area tourist friendly
 People
 Place to work,
 plenty of jobs
 Pro-Business Atmosphere
 Progress, not just Dow/corning
 Progressive , intelligent , caring
community
 Progressive schools will bring
more to Midland. I am a teacher
in another district and MPS will
lose students if they don't look
into standards based grading and
differentiation.
 Prosperity through increase in
manufacturing in the area
 Providing a well-rounded
education to children; not just a
focus on higher education but
meeting the needs of ALL
students, even those who may
not be successful in a 4-year
college.
 Providing opportunities for all,
not just the wealth
 quality of education
 Quality of life
(recreation/sports/schools)

 Quality schools (2)
 Recreational activities tied to the
downtown area
 Reduction in the poverty level.
Make sure everyone in our
community is fed and keeps
warm.
 Renaissance - breaking out of
being known only for chemicals
 Retention of young community
members
 Revitalized down town area
 SAFE AND BEAUTIFUL AND
AFFORDABLE!!!
 Safe community ideal for young
adults and families
 Safe place
 Safe, successful, family-friendly
 Safe/ beautiful neighborly
townships
 Safe/clean place to live and work
 Safety
 Schools (2)
 Schools for the children instead of
for teachers
 Schools, jobs for everyone.
 Self-sufficiency(great economy
and opportunity without
depending on Federal/State
funds)
 Servicing those with disabilities
 Small business downtown
 Small town atmosphere but
economy remain completive
 Solid jobs base
 Something more than just Dow
 Something other than "sparkle
city" or just Dow
 Stability
 Start-up friendly and business
growth
 Steady employment
 Still being nice safe midsize town
 Strong public education
 Strong wholesome valued
conservative community
 Taking big ideas and putting them
into action with the help of the
whole community.
 Talent magnet - More & different
industries here.
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 Technology hub for small business
start-up
 Technology incubator
 That Midland is well connected
with its neighboring communities,
Michigan, and North America as a
whole.
 That there is plenty activity to do
if you’re bored
 That this is still a great community
to raise a family
 The Arts
 The best place to live in MI
 The best town to live in for young
families.
 The bright spirit of Midland
 The city that got rid of pointless
traffic lights. (Discovery Way and
Saginaw Rd)
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 The entrepreneurial friendly
environment. A place for
innovation and creativity.
 The place people want to live
 The place to stop on the
Saginaw/Bay
City/Midland/Clare/and points
west bicycle trail!
 The same as the community that
they are currently. Great schools,
neighborhoods, safe, etc.
 Thriving collaborative community
that embraces change
 to be a great place to hang out
with family and friends-with
outdoor opportunities during the
day and a fun night life scene
 Tolerance

 Top 10 family friendly city in the
US
 Top 5 place to live in Michigan
 Top notch school systems
 Top schools in the state
 Town for mid-20's, young
families, less pretentious and less
cliques. Less emphasis on Dow
 Trades Centers for Non-collage
youth
 Vibrant, livable community
 Vital downtown area
 We are all neighbors and we help
each other
 Welcoming community
 Well balanced town--having a
variety of options to see and do
locally
 Winter outdoor activities
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C7. Responses to Question: “Are there any other thoughts you would like to share as part of the Midland: Exploring Our
Future strategic planning process?”

 1. Attract and retain young professionals and middle-class families 2. Greater coordination and integration
with surrounding counties, e.g., Bay, Saginaw, Mt. Pleasant 3. Continue to focus on public schools,
infrastructure, and city services. 4. Focus on developing Ashman Circle & Saginaw Road (south of Ashman
Circle to Highway 10) 5. Coordinate with higher education systems in the area for business and cultural
opportunities, e.g., SVSU, Delta, CMU, Alma, Northwood
 A consensus needs to be arrived at where the current approach to the Great Lakes Bay Region fits with local
development. Agreement must be made as to which is more important and then devote the resources and
energy to that end. I believe that the two concepts call for very different priorities and that a decision as to
what model to follow is crucially important.
 About the power wires--has anyone actually looked at them and how they butcher the trees? It makes any
other city beautification useless! We need to get rid of the ugly wires and the mutilated trees. I know, $$$, but
this is medieval.
 all the cocky cops in midland
 Appreciate the opportunity to provide input!
 Appreciate the opportunity to submit my comments. Thank you.
 As a business owner, fees for the sake of fees can be very frustrating. Fees are fine when they are tied directly
to the cost associated with providing a relevant and necessary service.
 As we become a more diverse community we need to have diverse attractions, amenities, and opportunities. In
order to continue to attract people, we must exceed their expectations of a small Michigan town.
 As we evaluate our options for moving forward, I think it is important that we focus on how the choices we
make improve our community as a whole. In the current political climate (and not just in Midland), the
emphasis seems to be relentlessly on lower taxes and less spending. I am not suggesting that we ought to be
profligate with our resources, but it is shortsighted to think that we do not all have a stake in the services that
our taxes provide, even for those we may not use ourselves. In the words of former Associate Justice of the
United States Supreme Court Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., "Taxes are the price we pay for a civilized society." It is
only through this emphasis on community and doing right for each other both in our actions towards others
and our support of vibrant public programs that we have any hope of moving forward. Healthy self-interest is
vital, but it is equally important to look outward and be sensitive to the needs of others.
 Asking for community input and engaging us in the process is a terrific idea. Evolution and reinvention is a good
thing, doing it as a community is a great thing!
 Avoid central planning. While this exercise may be useful in uniting citizen enthusiasm, please promote
personal responsibility. No tax increases please. Dreaming up projects for other people to pay for is not a
sustainable model.
 Be tougher on gang related crimes. Get that element out of Midland!
 Better planning for the road infrastructure to manage traffic flow.
 Concerned about education. Need to meet needs of all children including above average and advance
students. Need to challenge all. Then there are the funding concerns.
 Continue to keep a balanced budget with spending equal to income. Keep us a safe, friendly community.
 Continue to look for opportunities to make Midland a great place to live
 creating well-paying jobs is essential
 Developments going on in Midland seem to be for the rich segment of the population. If Midland likes having
"average Joe" professionals who buy houses and raise families here, it should try to appeal to them.
 Ditch the fetish for bike lanes.
 Do not place emphasis on minority issues - equality yes, selective bias, no.
 Don't continue to use Bay City Public Schools as your model for going forward, financially.
 Drugs have to be taken care of. Crime should not affect our neighborhoods
 Encouraging businesses that hire young professionals and educated people would benefit Midland a great deal.
At the time, one of the only options for employment for this category of people is Dow Chemical or Dow
Corning, and Midland needs more options if it wants to attract and retain professionals.
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Focus on all perspectives and full transparency with limited or no back room conversations.
Good Job!
Good old common sense would be an appropriate start.
Good to see the time and effort on strategic planning. Hope to see some early initial initiatives that start to
implement the strategy and make adjustments as we go forward.
Greater Midland should enhance development and implementation of proactive safety initiatives. Scenic nonmotorized paved pathways should also be expanded.
Have a grocery store within walking distance of the downtown area. I believe the downtown area could attract
educated young individuals, if we gave them more resources around them.
Hope you have a wonderful day!
Host entrepreneurial fairs.
I am actually in the process of moving back to Midland after the birth of my first child. Why? To be closer to
family and to raise our child a Chemic. Midland is special, but has to improve in getting local small businesses to
invest here and stay! Also, MPS is beginning to lag behind nationally and needs to look into some major
changes in the school system if they are going to keep up with the rest of the country in terms of educational
success.
I am an American. Your survey choices should be 1) born in American, 2) born in Michigan, 3) born in Midland
County 4) naturalized citizen (country), 5)visa resident (country), 6) illegal alien (country )
I am eager to see the future of our downtown, and the expansions and improvements currently underway. I'd
like to see growth in retail and restaurants because I feel like our city loses a lot of business to our neighboring
cities with better options.
I appreciate the effort that is made to provide lovely spaces for recreation and community activities like the
Farmers Market.
I currently do not reside in Midland, though am thinking about moving to the area, especially when I start a
family. I've worked here for close to 20 years. As a single adult both young and older now, there isn't much to
attract me to the Midland area. No cool nightclubs, music venues, restaurants or events happening. That's
changed a bit in the last couple of years but needs to keep growing. Places like Whichcraft, Midland City
Brewing, Whine, and events like Midnight on Main or the Dow weekend of races are great. Midland's focus on
family is great but they need to really work on an environment for singles too. In addition, being a nerd,
especially in a "city of explorers" there isn’t much that caters to me. "Maker" culture has really taken off and
unfortunately I have to drive to Detroit or Grand Rapids to explore and hang out with likeminded people.
Midland is still a fairly conservative small town but to attract and keep the people that will help this city grow
they need to search for a wider audience. Grand Rapids, Detroit, Ann Arbor, Seattle, Portland, these cities all
have a widespread culture that makes cities more interesting not just for singles but for families as well.
I enjoy living and working in Midland County.
I get feedback that it's difficult to buy a home in Midland County because property taxes are so high. Is there an
opportunity to lower property taxes?
I happy that you are reaching out to the community for their opinion!
I have always said we need a program through the Community Foundation or Chamber that posts the needs of
the community. There are many resources that I am aware of because of my profession that the general public
is not aware of. Even if it was open to the businesses to post- (ex: the shelter house needs jeans for teen girls,
or the humane society needs towels for puppies). If we had a county wide site like this it would allow people to
see the needs and donate accordingly especially during spring cleaning months. Fantastic survey!!
I have seen many young professionals leave the area, as they are used to the amenities offered downstate, that
are not available here. Simple things such as restaurants, and shopping. We need to stop the chains and
encourage local business to create an identity of our own that is different from what every other mid-size
community is doing. We follow, we should be leading!
I hope to see more businesses on south Saginaw rd. near Kmart to give variety and complement the business
area near the mall. South Saginaw area seems to be the forgotten old town midland that you really don’t need
to go to. For myself it would be much closer travel if there were businesses there i frequent. I.e.
Menards...outback. Please not another McDonalds or subway.
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 I just happened on this survey on the City of Midland's web page. Shouldn't there be more PR to encourage
more people to participate?
 I love living in Midland but the weather is a factor in attracting folks but I think good jobs and quality parks and
other recreational and entertainment opportunities might trump weather.
 I often find it ironic that such an area of highly educated people is not commensurate with a diversity of
restaurants and more cultural events. I think Bay City is making a much greater effort to attract people.
 I think drawing younger families to our community is going to be crucial for stability going forward. There is a
great deal of wealth and resource in the community; however this tends to be on the top end of the age
spectrum. As the majority of our county population continues to age will there be enough of an influx from
younger generations to support the current tax rates that provide our wonderful services? In addition the
recent expansions and investments made are counting on the demand and income expended by a younger
generation. If our population demographic becomes too top heavy, this could hinder future growth and put a
burden on the existing younger families residing in Midland.
 I think it would be great to continue building up downtown midland and cleaning up the surrounding residential
neighborhoods. Those old homes are great but lots if run downs and garbage in front yards Midland needs to
crack down on drugs and provide outlets (more activities and events) for our teens and young adults. The kids
have spoken. "They're bored" and don't appreciate what midland has right now. We need to find more ways to
appeal to them! So many great things happen and yet I regularly find I have missed them because of poor
advertising of events. Prove it's environmentally safe too. Bad reputation for "lots of cancer” assumed to be
Dow related. I do love midland!
 I think Midland should embrace ethnic diversity and stop the propagation of chain restaurants in favor of small
family owned establishments.
 I think the affordable housing limitations and the public transportation issues need to be seriously addressed to
improve the quality of life for many of our residents.
 I travel a lot and see many cities that are moving faster that we are to cater to start ups as well as established
businesses
 I was born and raised in Midland, 54 years now. I have watched the city grow, and I fully support that growth. I
currently have an issue/concern, as do others, with traffic in Midland due to expansion at Dow Corporate. I
contacted my city councilman 5 weeks ago, no return answer. This town does what Dow Chemical wants it to
do. Our city leaders and political leaders do what Dow wants them to do. We have people who were not born
and raised here leading the way who have no concern for anyone who is older than 30 years old. I, and others
who have lived here our entire lives have little reason to stay, or will not be able to afford to stay should we
want to. I'm not stating longtime residents should have all the say, but we are ignored when we do speak up.
Enough said
 I would like to see better roads, more value of our town's history as well as attempts to restore old buildings
instead of tearing them down to make way for more drug stores or gas stations
 I would like to see less professional office suites and more shops and restaurants in the downtown area and the
new East Midland building near Dow Diamond.
 I would really love to live and support the growing Downtown, which I think needs higher end condos/housing
in order to support the economy in the downtown and help it grow.
 I'd be interested in learning how I might be able to be a part of this process. Contact me at
clint@struthersfinancialservices.com
 If love to see a "taste of Midland" festival with great live music and food from all over the county. Similar to the
taste of Kalamazoo. The park near the tridge is the perfect location. Embrace more than the taste of downtown
currently does. - The things that are happening on Main Street are amazing! I'd love to see a comedy Club, or
Movie Theater or something similar on our very near main street. Make it a destination for a night out. Right
now are all shops during the day and bars at night. No variety. No reason to go. A children's museum would
be great.
 If you have money this is a great community. But if you are middle class and a transplant to this community
finding opportunities is hard and expensive.
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 I'm afraid Midland is moving towards being a loud city, I value the peace and quiet that I generally notice while
sitting in my backyard. Dow Diamond has already taken some of that, I'd really hate to lose too much more of
it.
 Improve traffic flow Eastman Rd. area by mall, improve road conditions on Saginaw Rd. near Eastman
 Increase focus on parent engagement! Demand accountability!
 It is crucial that communities that surround Midland (Saginaw, Bay City, Clare, Mt Pleasant, etc.) strengthen
their community’s right along with Midland. Midland as an individual engine will find it challenging going at this
by itself.
 It seems stores and restaurants don't want to invest in our area because of our "low" population, but Midland
needs to make it even more attractive for businesses and restaurants to set up shop. Can incentives be offered?
Prescott Valley has a similar population and it continues to grow while the resident numbers hover around the
same area.
 It seems we are constantly doing these surveys...community foundation, united way, city, nonprofits, and
schools. Should we stop asking what we need and start putting an actual plan together?
 It's an important effort. Developing actionable strategies will be key.
 jobs, jobs, jobs
 Just that I don't actually live in Midland County, but I am only 1/2 mile south, and I work in Midland. I also do a
lot of recreational activities in Midland and I would hope those opportunities would always remain an option.
 Keep planning meetings on tv, the web, and other outlets. Transparency is key in a town like Midland
 Keep the job opportunities coming without compromising the family opportunities that we have come to love
about Midland.
 keep up the good work
 Known as a center of political fairness
 Let's entice Whole Foods to town!
 Love the art themes downtown every spring/summer. (Frogs, turtles, trolls, snowmen, etc.). Expand the bike
path from Midland to Bay City.
 Maintain our safe community
 Midland could be a great place for people of all abilities. Autism is a growing issue and helping those with
Autism to have good lives is important to Midland's future.
 Midland County is a great community to raise a family and work in. The continuing challenge will be to attract
the future residents and ensure that the youth see value in it. When I first moved here, folks told me that it is a
great place to raise a family, but otherwise was boring. I don't agree with the boring part, but I think we need
to make sure Midland County stays relevant to all demographics.
 Midland has so much to be proud of and so much to share as a leading community. Being more forgiving of the
shortcoming of others and lifting each other up would add to this leadership standing. Dale Carnegie training
for business leaders - would be a great first step in teaching not to criticize, condemn or complain and learning
how to win friends and truly influence people would be a wonderful first step.
 Midland has some smart minds and entrepreneurs. Allow these people to prosper. Work with businesses that
the younger population has taken interest in and see what they have to offer.
 Midland is a great place if you are 30+ years old and are raising a family. It is difficult for 20-somethings to
assimilate because there doesn't appear to be a whole lot of focus placed on this group. I think this is the
biggest area of opportunity for Midland to capitalize on if we really want to grow and prosper as a community
within the next 5-10 years. Seek out and engage this age group. We want to be involved! We love Midland, but
it's difficult to meet others and get out of the house when the bowling alley and the bars are the main sources
of entertainment. Try and attract more businesses that target the "College & Career" demographic as one of
their customer segments. My one big wish is that we get the Saginaw Spirit/Sting to move to Midland.
Thanks for doing this! I can't wait to see what vision y'all are able to cast for Midland.
 Midland is a great place to live -- all the improvements happening now are fantastic for our community!
 Midland is a great place to live however affordability is an issue for some. I have lived in Midland most of my
life and work full time but still struggle sometimes with basic expenses due to Midland's higher cost of living.
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 Midland is also like the nation, becoming a city of haves and have nots. Costs are spiraling here as in the
national economy and not everyone has the wherewithal to sustain a reasonably comfortable lifestyle.
 Midland is known as Tennis Town. I don't know of anyone who plays tennis.
 Midland is known for being bland, corporate owned, snobby and too sterile corporate/chain owned. I would
love to see more entrepreneurs supported and community events.
 Midland needs to quit allowing the old guard to limit new businesses and encourage new restaurants and bars
and allow access to all of the liquor licenses that are available but not in use. Midland is losing huge amounts of
opportunity - especially downtown and at the mall area.
 Midland needs to realize that not everybody that lives here works for Dow. Not everybody in Midland can
afford a car or a $500,000+ house - we need buses that make regular routes through the major areas of town
and new or refurbished houses that regular working people can afford ($50,000 - $100,000).
 Midland needs to stop trying to portray and strive for the "modern, big city" feel. Midland is great because of
the amount of activities it has to offer while still having a small town vibe.
 Midland Tomorrow focuses too much on luring big business. I'd like them to put equal focus on helping new
small businesses, even ones that don't import wealth into the community, but that enhance quality of life, such
as restaurants, bars, galleries, and clothiers, to the area. If Midland had more of these businesses (think Ann
Arbor, Traverse City, Madison, WI), and developed a reputation as a fun and vibrant city, it might be easier to
attract larger companies.
 Mike Sharrow our new superintendent is trying to change the culture of leadership at MPS. He is all alone, as
the board and the top administration wants to keep the status quo. Many of them are retiring and now is the
chance to bring excellent leadership to the MPS Board of Education. State Superintendent Mike Flanagan has
been saying for the last 5 years that school districts were to consolidate administrative services countywide to
save significant expenses and use the money in the classroom where it belongs. We need new leadership on
the MPS Board of Education, they have been headed in the wrong direction and causing animosity with the
teachers in the process.
 More honesty from Dow as to jobs
 More local restaurants and business! Keep downtown growing. We love Midland.
 more places for family do things
 N/A
 Need to enhance the downtown area, both for young people and also as a place to live, and one that isn't too
expensive.
 Need to open up to more restaurants in the area. We have all the hotels focused over on the fairgrounds area
and one main road that just gets too hard for anyone to want to go over there for the Applebee’s and the olive
garden during the summer months. I have talked to many people that say they really try to avoid that area at all
costs and the parking lot for the olive garden is so small it has turn me off from going to it ever again. There is
not a lot more room on Eastman to do anything else. And we are building another mattress place. So we have 2
on the same stretch of road near the fair grounds. You have area behind the Walmart for a nice restaurant that
would draw in more people than a mattress store during the summer months. Not to mention the after church
lunch groups that sometimes go to Bay City instead of staying right here. We can expand the road in-between
the mall the Walmart and Meyers shopping area and make the shopping area better to get in and out of and
would see not only more money come in during events but more over all year long.
 Need to recognize the large growing population of young people/families who cannot afford to live here
 Need to still improve traffic and congestion in the mall area. It's time to invest in this solution.
 Need to work to cut down on welfare and blight - before it is to out of hand.
 No
 Not sure why you had to specify race. Race should be irrelevant. People need to be referred to people and not
categories of people. We are all equal.
 One of the main things I feel is important for Midland is the size. We need to be careful with our growth, since
the bad (crime) will increase with the good as growth occurs.
 Our community had a citizens committee on how to improve traffic flow in the US-10 mall area. This was over
10 years ago. To date nothing has been done to correct this continuing issue.
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 Pass
 Please continue to support the multitude of organizations that provide family friendly activities to the county;
the library, Dow gardens, parks and rail trail, etc. They are a huge part of what make Midland appealing.
 PLEASE GET OUR COMMUNITY TO TRAIN THE MEDICAL FIELD ON HOW TO DEAL WITH ADDICTS. PLEASE GET
OUR COMMUNITY TO HAVE A PLAN OF ACTION WHEN SOMEONE NEEDS REHAB OR HELP. THE DRS HERE ACT
LIKE THEY'VE NEVER DEALT WITH AN ADDICT. THEY DON'T OFFER REHAD OR ANY SOLID RESOURCES FOR LIFE
CHANGES. WE CAN'T FIX WHAT WE DON'T ACKNOWLEDGE. EDUCATE PEOPLE WITH THE "REAL" NEWS, ON
CRIME AND DRUGS IN MIDLAND, TELL IT ALL AND TELL THE TRUTH SO WE CAN COME TOGETHER AS FAMILY
AND FIND SOLUTIONS! MIDLAND HAS HAS HAS TO STOP HIDING THE CRIME IT DOES HAVE. THE POLICE CAN'T
BE FRIENDS WITH PROSECUTORS AND DEFENSE ATTORNEYS AND JUDGES. MIDLAND HAS TO ACKNOWLEDGE
ITS DRUG PROBLEM BEFORE ANY ONE CAN FIX IT...AND BEFORE ANY MORE KIDS / ADULTS (FROM ALL
MONITARY LEVELS) DIE...THERE'S NO HELP FOR THEM IN MIDLAND. MIDLAND ISN'T IN A BUBBLE. THE PRESS
AND COURTS HAVE TO STOP PRETENDING IT IS.
 Please, please, please give incentives for people to open up small businesses (such as non-chain restaurants
and stores). The downtown area needs more places for average consumers walking the street to stop in to.
Restaurants in the downtown area are really lacking. The two that offer alcoholic beverages both have the
same old, typical bar food. On a different note, it would also be nice if there was a community center that was
not so expensive. In a lot of town community centers are open to everyone in the community for free (often
with outdoor pools for use in the summer time).
 Reasonably affordable housing (not necessarily free or "low income- just affordable) is rapidly becoming a
barrier for many. If we are going to bring in new young entry level talent, keep quality workers for needed
lower wage jobs as well as keep our retired lower income households as engaged, productive community
members this needs to be dealt with
 Since this is 2014 - I would request it not be treated like 1960's. Open, honest politics are necessary.
 Strategic Planning? Good idea. Reach out to public, wonderful idea! Including representatives from "all walks of
life" on the community committees or forums to be set up, even better!! Please watch for hidden agendas with
your list of invitees. I have found in my years of living here in Midland that this community can be a very, very
duplicitous one. Thank you for giving the community a voice as you begin your worthwhile effort to make the
greater Midland area an even better one in the future. I support your efforts!
 Strong families are the basis of any solid community. Please consider the impact on families as you plan for
Midlands’s future.
 Survey was about Midland County / Greater Area.... but there is a HUGE difference between how I would
answer these questions if you split it by City of Midland and "rest of county". The survey is geared to reinforce
the notion that Midland County and City of Midland are synonymous....they are not. This is the challenge the
stakeholders of this survey should really focus on.
 Take a step back and look at the big picture and develop a strategy then execute. Don't buy into trendy items
like roundabouts or turn signals.
 Thank you for all you to do continue to make the Midland area a wonderful place for all!
 Thank you for asking for my thoughts.
 Thank you for asking.
 Thank you for this effort!
 Thank you for working to improve an already amazing community!
 Thank you for your efforts! With all the development NE sector, really need full interchange at Waldo and M
10.
 Thank you!
 Thanks for doing this. Good to have opportunity to provide input. I have lived in Midland most of my life and
would like to see it prosper in the future.
 The newspaper and community leaders should quit extolling the virtues of the radical TEA party approach. I am
a conservative who watched Dave Camp cave in to TEA and get praised by community leaders. He did nothing
to help Midland and yet that is the group he represents. Out of towers view that as pathetic.
 The next generation of foundation leadership needs to be welcomed to the community.
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 The PILOT program in Midland is a tremendous waste when we cannot afford wasting precious taxpayer
resources. We need to encourage investment and entrepreneurship, not encourage the entitlement mentality
and a "you-owe-me" attitude. Firing employees to cut costs, reducing important and essential services, while
continuing to waste millions of dollars over the generations is just ignorant, stupid, short-sighted, and asinine.
Did I mention wasteful, stupid, and irresponsible stewardship?
 The prevailing wage is falling
 The rest of Michigan sees Midland as a snobbish town. We are a laughing stock. Midland NEEDS to change its
behavior toward the rest of the State and realize it is not the last word. Stop trying to be a BIG city and get real.
Midland is a modest town with a large Chemical company that has down sized dramatically. We do not have
the artistic, historic, or Theatrical attributes that major cities have. We also do not have many of the problems
of big cities. Thank god. Reign in the amount of building going on and start utilizing the available buildings we
already have. The area from Waldo Rd. to Eastman to Saginaw Rd to Lyons is a mess. Vacant buildings, unkempt
properties, pothole filled streets, Rental properties, etc. make Midland look like Saginaw.
 These questions were not the right questions to ask. More thought should have been put into creating them.
 Think about new solutions like round-about instead of traditional solutions to traffic issues. Communicate your
improvement plans and vision so community can get behind the plans and support them.
 To keep young folk/family, please explore ethnic restaurants, and improve the night scene.
 Traffic flow on Eastman is terrible. Especially by the mall... Really need to rethink or work on a better situation.
Sometimes it is so bad, I avoid it all together or have to seek an alternate route home. Really would like to see
more variety of shopping/restaurants...would like to be able to stay in midland for those things instead of going
to Saginaw, birch run or Detroit just to get variety or decent clothing options.
 Various organizations planning together and cooperating for the good of all, makes me wish all levels of our
government would do the same!!
 We have an incredible amount of resources to help others in our community, and that is something we should
be proud of!
 We must remember that education is one of several key components to a successful community. The
educational opportunities we provide must meet the needs of ALL students, not just those who are university
bound.
 We need a large outdoor ice rink, with a warming house where people can put on their skates, go to the
bathroom, or buy concessions. It also needs to be family friendly (meaning no takeovers by hockey players).
 We need an outdoor theater for concerts
 We need more restaurants--- that are NOT chains! Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback.
 We need more restaurants with atmosphere, and more ethnic restaurants. We need more boutiques.
 We need to keep working hard to make this a safe place to live.
 We need to make certain the current financial challenges facing public education do not result in a lowering of
standards. Statements such as "We need to start looking like a base foundation district" by the MPS
superintendent are alarming. We cannot be comfortable or satisfied to look like other districts. One of our
strongest assets in attracting businesses and professionals to Midland is the legacy of high performing schools
available to their children.
 we need to produce more things instead of relying on retail jobs, we need to stay away from becoming a
community that sells china's crap
 When higher wages are earned by individuals many other important issues "fall into place". Such as, a safe
community, higher tax revenues, and more community interest.
 While Midland is a reasonably business friendly environment, the domination of Southeast Michigan by labor
union interests is a significant negative at the State level. As a consequence, I believe Midland should favor
non-unionized industries and activities. It would be great if we could improve the winter weather.
 With the growth of town and the increase in traffic, the traffic issues need to be addressed...especially in the
Eastman corridor!! Midland has more potential than all the surrounding cities...we have the industry and the
tax base to support the growth...the need for access roads, turn signals and no left turns are imperative!!
 You asked if I owned a business and only gave a yes/no option. Should have had another question asking if you
have ever owned a business in the midland area in the past. Also, millages are no longer passing as easily since
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the growth of renters now exceeds home owners. Home owners cannot continue to bear the cost burden of
growing benefits. I'm voting No, more frequently. Case in point: My children will never likely attend Delta
College. Property tax $ for Delta college are out of control. By the time my two children attend college, I will
have "donated" $21,000 to Delta through my house property taxes. I understand the community benefits from
having a Delta, but the personal cost greatly exceeds the benefits. By the way, thank you for asking. I give
credit to our local leaders for doing so. Courage is now needed for changes to be made. We are with you.
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Draft Vision Statement
Midland: We set the bar for 21st Century living by pioneering prosperity for all.

Draft Key Performance Area
Key Performance Area 1: Economic Development
We are an extraordinary community with a proven history of business and entrepreneurial success. Our
community helps create and sustain competitive advantages for existing and future businesses.
Key Performance Area 2: Education
The entire Midland community collaborates to support education, making Midland a leader in providing
world-class education from P-P (preschool to post-secondary).
Key Performance Area 3: Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment
Improve the quality of life for all residents of Midland County through a green community, connected
both physically and virtually. A well informed and connected community is an engaged and vibrant
community.
Key Performance Area 4: Arts and Culture
Midland: A community of leisure time opportunities for a diverse, multi-generational local citizenry
which also serves to attract visitors.
Key Performance Area 5: Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
To create a community where all individuals and families thrive by means of a comprehensive and
coordinated pathway of accessible services and support for basic needs.
Key Performance Area 6: Youth Retention and Engagement
The Midland community is the BEST place for children and youth to build and realize their hopes and
dreams.
Key Performance Area 7: Public Safety
Community safety must be a productive effort and an ongoing community responsibility involving the
cooperation and trust among public safety officials and the general public to provide an environment
where all involved are safe to pursue their dreams and interests.
Key Performance Area 8: Diversity
We are a multi-generational community that welcomes differences in nationality, culture, sexual
orientation, ethnicity, race, religion, and physical and mental abilities.
Key Performance Area 9: Community Leadership
Midland is a community with extraordinary leaders from different walks of life who collaborate to create
the success that the community enjoys.
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Day One
Setting the Stage
Introductions
Midland Area Community Foundation Executive Director, Sharon Mortensen, welcomed participants
and thanked them for their willingness to be a part of the Future Search Conference. Sharon also
recognized and thanked the Community Success Panel members that made the search conference
possible. The facilitation team was introduced and Julia Novak from The Novak Consulting Group
welcomed everyone and began setting the stage for the next two days. In advance of the Search
Conference, each participant was asked to bring a picture of something they treasure about the
community of Midland. Each participant introduced themselves and described the picture they brought
before adding it to the Midland Treasures board.

The facilitators emphasized that communities like this do not happen by accident. It takes bold action to
create a community like this. The group was asked to consider the legacy they want to leave and what
bold things they want to do. Many important things are often hard fought and hard won battles. The
group was asked to think about transformational (rather than incremental) things the community needs
to do to change its trajectory for the better.
Search Conference Information
The facilitators laid the groundwork for the group’s time together and provided an overview of the
Search Conference Process, which includes a Vision Conference and an Action Conference. The core
values of the Search Conference process were described.
The group then agreed to a series of norms to guide their work together and reviewed the expected
outcomes for the Vision Conference.
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Values:
 Extraordinary source of information about the world
 Must have a role in creating their desired future
 Deep desire to engage heads, hearts, hands
 Collaborative planning and action
 Content experts fully engage in process
 Participate as individuals not representatives of interest groups
 Willing to investigate ideas of others
 Facilitators manage time and task, not content
Norms:
 Encourage creative thinking
 Be bold
 Be open minded
 Be tolerant of new and different ideas
 Be respectful
 Be present
 Be positive
 Be on time
 Be focused
 Encourage community involvement
Outcomes:
 We are gathering to explore the future of Greater Midland…
 What do we KNOW to be true today?
 Where are we?
 What do we HOPE will be true in the future?
 Where do we want to go?
 What will we DO to make it so?
 How will we get there?
 Draft a vision statement
 Identify key performance areas

Laying the Foundation
Environmental Scan
The purpose of a strategic plan is to articulate a desired future; it includes consideration of both present
conditions and future trends that might affect the community. In strategic planning, the process of
determining what we "know to be true today" is called an Environmental Scan. The Environmental Scan
incorporates both quantitative and qualitative (from an online community survey) data about the
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community, creating a starting point and getting all participants on the same page. Everyone received a
copy of the Environmental Scan in advance of the Vision Conference. The facilitators presented an
overview of the Environmental Scan.
Global Trends
Following the presentation, participants discussed the global and regional trends that are impacting the
Greater Midland Area. Participants were asked to brainstorm social, political, economic, environmental,
and technological trends that are important to the global future.




















Migration to cities
Climate change impacts
Cost and access to healthcare more difficult
Shrinking middle class
Childhood obesity increasing
Social media exploits negative
More active aging population
More education for entry level jobs
Complexity of delivering food, energy, water
Regionalism
Harder to feed world’s population
Political extremism and lack of political leadership
Disconnected feeling with technology
Importance of clean water
Wealthy families have less children
Missed opportunity of investing in young
Lack of affordable housing globally
Mental illness behaviors externalized
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Shift in global/geopolitical axis
Cultural and national assimilation in rural America
Multigenerational living
Larger poverty gap
Seniors taking care of elderly parents
Short employment tenure
Technology makes people more connected
3rd & 4th generations dependent on government support
Enormous debt – individual and country
Manufacturing jobs coming back but need education workforce
Shifts of energy exploration and production
Need technical skills out of high school
Global trend away from faith
Growth of knowledge
Slower economic growth
Do more with less
Gap between generations (ideological)
Deteriorating physical infrastructure
Cost of education
Technology makes geography irrelevant
Healthcare knowledge gap based on income level
Heroin as drug of choice
Millennials will be over 50% of workforce by 2025
Political upheaval
Increase in autism rates
Violence against women
Family structure is changing

Midland Trends
Participants were asked to brainstorm social, political, economic, environmental, and technological
trends that are important to the Greater Midland Area’s future.
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Overdependence on top employers
Very old are largest growth of population – less to take care of
Challenges with infrastructure and staff costs of schools
Generational poverty and health
Creativity and innovation
Value of early childhood education
Need better coordination of social services – improving
Lack of cultural/ethnic diversity
Lack of coping skills of young people
Support of entrepreneurial and economic gardening
Latino population increasing
Resilient
Growing belief of safety and legality of marijuana by young
Great sense of community pride
Outmigration of high school graduates
Increasing lack of communication between younger and older generations
Workplace as a place to fulfill purpose
Downtown is thriving
More emphasis of investment of parks
Kids hungry when not in school
Decrease in face-to-face skills and conflict resolution
Infrastructure focus
Need more entry level jobs
Lots of rail trails
Increase in people seeking services for domestic and sexual violence
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Outstanding stable businesses
Philanthropic support
Lots of recreation but some are expensive
Reduction of juvenile delinquency
Medical center positioned to be regional center
Cost of government rising faster than revenue coming in
Work/life balance sought
Overscheduled children
High levels of stress
Less costly public transportation
Increasing issues connected to poverty cycle
Strong chemical/manufacturing expertise
Increase in childhood competition
Great medical services
More home ownership than nationally
Seniors and retirees leaving community
Great place to raise a family but what about singles?
Some losing insurance
Some losing pensions
Increase in project-based learning in schools
Inclusive/welcoming to foreign residents
Making more time for physical fitness and wanting amenities
Cost of education vs. available revenue
Stability of university and hospital
Increasing need for scholarships for preschool
Increased desire for housing in downtown
Low understanding of County vs. City demographics
Families doubling up – homeless
Highly competent public safety
Increase in sexual abuse cases and substance abuse cases
“Work” is a dirty work
Severity of mental illness
Seriousness of substance abuse – heroin
Aging workforce
Greater demand for public transportation
Readiness for school gap
Avoiding community issues
Local economic engines forced to look globally
Major industries are thriving
Safe community
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Productivity increasing and lower unemployment
Sense of privilege that leads to intolerance
Highly collaborative community for problem solving
Chamber membership growing
Churches working together
Post-secondary training not completed by lower income levels
Increase for volunteer/philanthropic opportunities
Collaborative opportunities for/with higher education institutions
Great adolescent substance abuse treatment protocol
Limited upward mobility
Local companies bring amenities to Midland
Underemployment – not career-ready
Increase in interfaith initiatives
Heritage and commitment to arts and culture
Great community of volunteers
Competition for recreation money
Increasing needs of nonprofits = pressure on foundation

The group then discussed the trends about which they are the most excited. A summary of the
discussion follows.
 Willingness to address issues
 Resiliency
 Arts and culture focus
 Know that we are blessed and want do more/better
 Outstanding educational infrastructure
 Collaboration
 Spread things out
 Sense of responsibility and ownership
 We like each other and love Midland
 Talk/embrace big issues (mental health)
 Investment in downtown
 Kids come back to raise their family
 People come and stay here
 High level of optimism
 Strong economic base to build from
 Kids taking on collaborative nature of Midland
 Building from strengths
Share a Common History
Several participants shared stories about the Greater Midland Area community.
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Dow Diamond and the Great Lake Loons: This example exemplifies Midland and how the magic
works here. Told the story of a community coming together to achieve something (Dow, city
government, local contractors, etc.). They needed to do something to liven up the community. A
group of people decided they wanted to build a baseball stadium and they carried it through. They
took a leap of faith. Were told it would take 3 years to design and build it, but they said they
wanted it done today. Developed a business model unique to baseball, because the Loons are
owned by a foundation, so it is run by a board of directors and profits go back to the community.
Coleman Regional Ag and Science Center: The community of Coleman knew they needed to do
something to improve math and science scores. Being a farming community, the decided to focus
on developing an agriculture program. The community came together to fund the program and they
enrolled their first class one year later.
Minimizing Risky Behaviors in Teens: A group was asked to get inside the heads of juveniles on a
judge’s court wards to figure out what made them tick. The group developed a method of assessing
factors that impact teenage risk-taking behaviors. The most important asset was found to be
positive peers, so the team then implored community organizations to include developmental assets
in their curriculums. Five years later, the intervention is working and the model is being adopted
throughout the State of Michigan.
Community Center and Library: Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow decided to create a library and a
community center after encountering a few inebriated people on Main Street. One year later, both
were open and are still open today.
Chippewa Nature Center: 37 different parcels were put together, creating the 12,000 acre Chippewa
Nature Center. 12 preschools tied to nature centers, and a community member was dedicated to
seeing that happen because she understood the importance of getting kids outside and away from
screens. This model is also being shared with other nature centers in the area.
Midland Blooms: There was a group in another place that would plant petunias every year. They
decided to bring that to Midland, oscillating between petunias and marigolds. Midland Blooms is run
and executed by volunteers and it has been going on for 26 years.
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Probable and Desirable Future
Based upon the common trends identified, participants were divided into seven small groups, each
focused on one trend. Participants kicked off the small group work by discussing their definitions of
prosperity. A summary of each group’s discussion is presented below.






Group 1:
 Family work/life balance
 Enough for all
 Living well
 Personal happiness
 Good health
 Ability for all to achieve a happy and healthy life
 Living your life to your capabilities
 Investments in children
 Everyone can flourish and thrive
 Celebrating
 Meeting your needs
 Being able to retire
 Ability to make choices
 Economic security
Group 2:
 Health and happiness
 No one hungry or homeless
 Safe
 Having choices/meaningful opportunities
 Active/element of growth
 Self-sufficiency
 Thriving
 Hope
 Financially solvent
 Ability to earn a living
 Relational component
 Faith/spiritual/sense of purpose
 Balance between individual and community prosperity
Group 3:
 Stay close to values
 Do what you want to do
 Provide for family
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 Family education
 Live well
 Good example to others
 Basics for living (education, etc.)
 Do what we want to do – opportunities
 Growth, influence, change
 Life, liberty, pursuit of happiness
 Great friendships
 “Small” and “big” feel in Downtown
 No need to be anxious – comfortable living
 Environment where my kids are living better than me
 Looks forward to the future
 Abundance in all categories (spiritual, mental, physical, etc.)
 Ability to adjust to adversity
 Having a good job – pay bills, vacations, lots of opportunities
Group 4:
 Fulfillment
 Happiness (2)
 Excelling
 Contentment/High Satisfaction
 Grounded in values
 Collaboration
 Character development
 Needs being met – more than just basic needs being met (people don’t worry about being
hungry)
 Life balance
 Quality of life
 Thriving
Group 5:
 Jobs
 Wealth creation
 Satisfaction
 Happiness
 Comfortable
 Economic health
 Better place for children
 Balanced
 Thriving
 Inner peace
Group 6:
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 Having the availability of jobs at all levels
 Opportunities
 Means to meet your desires
Group 7:
 Opportunity
 Quality of life
 Financial stability
 Fulfill needs
 Fulfill basic human needs without struggle
 Enables higher level of achievement
 Ability to achieve dreams and hopes
 Feeling blessed
 Educated
 Good health
 Meeting own personal definition of happiness

After defining prosperity, each small group discussed, based on what they know to be true and the
trends the entire group identified, the trends that will be important to the community in achieving its
desired future. A summary of each group’s discussion is presented below.
 Group 1:
 Removing poverty
 When we say Midland, we know/think/understand its ALL of Midland
 Removal of want and ignorance
 A “Midland Promise” related to early education/preschool
 Increase in incubation/start ups
 Transportation that enables prosperity
 Affordable healthcare
 Let children dream
 #1 giving community in the state and then in the country
 Increase in traditional family structure and childbirth
 Integrated walking downtown
 Commitment of 30 hours/year in volunteer time from citizens
 Lowest cost (all) utility provider
 Establishment of police and fire foundation
 A civility trend – the “hellos”
 Access to the community for people with disabilities including mental illness
 Fully funded k-12 education
 More flexibility with career tech within MMC (Michigan Merit Curriculum)
 A senior-friendly community
 Midland becomes a state leader in refocusing on education
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 Regional prosperity
 Develop area around MBS
Group 2:
 Sense of hope for young people
 For every person to have a sense of purpose
 Downtown/community-wide investment to continue
 Maintain commitment to cultural and entertainment legacy of the community
 Pathways to prosperity
 Robust improvement for demographic profile of Midland
 Increased/more diverse employment opportunities
 Continued commitment to education
 Maintain economic engine
 Innovate
 Pathways built on economic opportunity, not on dependency
 Elimination of sexual abuse, crime and substance abuse
 Create a place people want to invest in
Group 3:
 Diversity in employment opportunities
 More life color, etc.
 Increase in diversity (ethnic, racial, and cultural)
 Increase activities for the 18-35 year old age group
 Importance for education
 Continued economic growth
 More diversity
 More collaboration between different backgrounds – need to come together
 Healthier community (physical, mental, etc.)
 Great place to raise a family
 Interfaith initiatives – working together
 Family life increase in family
 More involvement of kids in volunteering
 More priority in public safety
 No more chain restaurants
Group 4:
 Diversify economy (have a scenario/plan B)
 More educational opportunities (certifications, etc.)
 Affordability/Accessibility
 Housing
 Transportation
 Access to arts/recreation
 Healthcare
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 Healthy options
 Establish employer resource center
 Need to attract/have other offerings that are of value to younger generation (biking, walking,
shopping, eating)
 Opportunity to expand business in Center City area
 Continued low delinquency rate
 Bike paths connected/safe route
 Strong focus on education/opportunities
 Downtown development
 Courthouse have doors open on Main Street
 More amenities/offerings for teens (integrated in community – Tridge, downtown, etc.)
 Plenty of jobs for teens
 Safe community
 More focus on prevention/being proactive
 Community nursing
 Increase diversity
 “Branch” campus with several universities…expand educational accessibility
 Emphasis on other career preparation/education options (gifted/talented, IB, etc.)
 Magnet school, charter school, etc.
Group 5:
 Growing collaboration among organization for poverty and education
 Strong public safety-related to substance abuse
 Willingness for investment in community
 Younger people investing in community
 Use technology to get information out – much more information
 Transparency of community financial information
 Openness to social issues and inclusion
 Culture more open and evolving strength
 Continued investment in local companies poised for growth/quality of life
Group 6:
 Thriving public transportation system – addressing needs of all demographics and income levels
 Close gap between income levels in City versus County
 More collaboration between school systems
 Collaboration between schools, employers, colleges to retain employees/students in the
community
 Improve the available experiences at the high school levels to have “trade school or vocational
training”
 Retaining active seniors/retirees
 Continue to strengthen law enforcement
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More communication about the community services available in the community (social services,
arts, recreation programs, etc.)
 More attention paid to “breaking the cycle” of dependence (tools versus handouts)
 Closing the generational communication gap (how people communicate/generational tolerance)
Group 7:
 Everyone can meet basic human needs
 Job creation at all levels
 Keep and attract educated and young residents in Midland
 We want businesses to stay here
 Broaden economic base
 Continue bringing in more entertainment and recreation activities
 Build on lake system and rivers
 Build regionalism/stronger collaboration
 Tell our story
 Greater support for caregivers
 Attract more entrepreneurs
 Enhance community assimilation and be a welcoming community
 Make it convenient to ride a bike
 Welcome and invest in business incubation (incentives and spin-off off businesses)
 Expand city water
 Decrease drug overdoses and increase awareness (expand through 1016 house)
 Kids spend more time outdoors (use parks, ride bikes to school, etc.)
 We want strong, vibrant neighborhoods
 The finest educational system P—P (preschool through post-secondary)

The facilitators grouped the themes identified by each team of participants into the following 16 areas:
1. Poverty
 Break cycle of poverty
 Affordability and accessibility
 Close income gap (city-county)
2. Economic Development
 Establish employer network resource center
 Expand business in Center City
 Diversify economy
 Job creation at all levels
 Retain business (economic engine)
 Broaden economic base
 Business incubation – poised for growth
 Low cost utility provider
 Expand industry around airport
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

 More entrepreneurship
Public Safety
 Lower delinquency rate
 Crime prevention focus
 Strengthen law enforcement (foundation)
 Decrease drug abuse
 Build awareness for public safety resources
 Eliminate sexual abuse
Vibrant Downtown
 Courthouse doors open on main
 Integrated walkable downtown
Youth
 Youth employment and amenities
 Let children dream
 Invest in young people
 Volunteer opportunities
 Sense of hope
 Let children dream
 Emergency housing
 Financial literacy for youth
 Eliminate childhood obesity
Community Leadership
 Less hyper-participation
 Civility
 Develop community leadership and membership
Transportation and Infrastructure
 Convenient to ride a bike
 Expand city water to County
 Thriving public transportation system
 Maintain and invest in infrastructure
Physical and Mental Health
 Community nursing
 Physically and mentally healthy community
 Affordable healthcare
 Access to community for disabled and mentally ill
Diversity
 Close generational communication gap
 Openness to inclusion
 Attract and retain young, educated people
 Enhance community assimilation
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

 Retain seniors and active retirees
Education
 Branch university campuses
 Finest education system P-P
 Fully funded Midland Promise
 Collaboration between schools
 Collaboration between schools, employers, and colleges
 Trade and vocational training at high school
 MMC flexible curriculum
 Career prep programs for gifted
 Access to 21st Century technology
 Adult education
 Embrace relationship with Northwood
Social Services Support
 Communicate about programs and services
 Align programs and resources
 Basic human needs met
 Support for caregivers
Arts, Culture, and Recreation
 More entertainment and recreation opportunities
 Build on lakes and rivers
 Activities for 18-35 year olds
 Commitment to cultural legacy
 More color/night life
Regionalism
 Build regionalism and collaboration
 Regional prosperity
Community Identity and Values
 Collapse poverty and education gap
 Pathways to prosperity
 Invest in Community
 Innovate
 Transparent community financial information
 Economic opportunity not dependency
 Use family systems to solve problems
 Midland = all of midland county
 Skilled volunteers – 30 hour commitment
 Removal of want and ignorance
 Tell our story internal/external
 #1 giving community
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 Kids spend time outdoors
 Traditional family structure and child birth
 Strong, vibrant neighborhoods
 Great place to raise a family
 Interfaith initiatives
 No more chain restaurants
 Sense of purpose for all
 Communication
 Financial education
 Communication systems for all
15. Technology
 Use technology for communication
 Access to technology
 Access to technology skill development
 Telecommunication infrastructure
 Free Wi-Fi
 Technology education for lower economic parents
 Community-based and community-supported fiber optic network
16. Environment
 CNG gas station
 Alternative energy
 Environmental safety

Day One Debrief
At the end of the first day, each participant was asked to very briefly summarize their experience.
Strong sense of community
Commonality
Happy happy
Interesting
Great group of people
Informative
Collaboration
Teamwork
Strategy
Motivational
Sharing
Enlightening
Community

Creative
Encompassing
Planning
Partnering
Aspirational
Engagement
Grateful
Responsibility
Confirming
Engaged
Diversity
Growth
Dialog

Opportunity
Encouraging
Consistency
Future
Challenging
Hopeful
Visionary
Commitment
Prosperity
Refreshing
Impressive
Building
Potential
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Thoughtful
Enlightening
Energizing
Provocative
Exciting
Hopeful
Hopeful
Thankful
Commitment
Visionary
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Contemplative
Long
Future
Potential
Determined
Short
Hopeful
Strategic
Creative
Can do

Encouraging
Hopeful
Expert
Achievers
Blessed
Collaboration
Optimistic
Solid
Historical
Social
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Day Two
Articulate the Possibilities
The group reviewed the “big buckets” of things that must go well in order for the community to achieve
the group’s collective vision. These buckets are the key performance areas that are a priority for the
community. Housing was the only key performance area participants felt needed to be added.
Participants were divided into groups to develop theme statements for each of the 17 potential Key
Performance Areas.

Potential Key Performance Area 1: Poverty



Theme Statement: 2024 without poverty. Develop a unified collaboration of services and support
for breaking the cycle of poverty.
Elevator Speech: Restore hop and the ability to dream and attain those dreams by fostering human
dignity, providing hope and the path, opportunity and drive to thrive.

Potential Key Performance Area 2: Economic Development


Theme Statement: Midland County: The Plug & Play Community
 Broaden economic base
 Waiting list to locate business in Midland
 Availability of workforce
 Infrastructure/ready and available
 Award winning/LEEDS certification
 Cutting-edge green
 Open to new ideas
 Plug and play business community that companies are
 Every day they are not here they are losing money
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Potential Key Performance Area 3: Public Safety


Theme: Public Safety is a Community Responsibility
 Awareness is increased
 Crime is reduced
 Disaster preparedness is enhanced
 There’s trust between public/public safety
 Strong victim support system
 Fire protection, EMS, “first responders”, etc. is best in the state
 Unobtrusive City/County crime negligible
 Sense of security; don’t have to think about personal safety
 Feeling of safety for diverse groups
 No exploitation of services, etc.
 Sense of respect is present
 Public safety in schools is critical
 Address bullying
 Active drug abuse programs
 Implement programs to make people more aware of public safety resources
 More “neighborhood watch” programs are in place
 Police, fire, EMS, “First responders”, etc. are best in state
 Feeling of trust is present between public/public safety
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Potential Key Performance Area 4: Downtown Development




What we hope for:
 A music venue/better band shell
 Utilize riverfront
 Develop dead space
 More strategic placements of business (i.e. chemical headquarters)
 Open riverside to all ages
Elevator Speech:
 Destination Downtown: Small town feel, big city life
 All day activities
 More recreation activities and more retail

Potential Key Performance Area 5: Youth



Theme: The Midland community is the BEST place for children and youth to build and realize their
hopes and dreams
Elevator Speech: The children and youth (under age 21) of Midland are able to dream audaciously
and are able to fulfill their professional and personal dreams within the community by actively
engaging in the creation of the healthiest and safest community with extraordinary opportunities, a
wide variety of fun extracurricular activities, world class education and local employment that aligns
with their career, family and spiritual aspirations.
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Potential Key Performance Area 6: Community Leadership







Link youth with experienced adults
Anticipatory followership
 Expansion and/or continued support of Leadership Midland, Regional Leadership, and Youth
Leadership
 Develop one-on-one mentorship
 Continued exposure and training for existing leaders
Identify and enhance common areas of non-partisan topics e.g. water quality, kids (are our future),
safety.
Theme statement: Midland is a community of leaders who are willing to work together to identify
issues of common interest and commit to nourishing leadership programs.
Elevator Speech: Midland is an extraordinary community of leaders from all different walks of life
who collaborate to create the success that the community enjoys

Potential Key Performance Area 7: Transportation and Infrastructure
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Access to Midland
Providing safe and affordable public transportation by:
 Completing pathway system previously started
 Introduce public bus system that travels on a regular route around the City to major employers,
Midland Mall, downtown, SSS building, hospital, etc.
 Connect pathway system and bus route (“bikes and buses”)
Elevator Speech: Access to Midland through a convenient transportation system that promotes
health, safety, and inclusion while leaving a smaller carbon footprint.

Potential Key Performance Area 8: Physical and Mental Health



Theme: Create a diverse community in which healthy living pervades the culture, and health services
and support are available to all
Elevator Speech: Midland is a place where no matter your physical or mental abilities you have
access to the tools and services to lead the healthiest life possible.

Potential Key Performance Area 9: Diversity




Theme: We are a community for international, cultural, religious, and lifestyle understanding where
unlimited possibilities exist for all in a cosmopolitan setting that celebrates the potential of the
human spirit.
Elevator Speech: We are a community that possesses a rich environment that is inclusive of a
diverse population. This commitment allows our public and private sectors to attract and retain a
vibrant growing community of global talent.
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Potential Key Performance Area 10: Education











Theme: An integrated system that provides world class education for all citizens.
Socio-economic and age inclusive
Technology enriched and available over time
Education is transformative for individuals and the community
Break the poverty cycle
Cohesive use of all resources through infrastructure collaboration
Midland Promise – Pre-school funded for all
Smooth and productive transitions from each educational stage to the next
Education is fully funded and community recognizes the ROI
Midland’s educational excellence is recognized and part of the community identity

Potential Key Performance Area 11: Social Services Support



Theme Statement: We have a comprehensive network of accessible social services that are wellfunded, effective, and coordinated across the county region.
Social Services Network Scope:
 Case management
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 One-stop
 Welcoming judgment free zone
 Resources (time, money) well-coordinated (break down barriers, duplication, etc.)
 Outcome-focused
 Best practices – solve problems better
 Better use of resources (funding, money, time)
 All human needs met
 Well communicated – everyone knows what is available
 Virtual
 County and regional coordination
Elevator Speech: All of the help you need, all in one place, all of the time.
What we hope for:
 Needs being met
 Change being made – outcomes
 Making a difference
 All resources are aligned
 People know what is available
 Accessible
 Affordable
 No overlap – combine if needed
 Best use of money, time, volunteers
 Adequate funding for operations
 Fund operations that are needed
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Potential Key Performance Area 12: Arts, Culture, and Recreation


Theme: Pure Midland: where the sights, sounds, and flavors draw you in for a day, but keep you for
a lifetime.

Potential Key Performance Area 13: Regionalism








A vibrant regional community with distinctive assets providing superior quality of life and
opportunities
Believe in the concept and its benefits
Preserve distinctions among communities
Identify project(s) to work on (e.g. regional rail trails, economic development at MBS area, regional
transportation system, regional architecture exhibition)
Benefits:
 Economic development accelerated
 Strong region = stronger cities
 Attract new population and retain
 Attract government attention and resources
 Critical mass for “investments”
 Puts us “on the map” (e.g. amenities, arts, etc.)
 Increased diversity
 Stimulate new ideas and innovation
 Common cultures
Concerns to address
 Loss of community identity
 NIH
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 Perceived threats (loss investments, loss philanthropy)
 Cultural differences
 Safety misperceptions
“Change is good; you go first!”

Potential Key Performance Area 14: Community Identity and Values



Theme: Greatest community on earth
Outstanding place for fulfillment of one’s own expectations opportunities, participation in our
community to help build the foundation of the “Greatest Community on Earth”

Potential Key Performance Area 15: Technology
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Theme: Develop a comprehensive strategy to leverage various technology platforms to deliver
information to all residents of the County, to facilitate awareness, knowledge of, and participation in
community and regional events and services.
“A well informed community is an engaged and vibrant community”
Elevator Speech: in Midland County, we have a communication network which is
available/accessible to everyone in the region, regardless of age or information technology
preference. This will have a beneficial impact on commerce, community event participation, and the
IT intellect of the community.

Potential Key Performance Area 16: Environment






Key thoughts:
 Ensure people know about that we are environmentally safe, clean and forward looking
 Renewable recycling is a mindset in every facet of society
 Efficient, alternative, and sustainable transportation options are readily available
 Build on the momentum
Theme: The Midland community is recognized globally for having multiple renewable energy
sources. We value a clean and environmentally safe community. We cultivate and maximize the
use of our natural resources.
Elevator Speech:

You should move to Midland because:
 Midland is on the cutting edge of recycling, energy use, creating a green community and
maximizing the use of natural resources
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The county has parks, community gardens, lakes, rivers, bike paths, and robust recycling
options that make it the perfect place to live.
It’s a great place to have a business that embraces good environmental stewardship
Business and community members value an environmentally safe area and work together to
ensure it.

Potential Key Performance Area 17: Housing












Theme: A housing policy that supports the needs of our community to attract and retain vibrant and
diverse residents of all socio-economic levels
Elevator pitch:
 New and repurposed structures (i.e. school buildings)
 Transitional housing opportunities
 Downtown urban-style living
 Diverse options and locations county-wide
 Safe, affordable, accessible
 Blended work/housing environment (childcare, education, faith, basic needs, single-parent)
Transitional (young adults, new to market)
Safe
Affordable
Accessible
All ends of economic spectrum
All ages
Disabilities
Crime-free multi-housing
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Diverse options
Diverse locations (inn city and out county)
Downtown urban-style living
Single parent options (transportation, child-safe)

After presenting the themes and elevator speeches developed for each key performance area, the group
narrowed the list of 17 down to 12. Each participant then ranked their top three priority areas, resulting
in the following prioritization:
 Economic Development (72)
 Education (67)
 Transportation and Technology (59)
 Arts and Culture (48)
 Social Services, Poverty, and Mental and Physical Health (45)
 Youth (43)
 Public Safety (23)
 Diversity (22)
 Environment (21)
 Leadership (21)
 Regional (19)
 Housing (10)

Identifying Actions and Capturing the Vision
The group then worked to combine areas that overlapped, resulting in a total of Participants were then
given the opportunity to work on the key performance area they were most passionate about. Each
small group was charged with identifying potential actions the community could take to move toward
the vision being articulated by the theme statement.

Key Performance Area 1: Economic Development
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We are an extraordinary community with a proven history of business and entrepreneurial success. Our
community helps create and sustain competitive advantages for existing and future businesses.
Actions:
 Midland: Ready for growth
 Partner for growth
 Dynamic, extraordinary talent
 Well-positioned globally
 Thriving
 Big and little
 Job growth from small businesses
 Everything you need to achieve
 Everything you want and more
 How we as a community create a competitive advantage
 Our community helps create and sustain competitive advantages for existing and future businesses
 Help grow small/mid-size businesses
 Buy local
 Leverage political resources
 Compete in internet-based economy
 Promote advantages of local businesses
 Walkable pedestrian-based living (master plan to create this)
 Pedestrian vs. vehicle vs. high-volume vehicle
 Public institutions support private sector success
 Access to capital
 We need to tell our story
 Make locally produced energy be made available for local development at an advantaged rate
 Leverage academic and industrial partnerships (MSU supply chain, etc.)
 Create the skilled and diverse workforce to meet future demand
 Dow Science and Sustainability Center CMU Medical School – Downtown Saginaw
 Create an environment that incubates new ideas
 Approve smart zone
 Risk taking, entrepreneurship
 Ideas will be source of prosperity in the future

Key Performance Area 2: Education
The entire Midland community collaborates to support education, making Midland a leader in providing
world-class education from P-P (preschool to post-secondary).
Actions:
 High speed internet for 21st Century
 Promote awareness, understanding of, and commitment to the value of education
 Communicate benefit of education
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Look beyond the walls of the schools to focus on what helps students succeed
Increased collaboration with community partners (including career experience, financial literacy, JA
Explores, Midland Center for the Arts, MITech+ STEM)
Fully funded Midland Promise early childhood
Fully developed career development program
Safety net – identify struggling students and provide interventions
Legislative action to make Michigan law align with what will make all students successful
Increase Gifted and Talented options for all levels (focus on EI)
Intervention to reduce absenteeism, failure rates, drop outs, and increase graduation
Develop an asset map of current offerings
Extend school year
 3 month break difficult for working parents
 Long breaks retards education progress – first 3 months of new year are recap of learned and
lost knowledge
 More frequent short breaks throughout year decrease stress, improve progress
Branch libraries through the County (mobile libraries)
Get rid of library fees for movies, placing holds, etc.
Need to focus on:
 STEM
 Technology
 Arts
 Athletics
 Project-based learning
 Collaboration in and outside the schools
 Find ways to offer great higher level education opportunities as well
Create school that draws in events from other areas
Create schools that make people excited to belong and not want to miss out
Education includes outside the classroom assets:
 Parent involvement
 Community
 Support
 Empowerment
 Creativity
 Positive peers
Parental involvement
If you want excellence for all students, then the elephant in Midland’s room are those pushing for
privatization, which undermines public education
Homeschool support/integration into public schools

Key Performance Area 3: Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment
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Improve the quality of life for all residents of Midland County through a green community, connected
both physically and virtually. A well informed and connected community is an engaged and vibrant
community.
Actions:
 A single, integrated, reliable and “green” public transportation (route system with real-time
technology
 Public/private partnership to develop wireless access points that cover all areas of the County
(including free internet)
 Covered walkways (i.e. Grand Rapids)
 Consider use of unused existing buses at schools, family centers, churches, etc. including their
certified drivers specifically during down times
 Check out the “Wireless Ypsi” model for providing Wi-Fi (free)
 Technology training at community access points (hardware and assistance needed)
 Hubway bike rental stations located near transportation stations and destination areas
 Expand the current non-motorized trail system for safe travel
 “Borrow a bike” – no rental community shared assets
 Maintain current emphasis on green space and free parks
 Develop plan to und ongoing street/road system throughout City/County
 Offer financial incentives to build “green” buildings, both residential and commercial
 Backyard farming (chickens)
 Community Supported Agriculture Co-ops

Key Performance Area 4: Arts and Culture
Midland: A community of leisure time opportunities for a diverse, multi-generational local citizenry
which also serves to attract visitors.
Actions:
 Develop the River Front into a multi-use community center which includes an outdoor amphitheater
(Challenging to use the riverfront because of bi-annual flood cycles)
 Outdoor sculpture and art
 Benches and seating to encourage outdoor enjoyment
 Coordinated calendar of events in the community
 Follow recreational trends to introduce now offerings
 Movie theatre that shows independent films
 Scenic, non-motorized paved pathways should be expanded (i.e. River Road)

Key Performance Area 5: Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
To create a community where all individuals and families thrive by means of a comprehensive and
coordinated pathway of accessible services and support for basic needs.
Actions:
 Central intake with advocacy and decentralized services
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Reduction of stigmatization of need for service
Increased awareness and prevention program for physical and mental health and life skills
Service organizations coordinate efforts
Comprehensive plan of action towards self sufficiency

Key Performance Area 6: Youth Retention and Engagement
The Midland community is the BEST place for children and youth to build and realize their hopes and
dreams.
Issues:
 Nothing to do – don’t feel like we can do anything
 Communication – communicate events and create a student “promo/event” club in each school
 Create a youth “summit” to create a youth vision and increase buy in
 Things to do Friday 2:30pm-12:00am and Saturday 7:00pm-12:00am without drugs and alcohol
 Increasing minimum wage will reduce youth’s job opportunities.
Actions:
 Create emergency housing for teens
 More teen job opportunities
 More technical training in skilled trades
 Parent classes
 Prepare students for real life (real life skill building)
 College classes at high school level
 Amusement park
 Create youth center in a closed school building
 Group of youth leaders working with Midland leadership to shape Midland community
 Increased youth participation in local decision making
 Engage youth in solutions
 Enhanced communication between youth and youth organizations
 Millennial roundtable
 Gathering location
 Place for teens to belong outside the school setting
 Teen center
 More mentorship of young leaders
 Ultimate Frisbee league
 Utilize school buildings
 High school and middle school (separate) weekly night activity
 Help youth in fixing broken link between school administration and community service facilities
 Raise awareness for teen issues (drug problems, eating disorders, suicide, bullying, etc.)
 Youth search conference
 Universal pre-school
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Key Performance Area 7: Public Safety
Community safety must be a productive effort and an ongoing community responsibility involving the
cooperation and trust among public safety officials and the general public to provide an environment
where all involved are safe to pursue their dreams and interests.
Actions:
 Maintain adequate personnel levels to provide proactive services
 Implement a stronger support system for victims and witnesses
 Cooperate with school officials to implement a stronger school safety program
 Re-energize neighborhood/business watch programs
 “See something, say something”
 Check into Citizens on Patrol
 Continue to attract and keep highly educated and trained public safety personnel
 Encourage public safety personnel’s engagement in different community/civic organizations and
volunteer activities
 Utilize social media to enhance community security and perception of public saety officials
 Seek opportunities to engage community:
 “Coffee with a cop”
 Ride-a-longs
 Facility tours
 Continue to seek further opportunities for regional opportunities
 Enhance substance abuse education and enforcement

Key Performance Area 8: Diversity
We are a multi-generational community that welcomes differences in nationality, culture, sexual
orientation, ethnicity, race, religion, and physical and mental abilities.
Actions:
 Mentorship with retirees. Utilize talent and expertise of seniors
 City and businesses to have discrimination policies that include all forms of diversity
 Celebrations that illustrate our diversity
 Riverdays: celebrate past, present, and future – all cultures that contribute to our community
 Diversity and inclusion must be integrated into the economic development plan
 Diversity council to work with city and county government leadership groups
 Ensure a stronger understanding and appreciation of diversity is integrated into our schools during
primary years
 Promote interfaith initiatives to meet social needs

Key Performance Area 9: Community Leadership
Midland is a community with extraordinary leaders from different walks of life who collaborate to create
the success that the community enjoys
Actions:
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CS Board of Directors
Develop a mentorship program
Continued exposure and training for existing leadership

Wrap Up
The facilitators thanked participants for their hard work during the Vision Conference and recognized
the group’s dedication to the Midland community. Participants were reminded that the next step in the
process involves soliciting community input, which will occur over the summer. This group will come
together again for the Action Conference - to be held on September 11th - 12th, 2014.
Each participant was then given the opportunity to make a closing remark. A summary of the remarks
follows.




















Encouraged and energized by what we have done.
Loved the opportunity to be here. Really enjoyed this and am excited about all the discussions.
Very insightful. Learned a lot about Midland and where it can go. I am excited to be part of that
Invigorated by the experience. Met a lot of new people. Impressed by creativity of ideas.
Was nervous coming into the session, but am so pleased with how accepting this group is.
On board and ready to do my part.
No doubt that there will be many things coming out of this, even before we decide what has to be
done.
Really exciting time for the community. Always looking forward – something we have always done.
Excellent start. Looking forward to implementation plans.
Midland is an extraordinarily successful and amazing community. Challenge everyone not to be
afraid to sell that and to think big.
Extremely reenergized by all of the possibilities that came out of this. Humbled to be working with
everyone. A lot of talent in the room. This is the tip of the iceberg.
The passion in this room combined with our expertise is exciting.
Excitement. Great opportunity. Looking forward to seeing the action. A lot that can and should be
done and we need to stay connected and keep the ball moving.
Impressed by the synergy of all the people in this room despite the fact that we are from diverse
backgrounds. Seeds have been planted. Collaborating – many are on the same page.
Close knit community. From the greatest and best town ever
Thankful to be part of where we have been and where we are going
Excited about how all of these disparate ideas can come together. Enlightening, informative, and
exciting.
Privileged and grateful to be part of a community of such great thinkers.
End up learning more in the process than you contribute. I know in the future I will get to say “I was
there”
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Encourage everyone to keep it going.
Impressed with quality of the people
We are all bold! We should get “Bold” t-shirts.
Impressed with the commitment of the people in the room.
Only good can come out of something like this.
“Midland Bold!”
Reiterated why I live here and hope to live here for a long time. Midland never ceases to amaze me.
Looking around I realize a lot of these things will happen.
A lot of commitment and a lot of resources. I know Midland and its resiliency and commitment will
pay off in the years to come. Resources were not wasted.
Impressed how caring our community is. Impressed by the sense of humor and how fun this was.
Great to see all the different perspectives and the willingness to share ideas and not hold back.
Proud and honored to be a part of a group like this. Others are watching and paying attention to
what this community is doing. Spread the good word.
Thankful to be part of this process. Got to know many people. So impressive how positive the
attitude in the room is. Encourages me – we can get things done!
Appreciate the notion that this is the easy part – the hard part is yet to come, but no one is afraid of
that.
Humbled to be affiliated with this group and what has happened here.
The final document is of no importance…the process is what is important. The community must
take ownership of this….get everyone as excited as we are.
Walked in thinking - “I love midland”. Walking out thinking – I am excited about Midland
Optimistic about living out our years here.
This is a great start. Up to us to make this go forward. Have to continue today’s momentum for this
to be successful
Thankful to be included. Blessed to be part of the community.
Questions: how do you like Midland? How are you adjusting to Midland?
I hope we all take home some of Jon Lynch’s enthusiasm
Really looking forward to 10 years from now seeing what happens. A lot of work but going to be
fun.
I believe Midland can actually achieve greater excellence through this process.
Proud to be part of this process
Proves the exceptional expertise, leadership, people, and talent in this community
Excite about all the community linkages this group represents. We can all invite people to do this
with us
Pleasure getting to know people and learning about the community through this process. Looking
forward to being part of the rest of this.
Thank you. Let’s make it so.
Thank you to the Community Success Panel and the facilitators for a great session.
Excited by all the interesting ideas
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In awe of the passion from this group. This is a unique and extraordinary community and I can’t wait
to see where it goes.
Thank the facilitators – great job with 100 people. There is a willingness here to be bold.
Midland thinks big and acts bigger.
Grateful to get to know people better and to partner in the future.
Amazed at the wisdom and the creativity and excited about the future.
Overwhelmed by the whole thing – the ideas, the creativity, etc. Big change is coming to the
community.
Came from a long history of bold risk takers. Now our job is to follow their lead and to make them
proud (for the generations that will follow us).
Blessed to be here and to hear all these great ideas. A lot of this will become a reality.
Thank everyone for being here. The creativity and enthusiasm is amazing. Go bold or go home!
The legacies of this town and the stories will empower all of us in the future.
Excited to come, but more excited to leave and to put it into action.
Amazingly impressed that someone could put this together and more motivated than I was when I
came in.
Thought I knew everyone, but I just knew of people. Honored and humbled by what I learned. Had
the appetizer platter and am looking forward to the main course
Blessed to be part of the community. Enjoy the spirit and the talent in this room.
Lost some of our great leaders and looking forward to people stepping up and filling their shoes.
Thought I was getting a couple days off work… Honor the past but move forward from there. Saw a
lot of great people honoring the past and working to make the future better.
Great that the Community Success Panel assembled this group. Not always excited to take part in
strategic planning, but it’s was such a rewarding experience. We all agree on the big things.
Thank you for being open to including the entire county when you think about community. What we
came up with is truly a county-wide plan.
Really appreciate the opportunity to be part of this. Invigorating and increased my commitment to
the community to be a part of this.
Thankful to be art of this and to get to know all these people.
Proud to say I am a townie.
No ties to the community and grateful for the opportunity to express dreams and for the acceptance
of those things. Excited to get to know people in the community by asking them their thoughts on
this.
This has been marvelous and fantastic. The devil is in the details and we need to translate this vision
into operable plans. Does it include some old stuff, new stuff, stuff to argue about? Check.
Great leaders attracted us here and that is what still keeps us here. Now the work begins.
Ownership and actions will take us forward.
Honored to be here. Passion of the community and the way the community gives back is what
makes me proud to be part of this.
The future is not some place we are going, but a place we are creating. Let’s put a plan in place and
start acting/pushing. Look forward to working with everyone to implement.
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Thank you for investing your time. Reach out to people throughout the community and the real
work begins Sept. “Always thankful, never satisfied.” There is more to do and more to achieve.
Everyone was engaged, everyone dreamed, and everyone was bold. There is a lot to be done, but
thank you for being a part of this and for doing the heavy lifting in the future.

Appendix C: Community Input Phase Results Report

Community-Based Strategic Planning Process

Community Input Phase Results
September 2014
Prepared by:
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Overview
Midland: Exploring Our Future is a robust and relevant strategic planning process that will
identify and engage the community in developing a coordinated, cohesive, and unified path to a
prosperous future for the Greater Midland Area community. In May, 100 community members
participated in a Vision Conference where they focused on understanding the current context
and articulating a shared vision for the future. Feedback was then solicited from the community
on the vision statement and nine Key Performance Areas (KPAs) with proposed initiatives
developed during the Vision Conference. In September, participants will come together again
during the Action Conference and, taking the community feedback into consideration, will
develop a specific and measurable course of action to move toward the articulated vision.
This report summarizes responses from all of the engagement activities of the community input
phase. The activities involved in this phase included an online survey, Meeting in a Box
meetings, and an open house held during River Days. A total of 423 people responded to the
survey and 146 people participated in one of 13 Meeting in a Box discussions. The number of
open house attendees is not available.
The Meeting in a Box small group discussions were hosted by 13 community members. Hosts
led participants through a discussion guide that touched on the vision statement and each of the
proposed KPAs. Hosts documented the conversation and then entered the feedback into an
online form. The Meeting in a Box online submission form was available from July 15 to August
15, 2014.
The online survey was administered by The Novak Consulting Group to inform the discussion
during the Action Conference in September 2014. In the survey, residents were asked to
provide their views on the vision statement and each of the KPAs (including a descriptive
statement and proposed initiative for each). Questions were in two forms: multiple choice and
open-ended. The survey was administered using a web-based survey tool, Survey Monkey®. A
copy of the survey instrument is attached to this report. The survey was open to community
members from July 7 to August 14, 2014.
Overall, the community feedback received during all of the community input phase activities was
positive. When reacting to the vision statement, 59% of survey respondents agreed that the
proposed vision statement captured their vision for the future of the Greater Midland Area. Also,
89% of survey respondents agreed that, if the Greater Midland community excelled in each of
the proposed KPAs, the vision would be achieved. In fact, for each KPA, between 80% and 93%
of survey respondents saw no need to make any changes to the descriptive statements or
proposed initiatives.
The feedback and proposed ideas for the vision statement and each KPA are discussed in this
report. A summary of the demographic information of survey respondents is included in
Appendix A. In addition, all survey responses to each question are included in Appendix B and a
copy of the electronic survey is included in Appendix C.
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Community Input Phase Responses
The same questions were asked of both the Meeting in a Box discussion participants and the
Community Feedback Survey respondents. However, it should be noted that, since comments
made during the Meeting in a Box group discussions were summarized rather than attributed to
specific individuals, Meeting in a Box comments could not be quantified in the same way as
survey responses.

Proposed Vision Statement
When survey respondents were asked whether the proposed vision statement captured their
vision for the future of the Greater Midland Area, 59% agreed that it did and 41% found that it
did not. Of the 243 respondents that approved of the vision statement, most liked it because
they found it inclusive. Many also liked it because it is a worthy goal that gives the community a
focus, is future focused, and captures the community’s history and culture.
Of the 167 respondents that did not approve of the draft vision statement, many commented on
why it did not capture their vision for the future. A total of 90 survey respondents took issue with
specific terms or phrases in the statement. The comments explicitly attributed to parts of the
proposed vision statement are shown in the figure below.
(2 comments)
- Who is we?

(17 comments)
- Not future focused
- Unclear

(5 comments)
-Implies redistribution
of wealth

Midland: We set the bar for 21st Century living by pioneering prosperity for all.
(24 comments)
- Dislike the phrase
- Implies goal achieved already
- Arrogant, pompous, or stuffy

(42 comments)

- Vague
- Dislike the phrase
- Financial connotation
- Focused on money, not wellbeing
mone
Figure 1: Respondents’ comments on the proposed vision statement
Some survey respondents took issue with the proposed vision statement as a whole. Most
comments fell into categories, which are shown in the following table, ordered by frequency.
Table 1: General Comments from Respondents that Did Not Like the Proposed Vision Statement
Comment Category
Vague
Not Realistic
Needs to be simplified/shorter
Vision statements are unnecessary
Snobby
Not visionary enough
Cliché

Number of Comments
21
13
13
4
3
3
3
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Comment Category
Not true
Ignores the “how”
Does not flow
Does not capture the character of the community
Too narrow
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Number of Comments
3
3
2
2
2

A total of 116 survey respondents offered suggestions on how to improve the vision
statement. Some offered suggestions of specific phrases to add to the vision statement,
such as:
 Add "and beyond" after "living"
 Add "opportunities for" after "pioneering"
 Add: maintain prosperity
 Add: Prosperity and inclusion for all
 Add: "...by cultivating an atmosphere where all can thrive"
 Add: "...by pioneering higher education for future-ready attitudes"
 Add: "…enabling all to reach potential"
 Add: "…building on a foundation that offers the opportunity of prosperity for all"
Other respondents suggested the following modifications to the wording of the vision
statement:
 "Helping to set the bar for 21st Century living...."
 "Setting the bar for…"
 “We are pioneering prosperity for all by…”
 “We ensure effective and aligned use of all resources for 21st …”
 Replace "pioneering" with "creating"
 Replace "pioneering" with "cultivating" or developing"
 Replace "pioneering" with "encouraging" or "championing"
 Replace "pioneering" with "promoting"
 Replace "prosperity" with "vibrancy"
 Replace "set the bar" with "set the standard"
Of all the respondents that left comments, 20 respondents suggested that the vision
statement did not create a full picture of Midland as a community since the following
concepts were not included:
 Quality of life
 Family
 Environmental responsibility
 Health
 Freedom
 Equality
 Opportunity for growth
 Education
 Leisure
 Family friendly
 Progressive community
 Words such as engaged, innovative, responsive, prosperous, movement, mobility,
progress, improvement, abundance
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Adaptable
Safety
Friendly
Inclusive
Jobs

The following vision statements were proposed by survey respondents:
 A city where the diverse population has access
 Build on a foundation that offers the opportunity of prosperity for all
 Enabling a healthy community that delivers a sense of belonging and prosperity for
all those that live and visit Midland
 Leaders in collaboration for the benefit of our community members
 Midland will support the people's right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness
 Midland: Attaining dynamic living in a classic hometown
 Midland: Life is pretty good, let's make it even better
 Midland: Pioneering prosperity for all
 Pioneering a better 21st century community through the pursuit of prosperity for all
 Pioneering prosperity and productive living for people in the Greater Midland Area
 Providing educational needs for all children, protecting city residents
 Together we make this community the best place to be
 We are constantly moving forward to improve our community through a spirit of
innovation and meaningful relationships and conversation
 We are pioneering prosperity for all by setting the standard for today and tomorrow
 We pioneer prosperity for all
 We set the bar for 21st Century living by cooperating collaboratively
 We set the bar for 21st century living by improving/sustaining x, y, z and are
committed to pioneering prosperity for all in the Greater Midland Community
 We set the bar for the 21st century by community involvement and commitment to
the future of our children
 We will raise the bar for 21st Century living by empowering and nurturing the
Pioneering spirits of all
 Where all work towards equality regardless of status
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Draft Key Performance Areas
Vision Conference participants proposed nine KPAs. Survey respondents were asked, “If
the Greater Midland community excelled in each of the proposed Key Performance Areas,
would the vision be achieved?” A total of 89% of respondents agreed with the statement and
11% disagreed. The following figure lists the nine KPAs.

Figure 2: KPAs proposed by Vision Conference participants
Survey respondents were also given the opportunity to discuss anything they felt was
missing from the proposed KPAs. A total of 96 respondents suggested topics that were
missing from the draft KPAs. The following table shows the categories of responses that had
more than one comment.
Table 2: Topics missing from the list of KPAs
Category of Responses
Recreation
Senior/Aging Services
Affordable Housing
Faith and Spirituality
Community Engagement
Employment
Diversity
Strong Families
Health and Wellness
Environment
Animal Welfare
How/Implementation
Inclusiveness
Education
Disability Services
Prioritization
Neighborhoods
Attracting Young Professionals
Agriculture

Number of Responses
11
8
7
7
6
5
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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In comparison, Meeting in a Box participants noted that the following were missing from the nine
proposed KPAs:
 Building a sense of place
 Recreation
 Seniors/Mature moderns
 Downtown and Circle development
 Attract and retain all residents (not just young people)
 Natural resource education and preservation
 Health Care Accessibility
 Spiritual health/religion
 Good government
 Restaurants
Survey respondents were asked to answer three questions about each individual KPA. Overall,
most respondents were pleased with the draft descriptive statements and the proposed
initiatives. The following table highlights the percentage of respondents that approved of the
descriptive statement and proposed initiatives without any modifications.
Table 3: Approval rating of each KPA’s descriptive statement and proposed initiatives
Key Performance Area
Economic Development
Education
Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment
Arts and Culture
Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
Youth Retention and Engagement
Public Safety
Diversity
Community Leadership

Percent of Respondents not
Requesting Changes
85%
80%
85%
87%
92%
89%
91%
92%
93%

Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. While many of the proposed
bold ideas fit within the various KPAs, the following proposed ideas did not fall within any of the
KPAs:
 Any initiative that supports the role of a traditional family unit will be transformational
 Family-centered initiatives
 Encouraging friendliness between residents, neighbors, coworkers, and visitors
 Families are number one in Midland
 Individuals taking responsibility for themselves and their family
 Create community pride
 Increase community involvement
 Clear understanding of what Midlands continued successes are (visitors, graduates,
etc.) and the challenges we face (child abuse, drug abuse, etc.)
 Communicate and educate the people of what the community can offer to everyone.
 Friendly affordable cooperative community
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Love your neighbor initiative. Sometimes it is hard to acclimate if you are new in town.
People in Midland have a tendency to be hard to approach.
Try to bring some of the success of the areas within the City to the more impoverished
areas out in the county
A place for all people to live and thrive
A place where we care for each other

The remainder of this section presents each KPA with survey respondents’ and Meeting in a
Box participants’ reactions to its descriptive statement and proposed initiatives.
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Key Performance Area: Economic Development
Descriptive Statement:
We are an extraordinary community with a proven history of business and entrepreneurial
success. Our community helps create and sustain competitive advantages for existing and
future businesses.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Leverage academic and industrial partnerships
• Create a skilled and diverse workforce by offering technical training in skilled trades
• Position Midland to compete in the global economy

Reaction to the Descriptive Statement and Proposed Initiatives
A total of 85% of survey respondents did not have any issues with the statement or initiatives
and 64 respondents provided input on what they would change, add, or delete to each.
Comments related to either the wording of the statement or the content areas missing from the
statement. Four respondents wanted to see the word “extraordinary” deleted, three respondents
commented that the first sentence was unnecessary, and two respondents would like the
statement to be more specific. Only two respondents had specific phrasing suggestions:
“...business, scientific, and entrepreneurial success” as well as “...and the people who make
those businesses run.” The remaining comments suggested changes to the content of the draft
descriptive statement. The following table shows responses by the category of change
recommended.
Table 4: Changes respondents would make to the Economic Development descriptive statement
Category
Education
Local business
Better define third initiative
Culture
Technical and skilled training
Families
Diversifying the economy
Inclusive (all types of businesses)
Create middle class jobs
Do not lose the community focus

Number of Responses
5
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

Meeting in a Box participants made the following comments about the descriptive statement
and/or proposed initiatives:
 Do not like “competitive advantage”
 Replace "extraordinary" with "dynamic"
 Add “innovation”
 Not realistic
 Global focus
 Regional focus
 Incorporate all drivers of the economy (not just businesses), such as schools
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Diversify Midland’s economy
Extend beyond city limits
Jobs
Move the skilled trades initiative to the Education KPA

Initiatives
A total of 131 survey respondents suggested initiatives that should be implemented to attract
and support new and existing businesses and talent:
 Increase/enhance community amenities and activities
 Downtown development/refresh
 Link downtown and Dow
 “Tourist in your town” program
 Fitness activities
 Cultural events
 Multi-faith center
 Support local small businesses
 Promote the programs that are already available to small businesses
 Create an entrepreneurial support center to provide resources and information
 Preferred local vendor program
 Tax incentives
 Give tax breaks for new businesses 2nd year instead of spending money to get them
to Midland
 Reduce red tape
 Mentoring program
 Access to capital
 Microfarming regulations
 Incentives for specialty firm relocation
 Buy local/support local initiatives
 Encourage existing economic incubators
 Provide other companies access to resources offered by Dow or Dow Corning
 Discourage online purchasing
 Skilled and diverse workforce
 Skilled trade/vocational school
 Focus on skilled and professional trades
 Job training programs for veterans
 Tailored training programs for employers
 Bring in churches to provide mentors
 Apprenticeship programs
 Education
 CTE high school
 Community college tuition program
 Programs exposing/attracting students to STEM
 K-16 academic partnerships with industry
 Programs attracting high-performing teachers
 Attract and retain young people
 Free tuition if stay in Midland for at least 10 years
 Activities for young people
 Support larger and existing businesses
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 Review code/rules to limit regulations and bureaucracy
 Tax incentives
 Tax abatement
 Low cost of doing business
 Improve zoning
Entice Google and Verizon to provide fiber services in Midland
Build up Circle business area
Downtown development
Improve transportation
Invest in infrastructure
Make it easy to repurpose old buildings
More jobs
Develop agricultural industry in the rural areas
LGBTQ protection
Linkage to Pure Michigan program/”Pure Midland” campaign
Incentives for movie production in Midland
Enhance community engagement
Competitive wages
Childcare
Improved media

Bold Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. The following economic
development-focused ideas were proposed:
 Apprenticeship program
 Attract more talent from the Saginaw area
 Development of a skill based work-force. This would allow workers and businesses to thrive
at an all-time record level
 Job creation
 Short term “internships” for unemployed persons so they can learn new skills and network
 Attract new industries
 Provide tax breaks and incentives
 Dow funded digital sign at Bus 10 for community messages, local business promotion,
safety announcements, community events/resources, and family activities
 Build a power plant or buy from MCV to have a more reliable and lower cost power source to
benefit industry, business and residents
 Attract businesses through competitive advantages such as low cost power
 Nurture an industry beyond chemistry which can thrive in a location with poor logistics
capabilities (no river port, limited warehousing/trucking)
 Promote economic growth in remote technical services such as architectural design
 Keep commercial construction momentum going
 Make this region a shopping/dining hub for the area
 Restaurant/shopping development
 Support local businesses to make Midland its own unique place and not just a collection of
big box stores
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Implementation Responsibility
Survey respondents were also asked who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of the initiatives. The majority of the respondents felt that businesses should be
responsible for implementing the Economic Development KPA initiatives. However, most
respondents recommended that multiple groups should share responsibility, such as
businesses, the Chamber of Commerce, local governments, and schools. The following table
shows the different parties respondents thought should be responsible for implementing
economic development initiatives.
Table 5: Responsibility for implementing the Economic Development initiatives
Category
Businesses
Local governments
Chamber of Commerce
A representative group
Schools
Midland Tomorrow
Residents

Number of Responses
28
26
22
20
20
14
4

Meeting in a Box participants identified the following when asked who should be responsible for
implementing economic development initiatives:
 Chamber of Commerce
 Midland Area Community Foundation
 Midland Tomorrow
 Local Government
 Schools
 Downtown Development Authority
 Center City Authority
 Michigan Baseball Foundation
 Dow Chemical
 Dow Corning
 Workforce Needs Board
 Bill Stravopoulos
 Bill Schuette
 Frank Popoff
 Dave Keppler
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Key Performance Area: Education
Descriptive Statement:
The entire Midland community collaborates to support education, making Midland a leader in
providing world-class education from P-P (preschool to post-secondary).
Proposed Initiatives:
• Focus on STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
• Increase collaboration with community partners
• Project-based learning

Reaction to the Descriptive Statement and Proposed Initiatives
A total of 80% of survey respondents did not have any issues with the statement or initiatives.
The main issue respondents had with the proposed descriptive statement and initiatives was the
focus on STEM and disregard of the arts. Respondents instead would like to see a focus on
students receiving a well-rounded education. Respondents also cautioned that the initiatives
must not be considered mutually exclusive, noting the overlaps between the education and
economic development KPAs. The following table categorizes the comments by frequency.
Table 6: Changes respondents would make to the Education descriptive statement
Category
Well-rounded education
Skilled trade education
Language
Services for at-risk kids
Teachers
Individualized attention
Project-based learning is a fad
Not realistic
Individual attention

Number of Responses
29
9
6
4
3
3
2
2
2

A total of 15 survey respondents focused on the wording. The following changes were
recommended:
 Seven respondents did not like “P-P,” with some finding it limiting since education should
start at birth and others feeling like it should just be spelled out rather than abbreviated
 Two respondents did not like the term “world-class education”
 Add “public” before “education”
 Add “for the world of tomorrow” at the end
 Replace “collaborate” with “engage”
 Add “for all children”
 Remove “entire”
 Word more strongly so education is a priority versus merely being supported
 “The Midland community is committed to support education excellence, making Midland
a leader in providing world-class education from preschool to post-secondary”
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Meeting in a Box participants made the following comments about the descriptive statement
and/or proposed initiatives:
 Replace "community" with “county"
 Replace “world-class” with “high-quality”
 Arts are also important
 Create non-college bound skilled trades education program
 School funding
 Unrealistic
 Need to be involved at birth (or even during pregnancy)
 Life-long learning
 Start STEM education in elementary school

Initiatives
Over 140 survey respondents, in addition to some Meeting in a Box participants, suggested
ideas for initiatives that should be implemented to make Midland a leader in world-class
education:
 Focus on well-rounded education
 Collaboration
 Life-long learning
 Critical thinking
 Focus on soft skills
 Language immersion program
 Big History Project course
 “Maker space” at the library
 Music programs
 Diversified learning
 Learning outside of the classroom
 Experience-based learning
 Geo-education/Geo-literacy
 Keep extra-curricular activities available to students
 Project-based learning
 Individualized attention
 Programs for underperforming/at-risk students
 After school study programs
 Programs for gifted and talented students
 IB and AP classes
 Promote dual enrollment opportunities
 Train job-ready students
 Apprenticeship program
 Career-based learning
 Skilled trade education
 CTE high school
 Mentorship programs
 Implement a “skill center” where a high school student could obtain a CNA or other
certification upon graduation
 Teachers
 Attract and retain qualified teachers
 Evaluate teacher performance
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 Pay teachers well
Focus on early education
 “Midland Promise” where all children have the opportunity to participate in a quality
preschool program
 Preschool for all 4 year olds
 Start STEM education in preschool
A Science Academy for all ages
Environmental education in all grades
Mandatory community service
Common Core curriculum vs local education alternative(s)?
Reduce class size
Consolidate school districts
Implement truancy programs
Expand the Midland County Career and College Access Network
Get community members (doctors at Mid-Michigan and PhD’s from Dow) more involved
Utilize vacant schools for other activities
Year-round education and/or longer days
Investment in facilities/infrastructure
College scholarship program (similar to the Kalamazoo Promise)
Improve access to technology
Private sector support of technology in schools
Adult education programs
Life-long learning initiatives
Enhance education funding (and make more stable)
Focus on special education
Involve parents
Promote and empower families to educate their children
Focus on public schools
Charter schools
Limit testing
Utilize and expand community resources such as library and Chippewa Nature Center
Mobile libraries to enhance access to educational materials

Bold Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. The following education-related
ideas were proposed:
 Full scholarship awards to every student who graduates and meets the appropriate
criteria, from any school system within Midland County to a Michigan University (like
Kalamazoo did)
 Something like The Rock, but in the center of town
 Institute a universal quality preschool program (a.k.a., the “Midland Promise”) for all
Midland County 3-5 year olds
 Science academy
 Exceptional schools that offer education for the whole child, not just STEM
 Ask retired Dow/DCC chemists to teach chemistry to high school students on a
volunteer/ rotational basis
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Develop, build, and open a CTE high school
Skill center/career center for youth
Radical changes in education
Real, cutting edge world class schools, based on common sense and making a real
difference
Rethink how the MPS system works, focusing on a combination of STEM and technical
training so all students feel like they have a place and they are all on equal ground
Have corporations, foundations and the schools working together to provide a worldclass education and after school experience for the children of Midland
Trade school/ college
Recognition that not all residents are college bound and offer skilled trade education in
schools
Midland, Bullock Creek and Meridian School work toward integration to be one
Funding for school technology and security
Education for all. I feel like that is one thing that Midland does extremely well and I want
to make sure Midland continues to be on the forefront
Greater resources or schools and youth programs. Kids are the future for our city
Let school staff evaluate administrators
Keep local schools, and people have more pride in their smaller community. Larger is
not always better
Programs that help students in difficult situations finish their education though support
The implementation of a high-tech, high-end career and trades center. The schools need
to stop pushing kids away from the trades
Return schools to their historical excellence

Implementation Responsibility
A large portion of survey respondents thought the school systems should primarily be
responsible for implementing the education KPA initiatives. Some respondents thought the
Midland Public Schools district should be responsible, while others thought parents or a
representative committee should be responsible for implementation. The following table shows
what the different parties respondents thought should be responsible for implementing
education initiatives.
Table 7: Responsibility for implementing the Education initiatives
Responsible Party
School systems
Midland Public Schools
Parents
Community member committee
Local Government
Teachers
Midland County ESA
Businesses

Number of Respondents
43
27
14
11
6
5
5
3

Meeting in a Box participants identified the following when asked who should be responsible for
implementing education initiatives:
 Schools
 Teachers
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Students
Parents
Midland Area Community Foundation
Midland County ESA
Midland County Career and College Access Network
MPS
Business leaders
Local government
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Key Performance Area: Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and
Environment
Descriptive Statement:
Improve the quality of life for all residents of Midland County through a green community,
connected both physically and virtually. A well informed and connected community is an
engaged and vibrant community.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Form Public/private partnership to develop wireless access points that cover all areas of
the County (including free internet)
• Develop a single, integrated, reliable and “green” public transportation (route system
with real-time technology
• Expand the current non-motorized trail system for safe travel

Reaction to the Descriptive Statement and Proposed Initiatives
A total of 85% of survey respondents did not recommend any changes to the statement or
initiatives. The main issue of respondents who did comment was the focus on “green.” A total of
13 respondents thought the phrase was vague or that “green” should not be the community’s
focus. A total of six respondents thought this KPA was too lofty because the initiatives would be
too expensive and another two respondents wanted to delete this KPA altogether. Additionally,
four respondents wanted to delete “free internet” from the wireless access point initiative. Two
respondents took issue with whether public transportation should be a priority for a community
of its size. Only one respondent took issue with these focus areas being combined into one
KPA.
Some of the concepts survey respondents would like to see incorporated into the statement
include: transportation planning, community food initiatives, include outlying areas, infrastructure
funding and maintenance, recycling, and water. Additionally, some respondents indicated that
they would like to see the language changed in the following ways:
 Add “affordable” and “comprehensive” when describing public transportation
 Change "through" to "by promoting" or "by providing"
 Replace “non-motorized system” with “public transportation system”
 Delete the first sentence
 Delete the second sentence
 Change language to include visitors rather than limiting to “residents”
 "Develop a single, integrated, reliable, accessible, and "green" public transportation
system”
Meeting in a Box participants made the following comments about the descriptive statement
and/or proposed initiatives:
 "We are an engaged, well-informed, vibrant and active community”
 Replace the word “green” with “sustainable”
 Second sentence not needed"
 Create separate Environment KPA (better aligns with recreation opportunities)
 Do not need free wireless internet
 Priority should be transportation
 Infrastructure and technology necessary to create jobs
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Neighborhoods
Underground wires
Add focus on rivers
Plan for the future of outlying areas of county, such as Larkin Township. Make
provisions for sidewalks, parks, schools, bike paths, shopping, restaurants so that these
can be nice places as they grow.

Initiatives
Nearly 100 survey respondents and some Meeting in a Box participants suggested initiatives to
improve the physical and virtual connectivity of the community:
 Create a bike/walk friendly community
 More paved pathways
 Maintain sidewalks
 Provide bike racks
 Improve maintenance of trails during the winter
 Bike share program
 Move bike lanes to outlawns for safety
 Keep bikes and cars separate whenever possible
 Education
 Encourage condensed development
 Community activities (runs, rides, etc.)
 Have paths go under/over roads
 Enforce cyclist traffic laws
 Maps and signage
 Improve lighting
 Add benches
 Heated walkways and tunnels
 Expand bike path in the Mall Area and to and from City Forest
 Bike safety education (for drivers and riders)
 Raised and colored curbs next to lanes
 Emergency call boxes on the rail trail
 Connect the rail trail systems of Midland/Saginaw/Bay City, etc. more into a single
network
 Connect rail trail to Sanford Lake
 Improve public transportation
 Reliable, efficient, and economical public transportation system
 Taxi services
 Real-time route system technology
 Zip cars
 Find grants
 Understand issues with Dial a Ride
 Transportation for low income, those with disabilities, seniors, etc.
 Expand choices for late night rides to decrease incidents of drunk driving
 Transportation to social services center
 Make rivers more easily accessible by the public for recreation as the Access to
Recreation launches have done
 Promote carpools
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Solar energy
Heated underground water pipes
Future is Midland, Bay City, Saginaw growing together with an airport in the middle.
Public parks better maintained
Safety of dams above the City
Interface with technology leaders at universities
Technology training and education programs
Enhance connectivity
 Provide access to public computers
 Expand fiber
 Bring low-cost internet services to the area
 Completive high-speed broadband availability
Integrate the library and all government public data
Develop downtown to move away from mall
Target mall area for traffic solutions
Community gardening
Microfarming
Solar and wind energy

Bold Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. The following transportation,
infrastructure, technology, and environment-related ideas were proposed:
 Accessible and user friendly transportation system
 An around-the-clock bus system
 Build separate paths (separate from streets) for non-motorized transportation
 Streetcars
 Help young kids see biking as cool
 Rent a bike/bike share
 Create service drives for mall area like Holland MI to allow unimpeded traffic flow
 Green path, bike trail right down center of city
 Fix Eastman road by the mall so traffic isn't crazy and unorganized
 Improve and add more access points on/off Highway 10, allow more growth along
highway. Make Midland more visible from the highway so people do not drive by
 Reestablishing the Circle as a true traffic circle
 Reliable, green and cheap/very low cost public transportation
 Establish a green boulevard/corridor/park between Ashman and Todd streets, extending
from downtown (Grove St.) to the circle, connecting the circle to downtown.
 Better road system by the Midland Mall. Eastman Mall congestion is negative at
different times during the year.
 Move toward enhancement and utilization of natural resources and green initiatives
 Becoming more green
 Clean up toxic areas
 Green energy
 Become the leader in renewable energy by committing to replacing fuel burning sources
with renewables to decrease dependence on non-local sources of energy and bring new
industry to Midland
 Have gardens on every block
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Become more green
Push to help people become more energy efficient and enhance renewable energy
Smoke-free playgrounds and recreation areas
More community gardening - encourage self-sufficiency
Free, community-wide Wi-Fi
Free internet for all of Midland County
World class broadband availability, speed at a fair cost
Free internet

Implementation Responsibility
A majority of the survey respondents agreed that local governments should be responsible for
implementing the initiatives associated with this KPA. The following table shows the different
parties respondents thought should be responsible for implementing transportation,
infrastructure, technology, and environment initiatives.
Table 8: Responsibility for implementing the Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and
Environment initiatives
Responsible Party
Local government
A representative committee
Public
Businesses

Number of Responses
43
8
5
3

Meeting in a Box participants identified the following when asked who should be responsible for
implementing transportation, infrastructure, technology, and environment initiatives:
 Neighborhood associations
 Foundations
 Local Government
 Business Leaders
 Presumably, the transportation departments in place in the city and county
 A representative committee
 Parks and Recreation Advisors
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Key Performance Area: Arts and Culture
Descriptive Statement:
Midland: A community of leisure time opportunities for a diverse, multi-generational local
citizenry which also serves to attract visitors.
Proposed Initiatives:
 Develop the River Front into a multi-use community center which includes an outdoor
amphitheater (Challenging to use the river front because of bi-annual flood cycles)
 Develop a coordinated calendar of events in the community
 Follow recreational trends to introduce new offerings

Reaction to the Descriptive Statement and Proposed Initiatives
A total of 71 survey respondents commented on the descriptive statement, which means 87% of
respondents did not suggest any changes to the statement or the initiatives. Among the
comments, respondents overwhelmingly took issue with the River Front initiative, suggesting
that the community center not be limited to that location. Also, two respondents noted that the
community is already quite strong in this area, questioning the need for it to be a KPA.
Table 9: Reactions to descriptive statement and initiatives for the Arts and Culture KPA
Category
Do not limit to the River Front
Awareness of events
Activities for teens
Affordability of events
Does not need to be a KPA

Number of Responses
17
4
3
3
2

A total of 19 survey respondents commented on the wording of this KPA. Many people took
issue with the terms “leisure time opportunities” and “multi-generational local citizenry”. For
example:
 Reword "community of leisure time opportunities"
 “A community of diverse recreational activities for a multi-generational population.”
 “Create a culture of diversity through arts, culture, and leisure activities that enhance the
quality of life."
 Replace “citizenry which” with “citizenry, which”
 A community that has leisure time....
 Change "now" to "new". Providing greater access to athletic/outdoor activities
 Change “now” offerings to “new” offerings.
 change the word citizenry to something else
 Replace "multi-generational local citizenry" with "population"
 Replace “leisure time” with “leisure-time”
 Add in “recreation” and/or “healthy lifestyles”
 Add "offers" before "opportunities"
 Replace "leisure time opportunities" with "recreation"
 Delete “multi-generational”
 Change “diverse” to “diversified”
 Include the words "art and culture" to the statement
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"A community rich in arts and culture..."

Meeting in a Box participants made the following comments about the descriptive statement
and/or proposed initiatives:
 Replace “multi-generational local citizenry”
 Replace “leisure time”
 Rename “Arts, Culture and Entertainment”
 Add “for all” to show focus on accessibility
 Shorten
 Recreation does not fit in this KPA
 “A community of arts and culture offering diverse opportunities for residents and visitors
of all ages”
 Do not need another community center or amphitheater
 Expand amenities or provide better location Farmer’s Market location to increase draw
 Think regionally to limit duplication of offerings
 Add focus on Midland’s mid-century modern architecture

Initiatives
A total of 90 survey respondents and some Meeting in a Box participants suggested initiatives
that would help distinguish Midland’s art and cultural opportunities from other communities.
Additionally, many community members supported the coordinated calendar of events initiative.
For example:
 Bring entertainment to Midland
 Attract acts and events
 Attract businesses
 Host music festivals and more special events where we can bring in visitors
 Bring in some of the festivals and concerts that Bay City gets
 Expand offerings
 Survey community to see what types of activities they want
 Launch a 'Natural Science Festival'
 More events targeting teens and young professionals
 Edgier art
 Winter activities
 Community kayak/canoe shed
 Coordinate separate fireworks efforts into one large display
 Build on existing base through Matrix: Midland with a creative lecture/science series
 Make downtown a destination for entertainment
 Coordinate so multiple events do not occur on the same weekend
 Celebrate Midland Program
 Make available information about Chinese school, Indian school
 Improve quality and content of workshops and summer camps and performances and
cultural offerings
 Encourage volunteer participation and programming
 Bring Bradley House, Dow Museum & Doane Museum into the flow of other activities
 Outdoor auditorium
 Developing river front in downtown (model after Bay City's impressive waterfront usage)
 Have art for all in locations around town like downtown, parks, etc.
 Capitalize on Midland as a science town (Science Institutes, museums, etc.)
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Affordability of events
Develop/utilize the River Front
Revitalize history museum and extend parks to museum
Create a central, signature area
Market Midland for its arts and cultural events
Increase event awareness and publicity
Financial support of MCFTA
Look beyond local borders
Host an event like River Days to raise money for social services agencies
Address parking issues/misperceptions

Bold Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. The following arts and culturerelated ideas were proposed:
 Build a food truck depot by Loons stadium (model Traverse City)
 Create a more vibrant downtown and expand residential options
 “Pure Midland” campaign
 More public parks and pools
 New community center in downtown midland
 Initiate more active community festivals that will draw in people from beyond the region and
expose them to what Midland as a community has to offer
 Hire a Star Architect and build a world class Performing Arts Center, so that all the people
you go to Detroit to see the DSO and other groups perform, decide to go to Midland instead
 More things to do for college students and college graduates
 Reputation for access to outdoor activities (as Seattle and Denver have)
 Create an amusement park
 Midland needs new businesses, such as restaurants and ethnic grocery stores, non-chain
restaurants, Costco, etc.

Implementation Responsibility
Local government was the most common answer when survey respondents were asked who
should have primary responsibility for implementing arts and culture initiatives. The following
table shows the different parties respondents thought should be responsible for implementation.
Table 10: Responsibility for implementing the Arts and Culture initiatives
Responsible Party
Local government
MCFTA
Private sector
Downtown Development Authority
A representative committee
Midland Community Center
Private sector
Chamber of Commerce

Number of Responses
24
12
4
4
3
2
2
2

Meeting in a Box participants identified the following when asked who should be responsible for
implementing arts and culture initiatives:
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Great Lakes Bay Regional Arts Alliance group
Midland Center for the Arts
Chamber of Commerce
The Midland Area Marketing Partnership
Parks and Recreation Advisors
Residents
Business leaders
Downtown Development Authority
Convention Visitors Bureau
Local Government
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Key Performance Area: Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental
and Physical Health
Descriptive Statement:
To create a community where all individuals and families thrive by means of a comprehensive
and coordinated pathway of accessible services and support for basic needs.
Proposed Initiatives:
 Develop a system for all service organizations to coordinate efforts
 Create a central intake with advocacy and decentralized services
 Develop a comprehensive plan of action towards self sufficiency

Reaction to the Descriptive Statement and Proposed Initiatives
A total of 92% of survey respondents did not suggest any changes to the statement or
initiatives. Of the 41 respondents that commented on the descriptive statement, six of those
comments related to specific wording changes:
 Change “mental health” to “behavioral health”
 "Midland is where people thrive with coordinated support when needed"
 Replace "thrive"
 Add “for children, youth, and adults alike”
 Add “have the opportunity to thrive” after “families”
 Replace "thrive" with "sufficient" or adequate" or "necessary"
Four survey respondents indicated they would like to see efforts in the areas of this KPA be
more coordinated, with one respondent recommending a centralized point of access to
volunteer opportunities. Additionally, four respondents would like to see coordination and
promotion of nonprofit and faith-based efforts to help. Respondents were also interested in
seeing the term “self-sufficiency” in the descriptive statement. The following table shows the
survey respondents’ reactions to the descriptive statement and/or initiatives.
Table 11: Reactions to descriptive statement and initiatives for the Social Services, Poverty, Housing,
and Mental and Physical Health KPA
Category
Coordinate efforts
Nonprofits/Faith-Based Organizations
Emphasize self-sufficiency
Vague
Simplify
Substance abuse services
Housing
Not realistic

Number of Responses
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2

Meeting in a Box participants made the following comments about the descriptive statement
and/or proposed initiatives:
 Replace “thrive” with "needs are met"
 Stop sentence after “thrive”
 Add "affordable"
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Remove “individuals and families”
Remove “social services” to shorten
Develop and expand services for mental health as an important focus
Determinants of health
Poverty is the principal driving force of most, if not all, social problems
Provide an integrated and comprehensive approach to addressing immediate needs
while simultaneously investing in breaking dependence on societal
“…and support for basic needs on the way to self-sufficiency.”
Central intake already exists
Interfaith initiatives toward cooperation to meet welfare needs
Replace “comprehensive plan of action toward self-sufficiency” with “create an
environment in which people are motivated and empowered to become self-sufficient”
Do not want to foster more dependency
Preserve human dignity
Combine first and second initiatives

Initiatives
Multiple survey respondents recommended a team of experts draft the initiatives for this KPA.
However, other respondents presented the following initiatives to be implemented to ensure
Midland is a place where all members of the community thrive:
 Preventative services like youth sports, arts, music above basic needs
 Focus on assistance with long-term benefits over meeting emergency needs (hand up
not hand out)
 Centralized intake would just duplicate 211
 Affordable housing
 Pay for achieving outcomes, not just providing services
 Services for the homeless
 Transportation
 Address drug problems
 Survey to understand needs
 Address responsiveness of social workers
 Public/non-profit joint initiatives
 Coordinated low-income housing efforts
 Mentoring partnerships
 Financial support of mental health services
 Address issues of foster care
 Education for people to eat right and stay healthy
 Needle exchange program
 Population health management/whole person care
 Program to hire people to teach them job skills
 Coordinate with schools to provide services to children
 Affordable community center
 Extend services outside the City of Midland
 Revitalize Newcomers Association to help people integrate into the community
 Programs to counteract violence in the media
 Continue pilot programs to increase student attendance
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Programs to understand why young people are using drugs and to educate them on the
consequences of drug use
Person-centered plans of action
Solicit input from the people in need of help
Coordinate churches and 211
Rapid housing for the homeless with the parameter being that the person would have
support for the issues that led to the homelessness
Shelter or housing for youth and young adults separate from housing for more mature
adults
Primary care for those that are indigent or Medicaid recipients
Create employment opportunities for special need students without high school diplomas
Database to determine exactly the needs and where to find them
Year-round school
Bring services to students while at school
Reduce stigma for mental health services
Create community land bank to make conditions livable
Create jobs outside of the city where people can afford to live (but don’t have
transportation)

Bold Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. The following social services,
poverty, housing, and mental and physical health-related ideas were proposed:
 Centralized pathway for those seeking services such as housing, physical health, mental
health, etc.
 Develop ways to address current issues associated with poverty (including
underemployment)
 Assurance that no Midland County child/family is hungry
 Build an apartment building for challenged mental health people similar to the Riverside
Housing. Apartments with limited supervision. Grand Rapids has a revived hotel like this. I
saw this recently on TV "Under the Radar, Michigan"
 Educate employers about the advantages of hiring people with disabilities/special needs.
 Helping our county's poor out of poverty
 Living in Midland for 34 years, I have many, many people trying to survive day to day. If a
mentoring program is initiated in Midland, I know for certain that we would be on the right
track. Utilizing our schools that are closed would be a great beginning. We could use the
class rooms to mentor in areas such as domestic skills, child care, and so on.
 Full support and funding for prenatal and early childhood services for highest need families
 More focus on the people in the lower socio-economic levels. Midland is predominantly a
community for the upper middle class and the rich
 Central Social Service intake facility
 Give homes to the homeless
 Provide free medical care
 Collaborative social services center that encompasses all of these performance areas
 Develop more programs to involve elderly and youth in the community and make them feel
more attached and invested in Midland
 Low income housing and rapid housing initiatives
 Create senior housing where pets are allowed
 Affordable housing and transportation for the disadvantaged
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Inclusive affordable housing that is intermixed with higher-end housing. Intellectually
disabled people have very low incomes, but that does not mean that they should be
relegated to run-down, unsafe subsidized housing or having to live with a houseful of people
in order to afford a decent home
Housing initiatives such as the program in Utah where homeless people are given homes
Providing affordable housing options for all Midland residents. Lack of housing is so
detrimental to mental and physical health and could reduce crime and many other issues.
Promote healthy choices/lifestyles
Health education
Initiatives from PBS/ Dr. Richard Jackson's "Designing Healthy Communities”
Provide opportunities for health and wellness in a natural environment

Implementation Responsibility
Local government was the most common answer when survey respondents were asked who
should have primary responsibility for implementing Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and
Mental and Physical Health initiatives. Respondents also recognized that there are many groups
working in this space already and some respondents answered that those groups should be
responsible for implementation. The following table shows the different parties respondents
thought should be responsible for implementation.
Table 12: Responsibility for implementing the Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and
Physical Health initiatives
Responsible Party

Local Government
Existing groups
Faith-Based Organizations
United Way
Service Agencies
Whole Community
Representative committee

Number of Responses

10
6
5
4
4
2
2

Meeting in a Box participants identified the following when asked who should be responsible for
implementing social services, poverty, housing, an mental and physical health initiatives:
 Mid Gladwin Mental Community Mental Health
 United Way
 211
 Faith Community
 Mid-Michigan Health
 Businesses
 Continuum of Care
 Agencies already working in this area
 Local government
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Key Performance Area: Youth Retention and Engagement
Descriptive Statement:
The Midland community is the BEST place for children and youth to build and realize their
hopes and dreams.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Prepare students for real life (real life skill building)
• Develop activities for youth (things to do Friday and Saturday nights
• Engage young leaders (Youth search conference/summit, millennial roundtable,
mentorship program with community leaders, etc.)

Reaction to the Descriptive Statement and Proposed Initiatives
A total of 89% of survey respondents did not recommend any changes to the descriptive
statement. The following table shows the categories of the general comments about the
descriptive statement, by frequency.
Table 13: Reactions to the descriptive statement and initiatives for the Youth Retention and
Engagement KPA
Category
Add focus on families
Ensure all children are included
Youth need meaningful work
Youth need real leadership opportunities
Youth need employment
Add mentorship programs

Number of Responses
4
3
2
2
2
2

Eight survey respondents took issue with the word “best,” with many recommending it not be
capitalized. The following comments about the phrasing of the statement were also made:
 “Children and youth” is redundant
 “…best place for our children to live, play, build and realize their hopes and dreams.”
 "all children"
 Remove "to build”
 Remove an "and"
 Replace “hopes and dreams” with “vision”
 Replace “the best” with “a great”
 Add “striving to be” before “the best”
 Not worthy of an independent KPA. Consider moving under Education KPA or at least
expand to include retention of young professionals
 Replace “the best” “a great place”
 There is so much to do already in Midland
 It is not a bad thing for people to move away
 Instill a home town feeling, versus chaining people down. This is about building a sense of
place
 Stop pandering to youth. Instead encourage them to volunteer and/or get jobs
 Change wording in the third initiative to "mentorship program/peer mentoring”
 First bullet needs action (internships, service learning opportunities, etc.)
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Initiatives
Many survey respondents noted that the youth engagement and education KPAs have a lot in
common and will need to be coordinated. Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants
proposed the following initiatives to make Midland the best place for children and youth to build
and realize their hopes and dreams:
 Ask youth what they want and avoid having adults plan events in a vacuum
 Formal job shadowing program
 Employment opportunities
 Encourage local businesses to hire students part-time during the school year
 Service opportunities
 Youth groups
 Access to MCFTA programs despite ability to pay
 Mentoring programs such as Big Brothers Big Sisters
 Control illegal drug use
 Goal-setting classes
 Activities that cross school borders
 Raise awareness that help is available
 Promote programs
 Do not ignore non-STEM students
 Quality technical education
 Community workshops to teach technology skills (3D printing, etc.)
 Extend activities beyond the City limits
 Provide quality play areas
 Venue where youth can showcase talents
 Sports
 Transportation services
 Sibling child care services
 Academic academy
 Prepare students for real life
 Promote healthy intergenerational relationships
 Better activities (better movie theater, additional swimming facility, indoor sports facility, etc.)
 Elementary school librarians and counselors
 Get youth involved early
 Encourage youth groups to take on projects in the community
 Afterschool programs
 Tutoring and educational plans for children with disabilities
 Support existing programs
 Engage and empower parents
 Children’s museum for hands-on learning
 Provide specialized health care services to youth
 Develop programs for at risk youth
 Good parenting programs
 Build awareness/promote existing programs and events
 Activities for youth during the week
 Add character building to ”engage young leaders“ initiative
 More high school coops
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More activities for average and at-risk students
Offer more college credits in high school
Encourage more parental involvement
Have a committee in the schools taking surveys and polls (high school and college)
Start a “Come Back Initiative” for young professionals who leave
Make youth feel connected and attached to their community
More opportunities for physical exercise
Offer opportunities to "try on" different careers, so youth know what there is out there
Use existing recreational programs to develop programs specific to this cause, and allocate
proper funding to support it
Mandatory community service
Summer school “skill center” programs
Clubs that emphasize physical activity goals (race preparation, etc.)
Identify existing activities and coordinate so all programs flourish
Build positive character traits among youth (particularly activities that encourage creative,
organized, and faith-based development)

Bold Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. The following youth
engagement and retention-related ideas were proposed:
 Greater Midland needs to focus on retaining young adults
 Youth involvement
 Doing more for the kids and youth in Midland
 Large scholarship program or loan repayment help for those who stay or move here
 Invest in a long term development where young bright people are given unique
opportunities to collaborate and serve others with available technology - sponsored by
Dow and DC

Implementation Responsibility
The schools were the most common answer when survey respondents were asked who should
have primary responsibility for implementing youth retention and engagement initiatives. The
following table shows the different parties respondents thought should be responsible for
implementation.
Table 14: Responsibility for implementing the Youth Retention and Engagement initiatives
Responsible Party
Schools
Parents
Local Government
Midland Community Center
Youth
Businesses
Churches
The Rock Youth Center
A representative committee
Chamber of Commerce

Number of Responses
22
9
9
8
7
7
7
3
2
2
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Meeting in a Box participants identified the following when asked who should be responsible for
implementing youth retention and engagement initiatives:
 Nonprofits (ROCK and others)
 Churches
 Teachers
 Midland Area Chamber of Commerce (YEA program)
 Legacy Center
 Midland Young Professionals
 Businesses
 Parents
 Youth
 Local Government
 Churches
 Youth-serving agencies
 Community centers
 MCFTA
 Schools
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Key Performance Area: Public Safety
Descriptive Statement:
Community safety must be a productive effort and an ongoing community responsibility
involving the co-operation and trust among public safety officials and the general public to
provide an environment where all involved are safe to pursue their dreams and interests.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Enhance substance abuse education and enforcement
• Utilize social media to enhance community security and perception of public safety
officials
• Continue to attract and keep highly educated and trained public safety personnel

Reaction to the Descriptive Statement and Proposed Initiatives
A total of 91% of survey respondents were comfortable with the descriptive statement and the
proposed initiatives and did not suggest any changes. Eleven respondents recommended
changes in the wording used in the statement, with nine of those respondents calling it verbose
and requesting that the language be simplified. Two respondents took issue with the
misalignment of the phrases (“must be a productive effort …and trust…”).
Seven respondents called for inclusion of education and engagement of both officers and
residents about mental illness and substance abuse.
Table 15: Reactions to the descriptive statement and initiatives for the Public Safety KPA
Category
Education and Engagement
Do not invest more in DARE
Transparency
Substance abuse treatment
Electronic surveillance

Number of Responses
8
3
3
3
2

Meeting in a Box participants made the following comments about the descriptive statement or
proposed initiatives:
 Replace "productive" with "collaborative"
 “Community where it’s safe to pursue dreams and interests”
 Is this KPA necessary as Midland is very safe
 Delete " all involved are safe to pursue their dreams and interests"
 Add “peacefully" after “safe to pursue their dreams and interests"
 Delete social media initiatives

Initiatives
Survey respondents recommended the following initiatives to make Midland a safer community:
 Kids
 Start early in schools
 Programs to help abused children
 Hold students accountable for behavior
 Drugs/Substance abuse
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Substance abuse – need identification, education, treatment, a community that
supports recovery
 Anonymous hotline for drug tips
 Discontinue DARE program
 Enhance hard drug substance abuse enforcement
 Have survivors share stories
Law Enforcement
 Focus on drugs rather than traffic violations
 Proactive/preventative enforcement
 Continued support of law enforcement in high schools
 Focus police attention on high-value work for the community
 Staff police force appropriately
 Attract and retain high quality public safety personnel
 Focus on friendliness of officers
 Limit amount of “fluff” initiatives
 Transparency of crime statistics and criminal activity
 Post weekly crime map
 Create a Facebook page
 Initiatives between public safety leadership and area nonprofits
 Increase face-to-face contact between public safety officials and residents to improve
perception
 Continue what Judge Allen does with youth
 Utilize alternative solutions to court system/jail/detention
 Offender rehabilitation efforts
 Use social media to alert citizens, solve crimes, and build positive relationships with
the community
 Greater emphasis on restorative justice (rehabilitative rather than punitive)
 Enhance enforcement of substance abuse violations
 Assist former offenders who are likely to re-offend without assistance in securing
employment and housing
 Regular updates and offers of training
 Regular suggestions for safety checks around the home
 Regular suggestions for first aid and emergency preparedness for families
Road safety
 Improve street lighting
 Traffic cameras would help deter unsafe driving behavior
 Road/traffic safety initiatives
 Decongest Eastman Road near the mall
Address potential obsolescence of volunteer firefighters
Address blight in townships
Promote Junior and safe neighborhood programs
Enhance fire safety inspection and fire awareness programs
Educate residents on how social media affects crime (ex: posting online when on
vacation)
Have sheriff's representative speak at township meetings on public safety
Education at a young age about safety issues involved in social media
Improve driving safety
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Improve emergency warning system
Encourage residents to create In Case of Emergency plans
Improve emergency preparedness
Promote policies that promote safe and stable families
Encourage block parties
Encourage community watch efforts and promote neighbors looking out for neighbors
(“neighboring”)
Initiatives to combat increase in violence
Hotline to report sexual abuse, bullying, and domestic violence
Electronic surveillance on streets
Make the rail trail and Tridge areas safer, particularly in the evenings
Light areas between Tridge/Emerson/Skate Park

Bold Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. The following public safetyrelated ideas were proposed:
 Addressing the opiate and heroin abuse of our youth and adults
 Better illicit drug enforcement

Implementation Responsibility
Law enforcement was the most common answer when survey respondents were asked who
should have primary responsibility for implementing Public Safety initiatives. The following table
shows the different parties respondents thought should be responsible for implementation.
Table 16: Responsibility for implementing the Public Safety initiatives
Responsible Party
Law Enforcement
Local Government
Schools
Residents
Businesses
Prosecutor’s Office
Churches

Number of Responses
38
13
7
5
2
2
2

Meeting in a Box participants identified the following when asked who should be responsible for
implementing public safety initiatives:
 Residents
 Law Enforcement
 Local Government
 Courts
 Businesses
 Public Safety Advisors
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Key Performance Area: Diversity
Descriptive Statement:
We are a multi-generational community that welcomes differences in nationality, culture, sexual
orientation, ethnicity, race, religion, and physical and mental abilities.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Create a mentorship program with retirees to utilize the talent and expertise of seniors
• Develop celebrations that illustrate our diversity (i.e. River Days celebrates all cultures
that contribute to our community)
• Ensure a stronger understanding and appreciation of diversity is integrated into our
schools

Reaction to the Descriptive Statement and Proposed Initiatives
A total of 92% of survey respondents did not recommend any changes to the descriptive
statement or proposed initiatives. Five respondents commented specifically on the wording
used:
 Replace the word "welcomes" with "respects"
 Delete everything after "differences"
 Replace categories with "the full extent of diversity"
 Add language about holding citizens accountable for discrimination and racism
 Replace the third initiative with "Integrate an appreciation of diversity into our schools
including direct inclusion of groups maligned today, such as non-Caucasians, Atheists,
Muslims, LBGT, etc., as well as field trips to the Ziibwing center"
Of the 32 respondents that did comment, the most common recommendations were to remove
sexual orientation and include gender. The following table shows the different categories
comments fell into, by frequency.
Table 17: Reactions to the descriptive statement and initiatives for the Diversity KPA
Category
Remove sexual orientation
Include gender
Diversity is not a class
Do not categorize differences
Not realistic
Make events inclusive
Include diversity of thought
Educate adults
International perspectives

Number of
Responses
5
5
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

Meeting in a Box participants made the following comments about the descriptive statement
and/or proposed initiatives:
 Rename Diversity and Citizenship
 Do not list categories
 Delete “multi-generational”
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Add age to list or add “regardless of age”
Senior-focused initiatives do not fit in this area
Delete “sexual orientation”

Initiatives
Survey respondents suggested the following initiatives to engage a more diverse cross-section
of the community:
 Organizations
 Support local affinity groups
 Midland Multifaith Center
 PFLAG group
 Leverage existing diversity clubs at Dow, Dow Corning, Chinese, Indian
communities, etc.
 Events
 Nationality celebrations
 Events showcasing diversity
 Community-wide cultural awareness “fair” where the various representatives could
demonstrate ethnic arts, culture, foods, etc.
 Celebrate everyone rather than singling out groups for celebration
 Extend River Days and make it more inclusive
 Partner with the City of Saginaw
 Encourage the Tri-Cities Pride festival to consider relocating to Midland
 Cultural family days at the Tridge
 Interfaith celebrations and cooperation
 Establish a multi-factor “diversity index” that measures how the community is
progressing with diversity on the basis of ethnic origin, race, gender, age, marital status,
etc.
 Add programs to emphasize what we have as Americans: freedom, opportunities and
optimism
 More diverse food options are needed in Midland
 Culture clubs in schools and community exist and can be promoted and expanded
 Install “Welcome to Midland” signs
 Schools could host more cultural events and "culture parties" for children
 Education campaigns to promote understanding
 Adults need to be included in the discussion of the importance of diversity
 Attract diverse people
 Retain diverse people
 Adoption of a nondiscrimination policy and civil rights ordinance by the City Council
 Welcome new members of the community
 Promote cultural awareness of different ethnic groups
 Record the stories of Midland’s seniors
 Encourage students to talk openly about (and celebrate) differences
 House immigrant children in Midland
 Determine whether zoning laws result in unintended diversity issues
 Need diversity in preschools
 Get seniors in teaching and mentoring others in the community
 Ethnic restaurants help people learn about other cultures
 Community trainings about social determinants and racism
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Encourage neighborhood cohesion

Bold Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. The following diversity-related
ideas were proposed:
 Hold a gay pride parade
 Become an LGBT-friendly community
 Less focus on conservative teaching
 Appreciation of diverse beliefs and thinking
 Diversity training/initiatives for the local middle and high schools - something
experiential, so that youth have a personal experience with understanding the
importance not just of tolerance, but acceptance of and celebration of all differences.
 Embracing diversity
 Midland Multifaith Center
 Make Midland open to diverse people. Add diversity/Ziibiwing to River Days.
 Leadership in LGBT civil rights. Greater inclusiveness on this planning committee
 Make a pinnacle effort to eliminate racism and homophobia
 Increased awareness of minorities, beginning at the youngest level in the schools,
provide programs to increase awareness to the general population

Implementation Responsibility
Local government was the most common answer when survey respondents were asked who
should have primary responsibility for implementing Diversity initiatives. Schools and all
residents were also common answers. The following table shows the different parties
respondents thought should be responsible for implementation.
Table 18: Responsibility for implementing the Diversity initiatives
Responsible Party
Local government
Schools
All citizens
A representative committee
Businesses
Parents
Churches
Senior organizations

Number of Responses
8
7
6
5
3
2
2
2

Meeting in a Box participants identified the following when asked who should be responsible for
implementing diversity initiatives:
 Cultural Awareness Committee at the Midland Area Community Foundation
 Local Government
 Residents
 A representative committee
 Minorities
 Schools
 Businesses
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Key Performance Area: Community Leadership
Descriptive Statement:
Midland is a community with extraordinary leaders from different walks of life who collaborate to
create the success that the community enjoys.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Ensure continued exposure and training for existing leadership
• Develop a Community Service Board of Directors
• Develop a mentorship program

Reaction to the Descriptive Statement and Proposed Initiatives
A total of 93% of survey respondents did not recommend any changes to the statement or
proposed initiatives. Of the 30 respondents that commented, four respondents did not like the
use of the work “extraordinary” and two respondents recommended rewording “create the
success that the community enjoys.” Another respondent recommended replacing the
descriptive statement with the following: "Midland's leaders collaborate to build the community
we enjoy."
A total of eight respondents took issue with the reference to diversity, some saying it is
unnecessary to be included here since there is a separate KPA dedicated to diversity, and some
saying that the statement does not represent reality. Multiple respondents stated they would
prefer not to have another board created, instead opting to empower existing boards. The
following table shows the number and category of frequent comments.
Table 19: Reactions to descriptive statement and initiatives for the Community Leadership KPA
Category
Diversity
Clarify
Empower existing boards
More opportunities for leadership

Number of Responses
8
3
3
2

Meeting in a Box participants made the following comments about the descriptive statement
and/or proposed initiatives:
 Change statement to be more inclusive, not attributing success to an elite few
 Vague
 Start with “Midland has extraordinary leaders…” (leave out the first community)
 Need to continue drawing leaders to midland and to get involved in the community
 Clarify the purpose of the Community Service Board of Directors
 Replace first initiative with “Seek exposure and training for existing leadership”
 Add focus on recruiting
 Senior mentoring would fit better than under Diversity KPA
 Leadership seems to be scattered
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Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants recommended the following initiatives be
implemented to continue to cultivate leaders in the community:
 Let seasoned leaders in the community know their skillsets are valued and put them to
work
 Bring leaders to speak to the community
 Cultivate opportunities for diverse leaders
 Expand Leadership Midland program
 Expand Leadership Midland Alumni Association activities and engagement
 Provide youth with leadership training opportunities and start early
 Greater access for residents to take part in local government
 Increase visibility and accessibility of existing leaders
 Leadership recognition ceremonies/awards
 County-wide leadership board
 Programs to help people identify themselves as leaders
 Expand leadership by engaging newer leaders in leading Midland: Exploring Our Future
initiatives
 Encourage each group in the community (Red Cross, Midland Foundation, etc.) to raise
new leaders
 Expand beyond an "inner circle" of leaders
 Grow the next generation of leaders
 Have leaders communicating back out to the residents
 Leadership forums/programs for youth through schools.
 Continue to solicit input from the community as people will then be more likely to get
involved
 Improve education/training of township boards
 Term limits for City and Township Board members
 Cross-train so that community leaders can take time away to attend training
 Energy should be put into existing organizations and activities, versus creating new
boards
 To cultivate leaders, our community needs to provide the context for businesses to
remain as well as to locate here.
 “Pure Midland” campaign

Bold Initiatives
Survey respondents and Meeting in a Box participants were asked to propose one bold initiative
that they believe would be transformational for Greater Midland. The following community
leadership-related ideas were proposed:
 Combine the City and County government into a single operation to reduce overlapped
services (eliminate duplicate police, road maintenance, parks & recreation organizations,
and mass transit operations)
 Lower taxes to make it affordable to live in Midland
 Make all records and actions by Government, Courts and Police open to the public at all
times
 For our leaders know what we as a community want, not just the people that observe us,
not just the people that vote. but the community itself
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Implementation Responsibility
Local government was the most common answer when survey respondents were asked who
should have primary responsibility for implementing Community Leadership initiatives, followed
by a committee of representatives and the Chamber of Commerce. The following table shows
the different parties respondents thought should be responsible for implementation.

Table 20: Responsibility for implementing the Community Leadership initiatives
Responsible Party
Local Government
A representative committee
Chamber of Commerce
Residents
Businesses
Leadership Midland
Proposed Community Service Board

Number of Responses
7
5
5
4
3
3
2

Meeting in a Box participants identified the following when asked who should be responsible for
implementing community leadership initiatives:
 Service clubs
 Midland Tomorrow
 Schools
 Chamber of Commerce
 Great Lakes Bay Leadership
 Leadership Midland Alumni
 Local government
 Business community
 Midland Area Community Foundation
 Leaders in Midland
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Attachment A: Community Feedback Survey Demographics
A total of 423 people responded to the online survey. The tables that follow detail the
demographic characteristics of survey respondents.
A total of 207 survey respondents provided their current zip code, which means that 49% of
respondents did not provide this information. Only 4% of respondents that answered the
question do not live in the Greater Midland Area.

Number of Respondents

120
98

100

79

80
60
40
20

12

1

3

4

48612

48623

48628

9

1

0
48640

48642

48652

48657

I do not
live in the
Greater
Midland
Area

Figure 3: Community Feedback Survey Respondents’ Current Zip Code

The following figure illustrates the length of time the survey respondents’ have resided in
Midland County. A total of 194 respondents answered this question. Over 80% of the
respondents that answered the question have lived in Midland County for more than five years.

8%
11%

Less than 2 years
3-5 years

49%

9%

6-10 years
11-20 years
21+ years

23%

Figure 4: Community Feedback Survey Respondents’ Length of Residence within Midland County
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As can be seen in the following figure, 92% of respondents own and 8% rent their homes.

Rent
8%

Own
92%

Figure 5: Community Feedback Survey Respondents’ Housing Situation

The following figure shows the percentage of respondents that own a business in Midland
County. Approximately 10% of respondents reported owning a business in the County.
Yes
10%

No
90%
Figure 6: Community Feedback Survey Respondents’ Business Ownership Status

A total of 22 respondents own a business in Midland County; the following figure shows how
long they have owned their Midland County business.
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7
6

6

Number of Respondents

6
5
4

4

4
3
2
2
1
0
Less than 2
years

3-5 years

6-10 years

11-20 years

21+ years

Figure 7: Community Feedback Survey Respondents’ Age of Business

The following figure illustrates the percentage of total survey responses received, grouped by
respondent age group.
7%

4% 0% 2%
17%
Under 18
18-24

15%

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
29%

65-74
75-84

26%

Figure 8: Community Feedback Survey Respondents’ by Age Group

The self-identified race of the survey respondents closely resembles the racial distribution of the
population of the County. While 94.5% of the Midland County population categorize themselves
as “White,” 95.9% of survey respondents categorize themselves as “White.” The following figure
shows the racial category that respondents stated best fits them.
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Korean
1
Black, African
American or
Negro
1

Other Asian
1
Other Pacific
Islander
1
Some Other
Race
4

White
189

Figure 9: Community Feedback Survey Respondents’ by Race

A total of six respondents indicated they were of Hispanic, Latin or Spanish origin. The following
figure shows the percentage of respondents that are of Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin.
1%2%

No
Yes, another Hispanic,
Latino or Spanish origin
Yes, Mexican, Mexican
American, Chicano

97%
Figure 10: Community Feedback Survey Respondents of Hispanic, Latino or Spanish Origin

Survey respondents were more educated than the general population of Midland. While 48% of
respondents had a graduate or professional degree, only 13% of Midland County residents have
that level of education. Also, while 37% of survey respondents had a Bachelor’s degree, only
19% of Midland County residents have that level of education. The following figure shows the
highest degree or level of education completed by the survey respondents.
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1% 1%
7%
Graduate or professional degree

6%

Bachelor’s degree
48%
Associate’s degree

37%

Some College, no degree
High School graduate
Less than 9th grade

Figure 11: Community Feedback Survey Respondents by Highest Degree or Level of School Completed
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Attachment B: Full Responses to Open Ended Questions
Table 21: Responses to the Question: Why or Why Not [Does the vision statement capture your vision
for the future of the Greater Midland Area]?
Responses to the Question: Why or Why Not [Does the vision statement capture your vision for
the future of the Greater Midland Area]?
"for all" - inclusion
"Pioneering" seems like such an "old" word, rather than something young and vibrant.
"Prosperity" seems too financially focused. The statement overall is too complex.
"Set the bar" is a trendy saying. I understand the intent, and like the rest of the statement. Just don't
like that specific wording.
"We set the bar" are not the words I would use
"We set the bar" sounds too strong.
a little long. Pioneering - good tie to previous themes
accepts responsibility for its future
All inclusive
All of the jobs that come to this town go to people from other countries.
Always moving forward, looking ahead
Awkward, doesn't ring. What is 21st century living?
Bars can be set low for some and high for others and prosperity isn't the only important thing in life.
Based on our history, we have blazed a trail for the future.
Because everyone should be prosperous, not a select few.
because it's for ALL
Because it’s never for all. everyone doesn't always get to enjoy the things midland offers due to
hardships, metal health and other reasons
But we are a long way away from this vision. It almost seems fake.
Clichéd ... It sort of sounds like it came from the 1960s.
Defines our time period and is inclusive to all residents
dislike "pioneering prosperity"
Do not believe Midland will "pioneer", not that innovative, not that change ready. Don't believe Midland
can be this, not that progressive. Even though it is a vision, do not believe that's really what is desired.
Do not like "set the bar"
Does not adequately describe a future state
does not seem realistic
Does note really sound like a vision statement and sounds dated
Doesn't flow
doesn't give any clue to the character of Midland
Doesn’t seem strong enough
Don't care for "set the bar"
Don't care for the word "prosperous"; too micro-focused on money.
Don’t know about it.
Don't like "pioneering prosperity"
don't like the word pioneering
Emphasis on the *all* portion
Even though it is not, it makes it sound contradictory by talking about pioneering and 21st century and
loses its meaning completely to me. In fact I can't really tell from that statement what you are trying to
convey
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Responses to the Question: Why or Why Not [Does the vision statement capture your vision for
the future of the Greater Midland Area]?
everyone deserves an opportunity to prosper
Financial success alone does not lead to happiness; the United States was not founded on guarantees
of economic advantage, but on opportunity and basic freedoms
For all
Growth is good. Being aware of needs of all in the community is better.
Having 2 world headquarters here leafs the way to this coming into fulfillment
high standards, universal standards (rather than just a few)
Hope the bar is set high :)
I believe in prosperity for all
I believe we all hope for people in the area to prosper and have access to opportunities so I like this
vision statement.
I do not like the word pioneering. midland is known as the city of modern inventors so it should
reference what we are known for.
I don't know what your definition of "prosperity for all" is.
I don't like "set the bar" or understand was "pioneering" prosperity is referencing
I don't see evidence now of many in the area being interested in "prosperity for all". What do you think
is going to change that will promote "prosperity for all" within our community?
I have always been impressed with resources this community has, especially for its size, for the
mentally ill, physically challenged, and others who need help living and working independently. ,
I like that is inclusive
I like that it says for all but "prosperity" implies financial well-being. I would like our vision to be broader
than that.
I like the "for all" part
I like the "prosperity for all." We have lots of income inequity issues that need to be addressed.
I like the idea, but the wording turns me off. And I'm not 100% certain that this explains us.
I like the inclusivity if the statement
I like the prosperity for all part. In addition, the 21st Century takes in technology as a key component.
I love our city
I said no because the vision statement sounds unrealistic and lofty for a small burgh/region such as
Midland/Great Lakes Bay Region when compared to other, more significant regions such as Chicago,
Boulder, Seattle. The area's economy needs more diversity as well.
I think I understand the intention; I don't care for the wording. The statement is not clear and is only a
string of clichés and vague words--"set the bar," "21st Century living," "prosperity for all."
I think it is a great view.
I think we are beyond the 21st century now.
I think we should emphasize meaningful lives over prosperity.
I would like to see a vision statement that at least hints at how this will be done.
I'd like to see Midland pioneer in prosperity for all. I would *really* like to see Midland's Chamber of
Commerce recommend locally owned businesses who are members over outsiders who aren't
members!
I'm not as interested in prosperity as I am in well-being.
I'm not sure that it is true.
I'm not sure what is meant by 21st Century Living. Do you mean using the internet and technology
more? How is this 21st Century Living defined? I would want words like:Engaged, Innovative,
Responsive, and Prosperous in my vision statement for Midland
I'm not sure what setting the bar means. Compared to who? I'm not sure I care how we rate with other
communities.
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Responses to the Question: Why or Why Not [Does the vision statement capture your vision for
the future of the Greater Midland Area]?
I'm not sure what this means
Increasing opportunities for prosperity improves the quality of life for the entire community.
It captures "all" people
It coveys positive progress
It does not. #1 To start with, my first reaction to the question was "what vision statement" - oh, that! um,
gotcha. #2 I like that you want prosperity "for all" #2 having $$ and no community supporting one
another seems a little empty. and #3t the "set the bar" sets a limit and #4 I would like to see us more
forward looking than anchoring our vision in the current century. Even though we will probably change
our vision before the 21st century is done, I think a better statement would be a timeless goal.
It feels limiting rather than open to possibilities.
It focuses on the entire community
It has a catchy title-"exploring" goes along with Dow
It includes everyone
It is a bunch of buzz words that probably only have meaning to a handful of individuals.
It is always good to have a "Goal"
It is forward looking, and especially because it is inclusive by saying "all" instead of "some", or
otherwise missing this important aspect.
It is inclusive.
It isn't in "plain English"... no one actually talks like that. "Pioneering prosperity"? This use of "pioneer"
is the eighth definition of the word, indicating it is not highly used or recommended usage.
It proposes that prosperity is for every person.
It remembers our past theme of Pioneers and is inclusive of tides rising all boats.
It seems a bit snobbish
It seems to include economic issues only. What about our schools? What about equal rights for LGBT
people and couples who wish to marry?
it sounds that one is only focused on the 21st Century instead of the all of the future
It sounds too financial. What is "pioneering prosperity?"
It speaks to the desire of the county to help and serve its residents
It speaks to the idea that not all within our community are prospering, whether educationally, financially
or the like.
It talks about the basic foundation of a town with 2 large innovative companies and a growing health
system
it would fit with continued help
It's a great vision statement if we can live up to it.
It's a worthy and honorable objective.
It’s not all about prosperity
It's not listed here.
It's not the city's responsibility to make it's residents prosper. It's up to the individual to do that.
It's simply untrue.
It's to business/gain feeling, Midland is more than just the economics, and it has history, family, and
community. I don't mind the vision, but I don't particularly like it either
It's vague enough but covers both our history of invention and innovation, and also our drive to take
care of all.
It's very lengthy and not very memorable.
Just seems a bit out of date in just how it is worded
Meaningless phrase
Midland county is one of the best in the State of MI
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Responses to the Question: Why or Why Not [Does the vision statement capture your vision for
the future of the Greater Midland Area]?
Midland has a lot of poverty though it is often denied.
midland is cutting edge
Midland, although a great community, seems less inclusive of minorities such as members of the LGBT
community.
Midland's greatest need is diversity.
Need to define the concept I'd 21st Century living as well as define the markers that describe
prosperity.
New jobs are vital
no clear definition of "prosperity"
No- don’t waste words; just: We pioneer prosperity for all.
No one uses the phrase set the bar anymore. if we are trying to be current, we should use current
language.
no reason
Not a well written statement
Not realistic. Cliché
not seeing any prosperity or "job creators"
not sure how you pioneer prosperity
not sure it is true "for all"
Not sure what pioneering prosperity means?
One needs to plan ahead, otherwise nothing gets done
People are still labeled
People watching out for each other -Leading to better things
Pioneering prosperity? Really? Only Dow execs are prosperous.
Pioneering prosperity?! Implies socialism?
Pioneering was what brought H Dow here???
Pioneering? Exactly what is that supposed to mean?
Preparing for the future is important
Projects a definitive positive goal for the people, places, and resources for the area...
Prosperity (which could be considered $ only) is a narrow metric.
Prosperity for "all" is not really attainable. Plus it sounds sort of Communist...
prosperity for all
Prosperity for all - we are invested in all community members and are a community of vast resources
and great generosity. Also "pioneering" captures the spirit of Midland and our history.
prosperity for all is not realistic there are a lot of poor people in this town
prosperity for ALL is of great importance
prosperity for all should be embraced and encouraged
Prosperity is not a good word to use in this economic climate
Prosperity meaning other attributes necessary for a good life.
Provides an overarching theme and describes the direction in which Midland is headed - and with what
purpose
Provides timelines and purpose
Rather vague, broad statements that could mean much or little... under each I would like to see more
detail.
Reference appears to be in reference to DOW, which is fine, but, ...not everyone who lives /moves here
are DOW connected. I think the statement/tag line seems dated. By the way, how are we pioneering
prosperity?
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Responses to the Question: Why or Why Not [Does the vision statement capture your vision for
the future of the Greater Midland Area]?
Right feel, forward looking, very inclusive
Seems hokey. "All" do not have prosperity. Is it worth spending money on stuff like this? Does it really
help the community move forward?
Seems too vague to me.
Seems very ambiguous.
Set the bar? You have to be kidding me, this is terrible. Pioneering prosperity? This is equally bad nd
to combine them together makes for a bad vision statement.
Set the bar? Pioneering? for all who toe the line?
Setting the bar filters out those that fall short.
Several surrounding communities already consider Midland to be affluent and prosperous
Short and sweet. These are tough to write so good work
Silly wording :)
Simple and to the point. Has Midland County and future in it.
some people have different ideas of prosperity
Some would question the word "prosperity" - and what is meant by that actually? I believe to many the
definition is narrow to mean financial and "stuff" prosperity. Quality of life and community with others is
much more important - after the basic needs of all are met - which isn't happening in the area, of
course.
Sort of:
Sounds centralist. Has a socialist tone to the statement
Sounds elitist
Sounds like a work in process, we need a vision.
sounds like making peace with what we have not developing
Sounds like something prosperous people wrote.
Sounds old
Sounds too much like redistributing the wealth!
States the plan and who and what it will benefit.
suggests caring for all individuals and helping them grow and prosper
The "21st century" is overused...
The line between the "haves" and "have not’s" in Midland is high wall to climb.
The most important words are "for all", we want improvement for the self-supporting and affluent, but
need to provide for those people who cannot provide for themselves.
The part that includes "for all" is important.
The phrase "pioneering prosperity for all", while good-intentioned, seems a little unrealistic.
The theme of pioneering is important to Midland. Prosperity for all is imortant to our collective futures.
The vision doesn't explain enough about "how" we are going to make Midland better.
The word "prosperity" is too narrow and connotes money
the word prosperity implies wealth to me. Is it really Midland's goal to make us all rich? Life is more than
money.
The wording is too complicated for a vision statement.
This is too vague.
This vision statement is very narrow and address only our manufacturing past.
To be honest I think it does not enable a consistent thinking - what does prosperity mean? Set the bar?
May be too lofty.
Too broad of a statement. Could include government programs instead of individual effort.
Too generic and not believable.
Too much change in our kids’ lives
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Responses to the Question: Why or Why Not [Does the vision statement capture your vision for
the future of the Greater Midland Area]?
Too much emphasis placed on vision statements
Too pompous. "Prosperity for all" would be enough. "pioneering" and "setting the bar" is just
obnoxious -- recognize your betters and learn from them
Too vague and conservative.
Too vague, not specific enough. Sounds too political. Not down to earth.
too vague; doesn't really convey concrete meaning
too vague
unrealistic
Vague
Vague and not clearly understandable. Not attainable either.
very general
Very old phrasing with “Set the Bar" and "21st Century". I find it discouraging that we are using old
phrases to look to the future of Midland.
Very vague, doesn't really tell me what you are doing or how it will be accomplished
We are looking to the future however we are using out dated phrasings with "set the bar" and "21st
century"
We are not a welfare state!
We don't set the bar; we copy what other cities have done.
we need more community job events to prove this
We need to do more for the underprivileged
We set the bar almost sounds like slang
we set the bar sounds very stuck up to me
We, as a community, are always looking toward the future
We, as community members, don't set the bar. Dow Chemical, Dow Corning, and the hospital set the
bar for what "prosperity" really is. And as long as they continue to cut, cut, cut...prosperity is not a goal
we'll ever achieve.
Wealth doesn't mean prosperity; prosperity means opportunity for growth to me.
What does 21st Century living mean?
What does it mean?
What does prosperity mean?
What exactly does pioneering prosperity for all mean? Who's defining "prosperity"?
What exactly does this mean?
What is that supposed to mean?
What is the definition of prosperity?
Who is "we?" What is 21st Century living? My view of 21st Century living may be different from
someone else's. I might view this type of lifestyle because I am a materialistic person but then
someone who is poor might just be happy with a roof over their head and mere basic necessities.
Who is we
Wording needs to be catchier, easier to remember.
Yes and No. I would love to see everyone prosper as I do not believe in the scarcity mentality, but
nearly 70% of people live paycheck to paycheck and we have a tremendous number of poor in our
community. People need to see a different option and then choose to change. Many will never do this.
It really is a Catch 22.
You are including everyone and their wellbeing with this statement.
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Table 22: Responses to the Question: What suggestions do you have to modify the statement to help
it more fully capture your vision for the future?
Responses to the Question: What suggestions do you have to modify the statement to help it
more fully capture your vision for the future?
"set the bar" might be vague and a bit colloquial
"We set the standard" is better in my opinion or "We set high standards"
? delete we set the bar for 21st century
21st c living will change rapidly; setting a bar evokes something static
A city where the diverse population has access
A little more defined timeline or process. I know it is a vision statement some vagueness is normal.
Be a bit more definitive -- set the bar vs. what?
Be more inclusive of ALL people who come from all walks of life.
Be more specific. Include a tie to the past, present and future. Midland is pretty great now, so how does
that fit in with the vision?
Better to say "We pioneer prosperity for all". Remove time limits, remove the bar.
Build on a foundation that offers the opportunity of prosperity for all.
By cultivating an atmosphere where all can thrive.
by pioneering higher education for future-ready attitudes
By Prosperity Pioneering for dealing with the Uncertainties Faced.
Change "We set the bar" to "Setting the bar for"
change the word pioneering
Change to "a quality life-cycle"
Claiming to set the bar before actually achieving its goal is not going to encourage genuine growth.
Claiming to set the bar implies that Midland has achieved that goal, which it has not.
CLARIFY and SPECIFY!
Clarify, be specific.
Continue work on keeping our county safe and secure
Cultivating prosperity? Developing prosperity?
Determine the two to three things Midland county really should be about. Then build a short statement
that fits. Example for the USA, life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Why not use what our country
is about? Midland will support the people's right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness!
Do not believe that Midland will set a bar or pioneer so suggest a different vision that aligns with what is
a fit.
don't believe that you truly mean prosperity for all
don't focus on one time frame
Don't limit it to just the 21st Century.
Don't write vision statements - actually do things. Writing vision statements only opens the door to
"words without actions"
Drop it; start over with something concrete
drop 'set the bar for 21st Century' and build out 'prosperity' just a little more
Enabling a healthy community that delivers a sense of belonging and prosperity for all those that live
and visit Midland.
Enabling all to reach potential?
First of all I don’t like greater midland area! I live in edenville township - not the greater midland area!
We have great natural resources - prosperity for all sounds like we are not environmentally conscious
Also we are not pioneers or pioneering anything...and we already missed 14% of the 21st century.
Get rid of "set the bar" and "pioneering"
Get rid of the euphemisms (i.e. "set the bar" and "pioneering" pioneering has good individualistic
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Responses to the Question: What suggestions do you have to modify the statement to help it
more fully capture your vision for the future?
associations but not so much on people working together. "We prosper as a community that supports
and builds a future for all."
give the jobs in this town to the people that were born in the USA
Hard to say... infrastructure, arts and culture are rather broad and can mean many things.
Helping to set the bar for 21st Century living....
How about "vibrant" instead.
I don't know about "pioneering," but add something to "prosperity" top include granting everyone the
same rights the framers of this "vision" readily grant themselves. I wonder how diverse the group of
100 stakeholders was.
I feel when "we" is used, especially with anything regarding important decisions, only a select few
actually have a voice.
I like all of it except for the 21st century part.
I like something like Pioneering a better 21st century community through the pursuit of prosperity for all.
I like the prosperity for all. Bring in quality - of life, community
I don’t like the implication that wealth is the key to happiness
I think it is good
I think the phrase "set the bar" is ambiguous. Set the bar for whom...and what?
I think the statement is great!
I think the vision needs to incorporate equality, opportunity for growth, education, and leisure.
I work with many individuals who probably don't know what the words "pioneering prosperity" mean so
please consider an alternative phrase that more individuals will understand. If people don't know what
the vision statement says they will likely not read any further.
I would add "and beyond" after "living"
I would eliminate Pioneering and replace it with creating.
I would like it to be true. I just doubt that the powers that be in the community will put a lot of effort into
"prosperity for all" if it mean a little less prosperity for those at the top right now.
I would need more time to brainstorm
I would remove "pioneering prosperity" and replace it with something else.
IF you really wanted input you would and should have published this on the front page of the Midland
Dailey News. It is time that things be reported before they happen and not after the results are in
I'm really not sure what 21st Century living means. Every person will have their own definition. I think
the best we can do is enable prosperous living for those who choose to pursue it. We need to help
those who can't help themselves and be tolerant of those who choose not to puruse it, without enabling
behavior that causes them not to prosper.
Is community quality of life intended to be included in there?
Is it still relevant to say 21 century?
It should reflect that Midland adapts to changing times to provide a safe, friendly environment to live
and raise a family.
It should say something about maintaining existing "prosperity" first.
It's good. I might consider changing "set the bar" - the sports analogy sounds a little odd.
just change 21st century
Just remember there is diff b/t setting & achieving
Keep it short and to the point. Have it be catchy and memorable.
Leaders in collaboration for the benefit of our community members.
Like the "pioneering prosperity for all" part, just not sure about the setting the bar
Living where-Midland?; also is the bar set high, low?
Make it available on this page so people could actually read it first.
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Responses to the Question: What suggestions do you have to modify the statement to help it
more fully capture your vision for the future?
Make it more specific and less jargon, less pie-in-the-sky sounding
Make the statement more concise. Perhaps replace "prosperity" with "success".
Maybe replace "21st Century" with something less time bound
Midland: Attaining dynamic living in a classic hometown.
Midland: "life is pretty good, let's make it even better"
Midland: A welcoming city of discovery, opportunity, and community for all.
Midland: Pioneering prosperity for all (2)
More specific, nothing really to react to.
More specific. Also, this mission statement is too wordy and doesn't flow well
My biggest concern is the word prosperity. prosperity implies we are talking about money and there is
more to healthy living than money. it is too narrow of a vision statement.
My recommendation is to refrain from overpromising, yet keep the statement inclusive.
need mention of family friendly, progressive community, education
Need to demonstrate that the group understands the demographic shift taking place in Midland. More
low income and less educated families moving in.
no suggestions
None (6)
None. I think focusing on prosperity misses the point of community life.
Pioneering prosperity and productive living for people in the Greater Midland Area
Pioneering prosperity is gimmicky. Use some more common words to share a message of equal
opportunity for success
Pioneering?? Prosperity?? Use a simple approach that all can understand.
Promote inclusion, welcoming, etc.
Promoting rather than pioneering?????
Prosperity means something different for everyone and is very broad.
Prosperity and inclusion for all.
providing educational needs for all children, protecting city residents
Quality of life, healthy, environmentally responsible
Raising the bar from what? It's obvious/redundant to state what century we live in.
revisit the whole thing
Reword "set the bar for 21st Century living" and "pioneering prosperity" ... The former is a cliche and
the latter is too cutesy. Murder your darlings.
say something about how we have a wonderful community like, "Where a great community creates a
great neighborhood"
see note above
Sense of community, family
Setting the bar for 21st Century prosperity.
Short and simple, Prosperity for all or we strive for prosperity for all.
Simplify to "21st Century Living through pioneering prosperity for all” Setting the bar could simply imply
a target or goal rather than accomplishment.
Simply add the words by pioneering "opportunities for" prosperity for all.
Skip the 'all' at the end.
Somehow include "equality" for all.
Something less "we set the bar" and something more like "together we make this community the best
place to be". Sure we're techy and full of intelligence here, but we're more - we're small and big, we're
country and city, we are rich and poor. We need to own all parts :)
Something more pragmatic. Aren't we a great place to raise a family? Do we value education?
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Responses to the Question: What suggestions do you have to modify the statement to help it
more fully capture your vision for the future?
Something that encourages freedom and equality, and then Midland acting on it?
Somewhat of a generic statement. I think we may be better served by a more targeted vision.
sounds old
Stop closing schools!
Take 21st century out of it at some point it won't fit
take out the "for all" or replace pioneering with encouraging or championing
The idea is great. The wording needs to be fixed.
The vision statement is a bit strange. I get the idea but I think the word pioneering seems off to me. It
makes me think of olden days instead of the future. "Set the bar" is also a rather antiquated phrase.
The vision statement should include something like "creating opportunities" which allows people to
choose the path they want.
The word "pioneering" is inaccurate.
This vision needs to embrace ALL of the good we have here in the greater midland area.. i.e. clear safe
living, parks, expanding city projects, and business also.
Though I understand that the county is doing its best to involve youth. I feel that it is in need to be
"stressed more"
too long of a vision statement to remember....
Unfortunately I don't have a good suggestion at this time.
use a real verb, not a catchy gerund. These statements should be simple and straightforward
We are constantly moving forward to improve our community through a spirit of innovation and
meaningful relationships and conversation.
We are pioneering prosperity for all by setting the standard for today and tomorrow
We are pioneering prosperity for all by...
We create the standard for 21st century...
We ensure effective and aligned use of all resources for 21st ...
We set the "standard" for 21st Century living by pioneering prosperity for all
We set the bar for 21st Century living by cooperating collaboratively.
We set the bar for 21st century living by improving/sustaining/etc. x, y, z and are committed to
pioneering prosperity for all in the Greater Midland Community.
We set the bar for the 21st century by community involvement and commitment to the future of our
children.
we set the bar, seems arrogant
We will raise the bar for 21st Century living by empowering and nurturing the Pioneering spirits of all.
What does pioneering propensity mean?
What does set the bar mean? Pioneering? Prosperity? More specific information needed.
What does setting the bar has to do with prosperity? Why do you want to "set the bar"? Don't you want
to do more than that, say, like actually create jobs? Isn't "creating jobs" more tangible and realistc than
"setting the bar"? Imagine your kids telling you that they got an A in a class and set the bar for the
other students, compared with them saying that not only did they get an A in class, but they helped the
other students improve their scores as well. The former sounds haughty, the latter is more communitycentered and people friendly.
What exactly will it do for Midland
Where all work towards equality regardless of status.
Why need to say 21st century? Just say for the future, why put a limit on it?

Table 23: Responses to the Question: Do you believe there is anything missing from [the Draft Key
Performance Areas] list?
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Responses to the Question: Do you believe there is anything missing from [the Draft Key
Performance Areas] list?
A focus on early childhood.
A large degree of focus needs to be made towards poverty issues.
Acceptance for diversity.
Accessibility for all (infrastructure) and inclusive (activities for all abilities)
accountability, responsibility
add "wellness" in its broadest sense--including physical wellness for diverse needs.
affordable housing for the disabled members of the community
affordable housing opportunities
Affordable housing specifically.
Aging Services unless included in social services however youth areas are shown as unique
Agriculture should be emphasized somewhere.
Agriculture, or some type of Self Reliance. Especially since this include the County, not just the city.
Animal welfare (2)
At this point, I'm curious as to how we would achieve "excellence" in each area to know that we
excelled in it.
Best school district in the nation, meeting the needs of all of our students.
Childcare
community assistance for those that fall through the cracks of federal/state funded programs
Community Engagement
Community Engagement - not only leadership - but the ability for everyone to feel connected and a part.
Community engagement and volunteerism. I think this is implied in the list (how else could we get
there) but better that this be explicit.
Community engagement in local government
Community Involvement
community recreation growth
Continuity
Development must be sustainable.
Does economic development include Jobs?
Economic Development fuels the other elements
Employment
Encouraging the growth of local small businesses by giving as much support as possible
Faith formation or living out their faith. A huge percentage of folks are affiliated with a church of some
kind. I expect as people live out their faith, they will be more active in all these areas.
Family / Living in Community / Public spaces &/or events- beyond "social services" - I am talking about
community building / Senior Services (though this last might be under Social Services) - Environment
also should have its own category: we've already seen how the increasing changes to climate can
affect other areas, how vulnerable our infrastructure is to natural disasters (think about how easily our
power got knocked out last fall) - limited resources and increasing pressures from failing infrastructure
added to climate volatility are issues that really need their own category - both to how to repair existing
systems but also how to make our environment more eco-wise
FAMILY! There are a lot of ways to succeed but nothing could bring about quicker success in your key
performance areas than strong families!
Fostering Families
free communication for the community
Government resources should not be spent on eco development or the arts. Stick to the core mission!
Health and wellness
higher standard of living relating to the poor attitude of the people in Midland
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Responses to the Question: Do you believe there is anything missing from [the Draft Key
Performance Areas] list?
How is Greater Midland defined?
I believe housing needs to be a stand-alone performance area because having shelter is a basic human
need and it is imperative that Midland address the housing needs of low-income residents. If housing is
not addressed, many of the other items cannot be adequately addressed.
I don’t know which category Healthy Living Falls into. Restaurants and Food - we need to become
progressive in this area. Everyone complains about the food in Midland.
I feel a large degree of focus needs to be placed on poverty and housing.
I question whether or not diversity is taking the place of tolerance.
I think it is a well-rounded list
i think you lump poverty with metal and physical health and you lose how important they are. You need
them to be things that you adress separately not together.
i understand you want the reader to know each area is weighted equally, but that isn't how people read
lists. your inclusion of ED as the first of equals is telling. how about you mix the humanitarian bytes a
bit closer to the economic goal?
I would be interested in the how -- you have captured the what. I would like to see a sense of these
things are achieved through the communities can do attitude and not from outside assistance or hand
outs
Inclusive opportunities for people with disabilities for employment, living arrangements, transportation
Inclusiveness
Incorporate something about older (senior) folks
Innovation & Science since you have pioneering in the vision
It is a very good list.
jobs
local business support and events here are not diverse
Looks ambitious, but that should cover it.
looks good
looks like a grab-bag of items
Looks pretty comprehensive but hard to define success based on subtitles
Maintaining/protecting parks/natural areas. Give tax breaks/other for business moving into EXISTING,
empty locations
Maybe include recreation in with arts and culture or separate category.
Natural resources
Need to focus on people-centered services and not business-centered services.
neighborhoods
No (37)
No - great goals
No I think there is a coverall with all areas
No I think this list is well covered
No, actually this list is too large
No, but social services, poverty, housing and mental health are all very important individually
No, it's great.
No. These are very broad categories that encompass many areas.
No. Most of these are very broad categories
Nope
Not much cultural diversity unless it is of people of color with Ph.D's
Not sure
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Responses to the Question: Do you believe there is anything missing from [the Draft Key
Performance Areas] list?
not that I can see
Not that I can think of
Nothing missing - good list
nothing missing but prosperity for all is a lofty vision, so no to above
Parent Education
Park and public updated for kids and families
Parks and Recreation should be added.
rearrange it so priorities look focused on importance. Art and Culture lower or last on list. poverty closer
to number 1
recreation
Recreation
recreation and Physical health should be separate from that category
Recreation.
Recreation/healthy lifestyles.
Religion
Says nothing about families or children younger than "youth" age
Scheduled Transportation; poverty and housing go together.
senior quality of life, Family quality of life, neighborhood quality, voter participation, recreation
Senior services
Senior Services
Senior/elderly care, housing and engagement. Also, health and wellness.
Something having to do with spiritual life....a cornerstone of a community with 70 houses of worship.
Something stating the "Midland neighboring" idea and possibly something about volunteerism or
community participation
Spiritual outlets
Spirituality and Good neighbors
Strengthening families
Strong Marriages/Families and Individual Spiritual Growth. I believe our churches and supporting
organizations play a vital role in this area, which is the foundation for all the other areas!
Substance abuse prevention young and old.
support for families of the mentally ill as well as education of the general population about mental illness
and co-occurring issues, as well as abuse - physical, sexual and emotional of children and adults
Sustainability
To reach prosperity for everyone the work force or jobs need to be available. It kind of goes along with
economic development and growth.
Vision statement refers to prosperity which is associated with finances. While economic development is
important, connection to prosperity is a matter of perspective. If do not have a well-paying job, the rest
is not as relevant
Volunteerism
We have a lot of churches that need to be engaged in the plan, where do they fit?
What kind of education? Right now our public schools are hurting while our big businesses are profiting
from tax cuts that had a negative impact on our schools.
Why not have 3 main categories of performance areas aligned with life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness? Some of what you have would fit nicely in these areas, but if you were to use those three
overall categories, I bet you would come up with some different things, and take some away. For
instance voting rights under liberty. Transportation, infrastructure, technology and environment do not
go together. Infrastructure covers transportation and would fit under life. Technology I would argue is
separate and not sure it fits, but would fall under pursuit of happiness. Environment is separate and fits
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Responses to the Question: Do you believe there is anything missing from [the Draft Key
Performance Areas] list?
under life.
Yes, attracting young, talented millennials
Yes, Environmental responsibility/leadership as its own key performance area not just lumped in with
other issues
Yes, spiritual
Yes, you talk about youth retention and engagement. Let us not forget about all demographics of age.
Everyone needs opportunities to be engaged. Children, Youth, Twenty - thirty year olds, middle age,
senior citizens. Need to engage in their children's school, senior citizens. Increase collaboration and
community partnerships. Create a platform that informs and engages the citizens of this community.
Recreation is missing.
Young professional retention
Youth evolvement. A feeling of contributing.

Table 24: Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive
statement [for Key Performance Area: Economic Development]?
Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Economic Development]?
- ok
... and the people who make those businesses run!
...business, scientific, and entrepreneurial success.
Add
Add creative arts -- what a huge part of our community
Add something about culture, science, art, and literacy
add something about diversifying our economic initiatives
Add something explicit with respect to nurturing entrepreneurial opportunities.
Add something with family or community
Along with a safe place to raise Families
available infrastructure for growth
Build upon existing strong work ethic
Businesses of all scales. We foster a thriving atmosphere of innovative business models.
Change "existing" to "established"
Circular relationship with the corporations, foundations, and schools to create a world-class education
environment.
Competitive advantages usually mean LOW wages and NO BENEFITS.
Create jobs with income sustainable to the middle class
Define what is meant by "Position Midland to complete in the global economy". Leveraging a&i
partnerships and creating skilled/diverse workforce are actionable where as "Position to compete"
doesn't actually define the area of action.
Delete competing in the global economy. compete domestically first.
Delete the word, "we" and replace with Midland. Delete the word, "our" and replace with "Community
relationships help."
Describe something more substantial than number 3
Do you want to position midland or Dow? although we owe who we are to the company, that is not all
we are.
education pairing w industrial partners
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Economic Development]?
Encourage education in the arts and culture, as well. One of Midland's goals is to further arts and
culture. We can prove we value these by encouraging our young people to learn about them.
encourage small business development
Entrepreneur business made more inviting.
Expand opportunities to develop and retain local businesses and workforce
extraordinary: delete it, maybe go with informed community
Future should be placed before existing since this is a forward looking process. Then have initiatives
aligned with future businesses and different initiatives aligned with existing.
generally good
I am okay with it
I would add cleanup for toxins/ecology
I would add something that includes our diversity.
I would change "extraordinary" to "inclusive". "Extraordinary" is just puffery, while "inclusive" makes a
clear statement which is important from both a hiring (offer acceptance & employee retention), as well
as a marketing standpoint.
I would change bullet one to read "Leverage academic, commercial and industrial partnerships"
I would include development of relationships and interactions between ourselves and other
communities to increase our participation/consciousness/ involvement in the world.
I would not change anything
Innovation
It could describe literally any city anywhere. there's nothing unique to midland.
It is good
It is similar to other communities. Each of us think we are extraordinary.
It sounds pompous and excludes those who are not the "cream of the crop"
its good
It's great
Like
Like this!
Looks good.
Lose the first sentence - focus on the performance, not patting yourself on the back for the past.
Love it.
maybe somehow mention early elementary and secondary education
more specific
More specifics - this still is words that fall empty
No (41)
Not sure if the first sentence is necessary. Seems descriptive of the past, not the future.
ok
Other than Dow and a select few who do business with Dow what has been sustained?
perhaps the word nurture would be a good choice
Position Midland (those remaining here and those moving on) - provide education to the general population about abuse as well as mental illness
Reach out to the poor and help them develop employable skills
Recreate internships and apprenticeships for senior high and college youth to intergrate them into the
local and global workforce.
respect and nondiscrimination for all people
Seems as though this statement is only speaking of Dow.
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Economic Development]?
Skilled trades education????? Where????
Skilled trades implies carpentry, electrician, etc.; old school skilled trades. Please consider changing
that statement to 21st century skilled trades.
Sounds good.
Strengthen surrounding school systems
Support the local school system including classroom supplies, financially, and respecting the educators
technical training for employment in Michigan, for present or future employment needs
The description of being extraordinary is not well founded and gives the impression of arrogance
The Midland area is not an extraordinary community. Above average, yes. Extraordinary, no
The whole first sentence. We don't need it in there. This is to describe the future not the past.
There are programs already offered for the skilled trades, why use the words create, it should be utlize.
Too much emphasis on "industrial" and "workforce" and "technical training." An exceptional community
has a broader view of education. Also, how about "academic and academic" partnerships--MPS with
Delta, SVSU, CMU, etc. .
Using local businesses to do work on city projects
We are also a community of helpers and doers! Need to embrace this!
We are not a community. This is pure business BS and who cared about our history - we are looking
to the future. This looks like you are getting a bunch of crap from either a consultant or a bunch of
CEO's
We should try to focus on local businesses. So many have had to close because of franchises moving
in and taking their customers.
What does the 3rd one even mean? Compete with whom? Most of the small businesses here have no
need to compete globally and I'd say we give our huge companies (i.e. the Dows, etc.) plenty of support
already and they can fund their own positioning!
Yes, perhaps extraordinary doesn't have to be there.

Table 25: Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to attract and support
new and existing businesses and talent?
Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to attract and support new
and existing businesses and talent?
"Advertise" the benefits we offer...no additional or new incentives or tax breaks
(1) Make the community and state more welcoming to LGBT citizens.
above
Access to private equity.
Activities for younger professionals. Shopping/dining options
Affordable housing And apartments for families. Too many apt around midland are for seniors. And
what is around town is disgusting made for poverty and embrace poverty.
All of them
All three initiatives would be good for the area.
Also hire within the areas not always outside
Ask Dow to put a digital sign on their property on bus 10 and advertise new businesses free monthly
Attracting more students into science and technology fields of study
Attracting people back to Michigan and Midland is a real concern. We need to explore that too.
Attracting the best teachers, and using the technical, chemical, and mathematical resources we have
living and working in our community.
Attraction of stronger STEM educational opportunities
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to attract and support new
and existing businesses and talent?
Better restaurants and healthier food options.
Better tie in the downtown economic district to Dow.
Better zoning, in fracture, traffics flow and especially improvements to education
Bring in more desirable retail shops to further entice other retail shops and restaurants. Offer incentives
to draw boutique type stores (clothing, home goods, children's etc.) to downtown area. Children's
recreation center/museum is needed. This will entice more families to consider a long-term home/place
to settle.
businesses collaborating with non-profit organizations to educate the community
Businesses should have apprenticeship programs for students who can't or won't be attending college.
Centrally located guide to local resources that will help businesses grow
Community engagement both at government level and social events
competitive wages
Connecting businesses to high quality care for employees with young children
continue infrastructure and program improvement at all schools K-12
Continued improvement of downtown; development incentives for mid-town/circle area
Corporate relationships for high school students
create connections between trades and maybe mix them to create newer ideas
Create the talent within the community, initiative should include strengthening publics schools to
support education that will supply the talent needed.
Creative changes implemented as discovered to be vital.
Develop media (especially newspaper) - raise the quality level)
Dining or shopping perks like parking lots maintained by city or something like this
Diversify business/manufacturing. Start making an impact on skilled trades instead of forcing all kids
into "must go to college" thoughts.
Don’t know...
downtown development
Drive the Midland SmartZone
Each of those listed above are oblique enablers to business/entrepreneurial success. It lacks direct
support of those two key community fuels.
encourage more local businesses - midland is known for having nothing but chain businesses
ensure permitting process is simple and low cost for new businesses, keep Midland beautiful (demolish
old unsightly buildings), advertise Midland as a great place for businesses
Ensuring we keep the businesses we have here and continue to support them.
Entrepreneurship through co-op opportunities
Expand on and support "buy local" and "support local" initiatives
Fair treatment of small business owners, less red tape of opening a business Midland
Get rid of the 5 mattress stores and bring in unique businesses
Global economy
Grants for new businesses
Greater Midland Community has successfully implemented the proper requirements to support new and
existing business thus far, in my opinion.
I believe we're doing a great job in this area.
I feel it is spot on when using terms such as academic and partnerships with industry
I think what will be the ultimate key is to listen. Make this a community that people want to live in (all
people, not just the upwardly mobile conservative types, as the talent pool that these businesses will
bring to the areas are not necessarily the typical business people).
Improve and maintain infrastructure
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to attract and support new
and existing businesses and talent?
Improving schools, nothing is more important than what our children do each and every day.
In this particular area (w/the poor) I would try to bring in churches to provide mentors, teachers, and
some folks who could/would take on apprentices.
Incentives for businesses to want to develop here. IE tax incentives, matching funds, free start up
marketing, etc.
Incentives for movies to be made in Midland the city is beautiful and would a great setting
Include technological advances in the initiatives. In order to be a global economy we need to increase
our technological opportunities
Increase involvement in the Pure Michigan program to increase awareness of local opportunities.
increase urban downtown
Infrastructure that is conducive both physical and nonphysical.
Infrastructure, education, culture
Is there anything that can be done about building rental prices? Seems like parts of Saginaw business
district are shabby. Clean up, and offer low- rent incentives to new companies.
Job creation !
K-16 academic partnerships are essential. Students need regular exposure to career options beyond
the classroom walls. They need to see it to be able to create dreams for themselves.
less regulation, lower taxes
Less restrictive tax structure, maintenance of infrastructure i.e. roads and sewers
LGBTQ protection
Locate a vocational/technical school in Midland to offer technical/skilled trade classes.
Low cost of doing business. Increase in wage.
Lower taxes to business and remove regulatory burdens and mandated wage floors. The market will
compel us to pay higher wages for the talent we need and lower wages for lower skilled labor.
Make sure downtown, other business areas, and residential areas are clean and attractive
Mentors who help those that would like to start a business.
Microfarming regulations, incentives for high technology/engineering specialty firm relocations
Midland does a poor job attracting 20-30 year olds
Midland Multi-faith Center
More avenues for mentoring and capital
More community entertainment downtown.
more diversity. more culture in terms of food options. more young families.
More emphasis on quality education in uncrowded buildings.
more fitness activities
more resources or information for new businesses
Much better support for small, local businesses.
My personal experience with small business in Midland has been trying to say the least. Rules that
make no sense and rude people enforcing them.
Need to review city/county bureaucracy, I think the statement is generally true until that business has to
wade through unnecessary dual steps of government bureaucracy.
new technology advances i.e. electric car charging stations
offer education/ training that translates to a nimble workforce; one skilled trade may be obsolete after
the next big innovation integration
Offer work/study programs/scholarships/co-ops. Free tuition for those who agree to work in the area for
10 years and keep high grades.
One thing Midland is truly missing is that we do not have a CTE high school- we need to train our kids
in skilled trades, not JUST send them all to college.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to attract and support new
and existing businesses and talent?
partnerships/job training specifically for military veterans
Perhaps have "Tourist in your Town" more than once per year. It gets people out in to the community.
perhaps more linkage with local colleges...beyond N'U'. CMU and SVSU could continue to work with us
while broadening our expertise base beyond the STEM axis.
Perhaps reduced initial taxes to attract new businesses. To attract talent, Midland needs contemporary
restaurants and shopping, etc. to compete.
Personally, I am a big fan of supporting local small businesses. We need to support those.
Position Midland to compete in the global economy
Preferred local vendors for Dow And Dow Corning (vs national providers)
Programs to help students train for jobs and provide community support to help finish their training for
jobs.
Progressive educational system
Promote entrepreneurship and development of green technology
provide incentives and seek out small businesses
Reach beyond our community alone; create an entrepreneurial support center
Save place to raise a family
Skilled and diverse work force
skilled and diverse workforce, jobs are available but not enough skilled folks to take them
small business incubator
SmartZone. Business development resources at Northwood
Stop focusing everything around Dows money
Strengthen the local business community. Midland lacks a vibrant local business culture and it might
stem from the fact that most of the residents work for "globally minded" companies. However, young
professionals and most people like local businesses with unique features.
Strong support of public education
Support for local small businesses
Support for local small businesses.
Support the work of Midland Tomorrow.
Supporting infrastructure that promotes and supports these initiatives
Tailor educational programs to employer’s needs. Prepare and streamline processes that are
responsible to business needs and timely approvals/permitting.
tax breaks ONLY for small businesses, utilize status as #1 place to live in Michigan
TAX CUTS/BREAKS-FREE ADVERTISEMENT FOR A PERIOD OF TIME
Tax incentives (2)
Technical school or trade options locally
Technical/industrial trade college
The three above plus providing more opportunities for Midland-born college graduates to return here
These are good, plus if we are going to attract skilled employees, we have to shake the image of
midland as an openly discriminatory town - the fact that Gary Glenn won the primary here shows how
far we have to go - Just that one event (out of many like it) tells any business looking to locate here that
they need to look elsewhere. Similarly, our consistent anti-science voices in the Midland Daily News,
blogs, and elsewhere consistently show Midland to be anti-science in some areas (biology/evolution,
climate change), while other aspects (like the cool element themes at the H Hotel, or the efforts of
Dow/DCC in this area, or the cool periodic table video at MBS) show a very good support of science.
So if the negative publicity would just stop, we'd be in pretty good shape.
training programs for skilled trades would greatly enhance the workforce and business options in the
community
Transportation -, airport, bus, train?
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to attract and support new
and existing businesses and talent?
Transportation issues- system is not user friendly and is not set up for success
Updated spaces. The downtown shops need a little refreshing; the east end is a great addition.
Using local businesses to do work on city projects
Varied and affordable housing. Public transportation
We are doing more than enough
We as a community need to start a college tuition program to attract new students to the midland
schools
We need to do a better job of fostering and educating children that have an interest in skilled trades
jobs.
We need to do something to keep our young people here
Work force development

Table 26: Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Economic Development] key performance area?
Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of this key performance area?
? (4)
3-legged stool: business, government, civic leaders
A committee
A division between education and input from city, county and business communities.
A team of county people, including a county or city employee leading the team, county commissioner,
city council members on the team, local business people, local residents and local educators together.
Team with the city and strengthen the effort.
Academia and Business partnership
Administration Leader.
All citizens, organizations and businesses
any and all community representatives for this area
Better integration/coordination of existing groups
Board of Local Clergy
Business development?
Business groups/chamber of commerce
Business leaders (2)
Business with the help of City and County government
businesses and schools
Businesses in the community
Chamber of Commerce (6)
Chamber of commerce and MCESA
Chamber of Commerce and the businesses themselves NOT GOVERNMENT!
Chamber of Commerce with Dow and DC
Chamber of Commerce, Midland City Council
Chamber, City, County, Schools
Chamber/MPS/
Chamber? Community Foundation?
Citizens included
Citizens of Midland
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of this key performance area?
City & County government (3)
City Council (4)
City Council and/or Chamber of Commerce, and/or Church leaders
City Council, business leaders in the community
City government and Dow leadership
City Government
City leadership should TAKE the responsibility, which can come from anywhere
City managers and officers
City? Schools?
Community business leaders.
Community businesses and city government
community leaders and whomever is offering jobs
community leaders, from city hall staff, county staff, industrial leaders, business leaders and state
leaders
Community school systems
Current stakeholders, workforce educators (both in the community and at regional and public education
institutions), and local economic development groups
County and industry
Don't know. Not government. An organization with ties and that has a stake in the community. The
organization must have an incentive and be held accountable.
Downtown development
Economic development team and business leaders
Economic development
Educational, Governmental and Business Leaders
Educators and industry
Either the individual themselves, or the companies receiving portions of the initiatives.
Elected official for the city
ESA?
Everybody, really. But businesspeople have to take the lead, by making a workplace that invites top
talent to locate.
Gary Glenn--just kidding, obviously. But voters supporting the most anti-gay candidate says something
about our community that is shameful and regressive.
Government
Groups who volunteer to do so.
High School students and administrators, businesses, Delta and SVSU
I don't know
I think it should be a mixture of people who represent the businesses of Midland, the families of
Midland, the faith community (pastoral leaders), and the leadership of Midland.
I think this needs to be spearheaded by local businesses and corporate partners. They know what
training their future employees will need, and how best to prepare our youth to work with local
companies. Dow is an obvious partner in this regard.
I was wondering the same thing
identified employees/board members of collaboration
If you are referring to a trade school connected to company’s' or School district creating a trade school
for Midland county students?
I'm not sure. However, regardless of who has *primary* responsibility, information/input/implementation
should come from several places also.
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of this key performance area?
It is up to the community to demand excellence in education.
It should be 3 arms-Education leader, Midland Tomorrow and/or Chamber & 3 business owners. 1 with
10 or less emp. 1 with 100 or less emp. & 1 with 100+ emp.
It’s a joint effort, small and large business, schools and higher learning institutions and the community.
It's not a singular effort
joint responsibility of the chamber of commerce and the city council
Key stakeholders. Board members/business owners, individuals that have a strong interest and
willingness to lead our community.
Landlords and local government
Led by the Chamber of Commerce through partnerships with several existing groups. 1) Midland Public
Schools needs to re-embrace the value and opportunities found in skilled trades. In the last 10 years
they have done everything they can to kill this career path, despite offers of support from other groups
in the community. Partnering with key employers in the area to identify gaps in skill development to
retain existing population and attract new people to the area.
local business without government dollars
Local employers
Local Government/Local Colleges and Universities/Local Business Leaders
Local government or chamber of commerce
Major employers, Schools, citizens
Midland School District with support from local secondary schools.
Midland Tomorrow (3)
Midland Tomorrow and the City of Midland
Midland Tomorrow, major employers, schools
Midland Tomorrow, MidMichigan Innovation Center
Midland's economic development organization
Mixture of educators and business leaders
MPS/city of Midland joint org
Need to make sure the school leaders are fully engaged in this process. It is my understanding that
there are no school leaders from Midland Public Schools
Needs to be just effort of city, economic development agencies, and businesses.
New Economic Development authority run by county, NOT private!!!
Not sure (5)
Not sure. Maybe the Chamber.
Parents, teachers and business leaders
parks and rec
Partnership of local government authorities with local business owners.
planning / zoning
private and community partnerships
Probably Dow and Dow Corning because they are recruiting the most people to work here.
Probably the Chamber or some organization like that
representative steering committee from various sectors
representatives of major employers in the area
Schools and businesses
Schools systems and Midland Tomorrow
schools, all public agencies, churches
Someone who can be a liaison between schools and businesses
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of this key performance area?
The Chamber of Commerce?
The citizens
The community thru positive communication, and encouragement.
The entire community
The Midland Chamber of Commerce
The private sector.
The schools and the businesses should foster this
There should not be centralized planning. Each resident shares the responsibility.
This could be MPS, Delta College, SVSU.
THIS SOUNDS LIKE SOMETHING FOR A NEW COMMITTEE - MAYBE UNDER THE COUNTY
COMMISSIONER?
This team along with significant business input; all religions (not just Christian churches), educators,
medical community, and others I can't think of right now
Those that it impacts. Perhaps a subcommittee is formed through the chamber
Tough one -- I don't have a concrete answer on primary but parents need to share in this responsibility.
unknown
Whoever can get the job done instead of just playing politics and word games

Table 27: Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive
statement [for Key Performance Area: Education]?
Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Education]?
"entire" pah-leez....that's difficult to believe
"From P-P" loses any punch it might have had by needing to be explained.
Accountability of our educators and parents
Add (2)
Add language and communication skills
Add public before education, it is essential we strengthen public education and not undercut it. Get rid
of P-P. The words are just fine.
add skilled trades
add something about commitment to well-rounded education....including the arts...not just STEM!
add something about identifying and providing services for children at-risk
Add: Individualized Education Plan for all students.
Address demographics, capital assets excess
advanced education service
Again, the focus should be on a well-rounded education. The way it is written, it feels like we want
education to focus on the next generation of Dow workers.
All Students are not graduating from our schools
already focused on STEM; broaden
Arts/creativity
Arts?
Change "project based" to decision making / problem Solving focus
Claiming to provide a "world-class" education sounds congratulatory - wouldn't it sound more enticing if
the phrasing were more results-orientated? That is, "Midland's education system produces leaders by
implementing research-supported pedagogies that have been demonstrated to be the most effective"?
Consider skilled trades to be included
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Education]?
Creative personal needs as individuals require.
Degree/work training retention
Delete "from P-P"
don't understand the 2nd and 3rd items to make a judgment
Don't use P-P (regular folks wouldn't know what that means.)
Eliminate P-P since it is explained.
Ensure that this is a parallel path equally supported to the previous descriptive statement adn proposed
initiatives. They cannot be mutually exclusive.
entire' is hopeful and probably not necessary, perhaps 'broadly' or 'whole heartedly'
Excellent descriptive statement
Focus on ARTS. You cannot have successful math and science without the creative arts. What about
focusing on the whole child??? This approach is TOO NARROW.
Focus on becoming Global citizens through language and cultural education.
Focus on kindergarten readiness
Focus on STEAM-- add the arts
Focus on STEM without forgetting the arts and literature.
Focus on the arts as well as science. Attract/retain first class educators.
go beyond stem if you seriously want to retain our youth and build a stable base.
Good
Hands on training - may be covered in the second point.
How do we explain the Gary Glenn types who oppose educational standards? "Entire" is perhaps an
overstatement.
How do you define world class - open for too much interpretation
I do not think STEM should be the only focus, we need to be well-rounded
I don't understand the language well enough to comment
I like this. I don't know where the $$$ will come from for this effort. What about education for those not
headed to college?
I think it is great. Very concise.
I would add something related to establishing programs/opportunities for children to develop critical
thinking abilities. While STEM is critical, so is the ability to ask questions in a social setting. Cross
curricular learning.
I would add, at the end "for the world of tomorrow." Education for our modern world requires a lot of
STEM, including important science based subjects that our grandparents didn't need (if those subjects
even existed then). For instance, our kids need to understand orders of magnitude down to nanotech,
for the exploding Health fields they need to understand DNA, biology, and evolution. Even in fields that
are not directly doing the work (such as business), even to make good decisions about them they need
to understand double blind experimentation, optimized multivariate experiments, an full overview of Big
History (google or TED that if you don't know it), and so on. Also - a modern education requires
understanding diversity, and we are very lucky to have the incredible resource of the Ziibiwing center
right here. Utilizing that should be in the descriptive statement, as well as in the proposed initiatives.
I would change collaborate to engage. Feels like a higher level of involvement. Also allows for a
money aspect to be included (millages etc.)
I would change preschool to say birth to adulthood.
IB and PYP programs along with encouraging the public schools to investigate the magnet program as
a focus (example: science and technology magnet or arts and cultural schools)
If one of our key performance areas is the Arts, shouldn't our schools focus on STEAM? (science,
technology, engineering, the ARTS, and mathematics?
Improving and supporting the arts
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Education]?
include computer coding
Include post-secondary we do have colleges in town and Delta /SVSU as part of the education
community. Project based learning is just a new and unproven fad. Leave education to the educators!
Reading writing and liberal arts are pretty important - we want pure kids prepared to be successful in
their careers, as citizens and future education.
Include the arts in this statement
include verbiage about helping people whose literary skills need improving
Include: for ALL children
increase education of "populations that do not have a voice" substance abuse, mental illness and
survivors of abuse
Increase focus to include a "well-rounded education"
Increase pay for great teachers
Increase support/mentoring/tutoring for disadvantaged kids
Increased focus on visual, audio, and language arts through cultural experiences and varied exposure
to opportunities to participate.
involve Northwood university more
Looks good (4)
Make teachers and classes more adaptable to student's needs
meaningful, job-related training for the special ed/postsecondary students
Meeting the student where they are
Modify the P-P statement; research shows that the greatest impact is gained by creating better prenatal
and early childhood outcomes; you are missing the boat by focusing too far down the line.
Music and Art are more important than technology and engineering. They stimulate different areas of
the brain and boost creativity, which is important in technology and engineering.
Need to add skill trades education for those not wishing to continue with post secondary education. the
world still needs plumbers, pipefitters, welders, mechanics, etc.
None. (27)
Not everyone fits into the STEAM
Not everyone goes to college! We need trade schools
Offer programs for the non-college bound students.
Only focusing on STEM is going to make our children stupid. What about the other areas of education
that JUST as important? If there is no history education, there will be no future. If they can't spell,
read, and write, they won't be able to do anything! Build the fundamentals early on in education so that
when it is time (in high school), they will be able to focus on STEM.
overall education
pleased at the reference to early education
P-P should read prenatal to Post secondary
Prepare all students for effective learning by decreasing barriers
Preschool for all Midland County Children
Project-based learning - does not express enough information to me.
Project-based learning is the latest buzz word, not a real initiative. Quality education for all is a better
goal. Also a focus on STEM is short sighted. Focus instead on STREAM. Science, technology,
reading, Engineering, Arts, Math.
Promotion and offering of lifelong learning
Remove "entire" (implied & redundant). Spell out P-P and leave out the parenthetical explanation.
Something pertaining not only to academics - but character development and how our children will be
nurtured to grow into compassionate, contributing members of our community.
sounds like same as last statement; can you combine the two?
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Education]?
Sounds nice and reminds me of Ann Arbor, Denver, Lawrence, etc.
Stem plus vocational education
STEM seems to eliminate the arts and business.
Support systems for all learners
teaching professionals
Technical trade skill development. Holding the education leaders accountable for improvements
towards these areas
The arts are as important as STEM. They must be present in the learning for learning to be whole
The arts are extremely important! So is health and wellness education!!
The Midland community is committed to support education excellence, making Midland a leader in
providing world-class education from preschool to post-secondary.
too much focus on stem
Very good
Very good! Like the P-P.
Who represented public school teachers on this group of 100 stakeholders? I suspect you would hear
some less than glowing observations. At one time MPS may have been "a leader in providing worldclass education," but not so much nowadays
Why lose focus on art and music? Creative learning aspects should not be ignored or valued any less
than STEM.
word more strongly: make education a priority vs merely support; we all pay taxes to support now... up
the ante
Would certainly add skilled trades.
You entirely left the #1 key to success in education - teachers and students!

Table 28: Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a
leader in world-class education?
Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a leader in
world-class education?
#1-the focus on STEM should be started in pre-school
$$$$ New facilities common core implementation ONE district for the entire county. to save $$$
(#2) collaboration and lifelong learning
(1) Hear teacher perceptions. (2) Hear former student perceptions. (3) Hear MPS retirees and former
MPS Board members.
A college scholarship-type program similar to the Kalamazoo Promise initiative, which grants money for
college to students graduating from a Kalamazoo area school and going to a Kalamazoo area
college/university
A focused program and supports to reach the bottom 30% of learners in the school setting. These are the
students that will be staying in Midland, we need an educated workforce.
a language school (classes taught in Spanish starting in kindergarten)
A strong start in a quality preschool program
Acceptance of all strengths of all students.
Add a CTE High School; Focus on skilled trade learning as well as STEM- both are extremely important
to the success the community and the country.
Add a required Big History course to high school requirements. The Big History Project already provides
the curricula and support at no cost. The other three you already have are good if done in addition to Big
History. Also, add required utilization of the extensive offerings of the Ziibiwing center, including the
training of Midland teachers there.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a leader in
world-class education?
Adding “maker space” at the public library.
Allow children to experience life outside the computer
Anti-common core. Look to educational leaders like Finland
Apprenticeships should be available to high school students who do not intend to go to college.
Ask Dow for donation of technology to schools as the casino does in Mount Pleasant
attract and retain top teachers/educators, keep offering many extracurricular activities for students
be well-rounded in focus, STEM is not the only thing that will make the community thrive.
Better investment in health pregnancies, especially for low income/at risk women. More focus on early
childhood. Get the community more invested in healthy pregnancies for low income women, and healthy
development for ALL children.
bring back gifted and talented programs in elementary and middle school in MPS
Business grants to public education.
Charter schools with non-traditional tracks to pioneer new curricula.
community education
Community support for teachers
Community wide high speed internet connectivity. Functional spaces for learning.
Comprehensive education opportunities for all.
Continue to promote literacy and focus on reading, speaking and writing good English, and being
articulate
Continue to seek cutting edge educational opportunities
Contrary to what this statement says Midland Public Schools is lacking when it comes to education. The
schools are underfunded and way overcrowded. The Special education department in particular is very
behind in the times. There isn't even a BCBA on staff, a fact that should be embarrassing considering it is
the current preferred method of working with Autism.
Co-op opportunities, Community based instruction, more businesses willing to partner with postsecondary and other special education programs
corporate and civic partnerships with educational institutions
Create a skilled trades program for those not planning to go to college.
Creative based learning! STEM should not be used, get rid of acronyms! Also, to create new businesses
you need business people not just technologists, so the focus is not right in my mind. General education
especially English and writing skills are essential even to an engineer! Just ask them.
Develop an early middle college program using the Early College Alliance at Eastern Michigan University
model
Discontinuing "core curriculum" and focus on individualized learning.
Don't forget social science or the "Arts"
Duplicate best practices but hang on to most important traditions
educate public as t how education is funded
Educate the voters...they voted down a great opportunity to allow our children increased opportunities to
learn by voting down technology/iPads in Midland Public schools. May communities in Michigan get it
and passed this same proposal. Midland is beginning to reject K-12 education.
Emphasize the value of arts education as an essential balance to STEM training
Emphasize understanding analysis, encourage questioning - not just facts.
Encourage local businesses to hire local talent. Current strategies at the corporate level limit our ability to
hire directly off campus from CMU/SVSU/Delta etc.
English and reading should be a focus as well
Ensure that all socioeconomic groups have access to education
Involvement.
Equal opportunities across the county, field trip accessibility for all GSRP students, supporting teachers
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a leader in
world-class education?
Expand community-School model
Expectations/requirements/training for our educators and support staff. Also increasing opportunities for
individuals with disabilities.
Experience-based learning. Albert Einstein said "the only source of knowledge is experience." More
emphasis should be given to the pursuit of learning how other people do things throughout the world,
culturally and socially. While Midland is a topnotch community, there are better places to live in this
country and world than Midland County. Our young people should learn this at an early age (as well as
many older residents) and should be inspired by it to learn how to make their community better.
Fast tracking bright children in the schools
Figure out how to funnel more tax millage to the classroom and out of pensions
Finding out why students quit school and focus on what can be done to help them complete their
education
Focus on developing critical thinking skills.
Focus on ensuring skill trades are introduced and offered at the high school level.
Focus on providing opportunities to kids who are at the highest levels of education, not just with STEM,
but with other options.
Focus on STEM
Focus on STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
Focus on STEM is great, however, it's short sighted. What about arts and languages? Yes, STEM are
super important and competitive, but we can't shut out other students and helping those who are not
"STEM minded." Let's help the kids become game designers, not just game players. Give them
community problems and let them find solutions (goes with project based learning). Bring back some type
of Gifted and Talented program. Encourage more play in our elementary schools. See if we can apply for
a district waiver from any state mandated curriculum- even for a year- and see what happens when we let
our teachers teach, our kids be kids, and our students learn. I love the idea of collaboration with
community. Let's get these kids working outside the text book.
Focus on the whole child. Quit forcing kids to wait for the slow kids. Quit burdening classrooms with all the
extra special education issues. These things are anchors to progress and no one wants to address it. In
fact, the new direction is to throw more into the classroom. How does that make us world class?
Geography and World History Classes
Get away from standardized testing and rote learning. Focus on imagination, creativity and problem
solving.
Get rid of Common Core, or any version of it that simply changes its name to hide what it really is.
grants for those who come to work for our companies
Greater access to preschool programming for those in the lower middle class and lower class. Greater
access to the arts.
hire the best teachers
I am very excited that STEM was included. That is a key initiative that needs to be focused on.
I believe Midland is already a leader in world class education.
I do not know
I have seen STEM programs work well. Collaboration across all the different education providers could
be challenging, but is needed.
I think focus on STEM and PBL are key.
IB or like programs should be offered at several grade and one middle schools. Spanish instruction
needs no improved and Chinese should be offered at least one elementary school. Technology needs to
be greatly improved. Classes too crowded.
idk what should be implemented, but this is the area that concerns me the most. Im worried about my kids
and education. Hire a super that matches the missions statement , progressive, etc.
Implementing the STEM program would go along way towards reaching this objective
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a leader in
world-class education?
Improvement of Local School STEM based education (ex: Higher recognition of FIRST Robotics teams)
Include "A" for Arts making STEM - STEAM, Invest in new technology so our students are well versed
and comfortable in exploring and digging deeper. Create global opportunities for our students to begin
understanding and learning how to work with others from different cultures and counties, Help students
become better planners and create visions for themselves. Get students involved and engaged in issues
that effect them on a local, state, national, and global level
Increased engagement of researchers in schools -- bring the leading chemists and engineers in to the
education process
it is already set by some educated caring parents
Keep the focus on PUBLIC schools where ALL children are accepted and educated.
Less testing, more teaching. Do not assume that advanced technology equals advanced education.
Teach students how to process all the information they have access to.
longer school days; meaningful summer programs; high school start later in line with kid's timeclock
Make sure there is equal focus on STEM and vocational ed. Not everyone is cut out to be a Dow fellow.
MAKING SURE BOTH SCHOOLS ARE KEPT OPEN-DOW AND MIDLAND HIGH AND CONTINUING
TO HIGHER EXCELLENT TEACHERS/SUPPORT STAFF
more coding clubs/classes at an earlier age
More community support in the schools
More funding for public schools.
More initiatives to allow lower income students equal opportunities in STEM
More involvement I real world workplace, mentor programs
More mentorship programs to let others know of options for all, not just the students that only focus on
college
More money and resources need to be put into our schools.
More opportunities for diversified learning
More opportunities for learning outside public school and post-secondary learning; possibly more
opportunities for leadership and skills training to the general public at no cost or reduced cost
More project based learning
My oldest child is starting preschool in the fall - not really sure what's needed!
n/a
National standards for education with no substitutes for credits
need to bring in more students
Nothing.
Offer career-based/skill-based learning
One to one computing, world-class facilities and collaboration with community to support our teachers.
Our students need to be globally competitive and should be compared to the best schools globally, not
just in MI.
Parents need to be involved and trained to support their child's learning
Performance based metrics for educators
Perhaps including language skills (both English and foreign) as a focus would be a good idea.
Preschool for all 4 year olds in Midland- lots or research is out to support early intervention or preschool.
We could also better prioritize dollars given to initiatives that are evidence based lime preschool totes.
Finally, our public schools are far from being the best. They are years behind other district in their actual
teaching practices. I have heard school administrators preach the use of project based learning but have
yet to see that happen in my children's classes. They talk the talk but don't hold teachers accountable!
providing services and options for all students is necessary rather than a focus on STEM. Not all students
will be appropriate for STEM and will fall theough the cracks, leaving them uninterested in school when
they likely could be great contributors to society.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a leader in
world-class education?
Reach out to ALL students not just the top 1 %. While IB programs are important, so are technical
opportunites including auto training, CNA training, other medical areas requiring less than a college
education. Midland is NOT well rounded, it only reaches out to those at the top.
Reduce overhead to K12 by reducing bureaucracy at the state-level and open more charter schools
Return the idea of RESPECT to the teaching profession. Have business, community leaders promote the
idea of RESPECT for those in the education professions.
Scholarships for graduating seniors (like Kalamazoo Promise)
see above
skilled trades classes in schools
Smaller class sizes...too many kids in each class in the public school system
State of the art and flexible learning
STEM
STEM
STEM initiatives are the best start. Acknowledge that STEM-based academics are not entirely compatible
with HS IB-level programs.
stop thinking we are great and be realistic
Strengthen education quality
strong curriculum for all, specialized programs for those at high and low ends of learning capability
student assistance without large student debts
Students need early and continuous exposure to a variety of careers in STEM.
Support music programs
Support teacher - parent partnerships; Work at ways to improve the educational environment and
encourage healthy learning environments using our most current understanding of how learning works to
maximize educating effectively. (support teachers with training in the newest areas), Less focus on
assessment assessment assessment and more on learning (that is, assessment is important but when it
takes SIGNIFICANT time AWAY from learning and decreases the amount of time to work with students in
the classroom, in apprenticeship programs, etc. it DETRACTS from learning, instead of adding to it.
Make assessments invisible instead of The Focus for the first 6-8 weeks of the school year and the
various other assessment points. Connect with other programs connecting education to a broad viewhigh school programs that lead into college programs, social studies programs that look more at global
issues and economies, human history in the context of the broader history of the universe (aka Big
History), greater cultural understanding - ie programs that help understand other cultures that our
students will need to understand in the context of the originating cultures, not just within the context of
western civilization and Christianity.
that skilled trades such as welding is not a loser's job skill
the great start covers children from birth to age 5, public schools cover till 12th grade and we should
increase the adult trade skill support
The IB implementation is impressive. AP classes should be allowed and even encouraged at a lower
levels in high school- 10th grade at least. MPS needs to offer Chinese as a foreign language.
The school systems seem to be financially unstable.
The three above plus making K-12 teaching a more attractive career opportunity for talented young
people
To understand that each student is different as to how one learns.
Too many to list
Tutoring students
Use facilities to provide some of previous KPA goals
Use multiple teaching strategies for diverse student body
using techniques used by world-class education
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a leader in
world-class education?
we are quite impressive right now.
We need to find ways to get updated technology into our classrooms and let students explore and follow
their unique passions.
we need to have focus on our excellent students too- not just those who need special ed
We need to reevaluate discipline strategies - how often are we using suspension and other punitive
measures (as opposed to real discipline) and how can we get more creative and help our kids with
behavior problems grow? Rather than just removing them from the school and thereby NOT serving them
or including them.
Weed out some teachers that have ten year that shouldn't be there and you need people in charge that
don't get pushed around by parents
Well-rounded technical training.
When a student shows that he/she is either having trouble or is excelling in a class, there should be
amendments made in the way those students are taught
world class teachers
year round education
Year-round school with 3 month-long breaks

Table 29: Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Economic Development] key performance area?
Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation
of this key performance area?
$ for school programs (state/budget)
?
??
A collaborative effort of educational and government agencies.
A group consisting of members from each board of education and school leaders.
A group where all education groups are represented.
A new group with representation from private, public and parochial K-12 responsibilities,
SVSU/CMU/Delta and key employers in town to ensure efforts invested result in graduates with a hope of
being hired in this town, without having to travel to Lansing, Ann Arbor or Houghton.
A school administration that uses Common Sense. I am highly educated & a critical thinker, I have had
children in the MPS for 17 years with 4 more years to go. All I can say is good luck. I have watched the
schools do nothing but go downhill.
Academia & Business Partnership
Administrative Leader
All the Government in their specialty
Another team of people led by the responsible person who should be a city or county staff person.
A team of our current superintendents and university presidents - include the private schools
Board of education (4)
Board of education and administration of schools should be held responsible by the community.
Business, government, civic
Businesses, schools, entire community! It takes a village!
City and state education boards
City council
City leadership (diverse group)
Collaboration with all area schools - including colleges - and area employers
Collaborative body of school administrators, teachers and parents.
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation
of this key performance area?
Community
Community leaders/School Board
Community members need to take a more active and supportive role in our schools.
community and MPS leadership
city and industry
Create an oversight committee with experts from different age focus
education and business collaboration
Education leader
Education systems
Educators
Educators, parents and business leaders
Elected leaders to the State legislature.
ESA
EVERYONE!
Family/Parents
Healthy pregnancies and early childhood are joint efforts of public health, health care system, education,
social services, job development/training. All need to be coordinated and connected.
I think it should be a mixture of people who represent the businesses of Midland, the families of Midland,
the faith community (pastoral leaders), and the leadership of Midland.
identified community member such as board members of nonprofit organizations and identified leaders in
the profit world
Include the school board and the MCESA Board of Education. Include MPS and MCESA administration.
AND PAC
Isn't this the responsibility of the MPS Board and Superintendent?
Leaders from the Midland, Bullock Creek, Meridian, and Bay City school districts
Legacy center
Let the marketplace decide who is doing the best job.
Local school boards
Local school system, teachers, and parents.
MCESA
MCF, school board, DDA
Midland public and private schools.
Midland Public School administration and Dow Chemical
Midland Public Schools (9)
Midland Public Schools Administration, Teachers, and School Board.
Midland Public Schools, Delta College
midland schools
Midland Tomorrow/Schools/Colleges in partnership
MPS and parents
MPS Board of Education
MPS maybe with Dow/DCC.
MPS Staff
n/a
no one group
Non biased organization, like the Midland County ESA
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation
of this key performance area?
Normally I would say MPS, but with all the issues the education industry is having, I dont think that is the
right place. I hope Midland can continue to be different and continue to have a high standard for
education excellence. It can start with technology in the classrooms.
NOT the school system! If they were succeeding why would we even be talking about this? How about
the DOW s
NOT business leaders
Not only school systems, but average families who will benefit
Not sure.
Parents (3)
Parents and tax payers
PARENTS, educators
Parents, educators, local professionals
parents, schools, churches, businesses,
Parents, teachers and business leaders
Parents, teachers, students, interested residents
Parents, teachers, students.
Public and private schools, other organizations engaged with the public
Public school boards and superintendents as well as key business leaders
Public schools
Public schools - teachers, parents, and the students themselves.
Same as previous question
School administrators
School board (2)
School board with an advisory committee of community business and industry partners.
School board, perhaps even a special subcommittee that is given the charge to think outside the box.
Study the research and different country's models for education (especially those countries that excel).
School district and parents
SCHOOL DISTRICT/SUPERINTENDENT
School districts (2)
School superintendents, parents, students
School system (2)
School system with community partners
School systems in cooperation with area businesses
School systems/DHS
Schools (4)
Schools and school boards
schools with help of local publications and meetings
Schools without the interference of business.
Schools, business
Schools. Parents
So collaborators are the whole community; are the educated expected to be seeds for the community? If
so, then all enmities in need of STEM should be involved
Someone who can see beyond thinking there is only one form of education that works, who sees the
value of bringing all forms together for the betterment of Midland.
Superintendent of Schools
Superintendents for each of the Midland County public school systems
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation
of this key performance area?
Superintendents of Midland County Schools
Teachers (2)
Teachers admin
Teachers, administrators and parents.
The entire community.
the school systems
This should be a collaborative effort between Parents, Students, Schools, and Local Support
Groups/Businesses. Chamber of Commerce is doing a super job in this area! We are so blessed as a
community to have the resources to offer opportunities for our children to learn in unique and effective
ways.
Those who this will impact
Whoever can make it happen.
Whoever is most likely to make all those initiatives (and fixing the anti-education/anti-science problems in
our community) actually happen, and soon. The mayor? Someone with influence for this critical area.

Table 30: Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive
statement [for Key Performance Area: Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment]?
Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Education]?
"Develop a single, integrated, reliable, ACCESSIBLE and "green" public transportation system.
add
add 'affordable' and 'comprehensive ‘to describing public transportation
affordable public transit, not just "green"
change "through" to "by promoting" or "by providing"
Clean up toxic areas check air quality
create a bike/walk friendly society through shared paths and SIDE WALKS that ARE MAINTAINED
Define green and determine if citizens are willing to pay a green penalty
Define green- too broad
Delete "through a green community"
delete expanding the trail system
delete free internet wireless access points nothing to do with being green
Delete free internet. Those that want it can/will pay for it. Those that don't want it shouldn't have to pay
for it which they will through taxes in one form or another. Do not develop public transportation...the
community is not large enough to support or justify it - this is the most ridiculous and ill informed
initiative I have heard in a long time.
delete non-motorized system, add public transportation
Do not focus on green instead improve what systems we have. We do not need more unfunded
mandates
drop it
Drop the virtual stuff.
education about green transportation, technology etc
Eliminate this statement.
emphasis on extending the public transport
Expand city water system to more rural homeowner's
Free internet in the city and township
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Education]?
Free internet is not free. What are you going to do to pay for it?
free internet is not necessary
good
Green community is probably not something everyone understands or supports, might want to consider
sustainable?
Green community....does that include dioxins???
green is misleading
Green is not always better
I don't think 'green' is really practical at this time, it is direct conflict with other goals discussed in this
survey
I don't think that the non-motorized needs any more work done, add regular tv stations be allowed
better access in the area instead of relying on cable or dish/direct
I like it.
I like this one - it makes sense add cyber safety again nix the word community and use county.
I support #2&3, but Broad band will have a much greater impact
I think these initiatives are great! Public transportation is my favorite.
I think this is a very idealistic list. Hopefully you have an equal balance of realism. Who will pay for the
wireless connectivity for example. This economy has been hard on small businesses and individuals.
Are we looking at the balance of net gain for the required investment?
I would drop all of it but the last sentence "A well informed and connected community is an engaged
and vibrant community.
i would LOVE a real transportation system geared for all of us beyond the handicapped.
I'd like to ensure that this transportation initiative includes outlying areas. Those in Coleman, Sanford,
etc. are at a sharp disadvantage to those of us in the city, when it comes to job options, access to
education, healthcare, etc.
Improve recycling
Include something a bit more infinitive regarding transportation.
Is there a timeline for this?
it is a little to choppy
It is too vague.
Like it. Public Wi-Fi good. Bike share good add
looks great
Love it, but is it realistic?
midland does not need green public transportation. I frequently see dial a ride and that other bus
system driving around with 1-2 people on it. Clearly the need isn't that great.
no it looks good
No public transportation. We can't afford it.
No. Due to the broad base that this Key Performance Area encompasses, I think it is a great
statement.
None (29)
Not as worried about being "green" as keeping what we have up to date, nice, and functioning
not leaving out senior citizens - when using this technology to inform-do not rely 100 percent on this
route to transmit info.
not sure but I don't care for it at all
not sure the word green works...are we saying we want a beautiful community or one that uses less
fossil fuels?
Nothing - I love it.
Nothing is free; somebody is paying to provide internet access. An integrated, green public
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Education]?
transportation system would be expensive. Who will subsidize that?
Nothing to add or change
Nothing. This is a good statement/initiative
other travel options to get lower income to/from work advance schooling
Promote/have access/ to community (food) gardens, remove blight and contamination of watershed
Provide for maintenance of roads and streets.
Public transportation needs to be affordable.
Rather long but really well written
redesign the Eastman road MESS
Remove: A well informed and connected community is an engaged and vibrant community.
Sounds a little lofty and not specific, but makes more sense if one reads the PI's
Sounds good as is
The desire to be "green" is tiring and overused.
The last sentence isn't necessary.
The proposed initiatives all relate to transportation and technology. Create a separate category for the
environment. Make sustainability a priority. If we want to survive into the NEXT century we have to be
sustainable.
The second sentence is not needed. The first is very narrow and only on connectivity. The
performance area is too broad as I stated earlier.
These are 3 good suggestions!
This is great
Too much computer or internet time ,
Trail system needs to connect all part of city. Traffic flow, zoning good for businesses.
Transportation is vital!! More important than free internet
Very good.
Well this would be wonderful!
Why is green transportation a requirement?
why not include others that may be visiting, using words that focus on a single group can be changed to
make everyone, not only the residents feel they are part of the focus
With the recent emphasis on neighborhoods, I would suggest private websites for neighborhoods.
Home owners can share whatever they decide to share. This would allow neighbors to share resources
and support each other.
Wow, this descriptive statement is great!

Table 31: Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to improve the physical
and virtual connectivity of the community?
Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to improve the physical and
virtual connectivity of the community?
All of the above and they are very high priority.
All of the initiatives listed are great! Access to a decent public transportation system is greatly needed in
Midland in order to help us be more "green."
All of these are great!
Applications for events, volunteerism etc.
better communications
Better internet access to rural areas. Better maintenance of county/rural roads.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to improve the physical and
virtual connectivity of the community?
better or more reliable transportation options for low income people
Bicycle trails useful for cross-city transportation but separate from streets -- bikes and cars don't mix
terribly well.
Bike Lanes for green transportation
Bike/running paths
cannot get connection now in the inner city with even phones, hard to hear, keep connected even to
calls.
Can't think of any
city-wide free Wi-Fi would be great
Competitive, available hi speed broadband is a vital
concentrate businesses on corridor from downtown to Ashman circle. Ashman/Rodd should be a green
boulevard from Grove St. to Circle.
Continue current connectivity projects on a county-wide basis
Create a fundraising initiative to provide internet access. No new taxes.
Cyber safety. integrate the library and all government public data
definitely a better public transportation system
Definitely in support of 1&2. We should have some type of public transportation.
Develop downtown area to move away from the mall area. Have a decent community pool.
Develop/encourage taxi services for the larger Midland area.
don't encourage sprawl
Educate and inform the young and the SENIOR Population
Education initiative of motorists and cyclists to improve safety behaviors and understanding on both
sides
Encourage condensed development around existing communities. A sprawling community is that much
more difficult to traverse with measures of connectivity. Encourage infill development of the City of
Midland (between Downtown and Ashman Circle).
Ensure outlying areas are included in the non-motorized trail system. It is currently only thought of as a
Midland City initiative.
Exactly what is said a single, integrated, reliable and green public transportation system.
Expansion of rail-trail ..... how would expansion take place and still stay green?
Fiber internet, also encourage more community gardening and allow citizens to keep chickens.
Focus on the well informed and engaged portion...wireless connectivity may or may not enable this.
Work through a variety of organizations to engage people in helping people. Why do so many of our
church groups look beyond Midland County to help their neighbors. Drive a focus on local mission trips
instead. Engage in Habitat for Humanity efforts. Engage in Big Brothers Big Sisters. Helping each
other is the connectivity we need...not more band width. Band Width is a commercial/economic issue,
not a social issue.
Form Public/private partnership to develop wireless access points that cover all areas of the County
(including free internet)
Free Internet - How is this to be Free?
Free internet is great, however, not too many places offer access to a public computer. Perhaps more
places than the library, DHS and family centers should offer computers
Great initiatives included, also could include expanding fiber and covering more of the county (ie. Mills
has poor internet service)
Green public transportation, with a reliable route/timing, would be extremely beneficial to this
community. Job and family responsibilities are very difficult for those community members without
regular access to an auto.
i don't know...i wish i did!
I like the wireless initiative
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to improve the physical and
virtual connectivity of the community?
I think the "green" public transportation is the most important initiative. I think that could lead to better
lives for those in Midland that struggle with transportation currently.
I think the "green" public transportation with route system real-time technology would benefit many in
the community!!!!!
I think the green public transportation should be top priority
Implement solar and wind to help reduce electric/ heat bills.
Incorporate paved pathways for non-motorized (bicycle, pedestrian, wheelchair) travel that are separate
from streets and sidewalks. Bike lanes on streets are minimally useful. Vehicle drivers cannot be
depended upon to recognize or honor them.
Increased maintenance of non-motorized trail in winter months
Interface with technology leaders at universities and in the state.
Internet
It would be wonderful to have a safe public transportation system!
Like the free internet idea - could enable new services and collaborations
make Midland more walkable with more downtown retail
make the system readily accessible to all
Microfarming
More bike paths and more non-motorized trails instead of standard sidewalks
More bike paths/lanes. Redo the circle and other areas with pedestrians in mind!!!
More dedicated bike lanes. Drop the virtual stuff, most everyone has cell phones already.
More focus on an accessible infrastructure
More interactive websites. Love the idea of green transportation. More paths and SAFER paths/trails.
What we have now is awesome, but I don't feel safe.
More promotion of activities
More public transportation options.
More public transportation that is affordable and accessible
More sidewalks, more outdoor eating areas, making biking paths more biker friendly/safe
n/a (2)
Need green spaces and neighborhoods with bike trails. Zoning and traffics around mall need significant
improvement.
Need safe walking paths - free of ice in the winter; control of dogs so walkers can feel safe
No changes
none -- I like what you have here, especially the trail system expansion
Not enough on environment just saying green public transportation. Should be more focus on clean air,
water and soil.
Nothing is perfect, but some of the proposed items could be life-changing for many.
Of those listed, I would like to see the bike lanes moved to the outlawns on busy streets. The trees
have been gutted anyway, to accommodate power lines (which should be moved to underground
asap!). Cyclists should have/follow the same laws as motor vehicles. The difference in speed capability
is a true safety issue on the main streets; especially where parking is allowed in bike lanes.
Partnership
Physical connectivity should be maintained...i.e. rail trail. Virtual connectivity is already there and
available for those who want it and want to pay for it - this should not be an initiative of the community
Plan more community runs or activity programs, expand more rail trails.
Please clarify which non-motorized trail system. Do you mean the bike paths throughout the
community or the Rail Trail?
provide bike racks on city buses/maps of bike routes/promote "bike to work days"
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to improve the physical and
virtual connectivity of the community?
Provide for maintenance of roads and streets.
Public Trans!
public transport
Public transportation
Public transportation is a huge issue. there are many issues with dial a ride and county connection.
Public transportation, reliable, that provides good customer services - customer first.
public transportation availability
Search for additional grant funding for expansion and enhancement projects
Separated bike paths on Rodd & Ashman or parallel
Share the development with neighborhoods, seeking their input.
The main employer is positioning to leave town within a decade. Don't over invest in things we can't
maintain. We need to grow the companies that are here.
The ones listed are great. For them to work, people must know about them, so I would add "implement
permanent sources of information, including trail/route maps and similar pamphlets around town, on the
web, and elsewhere."
The proposed initiatives listed above.
The three listed above
Transportation/tech part decent. But environment TOTALLY missing from this statement - merely
mentioning the word "green" does not make this more than lip service when virtually nothing in the
initiatives address it. Make SUSTAINABILITY a separate goal. Make recycling and reuse programs a
priority. Add educational programs to address how we can do better as a community. And - and this
would really make us "pioneers" - make it a goal to bring renewable power to Midland. There are towns
that have made the step to shift energy sources from fuel burning to renewable resources. We are the
perfect size to DO it. Join the few leaders in this area and become TRUE LEADERS of the future.
Treat internet like a utility, not an “extra.” Hot spots should be ubiquitous.
True Cycling Lanes in place of shared access lanes/Enforcement of traffic laws on cyclists in the
roadway
Utilize our excess water resource for recreation - waterpark
WALKABILITY! Design/ redesign communities so healthy food options and parks are with decent and
safe walking distance from residences
Walkways/bikeways over/under busy roads (Eastman, Saginaw, etc)
We need to have a public transit that is reliable and constant.
what about zip cars or something along those lines for those who do not have cars?
While connectivity is nice, how would we have free internet? Is anything really free?
wind turbines and solar panel use
Wireless access points

Table 32: Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment] key
performance area?
Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment] key
performance area?
? (3)
A group that has all transportation/technology groups involved.
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment] key
performance area?
address a committee to handle research and specifics for implementation
All
All key players will have to work together.
All of us (2)
Broad band improvement - city has responsibility & authority
Business groups/chamber of commerce; possible partnerships with County for transportation.
business, government, civic
City (3)
City & County governments
City & County leaders
City & county with citizen participation through committees
City & township
City and County Government
City and County of Midland
City Council (3)
city county government
city government (2)
City leadership
City of Midland (3)
City of Midland/Midland County
City Parks? MitCon
City, Midland Community Foundation, area businesses
City/county
Community base organization
County commissioners
County government with partnership with business
County government; volunteers
County Leadership
County representatives and community members
Dial A Ride needs a complete overhaul so definitely not them! I would support any agency/group that
can make these things happen.
Different groups around town and the chamber
Don't know. Not government. An organization with ties and that has a stake in the community. The
organization must have an incentive and be held accountable.
Foundations, and/or a select committee.
Government
Have someone connected with the city or county lead a team.
I am not sure
I don't know. A group with both the technical know-how to do it, as well as the motivation to make it
happen.
I think it should be a mixture of people who represent the businesses of Midland, the families of
Midland, the faith community (pastoral leaders), and the leadership of Midland.
I would suggest this area be contracted out, with accountability and oversight being the responsibility of
the City Manager's office. This is an excellent area to provide secular jobs; should not be used to
increased city employee staff.
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment] key
performance area?
Local Government/Law Enforcement
Local government
Mayor
Mayor's office. Midland County leadership. There is a big role for companies and foundations.
Midland County
Midland County, the City of Midland and other respective townships/municipalities
Midland Government!
Most of this should be an individual’s responsibility. If they want it they should pay for it with their
personal funds. The community should not be involved in this.
Multiple institutions -Educational, industrial, social -a revolving "Board" with these aspects represented
n/a (2)
No one. Focus on our crumbling existing infrastructure before building something new.
Non-motorized transportation committees, local and county governments.
Planning commission
Private sector
Public
Public transportation model should be a natural growth out of Dial-a-Ride and County Connection
partnership to explore new models. As a cyclist, I know how to safely pedal to just about anywhere in
Midland. We already have plenty of biking opportunities.
Public works for the transportation part; public education/libraries for tech; nature center, recycling
centers etc. other experts on sustainability for the last
Public/private partners
See previous questions
The city and county governments.
The City has the streets, but with appropriate MDOT funding, dedicated bike lanes can be built.
The library is free to all residents and had free internet. Dial a Ride should implement new technology to
be on time and efficient, which will save on gas and make them green. When the county repairs roads
they should look for opportunities to make them a little wider where possible. Other than that educate
drivers on sharing the roads with bikes.
There is more to being "Green" than items listed.
there isn't much going into the fact the surrounding counties commute to midland for work and to shop.
Midland needs to think beyond itself to ensure the 'green' can branch out and grow in time. Thinking
too Midland only in the long might hurt it's efforts to be 'green'.
This is a tough question, because I don't think the government should lead this
Unsure

Table 33: Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive
statement [for Key Performance Area: Arts and Culture]?
Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Arts and Culture]?
"community of leisure time opportunities" doesn't mean anything to me ... The opportunities are forming
a community? Reword for improved clarity ...
"Community of opportunities" doesn't make sense.
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Arts and Culture]?
"Local citizenry" is redundant i.e., "a community of local citizens"? How about: A community of diverse
recreational activities for a multi-generational population.
"new" offerings
"Which" clause requires a comma -- . . . citizenry, which . . . Otherwise this statement says the
citizenry serves to attract visitors. You want the COMMUNITY to attract visitor.
A community that has leisure time....
add
Add a special focus on activities for teens, outside of school.
Add reference to City Forest, MCFTA
Awareness of offerings throughout diverse geographical regions of the county
Change "now" to "new". Providing greater access to athletic/outdoor activities
Change “now” offerings to “new” offerings.
change the word citizenry to something else
Concentrate on river project as center for activities, embracing downtown.
Consideration to development of another area other than the riverfront due to flooding
de-centralize focus of riverfront from just downtown to other areas of the city
Delete River Front - enough is enough - use for one time events. Vender shows, markets, etc.
Descriptive statement is fine
Did you mean "now" offerings or "new" offerings?
Do not develop the Riverfront. How about installing Olympic sized swimming pools at each high school
so that neighborhood families can use them and students can have access during the day? Our lack of
swimming facilities is embarrassing.
Doesn't have to be river front
don’t build an amphitheater in a flood plain, please.
drop river front major investment
encourage additional stores and restaurants (similar to those at Eastwood Mall in East Lansing)
Ensure all efforts are inclusive
Fight obesity and preventable illness through health and wellness education. Riverfront project seems
lofty and unnecessary and there are already coordinated event calendars...
Find a better place than the riverfront we already have MORE than enough (flooded) resources there
forget Riverfront - too iffy, more emphasis on teen activities
Good (3)
Good thoughts. However, are we going to take into consideration the need for free events? This
sounds like a lot of money will need to come in to cover the implementation of these activities.
Great!
I assume the 3rd bullet point should say "new" offerings?
I especially appreciate the consideration of the second bulleted item. It can seem like feast or famine
with activities.
I like this
I think there should be a hyphen between leisure and time. "multi-generational local citizenry" is very
wordy and could be reduced to "population." Diverse includes all groups so there is little need to add
more descriptive language.
I would add 'recreation' and/or 'healthy lifestyles' in some way.
I would add the word "offers" before "opportunities."
I would place this low on the priority level, we do good here already.
I would remove "leisure time opportunities" and replace with "recreation"; I would eliminate multi-
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Arts and Culture]?
generational (redundant with diverse). Change diverse to diversified. The attraction of visitors feels
almost forgotten.
Improve youth-focused entertainment, in particular concerts and/or summer festivals
Include activities of the various communities other than city of Midland
include the words "art and culture" to the statement
Increase ways to get event dates to the community
Issue liquor licenses and attract more nightlife
It is okay. Very broad descriptive statement.
It would be nice to see the Central Park area and band shell get revitalized, allowing for more of the
festivals and concerts to move away from the river. Not all, but the concerts perhaps. This would
diminish the flood woes.
It’s being done by others now.
It's fine
leisure / recreational / cultural / non-academic education
leisure time doesn't sound like the right term
leisure time seems weak...Create a culture of diversity through arts, culture, and leisure activities that
enhance the quality of life.
leisure, unintentionally, devalues the importance of arts & culture// wording is awkward... a community
of opportunities??? // describe how arts and culture benefit locals directly not just indirectly via visitors
Make it affordable for all/most
Maybe look at Stratford Park as an alternative, City Forest or the Nature Center for options - if flooding
an issue
more secular events. currently lots of events are church related. more cultural representation.
More things for teenagers to do.
New
New offering.
nix "leisure time opp". Some people LIVE on arts and culture! "A community rich in arts and culture..."
No. Very good
Not sure why to develop the river front when it is a bad river
Nothing (14)
Nothing - but there should be focus on the family impact.
Nothing, it looks great. Maybe make the amphitheater of materials what withstand floods & are easy to
clean after flooding?
Now' should be 'new'?
ok
recreational groups for mentally ill, and families who meet poverty criteria
Recreational trends while they may change do not necessarily need to be offered. We need to be
selective
remove river front multi use community center
River front amphitheater
Smoke-free playgrounds and recreation areas
Support more live music
the calendar is a big issue I see in Midland, I don't hear about events early enough
The MCFTA is already hurting, outdoor amphitheater may be ruinous - the government must decide if
this is something that is worth doing
The river front is fine the way it is, adding this type is unnatural and causing more cost. if you want an
amphitheater utilize the ball diamond at Emerson, it is hardly used now for baseball or softball could be
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for Key Performance Area: Arts and Culture]?
utilized for both, do not need to add and destroy natural habitat for already existing sites. The calendar
is nice but the web site is not easily accessible at times.
Too fuzzy
Very odd phrasing. I don't even know how to change this. For example: Multi-generational local
citizenry and visitors. That is a wordy way to say everybody.
We don't really need such a place. We have the community center and the Chipewassee Park area that
should satisfy both of these goals...
With the flood caveat, the first one is wishy-washy. The initiative is to overcome that obstacle to allow
for more river front development

Table 34: Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to distinguish Midland’s
art and cultural opportunities from other communities?
Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to distinguish Midland’s art
and cultural opportunities from other communities?
?
A community canoe/kayak shed (fee involved for users) near the Tridge boat launch site
A fun spot for teens to congregate.
A well-established website which offers the calendar of event would be great. It could also include nonprofit fund-raising events which so often overlap due to lack of knowledge
Additional of winter activities that favor adults. I've heard many complain if you don't have children and
don't drink, Midland doesn't offer much during winter months.
advertising and accessibility (group transportation)
Advertising opportunities to neighboring counties and other potential visitors..
Agreed- river front floods. Not a good idea. One calendar would be VERY helpful! I would love to see
an additional, well supported (by MCFTA) community theater. A true community theater where families
can perform together and community members can increase skill and talent. MCFTA is great now, but it
has become very elite. There needs to be a secondary offering.
all of the ones you mentioned
Already distinguished in this area
Be real - cater to 10-25 year olds. (College town)
Be selective, pick something to do so well we are nationally recognized for it.
better advertisements of events and coordination with private entities
Better finance for MCFTA
Bring in bigger and more engaging acts
broadening matrix to more than just being held mostly at the center for the arts
Calendar of events, possibly adding original and unique events to attract visitors throughout the year
Capitalize on the heavy scientific background in Midland -- can we have a 'Natural Science Festival'?
Look to history of city for other distinctive features of our location
change "now" to "new" in 3rd bullet
Charge MCFTA with outreach programs to "go to" neighborhoods
community website/blog that is user friendly to collaborate and share opportunities
Continue the trend of high quality performances and presentations
Continue to expand on efforts at Midland Center for the Arts
Continue to foster the musical prowess of Midland
Continue to solicit and book world class entertainment at the MCFTA
Coordinated calendar is a great and cost efficient proposal. We already have lots of opportunities, but
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to distinguish Midland’s art
and cultural opportunities from other communities?
they can be hard to find/track.
Could this be Arts, Culture, and Recreation? I love the river front development, but wouldn't call it a
community center unless you meant to move "THE Community Center" back downtown. I would add
building a new community center to replace the old one. Follow recreational trends...is not specific.
We should make a statement, like "provide the best recreational parks that fully engage all members of
our community in active outdoor recreation"
Develop a coordinated calendar of events in the community
Develop community traditions
Drop the River Front multi-use community center because it is much to expensive; there are more
important things for taxes' use.
encourage businesses to come in that will provide entertainment for various age groups including
college students and recent college graduates
Enhance existing natural resources
Facilities that attract not only Midland County interest but national interest.
fix the flooding problems, there are tons of activities going on in Midland, but seems they are
communicated in very different manner - some in newsletters, some in newspaper, some by churches,
etc. Would be nice if could go to one website and see all activities going on.
Follow recreational trends to introduce now offerings
Give young people something productive and positive to do.
help people get over the "there's nowhere to park" perception
How does this fit in with regional development with Great Lakes Bay Region being a marketing and
promotional focus to be developing Midland as a "stand out"?
I believe Midland is already distinguished from other communities.
I think our riverfront makes us a bit unique and needs to be developed
I'm not a fan of the amphitheater idea - expensive project for very little use, especially considering the
flooding issue. Maybe focus on downtown instead?
increased diversity with more low cost and free events
Leverage softball, soccer facilities
Look beyond our local sphere -build so these opportunities can be shared beyond our borders
Lookup Waterfire (Providence) -maybe consider re-introducing the Diversity Walk? Also, it would be
incredible to have an event like River Days that targeted raising funds for social services.
Make room for edgier art/attract modern artisans
Make the Tridge area safer at night...family friendly
Matrix Midland isn’t attracting the caliber of acts it once did. Offerings seem way down. Taxes should
help support this event to keep it strong.
Maybe just a slogan or small ad campaign. I think in general we success in this area.
MCFA and more use of the Fairgrounds for multi-use
MET live in HD
Midland county has various museums and cultural activities from schools
Midland does a great job of this!
Midland has average arts and cultural opportunities. The area is in mid-Michigan, it's not in a large
metro like Detroit or Grand Rapids. Be happy with what you already have. Unless you want to hire a
Star Architect to build a new performing arts center, the Midland area will not be significant in terms of
Arts and Culture.
More big name concerts, etc. Bring in better movies at the theater- like the ones Ann Arbor features at
the State Street and Michigan theaters.
More concerts would be nice!
More local galleries for artists to showcase their work. We are such a talented community and our
artists display in Bay City and Saginaw more often than in Midland.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to distinguish Midland’s art
and cultural opportunities from other communities?
More professional events at the Center. Full sized auditoriums at EACH high school for student access
and performance opportunities and to build a sense of neighborhood community. Neither high school
has adequate access for performance preparation but we seem to provide facilities for sports..
More publicity to surrounding area. Easy entrance to events here. More variety of events
More social media presence for community events.
more upper end free events.. mso at the Tridge, Shakespeare etc.
More venues available at lower prices. The cost of many community rooms is hundreds of dollars -- out
of reach for grassroots cultural events. And some, such as the library (city property) don't allow sales of
the artists' CDs or books, making them unattractive options for events where sales form the primary
revenue stream for the artist/author
Much greater publicity and corporate sponsorship to keep the ticket prices accessible to more than the
top 10%
n/a (2)
No breakthrough needed here -- we need to incrementally improve what we already have
not sure
Offer more free family programs. Many current programs cost too much for middle class families. Only
wealthy family can participate in many offerings.
Our unique history gives us historical aspects that other communities cannot match. Also
Outdoor activities are great. Need to think of indoor initiative for the winter months.
Permanent bathrooms other side, watering stations, tables, seating, covered areas
Price point is important so all can participate.
Refocus on what we already have which is quite extraordinary already
Re-vitalize history museum. Extend river parks to museum as way to attract more visitors.
River front should be utilized.
Riverfront should be utilized more. That is a big positive for Midland that sometimes we do not utilize
well.
Seek out other areas of the community to invest in that do not possess as large of barriers as the river
front area for a multi-use community center. Such as, the Central Park area. However, still improve the
aesthetics of the river front by cleaning up and thinning out the vegetation along the river bank.
Set up an arts council.
The initiatives need more work, assign a team to re-do these. The same team that would lead this
area. Nothing really in here about arts
The key here would be to create something "special" a signature area that is delightful to stroll and
people want to come and experience this cool space. The idea here would be to create something as
exciting as say the River Walk in San Antonio TX. Includes, arts, entertainment, shopping, eating,
relaxing, nightlife, something for all age groups
The three listed above
They already are, aren't they?
Things specific to us. Love mannequin night, the summer solstice was awesome - love the idea of
closing down main street for big events. Maybe some concerts downtown or outdoor art displays?
this is already strong
This is good
Variety! Other towns excel at exciting a variety of people with a variety of events.
We already have two amphitheaters, we don't need another. The chamber of commerce could host a
community calendar which pulls information off other websites to allow people to easily search for
events in the area. Once established individual event sponsors may take advantage of market
segmentation analysis to pick when they hold their next events. I would prefer to lead recreational
trends in the introduction of new offerings. We have to decide if we really want to be pioneers or not.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to distinguish Midland’s art
and cultural opportunities from other communities?
We are doing this now.
We have a beautiful outdoor theater at Central Park. Why not take advantage of what we already
have?
We may need to consider stilts for riverfront activities! Midland has for years done a great job with
activities for our younger citizens. Let's focus on teens and singles now.
Whiting forest an outdoor music venue?
Why do we need to compare ourselves to other communities? Why don't we just make ours meet the
needs of this community? More funding for arts in the schools, since education budgets are negatively
impacting music programs and such.

Table 35: Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of Art and Culture key performance area?
Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of Art and Culture key performance area?
? (3)
? group that includes MCFTA and 360.
A new organization which is a partnership of the local foundations and the Midland Community Center
for the multi-use center. City of Midland on improving the river front.
Again-- businesses and private groups.
Again same answer as before
Arts council?
business, government, civic
Businesses
Center for the Arts
Chamber of Commerce for the calendar. Nobody for the riverfront community center. If we want to
pioneer cultural opportunities or recreational trends, I would support a new organization similar to Matrix
Midland which seeks its own sponsors to embark on new opportunities and manage the risk associated
with it.
Citizens and Reps from City, C of C, MCFTA & other cultural organizations
City and County Government
City and county government; local arts/cultural groups
City Council
City council and citizen volunteers
city council etc.
City county
City employees
City of Midland
City of Midland and Midland DDA
City of Midland, Midland Community Center
City Parks and Rec
City. County. Foundations. Center for Arts. Library.
City?
Create a County Culture Committee
DDA, Midland Community Center, Parks and Rec
Diverse segments of the community as well as skilled leadership
Downtown Authority
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of Art and Culture key performance area?
I think it should be a mixture of people who represent the businesses of Midland, the families of
Midland, the faith community (pastoral leaders), and the leadership of Midland.
Integrated county leaders or representatives
Local agencies
Local foundations
Local Government
Local government along with area philanthropic groups
Local nonprofit.
Mayor
MCFTA
MCFTA and our local foundations
MCFTA, Foundations and DDA
MCFTA, Loons, Downtown Authority
MCFTA, similar entities
Midland Center for the Arts
Midland Center of the Arts has always done a nice job collaborating with the local corporations.
Midland chamber of commerce
Midland County Parks and Recreation
n/a (2)
New entity.
Not sure, but I would hope EPA wouldn't create a situation of paralysis by analysis! Let's be sensible
about how we use our resources.
not sure.
organizations involved already in this area
parks and rec
Parks and Rec Volunteer Committees
Parks and Recreation, Center for the Arts, Library, etc
Partnerships between organizations would be great. Midland could put any other Michigan city's
fireworks displays to shame, if the country club could be persuaded to merge funding, for example.
Private Business
Private owner.
Private sector
The riverfront improvements are underway, events are on-line already, so this seems like we need to
better communicate with one another via the CVB.
There has to be more communication between organizations and city/township government regarding
these initiatives.
This is not as important as other issues mentioned

Table 36: Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive
statement [for the Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health Key Performance
Area]?
Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health Key Performance
Area]?
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health Key Performance
Area]?
add
add affordability
Add: for children, youth, and adults alike.
Add: Reliable and available transportation in county and city.
affordable and SAFE low-income housing
Awesome statement and ideas!
Central intake system for free and reduced services to evaluate eligibility instead of every agency doing
this on their own
Churches?
Deletion of second initiative as it doesn't match with the coordinated services part of the statement
develop a centralized point of access to volunteer opportunities
drop the big brother thoughts
Expand low income housing options
good
Have the OPPORTUNITY to thrive
I am sure there are many folks who 'fall through the cracks' for one reason or another. The root cause
of this issue should be addressed.
I believe 211 was set up to do bullets one and two.
I think it looks good.
I thought the entire push 13 years ago was to go individual to be able to access peoples diversity better
now we are talking centralization again someone needs to make up their mind. Either central or
separate. This leaves a lot of people/agencies out and makes the big money makers and players have
tons of say once again.
I would add a focus on social determinants, and I would create separate key performance indicators for
poverty, economic self-sufficiency, and behavioral health (not 'mental' health).
I would include self-sufficiency in the statement since it is in the proposed initiatives and is a big part of
any social service
I would simply add that this would best be led by social work professionals and perhaps community
psychology professionals.
Include faith based organizations here.
include substance abuse prevention and treatment services
Include substance abuse services. Some communities have housing options available for people
actively using substances, and having stable housing can be instrumental in getting/staying clean and
sober.
increase knowledge about nonprofit services in the community
Its fine.
It's great as is!
Light on content, buzz wordy
Maybe simplify the statement, I’m not a very intelligent person to comprehend all that is in the
statement
Midland is where people thrive with coordinated support when needed.
No additions
No change
No suggestions... However, aren't there already several "systems" such as UW and 211?
No, I like this approach
Nothing (21)
Oh - that it were true
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health Key Performance
Area]?
Ok. but need to emphasize the work part and self sufficiency
One social worker for all service areas so family doesn't have multiple people invading their life.
Outreach and education about poverty, drug use, homelessness, child neglect, etc in midland. A lot of
the upper/upper middle seem to think these things aren't happening here. Problem has to be
acknowledged by those who have the resources to do something about it
Research how a person is treating as they go through the process of using social services to get back
to independence.
Self-sufficiency ...yes
Sounds good
That is fine. I do not think it encompasses all that this grouping entails.
There actually is a system in place to coordinate efforts, but all of the players do not choose to be at the
table.
This focuses mostly on needs of families, individuals seniors, etc who are in crisis or needing support
services.... I would like to see Nurturing Families and Seniors as a separate focus. So much of our
lives is behind closed doors in front of computer screens... a program to connect people and bring them
into community would be TRANSFORMATIVE.
this is a bunch of malarkey
This is one of the better ones!
This would be wonderful; we should be a model for the nation.
Thrive' seems lofty for basic needs. sufficient, adequate, necessary
Thrive? We are not a welfare state!
to wordy
Utilize other non-profits (including religious organizations) with consistent programs and efforts to
strengthen families and teach skills
Very limited in phrasing. It seems like the people in this group were looking at initiatives while doing the
statement. Not very descriptive.
We need to do better in our lower income families and drug users - maybe not something so bold in the
statement, but it has to be addressed, we can only cover over it for so long :/
we should move towards self-sufficiency and breaking the cycle of poverty in our descriptive statement
What do you mean by "decentralized services"?

Table 37: Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to ensure Midland is a
place where all members of the community thrive?
Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to ensure Midland is a
place where all members of the community thrive?
?
2nd initiative references central and decentralized... recommend clarifying via rewording
A huge barrier to these services is lack of funding
acknowledge populations such as families who meet poverty, mental illness, substance abuse and
communities outside the city of Midland
Action toward self-sufficiency could include volunteerism in a mentor type role.
Affordable, accessible housing; employment opportunity for all; transportation for those who cannot
drive
Aren’t they coordinating services already?
Better mid-range employment opportunities: Higher than minimum wage/entry level, but less than
advanced degrees.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to ensure Midland is a
place where all members of the community thrive?
Build/create new affordable housing options for low to moderate income residents.
Clear access to assistance for those struggling to make ends meet.
Community Center that is truly affordable and provides tech services to non-seniors and seniors a life.
Neighborhood fairs would be really cool.
Consider a "clearing house" concept, where all support groups function together to take care of human
needs.
Coordinate with the schools to conveniently provide these services for all of our students with the
economically disadvantaged benefiting most.
Create business opportunities to hire people struggling to keep/maintain a job and teach them skills to
keep a job
Develop a system for all service organizations to coordinate efforts
Develop a system of care focusing on whole person care e.g., population health management
Education and opportunity for people to eat right and stay healthy. Needle exchange program - I've
written many letters about this. We have to address all of our community.
Focus on family support and early childhood, like prevention-focused home visiting services. Pay for
performance/pay for achieving outcomes, rather than just pay for providing services that don't achieve
outcomes. More focus on evidence-based services implemented as designed (e.g. with fidelity).
Greater emphasis on the problems incurred by foster care, and especially emancipated foster children
homeless shelters
I do not think the centralized intake should be on there. We already have decided on 211. Which
according to the United States Interagency Council on Homelessness is a type of central intake
(https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HPRP_CentralizedIntake.pdf). It would be
strange to me to have someone call 211 to go to another place to get referred to places to assist. This
leads to additional steps that are unnecessary and a waste of time. There is also a confidentiality piece
to this that would need to be sorted out. The places that do assist will continue to need to meet with
these individuals that are requesting assistance. I think we need to focus on more affordable housing
being built for families starting off. It has been reported that Midland is not producing starter homes
(http://www.ourmidland.com/news/housing-market-outlook-great-for/article_5b2ed87c-05e0-11e4-a8fa0019bb2963f4.html). I think these are greatly needed and would reduce the strain on apartments at a
certain price point.
I don't know this area well enough to think of anything not covered in your good list above.
I especially appreciate the third bullet point! We must be tenacious about providing a hand UP; not a
hand out! We do a disservice to individuals when we render them helpless and dependent on support.
I think a centralized intake with advocacy should be eliminated from the list. We already have 211
which can give people a list of different places to go to get the assistance they require. That is
considered one type of centralized intake. Advocacy, done right, can be successful. However, most
people/places that say they advocate tend to enable. Even the government (who proposed this idea) is
moving away from it and instead are talking about coordinated access. If we are looking towards the
future, we need to learn from the past.
I think we need to work on housing for all. I would love to see more permanent supportive housing for
the general homeless population as well as more housing in general. We seem to be building
apartments/houses for established families and not for those starting out. I also question the need for a
central intake since we already have one with 211. Per HUD definition, 211 is a type of central intake.
Shouldn't we embrace what we have chosen and work to make it the best? It would seem a bit
redundant to me to have those in need and don't know where to go, call 211 who would then refer to
the central intake who would then refer out. Seems like an unnecessary step and not utilizing our
resources appropriately. Not to mention it seems to be contradictory to your 3rd initiative which is selfsufficiency. For those issues that are smaller in nature, shouldn't that person be responsible to get it
resolved using existing resources? 211 will give you the information you need to start to resolve your
issue. If it is a more complex issue, there are also places to go for that. 211 will give you names of the
places to go.
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place where all members of the community thrive?
Implementation of programming that doesn't merely fill a current, emergency neede (i.e., food or
clothing) but gives the needy a hand "up" by offering budget, job skills, parenting, etc., seminars to
break cycles of poverty.
Involvement at the schools in the early stages so this thinking is simply engrained as our future leaders
grow.
Key on your third bullet point -- it has the highest societal payback
Making the poor apply for benefits would help reduce those that work hard at being unemployed, but it
would be a burden for the infrequent user of services. Good luck.
Mentoring partnerships, social services work with non-profits to get people into care networks.
More financial support for mental health services.
more focus on preventative services like youth sports, arts, music above basic needs.
n/a (2)
No changes from above
none
Often social workers in midland county are impossible to get a hold of. If we want people to be selfsufficient we shouldn't be beating them down by having social service workers ignoring the people and
refusing to answer basic questions.
Provide more resources for the homeless.
Public/non-profit joint initiatives
quality, low-income housing, some way to coordinate efforts
see above
Service organizations coordination is a key initiative
Survey / investigate current status and needs
That's best left to social work/ community psychology pros.
The plans listed above are good, especially the third one. Citizens are most satisfied when they are
self-sufficient.
The second one is not easily understood. Again a team should be charged to re think this are and be
responsible for bringing a proposal.
tougher and more consistent policing of known drug problems
Transportation, dispersed affordable housing, walkable city
uncertain
unsure
What you have sounds good.

Table 38: Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health] Key
Performance Area?
Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health] Key
Performance Area?
?
211, CMHCM, DHS
A variety of people and business.
above
all agencies that serve the public.
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health] Key
Performance Area?
All collaborative a partners including school systems, public health, health care providers and hospitals,
human services departments, etc.
All directors of non-profit organizations in the county, local law enforcement, MidMichigan Health
administration, and Midland City Council
All of the people involved in providing these services need to work effectively with the schools.
business, govt, civic
Caregiving network and other service organizations
Churches, united way agencies, etc.
churches.
Citizens & reps from City, Senior Services, hospital, Midland Foundation
City
city and small business
City Council
Continuum of Care, Midland Area Homes, United Way, etc.
County Health Department
DHS, Midland Area Homes, Schools, local Michigan Works!, Salvation Army, Shelterhouse, other social
services partners - collaborative body.
Don't know - but I'm willing to help in any of these areas!
Everyone.
Existing partnership organizations that are made up of local service agencies, such as the Midland
Continuum of Care or the Inter-Agency Network.
Health and Human Services group, but must include representation from all agencies to be effective
Human Service agencies (i.e., Care giving network, Open Door, and others)
I think it should be a mixture of people who represent the businesses of Midland, the families of
Midland, the faith community (pastoral leaders), and the leadership of Midland.
I would imagine the Groups that are already meeting to work on these issues.
Law Enforcement
Local churches/ foundations along with government agencies
Local government
Local government in conjunction with service agencies and churches
Local government, panels/teams of knowledgeable volunteers, local service agencies
Many agencies need to collaborate for this - City Planners, CMHCM, DHS, United Way, etc.
Many groups work in this field. You need to make sure they are involved including the Continuum of
Care and Community Assistance Group.
n/a (2)
Needs a new coordinating entity.
Nonprofits & religious leaders.
Not sure (3)
Partnership of key government authorities, local charity leaders, and the council of churches.
possibly United Way
Public agencies
Same as said before.
Service organizations group of leaders
Service Organizations, Churches, Salvation Army
Social Services with community board
Support organizations - Senior Center, Mental Health, etc.
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health] Key
Performance Area?
The entire community.
The Legacy Center for Community Success
The overarching service organization
The whole community needs to own and support progress in this area. Businesses need to step up to
the plate, as do the foundations and affluent members of our community.
There are many different groups that come together to discuss social services in some form. They
should be responsible.
This is one that I would be interested in helping with.
United Way (3)
United Way - they touch most non-profits
United Way and the other non-profits in town
United Way, Foundations
unsure
We are blessed with many non-profit organizations and extremely generous foundations and
individuals. This should rest with them. The city should be aware, but no be the provider. We are a
very giving community. This allows us to share in many ways...we get to choose!

Table 39: Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive
statement [for the Youth Retention and Engagement Key Performance Area]?
Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Youth Retention and Engagement Key Performance Area]?
A college education isn't for everyone due to cost, ability, desire, BUT post high school education is
important... multiple options to keep kids in the community.
Add - Engage Seniors - they have a world of knowledge and a lot of dollars
Add a mention of adult guidance/mentoring. Do not capitalize BEST. It looks childish and makes the
statement seem less believable.
add more meaning full employment options for youth
add something about identifying and providing services for children at-risk
Add something about the importance of strong families. The family is the key influence to a child's
success.
Add: Substance abuse education
Address the needs of special needs children, including foster.
Again, comes across as having an inflated view of ones self
Best compared to what?
build and realize their hopes and dreams - good
Build strong families, don't toss parental responsibility off to strangers.
But at 18 they want to leave
Children and youth are redundant. How about: BEST place for our children to live, play, build and
realize their hopes and dreams
continue to expand those services to communities such as Coleman, Oil City and Sanford
Create opportunities for youth to find summer jobs
define youth...is this school age, teens, young adults
delete BEST, change to a great place (seems arrogant)
Drop the all caps - don't yell
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Youth Retention and Engagement Key Performance Area]?
Early identification of struggling students from medical/mental illness to allow them to get help early
during their education
empower parents to be parents
Engaging youth leaders is a great idea. But if those leaders don't have a chance to get feedback from
peers and actually make a difference in the community then their isn't any real benefit. They need to be
more than shadow leaders, they need the real thing.
great
I do not believe that any government organization should develop youth activities. This is best left to
families, churches and schools.
I like the focus of positive youth development
I like this.
I would change it to read "all children". Inclusiveness is especially important for children and youth, as
they are particularly vulnerable.
I wouldn't say BEST -- it's arrogant and untrue.
I wouldn't say it is the best place, still see a lot of bullying, antagonizing, poor treatment etc. All you
have to do is walk down some of the streets or a bike ride on a weekend to see this.
include awareness of diversity
Include students from other areas in county for leadership
including the special ed/postsecondary students
Invite youth to the table. The "engage young leaders" should be moved to #1 (if you want youth to feel
like they have a future then you have to recognize that they already think they are "real" (and they are
more right about this than you might think). We create a false dichotomy between youth and reality.
Realize that they are a lot more aware of the world and the realities of the future (including the cost of
adults persisting in ignoring threats to their future like bigotry, anti-science efforts, ignorance of the
importance of sustainable living, etc) than older persons are. Come think of it: just GET RID OF THE
"REAL LIFE" statement entirely. Instead simply and powerfully say "Prepare students for the FUTURE"
and guess what? Youth might just discover they have a voice and a place here.
Is this true for LGBT young people and adults? Ask them.
it is fine.
It is heavily focused on youth. If children 2-12 are not included families won't stick around long enough
to take advantage of the above initiatives.
It's very good
Like it all!
Love it!
Need to include education in initiatives.
No additions
No changes (3)
No looks good
Not sure they will spend Friday or Saturday nights doing stuff
Nothing -awesome
Nothing (20)
Opportunities for volunteering
Peer programming.
Provide opportunities for youth to develop industry
Remove a set of "and": children AND youth, build AND realize, hopes AND dreams. Too much. Much
simpler: ...for youth to build and realize their dreams.
Replace "the BEST" with "a great". Really? The best?
retention is driven by jobs, over which Dow and Dow Corning need to be hiring or else it is more or less
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Youth Retention and Engagement Key Performance Area]?
moot
See: Entertainment in Arts and Culture
sounds good
Sounds like hyperbole. I know for a fact that Ann Arbor is a better place than Midland for children and
youth to build and realize their hopes and dreams.
Sounds pompous (BEST....really????) What about the drug / heroine issues in Midland
Super schools, which are schools with attached community centers for after school activities.
The family needs to be supported with emphasis on traditional family values. Having more things to do
is not the answer. We need more time with families.
There should be something in this statement to ensure it's ALL children and youth in Midland...not just
Dow and Midland kids.
This is good
Use a 'GREAT' place....
Very good
Very good for this area.
We should be STRIVING to be the best. We are far from being the best community for this. We should
realize that the true benefits are in the pursuit and not in thinking that we are the best.
What does 'youth retention' mean? Retain them where?
With teaching youth how to deal with the real world, can only go so far. I think if they learn how to view
the world and find their "real world instincts" through their own eyes, there would be a higher amount of
variety of personalities in the future needed for a more diverse community
Wonderful. The best out of all at this point
Would be nice
young adult activity
Your descriptive statement says children and youth...the proposed initiatives are only for youth, nothing
about children younger than youth/teens...need to add initiatives for younger children
youth dreams often aren't realized until college/ adults... without a quality 4 year college in Midland, i
recommend rephrasing

Table 40: Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland the
best place for children and youth to build and realize their hopes and dreams?
Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland the best
place for children and youth to build and realize their hopes and dreams?
?
A program like The Rock for elementary students would be wonderful.
Access access access. encourage car-less mobility to youth destinations
Add critical thinking to life skills.
After school programs, i.e. latchkey programs
an atmosphere to develop self-esteem and acceptance of differences
Areas for young families to learn and explore together. Update/increase offerings at the community
center, children's museum for hands-on learning. If kids aren't able to get out and learn/serve/lead in
the community at a young age they won't all of a sudden be interested when they hit the "youth" years.
Ask the children
available jobs after high school, college
Better control of illegal drug use
Better mentoring and life skills programs.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland the best
place for children and youth to build and realize their hopes and dreams?
Coffee house/malt shop where youth (under 21) can showcase their talents. ie: singers, bands, poetry,
storytelling, essays, instrumentalists, display sculpture, painting, etc.
Community Workshops to teach youth technology skills (ex. Mills/Lathes and 3D printing)
Continue to provide and expand real life learning situations through business and educational
opportunities
Continue to support our best and brightest across the board; don’t ignore non stem students. support
our average students with usable skills that can lead to employment. don't outsource projects: shop
locally!
Develop economic opportunities for them to have jobs, keep growing the businesses in our city
development of leaders at this age is imperative to the future of Midland
Diversity educational offerings to place equal emphasis on quality technical education and job training,
for those who aren't aiming toward college. More like the European model. That will keep students
engaged, if they can pursue their interests, and not only have one avenue open to them.
Don't distract them as much with finance. don't tell them to grow up too fast either
don't forget about the college age population and those early in their career
Either find a way to fund public school extracurricular activities or initiate alternatives within the city
Emphasis should be on academic/intellectual pursuits, not sport, which is ubiquitous. an academic
academy or other high level organization would be ideal.
Encourage and build mentors, expand training and education for parents, coaches and all adults that
work with children, increase access to youth programs, increase access to life experience enhancing
programs, increase services to assist youth with graduation and transition to post high school life
Encourage more businesses to hire students, part time in school year.
Ensure there are 'Parent' supported initiatives to closely follow up with the activities for children.
Establish a means of access (transportation, sibling child care, cost etc.)
Find ways to engage more youth in leadership initiatives
Have trade schools and advertise apprentices
Healthy inter-generational relationships are available for all youth
How do we reach the non-leaders?
I feel the systems is already in place, it just needs to be updated to entice the youth to drink the kool
aid.
I grew up in Midland and felt very sheltered by the reality of the real world, i.e. went to MSU for
undergrad and had no idea how to use public transportation CATA bus
I like the idea of engaging young leaders
I really like the idea of engaging young leaders. They are our future!
improving Big Brothers Big Sisters program and expanding mentorship programs
Incentives for youth employment
Include the whole county
Keep providing many opportunities
Less cynicism by high school administrators. The number one anti-Midland sentiment from teens
comes as a result of the leadership they see every day, the school administration. Most teens honestly
don't think that their school administrators even like teenagers and to those teens school administration
becomes the face of and the reality of living in Midland. .
Local hospital needs to provide specialized care for children and youth...not just the older population.
The community in general is focused on the older population because they are the ones in leadership
positions and hold all the power. There needs to be a balance with just as much focus on children as
retirees.
Make it cost effective so ALL eligible youth can participate
Make sure the activities developed actually have the buy-in from the youth it targets. Too often adults
plan stuff then doesn’t understand why no one came.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland the best
place for children and youth to build and realize their hopes and dreams?
Midland does NOT need to become a substitute parent! Families can/should be doing this.
More activities to bring together Midland kids from all the different schools.
More business that cater to this age group
more job-related training to prepare disabled students to do MEANINGFUL work (not just wipe tables in
the food court)
More money should be filtered into school programs and other youth activities.
More programs and positive role models, more advertising of what's available.
n/a (2)
Need something like Kokomo's, bike trails, better/addl movie theatre, addl swimming facility, indoor
sports facility
not sure
Novel internships and apprenticeships that you can't find anywhere else.
Prepare students for real life (real life skill building) (3)
Preparing students for real life should be top priority. This Key Performance Area and the Education
Key Performance Area need to work together as they have much in common.
Programs that get them involved young, no matter how involved their parents are.
Provide quality play areas
provide tutoring and educate families about individual educational plans for children with disablities
Provide young people with free classes in goal setting. Mentoring programs.
Reach out to students who do NOT have a parent working for TDCC or Corning or the hospital.
Reduce benefits and ease of off-loading your children to others.
Reinstate elementary school librarians, counselors, smaller class sizes in schools.
School funding; access to Center for Arts Programs, Community Center Programs for those unable to
pay for those activities.
skilled trade education
Sometimes children need LESS programming! We overschedule, plan, and supervise their activities to
the point where now it's OUR responsibility to come up with thing for them to do on Fri/Sat nights? We
need to encourage and support imagination and creativity of their own so they can learn to work
together, play together, problem solve and create their own happiness!
sports programs. Special programs such as Youth Leadership
Start doing things that protect the future sustainability of this town: ecologically and economically support new businesses (small and large - especially ecofriendly ones) and encourage youth to be a
part of them and promote sustainable living so we all can HAVE a future here and elsewhere.
STEM initiatives are a great start.
stop taking the role of parent and start expecting parents to do their job, empower them!
Students need to have help to seek help because all to often they don't understand there is help out
there until it is too late and their academics suffer.
Support all current Youth Groups
Support and grow programs that invest in our youth.
Support current providers through volunteerism, communication, money, etc. rather than develop new
activities...there is plenty to do on Friday and Saturday nights, we just don't do a good enough job of
communicating it.
Talk to a variety of youth about it. The biggest mistakes ever made in this type of endeavor is when
adults try to do what they think kids will like, rather than asking.
The Chamber's "Reality Store" is a great example of the benefit of preparing students for real life. Let's
expand on some of the programs we currently have; i.e., job shadowing in a formal way.
The ones you have here are good- I would add specific items, dealing with topics like substance abuse
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland the best
place for children and youth to build and realize their hopes and dreams?
(and please be realistic - let them know that some drugs are really harmful, while some like marijuana
are less dangerous than alcohol - to do otherwise means that you immediately lose all credibility),
videogame addiction, co-dependency, sexual assault prevention (especially teaching males to respect
females), STD prevention, contraception, etc. Also, and especially - please be sure to keep any whiff of
religion/proselytizing out of any of these efforts. When churches try to hijack these community efforts
and thus use community money to fund their proselytizing (even by having them in their buildings), then
they take our tax money, and the kids and youth suffer because most of them are smart enough to
disregard any message they hear from a religious source. This is too important an area to let a church
destroy it as they so often do.
The three listed above
There are things to do in Midland, but it is way too expensive for many families.
There is plenty of activities for youth in the city and not enough in the outcounty areas focus on
Coleman and rural township by providing better transportation options to get youth to and from the
population centers
There needs to be some tie between these Key Performance Areas as so many are intertwined.
This is a good start.
Today there are very few employment opportunities for those who grow up here.
We have many wonderful church youth groups who feel they need to go elsewhere to fulfill a mission
when we have problems right here which are often swept under the rug. Let's encourage church youth
groups to come together for the good of the community
Well, you would have to deal with parents first, maybe this would be a nice start.
While the above ideas sound good, service opportunities are probably the best way to build youth and
community. Don't stand in the way of churches who try to build youth.

Table 41: Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Youth Retention and Engagement] Key Performance Area?
Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Youth Retention and Engagement] Key Performance Area?
? (3)
Again, not sure - but if any of this is going to work at all, it will need to be someone with no ties to a
traditional church.
All community stakeholders
Area schools and businesses
Board of Education
business
business, government, civic
Businesses in collaboration with schools.
Chamber of Commerce
Citizens and reps from churches, City, GADML, MCFTA
City, small business, youth
CMHCM, Midland public schools, midland city police
Collaboration of students, parents, schools, Chamber, and businesses.
Community Center. Schools. Churches.
Corporate partners, school personnel, mentoring programs - collaboration.
Depends on the activity. Parents. Churches. Schools. But not just schools.
Develop a Department of Children and Youth Services.
Economic development, city, MPS, rec centers
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Youth Retention and Engagement] Key Performance Area?
Everyone
Families, churches and schools.
get churches involved (I say this as a pastor)
Leaders or representatives of each community in the county
Local business
Local Colleges and Universities
Local communities
Local Government/education (P to P)
MFCTA, Midland Schools, City of Midland, Community Center
Midland City and County Parks Departments
Midland Community Center (3)
Midland Public Schools and City Council and Community Foundation
Midland Tomorrow, City of Midland
MPS
MPS plus local companies and agencies
MPS, churches, Young Life, etc.
n/a (2)
not sure
Parents (3)
Parents and families
Parents, churches
Parents, teachers, Peers of children and youth, Churches and other existing positive/influential places
for kids
Private sector, area churches
Same answer as before. Really involve the schools in this. Have youth on this team, elementary,
middle and high school.
school/ employment consortium has worked in other areas
School and local government
School and program leaders.
school board
School districts, Midland Community Center
schools, community center
Schools, family centers, youth organizations, churches, YOUTH
Tax payers, Community Members, Parents, and Superintendents of Midland County
The ROCK Center for Youth Development is already providing this service and should take the lead
The Rock Youth Center and church youth groups
The Rock. This is their strength, they just lack the reach to cover all of Midland County.
The schools need to have leadership who are visionaries and care deeply for all children.
Those agencies that will be doing these programs.
unsure
Whoever is responsible needs to get input from children and youth.
Yes, get youth input, but ask them how it should happen. Don't limit to a chosen few - you need broad
input, especially from those who are least likely to be chosen for a 'youth search conference'.
Young Leaders, Chamber, Midland Community Center
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Table 42: Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive
statement [for the Public Safety Key Performance Area]?
Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Public Safety Key Performance Area]?
"must be a productive effort " -- reword to be more concrete. What does that mean?
"must be"/ "trust" among public officials???
#2 social media: not sure what the return or impact would be
add a big section on cybercrime and identity theft. These are much bigger threats than the over-hyped
bogeyman of drugs. Similarly, add and stress the prevention of sexual violence, which statistics show is
a much larger problem than illegal drug use. If you actually care about public safety (and attracting
talented people to the area), then domestic abuse, hate crimes and sexual violence have to be talked
about, acknowledged, and worked to help solve - not ignored amid focus on a smaller problem which is
often used as a red herring to mask real issues. So make the first initiative be the one below about
sexual violence/hate crimes, etc., then the second one about cybercrime/identity theft, and either drop
the drugs altogether, or have it last.
add something about transparency
Affordable or free care
agreed. discontinue the DARE program, all research indicates it does not work! and is a waste of time,
energy and money. makes adults 'feel as if they're doing something', when it is simply NOT effective.
Analyze carefully the long term effectiveness of punishment. Emphasize rehabilitation
Create forums of leaders (adults and youth) and those who have been on the other side of the law.
Youth to youth!
DARE is good enough. It doesn't need enhancement. On the other hand, there should be greater
transparency of crime in the community. The most common complaint I hear about policing is that crime
is hidden from the public, in sort of a way of sanitizing the image of the city.
Delete substance abuse enforcement, replace with non-faith based substance abuse support groups
delete the word involved. ongoing community responsibility means what?
educate community about mental health and abuse survivors
Engage the community in facing its fears. The biggest threat to public safety is actually our fears of
each other. So many are isolated and the divisiveness within our community poses real tangible threats
to individuals who are different from one another. In the last decade we have had an increase in the
fear of the "Other" - fear of others of different religious beliefs, fears of others because they are a
different political party, fears of others because they have a different sexuality, and still lingering fears
associated with race (just in the last few years we had a person in KKK regalia with a pistol on his belt
at the corner of Eastman and Saginaw).
Enhance domestic abuse efforts
Ensure public safety officers are well trained in disability awareness
Expand both Police and Fire departments by modest amounts
First one to read "Make substance abuse education consistent with medical reality" to maintain
crediblity. Portraying all the drugs as equally bad destroys your credibility. Everyone knows some (like
marijuana) are safer than alcohol. Also,
Follow harm reduction model.
For one thing you need to make the officers mind the rules, so many times they are speeding through
town, then when they do stop you they make you feel like a criminal. Also, maybe they need to check
out an area for a while, I have seen numerous violations from officers that the normal driver would be
nailed for. Also, favoritism needs to stop especially those that have money or looks that continue to
charm their way out. Seems that those of us who are every day citizens continue to get tickets but if
you have a nice car or cute then you can talk your way out of it.
For the substance abuse I would put heavy emphasis on prescription meds, such as oxytocin and
Xanax.
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Public Safety Key Performance Area]?
good!
great
Include sexuality education (self-esteem, the right to say know, technical understanding of human body
for ALL children, and beginning with kindergarten.
Inform public what is really happening
Involve youth/teens in all areas. They are capable.
It is acceptable.
It is fine.
it is fine.
It is fine. Rather verbose.
Make it more concise.
Make streets well lit to improve safety at night
Make sure public officers are prompt in response and follow through and nto wish people will turn
themselves in !
Midland is a community where all are safe to pursue their dreams.
More fun, supervised activities for latch key kids.
No additions
No changes (2)
Nothing (14)
Nothing - it's good
ready assistance for substance abusers to corrective actions and rehab
Remove "dreams". It doesn't fit with safety.
Remove "effort"; put "productive" after "ongoing"; remove "co-operation" and add "mutual" before
"trust"; remove "involved".
SA Treatment
Schools need to do a better job of educating children and parents.
shorten (too long) State in an affirmative, rather than 'must be,' format
shorten it
sounds good (2)
Sounds great!
This is good
This is ok.
Too long (2)
Utilize electronic surveillance systems in known drug abuse areas
Very wordy. Not sure it encompasses all that public safety should have in it's descriptive statement
Way too long!
Way too long. Hard to tell what the measureable change is you are trying to achieve. Get more
concise.
We need to be more transparent. The law enforcement hide and manipulate the crime statistics in the
community. Problems cannot be fixed if they are hidden so the majority of the population doesn't know
about them. Law enforcement and politicians need to openly and accurately share the crime
information so that the community can come together to reduce problems. Not hide them and let them
simmer and grow below the surface.
Well. I would put cameras in the police lot.... i think we have a good force. my interaction with them
has been positive. pay these people and recruit the best !!
What about Mental health awareness?
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Table 43: Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a
safer community?
Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a safer
community?
Again working with schools at the youngest ages on a scheduled somewhat frequent basis.
already is, compared with other similar towns
Anonymous hotline number for drug tips and drug sniffing dogs in classrooms with the students once a
month.
Build up the neighborhoods. People looking out for each other can do as much as a formal public
safety system.
Clean up the blocks surrounding the downtown. Provide more lighting.
Community watch. Connected neighborhoods.
continue efforts to get drug dealers out of here
Continue to attract and keep highly educated and trained public safety personnel
Continue to be current on all illegal drug use/terms/delivery
Control illegal drug traffic and use
Decrease isolation. Increase community. When people realize that we all are each other's neighbors,
the less likely anyone is to view an innocent stranger as a neighbor. We have seen across the country
and world over the last 10-15 years an increase in the media of reports of violence based on fear of the
other - a young woman stumbling from a car accident shot dead on a doorstep, a diabetic elderly man
choked by police, a black man and a white man confronting each other and ultimately one being killed out of mutual fear; etc... Largely the fear is unjustified, but the actions on the basis of the fear - deadly
and irreversible. We should have an Neighbor initiative - not a Neighbor "Watch" - to look out for the
Dangerous Other - but rather a Neighbor Outreach or Sharing or Hands of Community or something to
prevent these stories from becoming our own. (PS: and do not think it cannot happen here - the
person in KKK regalia, the Confederate flag being flown around town on the back of a pickup truck,
person running for office on platforms based on preventing freedom for one group to "protect their own
freedom" (as if taking away anyone's freedom can ever increase freedom), etc. All these things are
happening locally. It should be a non-brainer for discrimination to be against the law and yet two local
cities just voted against putting making discrimination wholly and completely illegal). The fears are
absolutely here, the tragedies not yet - but that means we can prevent it. Do something first instead of
after. Help people see the real dangers of hate and the reality that those we often think we should hate
are just Neighbors.
Develop solution to court fines that cause rearrests for nonpayment and increased indebtedness for the
poor.
discontinue D.A.R.E. - most kids see it as a joke, money could be spent more effectively elsewhere
Easy ways to get out of abuse situations for children
Encourage residents to have a plan in case of emergency, build strong neighborhood connections so
neighbors can look out for one another, Have a very good communication system and back up so our
community can respond quickly to threats, insure police force is staffed appropriately to stay onto of
high crime areas
especially enhance substance enforcement of hard drugs, no matter how wealthy the user
Figure out how to decongest Eastman rd. near the mall
Focus law enforcement efforts more on drugs/human trafficking and less on traffic violations (i.e.,
ticketing motorists for going 27 in a 25 mph zone!)
Friendly police! Too many in Midland talk disrespectful to people on calls.
Greater Enforcement on "problem residences".
Have the police be friendlier and stop acting like the enemy.
Hold students accountable if there is an incident. Home AND school!
Honesty and Transparency regarding crime statistics and criminal activity in the community. This
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a safer
community?
includes documenting all criminal activity.
Hotline & public media campaign against sexual violence, hate crimes, bullying, and domestic violence.
This should be top of the list, far above drugs.
I believe that both enhancing substance abuse education and enforcement is important, but I would
expand this to also include enhanced substance abuse treatment and support.
I cannot walk in the winter because of ice; in the summer dogs not kept on a leash terrify me.
I don't know the problem well enough. In comparison to other areas in Michigan, Midland feels like
Mayberry.
I rarely see a police cruiser just cruising. I don't know the support numbers on this, but i can't help but
think it has a positive effect on a neighborhood
I see a ton of wasted police effort enforcing event parking issues that really should not even be ticketable. These resources should be deployed in more serious areas.
I think you need to look at more than just substance abuse as a core area to look at. Why are we not
looking at others areas like traffic issues and violence? Why just substance use? Also, to have a whole
initiative for public perception is a fluff initiative. I don't think it should be there.
I would propose a weekly crime map posted in the paper. City and County maps separate from each
other. Bay City Times does one, and it helps to know what to be on the lookout for.
In regards to the proposed 3 initiatives, I find it alarming that we solely focus on substance abuse in one
of the initiatives. There are many aspects of community safety that you need to look at.
Increased neighborhood patrols. Increased patrols of high-risk areas.
Initiatives with more depth to them. Social media seems to be a light initiative and I am VERY
concerned that substance abuse is 1 of 3 initiative. I fear that we are looking short term as there are
more issues than just substance use in Midland. We need to focus on ALL areas not just substance
use. Do we have ideas for initiative regarding the increase in violence? What about road safety?
There are no initiatives about that either. It seems like we want to keep the people we have and
increase social media. That is what these initiatives say to me and I think we need to have more
substance to them.
it is a well-known fact that Midland has a high heroin use, not something to be well known for
Let those who have struggled in this area share their stories with the masses. Reality is the best
teacher.
Let's have a Midland Police Facebook page!
Love web based approach
Maintain existing services
Maintain safety personnel funding where possible
Make sure that the abuse education really sticks. don't treat as a class, make it in a way something
more important than a class
Marketing and communication busy work isn't working as well as we hoped. Penalties don't work. Good
luck.
Maybe the officers need to cruise some of the side streets, shoot they have never around
Midland has the best public safety in the area but also a rather prosperous population that has great
moral character. More credit should be given to the general citizens for being safe and less on adding
to governments bloated police forces
Midland needs to be more transparent about reporting crimes and health/safety issues because many
believe that the PD does not report honestly on crime rates to make Midland appear safer/better. Lack
of transparency promotes mistrust and reduces access to services that are needed in Midland.
More bike officers who could ride through the neighborhoods. Helps residents feel safe and get to know
the officer in their area.
more initiatives between public safety leadership and the nonprofits in the area
More police traffic near parks and rail trail/ various paths!
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a safer
community?
More rehabilitation efforts for offenders and substance users.
More visible enforcement personnel
N/A (2)
neighborhood street lighting improvements
Neighborhood watch (2)
none come to mind
not sure
Partnerships with local nonprofits and the schools
personal contact with officials helps avoid distrust and fear
public service announcements
Similar to ordinances passed in Saginaw and Bay City - make it possible to kick out those who are
committing drug and any other offenses.
Somehow encourage neighbors to know each other.
Substance abuse awareness and, prevention and treatment.
Substance abuse education doesn't work. Building self-esteem and teaching children to deal with
stress is far more effective.
substance abuse is not the only issue in midland. I would also add something about prevention efforts.
That all Mentally ill people are treated, not just the ones that can afford it or are on Medicaid.
The perception issue of public safety officials is not going to be enhanced just using social media. The
police in the city target and harass our children once they begin to drive and around the high schools.
The attitude of the police need to change toward the young (more of the high school and college age).
Also, there is way too much targeting of traffic citations in the city. The police efforts should be
redirected to bigger issues and working with youth instead of against them. There is just an arrogance
that needs to be changed. So social media alone will not get the job done.
The three listed above
The three you have are good
Use the tools we have to better communicate real time.
Video cameras on streets.
We must get into our schools and do more substance abuse education - at various ages (older
elementary school, junior high, high school).
Zero crime tolerance in apartment grouping-bad attracts bad

Table 44: Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Public Safety] Key Performance Area?
Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Public Safety] Key Performance Area?
? (2)
A team of people led by someone from the city and community.
All of Midland
all of us
business, government, civic
Chief of Police, Fire, Hospital, City Planner, Senior Services, Court System - needs to be collaborative
City and county
City and county law enforcement; all community stakeholders and general public
City and county officers via a communication department that is the opposite of 911, centrally
communicating to the public
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Public Safety] Key Performance Area?
City government
City Leadership
City of Midland
City of Midland; Midland Police.
city/ police/ prosecutors office
Education leader
Everyone
Families, churches, schools, psychiatric health care providers
GOVERNMENT/BUSINESS/NON PROFITS
Law Enforcement
Law enforcement and political leaders
Law enforcement/public officials
Local government with citizens
local government and police force
Local law enforcement
Local law enforcement partners, community leaders,
Local law enforcement.
Local safety officials and other interested groups.
Midland / county/state law enforcement organizations
Midland city/County Police/Sherriff.
Midland County Sheriff’s Department
Midland police & county sheriff depts.
Midland Police Department
Midland Public Schools needs to reach out and want this to happen
Midland Public Schools, City of Midland, Midland County
n/a
Not the police in my opinion
Parents and individuals.
Police (4)
Police and schools working together.
Police and Sheriff departments
Police and Sheriff’s department
Police and Sherriff's depts.
Police department
Police department and CMH
Police department.
Police, Sheriff, & City with input from citizens & local businesses
Police. Fire. Hospital.
Public and private schools, law enforcement agencies
Public safety officials.
schools, police, public service agencies
schools, churches, health department
Sherriff's office?
Social Services
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Public Safety] Key Performance Area?
The police and sheriff
The police departments
Those agencies that are impacted by this.
Whoever it is, this person should be female, a member of an oppressed minority (African American,
gay, Atheist, Muslim, etc.), or both.

Table 45: Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive
statement [for the Diversity Key Performance Area]?
Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Diversity Key Performance Area]?
(THANK YOU for including sexual orientation in the statement).
acceptable as is
Add gender identity to first bullet point
Add gender identity.
ADD GENDER!! I think you just forgot it - it's a pretty big deal. After that, it's great to see this important
area get a full key performance area. This one especially is critical to our overall mission, to any
economic hopes, to our educational hopes, and our youth retention, among others. It is also especially
important since so much of our outside persona is already deeply tainted with loud voices from Midland
who spew derision on women, gays, non-Christians, etc. The descriptive statement above is great - if
only the outside world heard that from us more often.
add welcomes diversity in "age"
Amend to add language about holding citizens accountable for discrimination and racism. Go beyond
just words.
Bullet #3 requires careful consideration. How that's done is as important as doing it.
Create a program to look through foreign perspectives before they are forced to adapt to American
perspective
Delete everything after "differences."
Delete the integration into schools
Diversity? Are you kidding me? This is a white community because minorities are not highly
educated (note earlier remark on public school)
Diversity isn't a school subject, it's in the heart. It is not a curriculum it is how children see their parents,
teachers, religious leaders, and neighbors treating others. It is not about reading the right book or get
the politically correct lecture it is about adults in the lives of children leading by example and speaking
up when they see an injustice. Any school initiative will ring hollow in the absence of that.
educate community, beginning with schools for acceptance of minority populations
Emphasis of this area supported
Gender might be a good addition. it bears keeping in mind that gender is not necessarily biological sex,
either.
I think this is already covered in the other Key Performance Areas, if they are done correctly.
I would delete sexual orientation. I don't want LGBT activities in Midland. I want Midland to maintain its
wholesome, Biblical, faith-based community feel.
I would eliminate developing any sort of celebrations. Splitting our society into different groups does
not create a cohesive society where everyone works together. In our schools, the principles taught
should include acceptance and tolerance for all cultures and not setting any group apart.
I would replace the word "welcomes" with "respects."
Include 'diverse' in statement to include all forms, shapes, and sizes of diversity rather than create a list
nationality . . . mental abilities, since some segment is probably missing
Include other activities in the county
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Diversity Key Performance Area]?
International Baccalaureate program has a very international curriculum.
Involve non-Christian churches and groups in city planning and activities.
It is fine.
Love it!
make events such as River Days are open to all organizations and not limited by a "board" of elitists.
Make sure all agencies are given equal publicity - Celebrate each organization
Maybe broadening the information, shoot lived here almost a year before I knew a lot of things were
going on
Midland does not understand that our diversity is that of socioeconomic levels. There is a huge divide
between the haves and have not’s. Many long time Midland residents have no idea that children are
abused, neglected because of drug and alcohol addicted parents and domestic violence.
No additions
No changes (2)
Nothing -- very well done
Nothing (19)
politically correct
Realize that diversity also means inclusion, and the right to be different in thought and character, not
what is politically correct.
Remove "sexual orientation" from this list! It is not the same as race and should not be celebrated.
Why are we funding and focusing on peoples' deviant lifestyles?? We get enough of that from Dow and
Dow Corning!
Remove all the specifics and use "the full extent of diversity"
Selected categories seem somewhat arbitrary and are may not be fully inclusive of all differences
present in our community
Sexual orientation not appropriate to include here
Sexual orientation? Seriously? Do we want to go there?
sounds good
Sounds good
students already understand and appreciate diversity--teach the adults
This is an extraordinary challenge for this community - we do not have a good track record here.
This is good (2)
Um. You forgot GENDER. Discrimination against women in this community still persists. Gender
should definitely be on this list. As to the rest, see my comments on public safety - this is an area
where we should be strong on.
Very good
we need to lead the way in the tri-cities in human rights. and why celebrate only the peoples who have
added to our community. It's a big world out there....
Welcome "differences in...sexual orientation"? Says who? Do our elected officials meet with LGBT
citizens--or just assume they know enough to make public policies?
Welcome diversity by leading by example. Do we have a truly diverse leadership in Midland (culture,
sexual orientation, disabled?) I would love to see a disabled person recognized as a leader in Midland.
What about differences in thought?

Table 46: Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to engage a more
diverse cross-section of our community?
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to engage a more diverse
cross-section of our community?
?
A PFLAG group would be great.
Adoption of a non-discrimination policy by the city council, encouragement of this type of policy to be
adopted in surrounding communities.
All
Background checks should be conducted on ALL volunteers engaging with the youth of the community
Be more gay-friendly and accepting of foreigners.
Bring different cultures into the schools, welcome new members of the community better
Change #3, to be more concrete: "Integrate an appreciation of diversity into our schools including
direct inclusion of groups maligned today, such as non-Caucasians, Atheists, Muslims, LBGT, etc., as
well as field trips to the Ziibwing center." There are many resources for this, including training for
Midland teachers at the Ziibiwing center - which we are very lucky to have so close, which is an
incredible, and unique resource which we have failed to utilize. Maybe add a diversity component,
including all the aspects above, into Riverdays? A separate celebration may not work since days in the
summer are so packed already. One example of the many areas where improvement could be made
would be in the seasonal decorations. Too often, they seem to be a direct, clear, and tax-funded
advertisement telling non-Christians that they aren't welcome here in midland. I happened to visit a
friend who used to live here and moved to another state because she was routinely the target of hate
here because she's an atheist. She said that she still literally has nightmares where she finds herself
back in Midland. She's very talented, a highly skilled scientist who now works for a large wine
company. Hiring at major employers here must be very hard, as so many of the talented people I know,
when I tell them I’m from Midland, respond by saying they’d never want to live in a place so hostile to
non-Christians, to gays, so close-minded, etc. I must have heard that at least dozens of times.
Civil right ordinance that prevents discrimination on the basis of race, sexual orientation and gender
identity
Community trainings about social determinants and racism look to Ingham County for an example.
Need to do more than pay lip service to this, start walking the walk.
Consider a Multi-Faith Center. Check out University of Toronto and others for ideas.
https://www.multifaith.utoronto.ca/
Creating a community who knows each other and is not isolated from each other - where there are not
groups of neighbors that actively do not talk to each other on the same street because of conceived
differences. Neighborhood fairs etc. would be really fantastic. Perhaps create a Multicultural or
interfaith center in one of the old elementary schools.
Cultural family days at the Tridge...many nationalities can be represented...make it super fun for
families!
Develop celebrations that illustrate our diversity (i.e. River Days celebrates all cultures that contribute to
our community)
Drop the third proposed initiative.
education beginning with kindergarten
Enact local laws/policies to ban discrimination against LGBT persons. Enforce housing discrimination
laws for all of the above diverse groups.
Encourage the Tri-Cities Pride festival to consider relocating to Midland.
Enhance bullet point #3 and try to attract diverse talent to the school system. Hearing and experiencing
different backgrounds is much stronger.
Ethnic food festivals. Events sponsored by Midland area churches.
Extend River Days to more than just two days and include more activities during the celebration
Greater representation of different ethnicities
Having celebrations is not a good idea. It will become a slippery slope and celebrates segregation
instead of unity. Keep River Days, but encourage more inclusion. More interfaith initiatives. More
putting an arm around minority groups.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to engage a more diverse
cross-section of our community?
how about a gay pride parade???
How are you going to implement new programs into schools that are struggling with budgetary issues
every year?
I am very much against highlighting specific groups. The best way to really integrate is to work together
in a cause, not single one group out for "celebration." I propose various sorts of goodwill events or
projects which different groups can engage in together.
I believe this begins with valuing yourself first. When I feel good about myself, I naturally feel good
about others.
I think the 3rd initiative regarding diversity integrated in the schools should be a main focus.
Include all areas listed in the statement in diversity education in schools.
Increase ways for many cultures to interact- ethnic food restaurants would be a great start (something
other than American Chinese food). Basil Thai is a great example!
Initiatives at local schools - especially middle and high schools - to talk openly about differences and
how we get along, accept and celebrate each other and our differences. Local agencies like Family &
Children Services could really help to spearhead something like this.
Joint projects and events with City of Saginaw.
LGBT friendly businesses. Opportunity for businesses to openly support our LGBT community..
Love the mentorship.
Make gay marriage a right. Invite ethnic populations within and in surrounding communities to
showcase their diversity.
mentorship program, engage seniors into community
Midland is not diverse and never will be so long as only scientific jobs dominate the landscape
Midland Multifaith Center
Midland seems to do a nice job here. Between community center, arts/library, foundations, etc
more focus on helping students with learning disabilities
More fun days, celebrating different cultures as they do in the language classes.
more nationality celebrations
n/a
Need to continue to work on retention of diversity
none
not sure
Perhaps find a way to house the immigrant children in Midland?
retiree/preschool mentorship, young professional/high school mentorship
same as above
Services and housing options need to support this statement.
Stop building so many senior apartment complexes and start to build affordable housing and
acceptable middle income apartments WITH MORE THAT TWO BEDROOMS!
support local affinity groups; examine zoning laws to see if they result in any unintended diversity
issues
The three above plus developing greater appreciation of the range of religious diversity in our
community
The three you have are good
These are ok except the third one is already well covered in my mind.
Those are good ones
unsure
Utilization of the Midland Mall for diversity celebrations
Work to get more diversity in pre-schools so young children learn very early that people are just people
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to engage a more diverse
cross-section of our community?
no matter if they are different than you. All deserve respect.
You can't engage those you don't have. Midland will attract 'others' when 'others' are seen as
successful in leadership/ high profile positions throughout various segments of Midland's society. Also
recommend diversity in employers/ industries.
Young professionals have nothing to do in this town.
Yes! Get our retirees active - we can learn so much from our older generations! All of the different
cultures should have a chance to teach us! It would be great to get Dow/the hospital involved!

Table 47: Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Diversity] Key Performance Area?
Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Diversity] Key Performance Area?
? (4)
All citizens
all citizens of community
Arnold Center
Board of Local Clergy
business, government, civic
Churches, charitable organizations (reach out to invite leaders of minority groups to participate in
service projects, etc.)
Citizens, reps from City, religious organizations, MCFTA, local businesses
City leaders
City planning?
Collaborative body with a cross section of community partners representing each of those areas in the
descriptive statement).
don't know
Education leader and business leaders
Educators and general public
Everyone.
I don't see where any one or two groups can have primary responsibility for this
I really believe this is a parent's responsibility to introduce differences in the way they choose.
If these diverse groups have representatives, they could form a committee for planning such city-wide
events.
individuals
Local agencies
Local Government cooperation with community groups
Local government
Most likely leaders within organizations. County makes it easy to initiate programs or events.
n/a
Not senior citizens
Not sure (2)
Not sure...but there are many leaders within the different culture groups that would be interested in
representing their countries through food/dance/games/art/etc...
Parents have responsibility to teach these principles
Same as other answers.
school administration should not they just do a cover up
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Diversity] Key Performance Area?
School Districts, Midland Community Center, DDA
School Systems
schools, city/county officials, housing commission
Senior organizations
Senior Services/MPS
Should be part of the local culture - this is not something you "implement"
Someone with influence, and again I would want to be sure that such a position is open to someone
exemplifying this diversity - a woman, or LGBT, or a minority religion, etc.
Special community board
Task forces led by County Commissioners
The schools have our children every day, they should implement the best practice programs for
diversity.
The team that organizes the "Culture of Understanding" activities
Unknown. Midland was already named one of the most diverse cities in Michigan... What more do we
need?
Unsure (2)

Table 48: Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive
statement [for the Community Leadership Key Performance Area]?
Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Community Leadership Key Performance Area]?
"Extraordinary” wow!
"Extraordinary"? I think there's a great risk in exaggerated language. Midland has certainly had some
powerful leaders--and some still today. How have state and federal elected officials demonstrated
leadership?
A new board should be a last resort option
Bear in mind that the model of leadership often expressed in these types of initiatives is not always true
leadership.
Change "the success the community enjoys" to "the success of the community."
change the part after collaborate to be "to create community success"
delete Community Service Board of Directors
Do not develop another board instead empower existing boards such as city council and the county
commission to expand their mission to actually listen and engage residents
Don’t forget the union men and women who built this city and keep it running. in my opinion, the gulf is
widening....
Drop extraordinary leaders- again comes across as arrogant
Eliminate it
Encourage community engagement at a young age and continue on
Expand leadership training for people interested in volunteering to improve the community.
good
good
Greater Community Involvement in Local Government
Include individuals from all walks of life, not just the typical "Midland Leadership Elite"
increase awareness of minority populations such as those mentioned in the previous questions
is it accurate? how different are these walks of life
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Responses to the Question: What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement
[for the Community Leadership Key Performance Area]?
It is fine.
Keep focus on leadership. 'different walks of life' is covered in diversity.
Like it
Looks good. It's especially good to see the "different walks of life" - that kind of diversity is very
valuable.
Lose the superlatives. More leadership opportunities, especially for youth. What exists is more of a
popularity contest than about really welcoming people to learn about and practice leadership.
Lots of mentorship programs!
Love it
Midland's leaders collaborate to build the community we enjoy.
No additions
No changes (3)
No more committees !
Not clear what is meant by the Community Service Board
Not much - but I have no idea who our leaders are....maybe so e more visibility for them - not only
during election.
Not sure what extraordinary leaders means in this context.
Nothing (12)
Provide opportunities for laypersons to participate in "Mentor the Mentor"
Remove mentorship program. Buzz word. Leaders who want to mentor will find people to mentor and
vice versa.
Sounds as though it excludes those who are not the "extraordinary." Trickle down does not work
sounds good
This comes across as too vague. What kind of success? Are you referring to business, education,
family? I think you have covered these areas previously, perhaps those individual areas should take on
a mentoring program, not invent something new that could be more efficiently done in more localized
setting.
This goes along with the last Descriptive Statement. Diversify our leadership.
This is good (2)
Very good
Why do we need this statement? Are Midland's leaders diverse across nationalities, sexual orientations,
and mental & physical capabilities? If not, how does this statement help Midland?

Table 49: Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to continue to cultivate
leaders in the community?
Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to continue to cultivate
leaders in the community?
?
A community that caters to these seasoned but not totally retired leaders where they can see their skill
set is valued by the community. Not very specific I know.
All
Be inclusive, not exclusive.
Bring in more leaders to speak to the general community. Ask Liverist to speak to the community at
large more.
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to continue to cultivate
leaders in the community?
Celebrate success
Cultivate opportunities for people who are NOT white, male, heterosexual, cis-sexual
Develop a Community Service Board of Directors
Educate Native Midlanders - There is a whole world outside of Midland County
Engage lower income, at risk youth, etc. within this initiative in order to break cycles of poverty and
systematic dependence.
Ensure continued exposure and training for existing leadership
Expand the Leadership Midland program
Focus on leaders of all ages beginning in elementary school
Get different people and rotate. Too many of the same people control this town
Greater access for willing residents to take part in local government
I sometimes feel that the leadership has a "we know what's best" attitude and that they stay very
insulated within the core group of leaders without enough input from JQ Public. Develop ways for more
interaction.
Leadership Midland. Great Lakes Bay Regional Leadership Institute.
Leadership recognition events
Love the mentorship program initiative. I am a bit confused by the Community Service Board of
Directors initiative. I guess I don't understand what community service they would be a Board over. All
community service? Just a certain area of community service? I feel that this is just another
opportunity for certain people to state that they are on another Board of Directors. I am not sure what
impact it would make on Midland.
Maintain Leadership Midland program. Develop a more advanced follow up program for active
community leaders
Midland County Leadership Academy
Midland has a ridiculous number of programs already.
More efforts to attract diverse leaders and female leaders.
More leadership training/opportunities for youth. Collaboration needs to happen at all levels; don't
create more top-heavy administrative structures. Put the funding into actual services, into resultsbased accountability, into quality improvement processes that include everyone, and therefore give
everyone an opportunity to help 'lead' change.
More visibility - more of them in the community
My confusion with these initiatives offered is that I do not understand their purpose. What would the
Community Service Board of Directors do and why would they exist? One initiative should be to
encourage leadership at every age. There should be opportunities to grow as leaders from youth to
seniors.
n/a
Need to get input from everyone for true collaboration
None. Keep doing what we are doing.
not sure (2)
Nothing additional -- Midland is strong in this area
Public recognition for people who do well.
Retain and offer resources in training for young professionals who want to develop as leaders
same as above
Some mention in the initiatives should explicitly include a diversity component (you lack that now).
Many of the best leaders will be in diverse groups.
Some type of County-wide level leadership or board. Not necessarily to trump local (city/township)
government, but to allow for members of each area in Midland Co. to come together and discuss what
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Responses to the Question: What initiatives should be implemented to continue to cultivate
leaders in the community?
is going on county wide and what can be done. There are a lot of problems in the outlying areas of
Midland Co. that no one knows about.
Start young
Strongly agree with proposed initiatives
Strongly encourage education and training for leadership. many seem pretty ignorant when it comes to
poverty, mental illness, substance abuse, housing
Sustain and promote Leadership Midland and the GLB Leadership program
Take leaders out of leadership midland and utilize their skills better
The second initiative could be worthwhile
The three listed above
The three you have sound good
There are many individuals in our community who have much to offer, but may not see themselves as
"leaders". Open the door wide to tap into this incredible resource!
Use the leadership for these initiatives in this entire exercise to help develop more future leaders.

Table 50: Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Community Leadership] Key Performance Area?
Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Community Leadership] Key Performance Area?
? (3)
Business, gov't, civic
Business.
Can leadership be implemented?
Chamber of Commerce (3)
Chamber of Commerce (sounds like post-grad Leadership Midland).
Citizens, reps from City, religious organizations, local businesses, schools
City Leadership/United Way
City of Midland
Collaborative
Community stakeholders; educators
Corporate leaders, community leaders - collaborative body.
Leadership Midland
Leadership Midland group
Leadership Midland, it is an excellent program, just to small.
Local agencies
Local Government
mayor, county officials
Midland Chamber
Midland Rotary Club
Midland's economic development organization
n/a
New Community Service Board of Directors or Commissioners
new entity, Midland Area Chamber of Commerce
New future leaders.
Not sure (2)
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Responses to the Question: Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of [the Community Leadership] Key Performance Area?
Private sector; non-profits.
The Community Service BOD would have primary responsibility for many of the earlier KPA's. Here is
could be assigned to a local group like Chamber or Midland Tomorrow.
The community!
The proposed Community Service BOD
This steering committee and volunteers

Table 51: Responses to the Question: What is one bold initiative that you believe would be
transformational for Greater Midland?
Responses to the Question: What is one bold initiative that you believe would be
transformational for Greater Midland?
"Healthy choices/lifestyles"
A place for all people to live and thrive!
a place where we care for each other
Accessible and user friendly Transportation
Addressing the opiate and heroin abuse of our youth and adults.
Affordable housing and transportation for the disadvantaged
Again, establish a green boulevard/corridor/park between Ashman and Todd streets, extending from
downtown (Grove St.) to the circle, connecting the circle to downtown.
Any indicative that supports the role of a traditional family unit will be transformational
Apprenticeships and a very close 2nd A 24/7 ACTUAL BUS SYSTEM
Ask retired Dow/DCC chemists to teach chemistry to high school students on a volunteer/ rotational
basis so our own students have the opportunity to actually learn the science upon which our city is
based.
Assurance that no Midland County child/family is hungry. Recognition that not all residents are college
bound and offer skilled trade education in schools. Finally, I wasn't kidding when I said hold a gay pride
parade....it is easy to say "sexual orientation equality" but not so easy to do it.
Attract more talent from the Saginaw area
Becoming an LGBT friendly community! Data shows that millennials by and large support equality and
if Midland would take an open stand and support equality we would attract and retain some of the
brightest and best!
Becoming more green
Better illicit drug enforcement.
Better road system by the Midland Mall. Eastman Mall congestion is negative at different times during
the year.
Build a food truck depot by Loons stadium (model Traverse City).
Build an apartment building for challenged mental health people similar to the Riverside Housing.
Apartments with limited supervision. Grand Rapids has a renovated hotel like this. I saw this recently
on TV "Under the Radar, Michigan"
build separate paths (separate from streets) for non-motorized transportation
centralized pathway for those seeking services such as housing, physical health, mental health etc
Clean up toxic areas
Clear understanding of what Midlands continued successes are (visitors, graduates, etc.) and the
challenges we face (child abuse, drug abuse, etc.). Without this knowledge, people can not understand
the community and choices that are made.
Communicate and educate the people of what the communicate can offer to everyone.
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Responses to the Question: What is one bold initiative that you believe would be
transformational for Greater Midland?
Create a Midland Promise like Kalamazoo
Create a more vibrant downtown and expand residential options
Create senior housing where pets are allowed
create service drives for mall area like Holland MI to allow unimpeded traffic flow
Develop ways to address current issues associated with poverty (including underemployment)
Develop, build, and open a CTE high school.
Development of a skill based work-force. This would allow workers and businesses to thrive at an alltime record level.
Diversity --- more people of different beliefs; less focus on conservative teaching.
Diversity training/initiatives for the local middle and high schools - something experiential, so that youth
have a personal experience with understanding the importance not just of tolerance, but acceptance of
and celebration of all differences.
Dow funded digital sign at bus 10 for community messages; promote local businesses, safety
announcements. community events/resources, family activities
Educate employers about the advantages of hiring people with disabilities/special needs.
Education for all. I feel like that is one thing that Midland does extremely well and I want to make sure
Midland continues to be on the forefront.
Embracing diversity
Encouraging friendliness between residents, neighbors, coworkers, and visitors
Engaging the children and teaching them about opportunities available.
Establish our own power plant or buy from MCV so we can have a more reliable and lower cost power
source to benefit industry, business and residents. Other communities have done it and we can too.
Focusing on the warm fuzzy stuff makes for a nice message, but will it attract business through
competitive advantage like low cost power?
Exceptional schools that offer education for the whole child, not just STEM, not just technology.
Families are number one in Midland.
Family centered initiatives and restaurant/shopping development
fix Eastman road by the mall so traffic isn't crazy and unorganized
For our leaders know what us as a community want. not just the people that observe us, not just the
people that vote. but the community itself
Free internet for all of Midland County
Free preschool for all midland children!
free Wi-Fi
Friendly affordable cooperative community
fulfil all the objectives listed here
Full scholarship awards to every student who graduates and meets the appropriate criteria, from any
school system within Midland County to a Michigan University (like Kalamazoo did)
Full support and funding for prenatal and early childhood services for the highest need families.
Funding for schools technology and security
Gardens on every block.
Greater Midland needs to focus on retaining young adults.
Greater resources or schools and youth programs. Kids are the future for our city.
Green energy
Green path, bike trail right down center of city
Health education. And I'd love to see less mattress stores, pharmacies, auto parts stores and more
trader joes, whole foods, family restaurants
Helping our county's poor out of poverty
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Responses to the Question: What is one bold initiative that you believe would be
transformational for Greater Midland?
Hire a Star Architect and build a world class Performing Arts Center, so that all the people you go to
Detroit to see the DSO and other groups perform, decide to go to Midland instead.
Housing initiatives such as this: http://guardianlv.com/2014/01/utah-solves-homelessness-by-givingaway-homes/
Human rights. Inclusivity--Dow is quietly ahead of the game. Let’s suffer through some cognitive
dissonance and catch up.
I like the initiatives about becoming more "green" and being able to do more for the kids and youth in
Midland.
I think the transportation system is the biggest, boldest initiative Greater Midland could make that would
affect the greatest number of people
I would love to see a major push to help people become more energy efficient and enhance renewable
energy
I'm not sure Midland needs a transformation -- I am very happy with the present situation. We do,
however, need to evolve to keep up with the times and this initiative, if done right, will get that done.
Bottom line Midland needs evolution not a revolution.
Improve and add more access pts on/off HW10, allow more growth along highway. Make Midland more
visible from the highway. Too many people drive right by.
Inclusive affordable housing that is intermixed with higher-end housing. Intellectually disabled people
have very low incomes, but that does not mean that they should be relegated to run-down, unsafe
subsidized housing or having to live with a houseful of people in order to afford a decent home
increased awareness of minorities, beginning at the youngest level in the schools, provide programs to
increase awareness to the general population
Individuals taking responsibility for themselves and their family
Initiate more active community festivals that will draw in people from beyond the region and expose
them to what Midland as a community has to offer.
Investment in a long term development where young bright people are given unique opportunities to
collaborate and serve others with available technology - sponsored by Dow and DC
Invite renewable energy to Midland - Commit to replacing fuel burning sources with renewables: it will
decrease our dependence on non-local sources of energy, it will bring new industry to Midland (to
create the renewable power generation), etc. With all the science know-how that we have plus a solar /
wind / educational initiative at local colleges like Delta College, we could become THE leader in
renewable power.
Job creation!
Keep local schools, and people have more pride in their smaller community. Larger is not always
better
Large scholarship program or loan repayment help for those who stay or move here
Leadership in LGBT civil rights. Greater inclusiveness on this planning committee.
let school staff evaluate administrators
Living in Midland for 34 years, I have many, many people trying to survive day to day. If a mentoring
program is initiated in a Midland, I know for certain that we would be on the right track. Utilizing our
schools that are closed would be a great beginning. We could use the class rooms to mentor in areas
such as domestic skills, child care, and so on.
Look Wider Still
Love your neighbor initiative. Sometimes it is hard to acclimate if you are new in town. People in
Midland have a tendency to be hard to approach.
Lower taxes to make it affordable to live in Midland.
Make a pinnacle effort to eliminate racism and homophobia, Midland is perceived as a place where
white faith based bigotry rules
Make all records and actions by Government, Courts and Police open to the public at all times
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Responses to the Question: What is one bold initiative that you believe would be
transformational for Greater Midland?
Make this region a shopping/dining hub for the area.
Making Midland open to diverse people. That is one area I hear again and again from outside (and
inside) people. Maybe the inter-faith center, or adding diversity/Ziibiwing to River Days, or something
like that. The internet/transportation ideas were good too.
Midland is a great place. I wouldn't want it to be transformed unless I knew it was for the better.
Midland Multifaith Center
Midland, Bullock Creek and Meridian School work toward integration to be one.
More community gardening - encourage self-sufficiency!
More focus on the people in the lower socio-economic levels. Midland is predominantly a community for
the upper middle class and the rich.
More things to do for college students and college graduates
Move toward enhancement and utilization of natural resources and green initiatives
Multi-faith Center
New community center in downtown midland
None come to mind
none that I can think of...
Nurture an industry beyond chemistry which can thrive in a location with poor logistics capabilities (no
river port, limited warehousing/trucking). Our economic growth likely should be in remote technical
services for example (architectural design for example which could be done anywhere in the world).
Please see PBS/ Dr. Richard Jackson's "Designing Healthy Communities"
Programs that help students in difficult situations finish their education though support
Provide opportunities for health and wellness in a natural environment.
Providing affordable housing options for all Midland residents. Lack of housing is so detrimental to
mental and physical health and could reduce crime and many other issues.
public transportation
Public transportation.
Radical changes in education.
Real, cutting edge world class schools, based on common sense and making a real difference not
statements that make us feel better or curriculum based on government funding. If you want to be
BOLD then totally rethink how the MPS system works, focus on a combination of STEM & technical
training so all students feel like they have a place and they are all on equal ground.
Reestablishing the Circle as a true traffic circle.
Reliable, green and cheap/very low cost public transportation. I think this is a missing component to
many struggling families' self-sufficiency.
Reputation for access to outdoor activities (as Seattle and Denver have)
return schools to their historical excellence
Short term “internships” for unemployed persons so they can learn new skills and network.
skill center/career center for youth
Smoke-free playgrounds and recreation areas
Streetcars. Free internet. A college promise program like Kalamazoo.
Support your teachers and schools
Surge in commercial construction this year is impressive. Keep the momentum and follow though
going.
Taking care to not sound "elite." It's great here, but we need to be sure everyone is welcome and will
be included
Tapping into all levels of our citizenry for brainstorming ideas for needs assessment and growth
opportunities; and develop a way to allow as many as possible an opportunity to be part of the creation
and implementation of those initiatives!
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Responses to the Question: What is one bold initiative that you believe would be
transformational for Greater Midland?
Team together with city leaders on all of this and creat a Midland county community. Why does it have
to be transformational, it can be as simple as making it easier to have life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness.
The boldest initiative that could be taken on is to comfort the afflicted while afflicting the comfortable in
the community. Shake things up for real.
The implementation of a high-tech, high-end career and trades center. The schools need to stop
pushing kids away from the trades.
This is referring to Midland county but almost all the questions are designed for MIDLAND city
To have corporations, foundations and the schools working together to provide a world-class education
and after school experience for the children of Midland.
Trade school/ college
Transformational is a good buzzword, but we should carefully evaluate whether it is appropriate for a
community that already has so much good within it. Let's not transform the community, but identify and
strengthen the best attributes already present.
Try to bring some of the success of the areas within the city to the more impoverished areas out in the
county. And support local businesses -- we need more of those to help make Midland its own unique
place, not just another collection of big box stores.
Well, maybe Dow shouldn't be employing their employees kids for work when they are going to school,
etc. these positions need to be allowed to be open to the public for everyday people needing jobs can
be offered and be able to start being able to take care of themselves rather than kids whose parents
work there and are still living at home and going to school.
World class broadband availability, speed at a fair cost
You have covered so much! The ideas are wonderful. Congratulations on the hard work of the working
group.
Youth involvement

Table 52: Responses to the Question: Are there any other thoughts you would like to share as part of
the Midland: Exploring Our Future strategic planning process?
Responses to the Question: Are there any other thoughts you would like to share as part of the
Midland: Exploring Our Future strategic planning process?
Keep up the good work
I love the bike lanes that were added; however, they cut in and out and motor vehicles don't seem to
respect the lanes. I'm a cyclist, and I know many other who would use cycling as transportation but for
fear of traffic. Perhaps more consistent and defined bike lanes would be helpful. Certainly a better
budget for maintenance of the Rail-Trail in winter. Many of us still exercise in winter months, but it's a
lot more dangerous due to conditions!
Again, affordable middle class housing and apartments with more than 2 bedrooms. I cannot stress
enough; A 24/7 actual BUS SYSTEM! Not this crappie dial a ride! Which doesn't help those who
have to be out working at night or the weekends so that the higher classes can have places to eat,
shop, and play. Midland relies on minimum wage jobs A LOT is about time midland help them. . . .
With a 24/7 bus system
I don't know how we can continue to ask our teachers to pursue excellence when their salaries are
continually cut.
Apartment living would give those who need very little supervision to live independently (not for
seniors). Perhaps some help with a job, meds, and managing their finances. Someplace they can feel
like they belong and can do what others their age are doing. Their own apartment.....
Good luck. I look forward to continuing to live in Midland, and have no desire to move elsewhere!
One additional thought occurs to me: 20+ years ago, preliminary plans were drawn up for an upscale
senior housing complex and then were abandoned. I think people were asked to invest in this, and
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Responses to the Question: Are there any other thoughts you would like to share as part of the
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perhaps not enough commitment was obtained. I would like to see plans go forward for such a facility.
I'm glad you are undertaking this effort.
This sounds like another Midland Foundation led boondoggle that only sought to engage in a very small
minority of citizens and should have been set up more like the past round table events that the city did
in 2008. 100 people do not represent the voice of over 42,000 citizens of Midland and 80,000 citizens
of Midland County.
We are seen by many as a closed community--only rich white straight Christians are accepted in
Midland. I worked in Saginaw for many years and many of the Black community are afraid to come to
Midland because they perceive us to be racist.
I moved to Midland for my job from across the country. I ended up remaining a Midland employee, but
moving to Bay City to live because of the more inclusive environment for young professionals without
children. Midland is missing out on great opportunities by making life uncomfortable/unwelcoming for
young professionals moving into the area. So many work opportunities, yet so little community
activities for this group.
When I left Midland after graduation, I said I'd never come back here to live -- it is way to sterile for me.
However, I'm back. It is a wonderful place to live, but I'd like it to see everyone be more accepting of
diversity of all kinds.
Although I understand limiting this group to 100 Midland residents. I am concerned that certain groups
are not represented. The City of Midland has a population of 42,020 according to the US Census
Bureau. Are we getting input from the appropriate people? Also it seems to me that Midland is doing
quite a few of these recently. Are they coordinating and making sure they are on the same page? I
would be very concerned if one group came to one conclusion and another came to an opposing
conclusion.
Please publish the budget for this process and the sources of funding.
We can explore our future all we want, but Dow Chemical and Dow Corning have a responsibility to
provide stability in our community. We live in their shadow and we cannot handle large scale layoffs.
Moving families in and out is one thing, but the shrinking workforce has hurt our businesses, real estate
and school funding. In addition, as a donor district, Midland Schools is really hurting because of lack of
school funding. Dow Chemical has to step up instead of shrinking the tax base.
Midland should not concentrate on social engineering of children, either in schools or in the community.
Thank you for doing this!!!
Would love to see more shopping options- Costco or Trader Joes
Good Plan - like it - it will make Midland a leader in community organization in the USA
More focus on opportunity and quality improvement. More focus on early childhood..
I see that there are many different organizations/foundations/United Way that are doing this sort of
strategic planning. I am hoping there is communication between these different places to ensure that
we are all on the same thought process. It would be chaotic if there were many ideas that were
extremely different from each other.
I am impressed with this planning process. This is why we love midland.
Need more community input. People are smart, they know what they want! Is it possible for the public to
choose what happens next for us? That would be a great idea!
We need to get rid of the divide between the haves and have not’s. There are so many issues for the
poor in our county.
I am glad that these efforts exist.
I realize while filling this out how little I know about the nuts and bolts process of community building
and management. Hats off to you folks why do it. Do you have 'community 101 classes or something?
include all organizations in the community to have a better knowledge about minorities who already call
Midland CO. home
Expose this process to as many people through as many means as possible. For an initiative like this
to be successful, broad community input, participation and buy-in will be crucial.
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This is a great idea, thank you for all your work! Stay focused, you won't make everyone happy.
Focus more on community building. Money is great but it does not feed the spirit or alone create
happiness.
Same as before: 1. Talk is cheap 2. I have seen many vision statements and strategic plans - even
helped to develop them. They are approved, sit on the shelf, and nothing happens. 3. Do - don't just
write about doing
I am sure this effort is well-intended. I am also sure there are blind spots, that there's too much
"breaking our arms patting ourselves on the back." This is a remarkable community, but it (and the
state) have some serious shortcomings, too.
I would like to find a meaningful volunteer opportunity. One where my experience is accepted. Even
though I am not a "Native"
Midland is a great place to live but there has to be limitations on living within the means. Based on the
past questions there are so many initiatives how can any one group dedicate resources to accomplish
them all. I understand that you get what you pay for but trying to solve all the Midland County problems
will be a challenge unless the scope narrows. Looks like Midland County wants to be everything to
everyone. I would suggest narrowing the scope to ensure that the limited resources that are available
are dedicated to get the most return on the investment.
The last four pages have no reason for being a part of this survey and should be removed
Your race category is out of date. Most people today are of mixed race - whether they know it or not and since more and more of us are realizing that, to not have a "mixed race", or to explicitly say "check
as many as needed", is not consistent with reality.
In an effort to "improve" Midland, let's not overlook the things that have made it a desirable place to live
all these years. It is a family-friendly, respectful community. Let's not just jump on the bandwagon of
the latest trend in society but be cautious and judicious in any changes we make.
The Choosing a Culture of Understanding initiative suggests exploring the creation of a Midland
Multifaith Center – a place that would bring together diverse groups in common belief and commitment.
The Center would provide a place for communal worship, grieving, and celebration, offer opportunities
for sharing and learning, enhance the spirit of community, and hopefully bridge gaps of difference
among people in the region. More than 100 places of worship county-wide represent a variety of
denominations and architectural styles, earning Midland the nickname "City of Beautiful Churches.”
There is strong participation in community activities, and a diversity of faiths and cultural backgrounds.
A strong bond exists between public sector and private sector that brings in people from many lands
and of many faiths. And recent initiatives, such as Neighboring program and Choosing a Culture of
Understanding, have laid the groundwork. And yet, while there is little interfaith activity among even the
Christian community. There are growing numbers of non-Christians and people of no affiliation. The city
lacks a unique space for community gatherings, such as prayer vigils and holiday observations, a
space that reflects all religious traditions and that respects all religious beliefs. The Center would serve
all religions interested in participating. And while some will choose not to, many will. Beyond a
Sanctuary inviting to all faiths, there would be: breakout rooms for small group discussions and classes;
a library where faith communities could supply resource materials for common study; a kitchen, since
all religious traditions share the concept of communion over food; and each faith tradition could have its
own space to display their beliefs, art, architecture, etc. Such a Center could offer regular interfaith
worship services led by a rotating group of clergy. It could also provide special services, such as prayer
vigils and memorial services aimed at all people. The Center could sponsor workshops and classes for
all ages on comparative religions and issues of common social and personal concern. And there could
be community programs with speakers and performers. The Multifaith Library could provide all forms of
the principles and human expressions of each faith. This library could consist of the widest array of
multimedia resources, including books, art, film and video, live and recorded performances, live and
recorded educational sessions. A special panel of experts could create exhibits to contribute to greater
understanding and mutual sharing of common ideals. Depending on the support, one vision, as
befitting a city of modern explorers, would be to construct a new building utilizing every known
technique of sustainable construction. But, another (and perhaps more practical) vision would be to
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make use of an existing and underutilized structure, such as Central Middle School, and repurpose the
building. This Center represents a bold experiment to explore the creation of a place where all of the
world’s religions can come together and span all differences of space and nation, of culture and
peoples, of history and tradition. To do this, the Center must strive toward two basic aims. It must
provide people with a place to seek answers to their personal and group needs for communication and
belonging. And the Center must provide not certainty, but hope – hope that through success and
failure, we will discover contributions to global understanding and compassion, and perhaps even to a
universal way of being religious together as one human family.
Share these efforts through more than internet technology
The poor people of our county are struggling with only mild lip service given to their situation.
This is a great effort! Thank you so much for all attempts to make the GLBR exemplary and a great
place to live and work!
We have done so many different strategic plans, it is getting very old quickly. We need to wrap this up
soon and start working on solutions and not constantly ask questions.
this was an incredibly complex survey, requiring a lot of serious thinking. I was tempted to quit.
Remember Midland's past: leaders look forward and back toward where they've been to learn.
There are many young adults in their early 20's whose family has abandoned them. They fall through
the cracks of the system and often have their potential extinguished before it was given a chance to
blossom. This is often due to parental or other circumstances outside of their control. Someone needs
to help these kids. They need an advocate to vouch for them and help guide them through local
services when they have no mentors in their life. They don't have the slightest idea how to navigate to
services that could help them. It could make the difference between an adult working to better the
community in the work force or having to live in poverty.
I would like to know how to become more involved in this planning process.
Please take a serious look at the lack of affordable housing in Midland. Too many folks are forced to
spend 50% to 80% of their income toward housing and this contributes to the strains placed on social
service agencies. Thank you all for your work!
As I thought again about the vision statement. Prosperity can be achieved in two ways- "we will help
people prosper by taking care of and providing" or "we will give opportunities for people to prosper." I do
not like the word "prosperity" because there is an element of choice involved. We cannot pioneer
prosperity for all unless everyone is willing to choose prosperity. I also am very reluctant to let a small
group say that Midland will now have "Gay Pride" day or include more teachings about LGBT in schools
(as could be done based on the "Diversity" section). For better or worse, we are a conservative town.
Just like people can choose which school district to live in, people can choose to live in a town that
celebrates diversity more or less. If that's the direction we want to go, that's fine. But we should not
force the will of the majority. Also, much of Midland County is rural. It would be nice to see something
more about Agriculture and how to help support our farmers- big and small. If we really want to pioneer
prosperity, there could also be an examination of urban farming. Maybe not necessarily in the city of
Midland, but many townships could have different standards making self-reliance more sustainable.
wish our streets could be kept in better repair
Thanks for asking for input. Hope to have opportunities to again contribute as progress evolves.
These are important issues to tackle. I appreciate the chance to give some input.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts. And, thank you for all the time and energy you are
putting into this effort!
It looks like you used a six sigma black belt to help develop this. It is good you are getting further input
from the community. Establish your visions, the key performance areas, give guidance to the teams on
initiatives, but let them go and come back with a proposal on initiatives. What is missing is how are you
going to measure success? There really needs to be some sort of scorecard. Don't make it
complicated and using graphics.
Just, I hope you genuinely read and understand the suggestions that I wrote earlier. I am a lifelong
resident, have seen many ups and downs, and would love to see this county rise back to where it
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should be.
We have a Fortune 50 corporation in town who is eager to have our schools be the best in the nation.
Any community should be thrilled to have the opportunity to work with such an amazing, generous
corporation; unfortunately there has been a lack of collaboration over the last 15 years due to a
"fiefdom attitude" by the MPS BOE and previous superintendent Carl Ellinger.
Applaud this effort. Hope it results in substantive change.
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Attachment C: Survey Tool
Midland: Exploring Our Future Community Feedback Survey
Midland: Exploring Our Future is a robust and relevant strategic planning process that will
identify and engage community leaders, civic groups, non-profit organizations, businesses,
public institutions, and interested individuals in developing a coordinated, cohesive, and unified
path to a prosperous future for the Greater Midland Area community. For purposes of this
process, the Greater Midland Area includes Midland County, the City of Midland, and our
immediate neighbors.
In May, over 100 Midland Area stakeholders converged for a two day process to draft a vision
and develop key performance areas that will influence the community’s future. Now we are
soliciting community input on the draft elements of the strategic plan developed by the Search
Conference participants. The results of this survey will guide participants as they reconvene in
September to build an Action Plan. The survey will be available until Thursday, August 14,
2014.
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this confidential survey. We look forward to
sharing the results of your input as we explore our future.
Proposed Vision Statement
Midland: We set the bar for 21st Century living by pioneering prosperity for all.
1. Does the vision statement capture your vision for the future of the Greater Midland Area?
 Yes
 No
2. Why or why not?
3. What suggestions do you have to modify the statement to help it more fully capture your
vision for the future?
Proposed Key Performance Areas
Vision Conference participants proposed the following Key Performance Areas:
• Economic Development
• Education
• Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment
• Arts and Culture
• Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
• Youth Retention and Engagement
• Public Safety
• Diversity
• Community Leadership
4. If the Greater Midland community excelled in each of the proposed Key Performance Areas,
would the vision be achieved?
5. Do you believe there is anything missing from this list?
You will now be asked to respond to three questions about each of Key Performance Area.
Key Performance Area: Economic Development
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Descriptive Statement:
We are an extraordinary community with a proven history of business and entrepreneurial
success. Our community helps create and sustain competitive advantages for existing and
future businesses.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Leverage academic and industrial partnerships
• Create a skilled and diverse workforce by offering technical training in skilled trades
• Position Midland to compete in the global economy
6. What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement?
7. What initiatives should be implemented to attract and support new and existing businesses
and talent?
8. Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of this key performance
area?
Key Performance Area: Education
Descriptive Statement:
The entire Midland community collaborates to support education, making Midland a leader in
providing world-class education from P-P (preschool to post-secondary).
Proposed Initiatives:
• Focus on STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
• Increase collaboration with community partners
• Project-based learning
9. What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement?
10. What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a leader in world-class education?
11. Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of this key performance
area?
Key Performance Area: Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment
Descriptive Statement:
Improve the quality of life for all residents of Midland County through a green community,
connected both physically and virtually. A well informed and connected community is an
engaged and vibrant community.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Form Public/private partnership to develop wireless access points that cover all areas of
the County (including free internet)
• Develop a single, integrated, reliable and “green” public transportation (route system
with real-time technology
• Expand the current non-motorized trail system for safe travel
12. What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement?
13. What initiatives should be implemented to improve the physical and virtual connectivity of
the community?
14. Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of this key performance
area?
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Key Performance Area: Arts and Culture
Descriptive Statement:
Midland: A community of leisure time opportunities for a diverse, multi-generational local
citizenry which also serves to attract visitors.
Proposed Initiatives:
 Develop the River Front into a multi-use community center which includes an outdoor
amphitheater (Challenging to use the riverfront because of bi-annual flood cycles)
 Develop a coordinated calendar of events in the community
 Follow recreational trends to introduce new offerings
15. What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement?
16. What initiatives should be implemented to distinguish Midland’s art and cultural
opportunities from other communities?
17. Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of this key performance
area?
Key Performance Area: Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical
Health
Descriptive Statement:
To create a community where all individuals and families thrive by means of a comprehensive
and coordinated pathway of accessible services and support for basic needs.
Proposed Initiatives:
 Develop a system for all service organizations to coordinate efforts
 Create a central intake with advocacy and decentralized services
 Develop a comprehensive plan of action towards self sufficiency
18. What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement?
19. What initiatives should be implemented to ensure Midland is a place where all members of
the community thrive?
20. Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of this key performance
area?
Key Performance Area: Youth Retention and Engagement
Descriptive Statement:
The Midland community is the BEST place for children and youth to build and realize their
hopes and dreams.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Prepare students for real life (real life skill building)
• Develop activities for youth (things to do Friday and Saturday nights
• Engage young leaders (Youth search conference/summit, millennial roundtable,
mentorship program with community leaders, etc.)
21. What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement?
22. What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland the best place for children and
youth to build and realize their hopes and dreams?
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23. Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of this key performance
area?
Key Performance Area: Public Safety
Descriptive Statement:
Community safety must be a productive effort and an ongoing community responsibility
involving the co-operation and trust among public safety officials and the general public to
provide an environment where all involved are safe to pursue their dreams and interests.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Enhance substance abuse education and enforcement
• Utilize social media to enhance community security and perception of public safety
officials
• Continue to attract and keep highly educated and trained public safety personnel
24. What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement?
25. What initiatives should be implemented to make Midland a safer community?
26. Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of this key performance
area?
Key Performance Area: Diversity
Descriptive Statement:
We are a multi-generational community that welcomes differences in nationality, culture, sexual
orientation, ethnicity, race, religion, and physical and mental abilities.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Create a mentorship program with retirees to utilize the talent and expertise of seniors
• Develop celebrations that illustrate our diversity (i.e. River Days celebrates all cultures
that contribute to our community)
• Ensure a stronger understanding and appreciation of diversity is integrated into our
schools
27. What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement?
28. What initiatives should be implemented to engage a more diverse cross-section of our
community?
29. Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of this key performance
area?
Key Performance Area: Community Leadership
Descriptive Statement:
Midland is a community with extraordinary leaders from different walks of life who collaborate to
create the success that the community enjoys.
Proposed Initiatives:
• Ensure continued exposure and training for existing leadership
• Develop a Community Service Board of Directors
• Develop a mentorship program
30. What would you change, add, or delete to the descriptive statement?
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31. What initiatives should be implemented to continue to cultivate leaders in the community?
32. Who should have primary responsibility for ensuring implementation of this key performance
area?
Transformational Ideas
33. What is one bold initiative that you believe would be transformational for Greater Midland?
Survey Respondent Information
34. What is your current zip code?
35. How long have you lived in Midland County?
36. Do you own or rent your home in Midland County?
37. Do you own a business in Midland County?
38. For how long have you owned a business in Midland County?
 Less than 2 years
 3-5 years
 6-10 years
 11-20 years
 11-20 years
 21+ years
39. Which age category below best fits you?
 Under 18
 18-24
 25-34
 45-54
 55-64
 65-74
 75-84
 85+
40. What race category below best fits you?
 White
 Black, African American or Negro
 American Indian or Alaska Native
 Asian Indian
 Chinese
 Filipino
 Japanese
 Korean
 Vietnamese
 Other Asian
 Native Hawaiian
 Guamanian or Chamorro
 Samoan
 Other Pacific Islander
 Some Other Race
41. Are you of Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin?
 No
 Yes, Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano
 Yes, Puerto Rican
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 Yes, Cuban
 Yes, another Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin
42. What is your highest degree of level of school completed?
 Less than 9th grade
 9th to 12th grade, no diploma
 High School graduate
 Some College, no degree
 Associate’s degree
 Bachelor’s degree
 Graduate or professional degree
43. Are there any other thoughts you would like to share as part of the Midland: Exploring Our
Future strategic planning process?

Appendix D: Action Conference Report

Community-Based Strategic Planning Process

Action Conference Summary
September 11-12, 2014
Prepared by:
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Action Conference Strategic Plan Elements
Vision Statement
Midland County. Together-Forward-Bold. An exceptional place where everyone thrives.

Key Performance Areas (KPAs)
Key Performance Area 1: Economic Development
Midland County creates and sustains competitive advantages for existing and future businesses.
Key Performance Area 2: Education
Midland County offers high quality education and lifelong learning opportunities.
Key Performance Area 3: Infrastructure and Environment
Midland County is a sustainable, well-connected community that maintains and invests in its physical
and technological infrastructure.
Key Performance Area 4: Arts, Culture, Entertainment, and Recreation
Midland County is a vibrant hub of arts, culture, entertainment and recreational opportunities.
Key Performance Area 5: Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
The Greater Midland community provides a coordinated and comprehensive system of supportive
services so that all may thrive.
Key Performance Area 6: Youth Development and Engagement
Midland County is the best place for all children and youth to build and realize their hopes and dreams.
Key Performance Area 7: Public Safety
The people of Midland County accept their individual responsibility to collaborate to create the safest
place in the country.
Key Performance Area 8: Diversity
Option 1: (Descriptive statement to be determined by the Community Success Panel)
Midland County is a multi-generational community that welcomes differences in nationality, culture,
sexual orientation, ethnicity, race, religion, and physical and mental abilities, regardless of socioeconomic status.
Option 2:
Midland County is committed to equality and inclusion. We welcome, embrace and accept all people.
Key Performance Area 9: Community Leadership
Midland County develops, nurtures, and benefits from extraordinary leaders from different walks of life
who collaborate to create community success.
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Day One
Welcome and Setting the Stage
Greeting
Midland Area Community Foundation Executive Director, Sharon Mortensen, welcomed the Action
Conference participants and thanked everyone for their dedication to this process and for making time
in their busy schedules to focus on moving Midland County forward.
Agenda Review
Julia Novak from The Novak Consulting Group welcomed everyone and provided an overview of the
agenda for the next two days as well as the expected outcomes for the Action Conference. Next, the
group agreed to a series of norms to guide their work together.

Review Draft Strategic Plan Elements from Vision Conference
Debrief Community Input
Following the Vision Conference, broad community input was solicited on the draft strategic plan
elements. The facilitators reviewed the highlights of the input received from the online survey, Meetings
in a Box discussions, and the open house. The feedback received during this phase is detailed in the
Community Input Phase Report.
Revise Vision Statement, KPAs, and Descriptive Statements
At the Vision Conference, the group agreed on the following vision statement:
Midland: We set the bar for 21st Century living by pioneering prosperity for all.
The following KPAs and descriptive statements were agreed upon in order for Midland County to
achieve the proposed vision:
1. Economic Development
We are an extraordinary community with a proven history of business and entrepreneurial
success. Our community helps create and sustain competitive advantages for existing and future
businesses.
2. Education
The entire Midland community collaborates to support education, making Midland a leader in
providing world-class education from P-P (preschool to post-secondary).
3. Transportation, Infrastructure, Technology, and Environment
Improve the quality of life for all residents of Midland County through a green community,
connected both physically and virtually. A well informed and connected community is an
engaged and vibrant community.
4. Arts and Culture
Midland: A community of leisure time opportunities for a diverse, multi-generational local
citizenry which also serves to attract visitors.
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5. Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
To create a community where all individuals and families thrive by means of a comprehensive
and coordinated pathway of accessible services and support for basic needs.
6. Youth Retention and Engagement
The Midland community is the BEST place for children and youth to build and realize their hopes
and dreams.
7. Public Safety
Community safety must be a productive effort and an ongoing community responsibility
involving the co-operation and trust among public safety officials and the general public to
provide an environment where all involved are safe to pursue their dreams and interests.
8. Diversity
We are a multi-generational community that welcomes differences in nationality, culture, sexual
orientation, ethnicity, race, religion, and physical and mental abilities.
9. Community Leadership
Midland is a community with extraordinary leaders from different walks of life who collaborate
to create the success that the community enjoys.
Posters with the vision statement and each KPA, descriptive statement, and corresponding initiatives
were hung around the room. After hearing about the community input on the vision statement and
draft KPAs, the facilitators asked each participant to move to the poster to which they were the most
committed. In groups, participants reviewed the community input specific to their KPA and made any
necessary changes to the KPA name, descriptive statement, or action items. One group also
incorporated the community input into the proposed vision statement. Each group then presented their
final work and received feedback.
The group working on the vision statement presented the following revised version:
Midland County is a dynamic community providing opportunities for everyone to engage and prosper.
Then each group that worked on a KPA presented revised KPAs and descriptive statements:
1. Economic Development
We are an extraordinary community with a proven history of business and entrepreneurial
success. Our community helps create and sustain competitive advantages for existing and future
businesses.
2. Education
The entire community collaborates to support education, making Midland a leader in offering
high quality education from birth through lifelong learning.
3. Infrastructure and Environment
Improve the quality of life through sustainable, well-connected communities.
4. Arts, Culture, Entertainment, and Recreation
A community innovating arts, culture, entertainment and recreation opportunities to attract and
retain a diverse citizenry and encourage tourism.
5. Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
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To create a community where all individuals and families thrive by means of a comprehensive
and coordinated pathway of accessible services and support for basic needs.
Youth Engagement
The Midland community is the best place for all children and youth to build and realize their
hopes and dreams.
Public Safety
A collaborative effort and community responsibility to provide a safe environment for all.
Diversity
We are a community committed to equity and inclusion. We welcome differences including, but
not limited to: age, race, religion, and sexual orientation, regardless of socio-economic status.
Community Leadership
Leaders collaborate to impact community success.

It was noted that each descriptive statement was written very differently, so the facilitators agreed to
adjust the statements to have the same structure. At the end of the first day, participants were given
sticky notes and the opportunity to leave suggestions for any of the KPAs.

Parking Lot
At the end of the first day, the following items were listed as things that must be addressed in the
future:
 What are we doing to attract and keep young professionals?
 Ages 55-70 - retiree retention
 Senior needs are different
 Missing families – not sure where it fits

Day Two
Review Vision Statement and KPAs
The facilitators welcomed the group back and gave an overview of the plan for the day. The facilitators
then presented the following vision statement which incorporated the feedback received at the end of
Day One:
Greater Midland County is recognized as a dynamic community offering opportunities for everyone to
engage and prosper.
The facilitators then presented the following revisions to the descriptive statement based on the group’s
feedback:
1. Economic Development
Greater Midland County creates and sustains competitive advantages for existing and future
businesses.
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2. Education
The Greater Midland community offers high quality education and lifelong learning
opportunities.
3. Infrastructure and Environment
Greater Midland County is a sustainable, well-connected community that maintains and invests
in its physical and technological infrastructure.
4. Arts, Culture, Entertainment, and Recreation
Greater Midland County is a vibrant hub of arts, culture, entertainment and recreational
opportunities.
5. Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
The Greater Midland community provides a coordinated and comprehensive system of
supportive services so that all may thrive.
6. Youth Development and Engagement
The Greater Midland community is the best place for all children and youth to build and realize
their hopes and dreams.
7. Public Safety
The Greater Midland community accepts its responsibility and collaborates to create a safe
place for all.
8. Diversity
Greater Midland County is a multi-generational community that welcomes differences in
nationality, culture, sexual orientation, ethnicity, race, religion, and physical and mental abilities,
regardless of socio-economic status.
9. Community Leadership
Greater Midland County develops, nurtures and benefits from extraordinary leaders from
different walks of life who collaborate to create community success.
All comments were captured and the group agreed that the Community Success Panel would be
responsible for finalizing the wording of each KPA and descriptive statement. A group of participants
volunteered to work with the vision statement while the other participants developed action plans.

Prioritize Action Items
Posters with all of the proposed action items from the community input phase were posted around the
room along with the initiatives proposed during both the Vision and Action Conferences. Each
participant was then given a total of 28 dots for use in voting for initiatives: three green dots for each of
the nine KPAs (27 dots in total) and one red dot for the one initiative they thought would contribute the
most to the success of the community. Once everyone placed their dots, the votes were counted and
presented to the group at large. The complete list of initiatives and corresponding votes is available in
Appendix A.
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Develop Action Plans
Participants then broke off into their KPA groups again and began developing action plans for the
highest priority action items. A tool, called an Action Plan Matrix, was provided to help groups anticipate
potential obstacles and constraints and to clearly define what success would look like in the end. These
matrices are included in this document in Appendix B.
The group that opted to further revise the vision statement presented the following statement:
Midland County.
Together-Forward-Bold.
An exceptional place where everyone thrives.

Prepare for Implementation
Participants reconvened to discuss the role of the Community Success Panel in coordinating efforts
going forward. One person from each KPA group volunteered to be a representative, along with
representatives from the other KPA groups and members of the Community Success Panel on the
Exploring Our Future Leadership Team. Participants were encouraged to sign up for as many
implementation teams as they desired and were asked to invite other community members to join as
well.
Before ending the Action Conference, every participant was asked to summarize how they felt at the
close of the Action Conference. The following parting thoughts were shared with the group:


















Bold
Engaged
Challenged
Collective teamwork
Relieved
Optimistic
Hopeful
Challenged and encouraged
Inspired
Together
Excellence
Awoken
Overwhelmed
Inspired
Interested
Collaborative
Appreciative



















Humbled
Amazed
Interested
Well done
Lucky to have such a community
Thankful
Proud of community
Bold
Challenged
Visionary
Excited
Good group
Challenged
Engaged
Neighborly
Building momentum
Encouraged
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Focus on quality
Inquisitiveness
Exceptional
Proactive
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Impressed
Coming together is progress, etc.
Confident
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Attachment A: Comprehensive List of Action Items
(n) Number of Green Dot Votes

(n) Number of Red Dot Votes

Proposed Actions:






Increase/enhance community amenities and activities
‒ Downtown development/refresh
‒ Link downtown and Dow
‒ “Tourist in your town” program
‒ Fitness activities
‒ Downtown development (2)
‒ Improve transportation
‒ Invest in infrastructure
‒ Cultural events
‒ Multi-faith center
‒ Make this region a shopping/dining hub for the area
Support local small businesses
‒ Promote the programs that are already available to small businesses
‒ Create an entrepreneurial support center to provide resources and information
‒ Preferred local vendor program
‒ Tax incentives
‒ Give tax breaks for new businesses’ 2nd year instead of spending money to get
them to Midland
‒ Reduce red tape
‒ Mentoring program
‒ Access to capital
‒ Support local businesses to make Midland its own unique place and not just a
collection of big box stores
‒ Microfarming regulations (1)
‒ Incentives for specialty firm relocation
‒ Buy local campaign/support local initiatives and explain value/importance
‒ Encourage existing economic incubators
‒ Provide other companies access to resources offered by Dow or Dow Corning
‒ Discourage online purchasing
‒ Create a culture of innovation and start up
‒ Continue attracting small locally owned businesses (1)
Skilled and diverse workforce
‒ Job creation (18) (6)
‒ Short term “internships” for unemployed persons so they can learn new skills and
network
‒ Skilled trade/vocational school
‒ Focus on skilled and professional trades
‒ Job training programs for veterans
‒ Tailored training programs for employers
‒ Bring in churches to provide mentors
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‒ Apprenticeship programs
‒ Attract more talent from the Saginaw area
Education
‒ CTE high school
‒ Community college tuition program (5)
‒ Programs exposing/attracting students to STEM
‒ K-16 academic partnerships with industry
‒ Programs attracting high-performing teachers
‒ Supporting education – STEM, Project
Attract and retain young people
‒ Free tuition if stay in Midland for at least 10 years
‒ Activities for young people
Support larger and existing businesses
‒ Review code/rules to limit regulations and bureaucracy
‒ Tax incentives
‒ Tax abatement
‒ Attract new industries
‒ Low cost of doing business
‒ Nurture an industry beyond chemistry which can thrive in a location with poor
logistics capabilities (no river port, limited warehousing/trucking) (14) (9)
‒ Improve zoning
‒ Keep commercial construction momentum going
‒ Develop agricultural industry in the rural areas
Entice Google and Verizon to provide fiber services in Midland
Promote economic growth in remote technical services such as architectural design
Incentives for movie production in Midland
Build up Circle business area
Make it easy to repurpose old buildings (2)
Dow funded digital sign at Bus 10 for community messages, local business promotion,
safety announcements, community events/resources, and family activities
LGBTQ protection
Linkage to Pure Michigan program/”Pure Midland” campaign
Enhance community engagement
Competitive wages
Childcare
Improved media
Build a power plant or buy from MCV to have a more reliable and lower cost power
source to benefit industry, business and residents
Regional economic development efforts, coordination
Find a sustainable funding source to supplement foundation (3) (2)
Transportation
Diversify funding for E.D. and QoL issues
Mixed use downtown
Identify niche
Leverage hospitality program
Leverage/foster academic and industrial partnerships (13) (2)
Create a skilled and diverse workforce by offering technical training in skilled trades
Position Midland to compete in the global economy (4) (3)
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Proposed Actions:










Focus on well-rounded education
‒ Collaboration
‒ Life-long learning (1)
‒ Critical thinking
‒ Focus on soft skills
‒ Language immersion program
‒ Big History Project course
‒ “Maker space” at the library
‒ Music programs
‒ Environmental education in all grades
‒ Diversified learning
‒ Science academy
‒ Education for the whole child, not just STEM (2)
‒ Learning outside of the classroom
‒ Experience-based learning (4)
‒ Geo-education/Geo-literacy
‒ Keep extra-curricular activities available to students
‒ Increase best-practice instruction models including projects-based learning
‒ Increase creativity, communication, critical thinking, and collaboration
Individualized attention
‒ Reduce class size
‒ Programs for underperforming/at-risk students (6)
 After school study programs
‒ Programs for gifted and talented students
 IB and AP classes
 Promote dual enrollment opportunities
Train job-ready students
‒ Apprenticeship program (1)
‒ Career-based learning (3) (1)
‒ Skilled trade education
‒ Develop, build, and open a Career and Technical Education (CTE) high school (9)
‒ Mentorship programs
‒ Implement a “skill center” where students can obtain a CAN/other certification upon
graduation (1)
Teachers
‒ Attract and retain qualified teachers (2)
‒ Evaluate teacher performance
‒ Pay teachers well
‒ Ask retired Dow/DCC chemists to teach chemistry to high school students on a
volunteer/ rotational basis
Focus on early education
‒ “Midland Promise” where all children have the opportunity to participate in a quality
preschool program (17) (9)
‒ Start STEM education in preschool
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Enhance support and resources
‒ Get community members (doctors at Mid-Michigan and PhD’s from Dow) more
involved (1) (2)
‒ Enhance education funding (and make more stable) (1)
‒ Greater resources for schools and youth programs
‒ Investment in facilities/infrastructure (2)
‒ College scholarship program (similar to the Kalamazoo Promise) (2) (1)
‒ Have corporations, foundations and the schools working together to provide a worldclass education and after school experience for the children of Midland
‒ Focus on public schools
Change structure/schedule
‒ Charter schools
‒ Year-round education and/or longer days
‒ Consolidate school districts
‒ Midland, Bullock Creek and Meridian School work toward integration to be one
‒ Local schools = pride in smaller communities. Larger is not always better
‒ Multiple, educational options including virtual and blended learning
Technology
‒ Improve access to technology
‒ Private sector support of technology in schools
‒ Funding for school technology and security
Education for all
Mandatory community service
Implement truancy programs
Utilize vacant schools for other activities (1)
Expand the Midland County Career and College Access Network (1)
Something like The Rock, but in the center of town
Let school staff evaluate administrators
Involve parents
Promote and empower families to educate their children (2)
Radical changes in education
Real, cutting edge world class schools, based on common sense and making a real
difference
Utilize and expand community resources such as library and Chippewa Nature Center
Mobile libraries to enhance access to educational materials
Common Core curriculum vs local education alternative(s)?
Focus on a combination of STEM and technical training (4)
Limit testing
Programs that help students in difficult situations finish their education though support
Adult education programs
Life-long learning initiatives (1)
Focus on special education
Increase collaboration with community partners
Focus on STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
Connect homeschool with public schools – better integration and support
Do not forget students that excel in English, History, and foreign languages
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Proposed Actions:




Create a bike/walk friendly community
‒ More paved pathways (2)
‒ Maintain sidewalks
‒ Provide bike racks
‒ Help young kids see biking as cool
‒ Improve maintenance of trails during the winter
‒ Rent a bike/bike share (1)
‒ Move bike lanes to out lawns for safety
‒ Keep bikes and cars separate whenever possible (1)
‒ Education
‒ Encourage condensed development
‒ Community activities (runs, rides, etc.)
‒ Have paths go under/over roads
‒ Enforce cyclist traffic laws
‒ Maps and signage
‒ Improve lighting
‒ Add benches
‒ Heated walkways and tunnels
‒ Green path, bike trail right down center of city
‒ Expand bike path in the Mall Area and to and from City Forest
‒ Bike safety education (for drivers and riders)
‒ Raised and colored curbs next to lanes
‒ Emergency call boxes on the rail trail
‒ Connect the rail trail systems of Midland/Saginaw/Bay City, etc. more into a single
network
‒ Connect rail trail to Sanford Lake
‒ Establish a green boulevard/corridor/park between Ashman and Todd streets,
extending from downtown (Grove St.) to the circle, connecting the circle to downtown
‒ Dedicated divided bike lanes
‒ Expand the current non-motorized trail system for safe travel (2)
Improve public transportation
‒ Reliable, efficient, and economical public transportation system (26) (4)
‒ Streetcars
‒ Accessible and user friendly transportation system (4)
‒ Taxi services
‒ Real-time route system technology
‒ Promote carpools
‒ Zip cars
‒ An around-the-clock bus system
‒ Find grants
‒ Understand issues with Dial a Ride
‒ Transportation for low income, those with disabilities, seniors, etc. (1)
‒ Expand choices for late night rides to decrease incidents of drunk driving
‒ Transportation to social services center
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‒
‒
‒





















Cars for the poor
Direct transportation to MBS airport
Develop a single, integrated, reliable and “green” public transportation (route system
with real-time technology (3)
Enhance connectivity
‒ Provide access to public computers
‒ Expand fiber
‒ Bring low-cost internet services to the area
‒ Completive high-speed broadband availability
‒ Free, community-wide Wi-Fi (7) (2)
‒ Form Public/private partnership to develop wireless access points that cover all
areas of the County (including free internet) (2)
Improve access and traffic
‒ Develop downtown to move away from mall
‒ Target mall area for traffic solutions (1)
‒ Create service drives for mall area like Holland MI to allow unimpeded traffic flow
‒ Improve and add more access points on/off Highway 10 to allow growth.
‒ Make Midland more visible from the highway so people do not drive by
‒ Reestablishing the Circle as a true traffic circle (1)
Enhance renewable energy
‒ Solar and wind energy
‒ Become the leader in renewable energy by committing to replacing fuel burning
sources with renewables to decrease dependence on non-local sources of energy
and bring new industry to Midland (5) (2)
‒ Push to help people become more energy efficient and enhance renewable energy
Move toward enhancement and utilization of natural resources and green initiatives
Community gardening
Microfarming
Heated underground water pipes
Clean up toxic areas
Public parks better maintained
Make rivers more easily accessible by the public for recreation
Smoke-free playgrounds and recreation areas
Future is Midland, Bay City, Saginaw growing together with an airport in the middle
Safety of dams above the City
Interface with technology leaders at universities
Technology training and education programs
Integrate the library and all government public data
Interactive website where you can find out what is going on in Midland – on a day – time
– location
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Proposed Actions:




Bring entertainment to Midland
‒ Attract acts and events (1)
‒ Attract businesses (1)
‒ Market Midland for its arts and cultural events
‒ Make downtown a destination for entertainment (1)
‒ Host music festivals and more special events where we can bring in visitors (3)
‒ Bring in some of the festivals and concerts that Bay City gets
‒ Hire a Star Architect and build a world class Performing Arts Center to attract events
Expand offerings
‒ Build additional offerings from existing assets (available/free) (1) (7)
‒ River corridors
‒ Architecture (4)
‒ Sporting venues
‒ Public lands
‒ Survey community to see what types of activities they want
‒ Create a more vibrant downtown and expand residential options (19) (1)
‒ Launch a 'Natural Science Festival' (1)
‒ More events targeting teens and young professionals (1)
‒ Edgier art
‒ More public parks and pools
‒ Create an amusement park
‒ Winter activities
‒ Community kayak/canoe shed
‒ Look beyond local borders
‒ Coordinate separate fireworks efforts into one large display
‒ Build on existing base through Matrix: Midland with a creative lecture/science series
‒ Improve quality and content of workshops and summer camps and performances
and cultural offerings
‒ Build a food truck depot by Loons stadium (model Traverse City) (1)
‒ More things to do for college students and college graduates (1)
‒ Midland needs new businesses, such as restaurants and ethnic grocery stores, nonchain restaurants, Costco, etc.
‒ Outdoor auditorium
‒ Host an event like River Days to raise money for social services agencies
‒ New community center in downtown Midland
‒ Initiate more active community festivals
‒ Developing river front in downtown (model after Bay City's impressive waterfront
usage)
‒ Have art for all in locations around town like downtown, parks, etc.
‒ Capitalize on Midland as a science town (Science Institutes, museums, etc.) (12)
‒ Use the scientific knowledge in community to develop the world’s best hands-on
science museum
‒ A home for a traveling museum focusing on history, art, etc. rotating monthly
‒ Celebrate Midland Program
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‒ Interactive outdoor sculptures
‒ Rafting/kayaking course (1) (1)
‒ New community center
‒ Build an aquatic center
‒ Expand scenic, non-motorized paved pathways
Coordination and promotion
‒ Coordinate so multiple events do not occur on the same weekend
‒ Increase event awareness and publicity
‒ Bring Bradley House, Dow Museum & Doane Museum into the flow of other activities
‒ Make available information about Chinese school, Indian school
‒ “Pure Midland” campaign
‒ Reputation for access to outdoor activities (as Seattle and Denver have) (1)
‒ Address parking issues/misperceptions
Encourage volunteer participation and programming
Affordability of events
Revitalize history museum and extend parks to museum
Create a central, signature area
Financial support of MCFTA
Develop the River Front into a multi-use community center which includes an outdoor
amphitheater (Challenging to use the river front because of bi-annual flood cycles) (13)
(1)
Develop a coordinated calendar of events in the community
Follow recreational trends to introduce new offerings
Respond to recreation, arts, and entertainment trends, identifying new opportunities
Link cultural, entertainment, and recreational assets (i.e. paths, theme, accessibility,
guides, apps)

Proposed Actions:


Change how services are provided
‒ Person-centered plans of action (1)
‒ Solicit input from the people in need of help/survey to understand needs
‒ Pay for achieving outcomes, not just providing services
‒ Coordinate churches and 211
‒ Database to determine exactly the needs and where to find them
‒ Collaborative social services center that encompasses all of these performance
areas (8) (2)
‒ More focus on the people in the lower socio-economic levels (2)
‒ Bring services to students while at school (3)
‒ Develop ways to address current issues associated with poverty (i.e.
underemployment)
‒ Develop a system for all service organizations to coordinate efforts
‒ Create a central intake with advocacy and decentralized services (16) (4)
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One Stop Shop for care
Improve 211 to encompass more needs identified. Midland County point person
Organizations in Midland County keep 211 up to date with their information and
abilities
Housing
‒ Create community land bank to make conditions livable
‒ Affordable housing (2)
‒ Give homes to the homeless (4) (1)
‒ Inclusive affordable housing that is intermixed with higher-end housing (1)
‒ Providing affordable housing options for all Midland residents
‒ Rapid housing for the homeless with the parameter being that the person would have
support for the issues that led to the homelessness (1)
‒ Shelter or housing for youth and young adults separate from housing for more
mature adults
‒ Coordinated low-income housing efforts
Health care
‒ Primary care for those that are indigent or Medicaid recipients
‒ Provide free medical care
‒ Full support and funding for prenatal and early childhood services for highest need
families (2)
Focus on mental health and special needs
‒ Build limited supervision apartments for mental health challenged people similar to
Riverside
‒ Educate employers about the advantages of hiring people with disabilities/special
needs.
‒ Financial support of mental health services
‒ Reduce stigma for mental health services (1)
‒ Create employment opportunities for special need students without high school
diplomas
Focus on seniors
‒ Develop more programs to involve elderly and youth in the community and make
them feel more attached and invested in Midland (2)
‒ Create senior housing where pets are allowed
Promote healthy living
‒ Initiatives from PBS/ Dr. Richard Jackson's "Designing Healthy Communities”
‒ Provide opportunities for health and wellness in a natural environment
‒ Education for people to eat right and stay healthy (2)
‒ Population health management/whole person care

Combat drug use
‒ Programs to understand why young people are using drugs and to educate them on
the consequences of drug use
‒ Needle exchange program
‒ Address drug problems
Preventative services like youth sports, arts, music above basic needs (1)
Focus on assistance with long-term benefits over meeting emergency needs (hand up
not hand out)
Services for the homeless
Transportation (4)
Address responsiveness of social workers
Public/non-profit joint initiatives
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Mentoring partnerships
Address issues of foster care
Affordable community center
Extend services outside the City of Midland (1)
Revitalize Newcomers Association to help people integrate into the community
Programs to counteract violence in the media
Continue pilot programs to increase student attendance
Assurance that no Midland County child/family is hungry
Create jobs outside of the city where people can afford to live (but don’t have
transportation)
Program to hire people to teach them job skills
Utilize schools that are closed
Mentor in areas such as domestic skills, child care, and so on
Develop a comprehensive plan of action towards self-sufficiency (7) (4)
Provide opportunities to lower income families to enjoy the recreational and cultural
events in the City

Proposed Actions:




Focus on employment
‒ Formal job shadowing program
‒ Employment opportunities
‒ Encourage local businesses to hire students part-time during the school year (2)
‒ Quality technical education (3)
‒ Offer opportunities to "try on" different careers, so youth know what there is out there
(20)
Offer activities and programs
‒ Service opportunities
‒ Youth groups
‒ Access to MCFTA programs despite ability to pay (1)
‒ Mentoring programs such as Big Brothers Big Sisters
‒ Control illegal drug use
‒ Goal-setting classes
‒ Activities that cross school borders
‒ Raise awareness that help is available
‒ Extend activities beyond the City limits
‒ Provide quality play areas
‒ Venue where youth can showcase talents
‒ Sports
‒ Transportation services
‒ Sibling child care services
‒ Promote healthy intergenerational relationships
‒ Better activities (better movie theater, additional swimming pool, indoor sports, etc.)
‒ Get youth involved early

Midland: Exploring Our Future
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Encourage youth groups to take on projects in the community (3)
Afterschool programs
Engage and empower parents
Children’s museum for hands-on learning
Provide specialized health care services to youth
Develop programs for at risk youth (13)
Activities for youth during the week (1)
Add character building to ”engage young leaders“ initiative (1)
Use existing recreational programs to develop programs specific to this cause, and
allocate proper funding to support it
‒ Mandatory community service
‒ Summer school “skill center” programs
‒ Clubs that emphasize physical activity goals (race preparation, etc.)
‒ Invest in a long term development where young bright people are given unique
opportunities to collaborate and serve others with available technology - sponsored
by Dow and DC
‒ Develop activities for youth (things to do Friday and Saturday nights)
Focus on education
‒ Do not ignore non-STEM students
‒ Community workshops to teach technology skills (3D printing, etc.)
‒ Academic academy
‒ Elementary school librarians and counselors
‒ Tutoring and educational plans for children with disabilities
‒ More high school co-ops
‒ Offer more college credits in high school
Prepare students for real life (real life skill building) (9) (1)
Large scholarship program or loan repayment help for those who stay or move here
Start a “Come Back Initiative” for young professionals who leave
Ask youth what they want and avoid having adults plan events in a vacuum (1)
Have a committee in the schools taking surveys and polls (high school and college)
Make youth feel connected and attached to their community (1)
Identify existing activities and coordinate so all programs flourish
Youth involvement
Doing more for the kids and youth in Midland
Build positive character traits among youth (particularly activities that encourage
creative, organized, and faith-based development) (2)
A functional home for struggling youth (2)
Engage young leaders (Youth search conference/summit, millennial roundtable,
mentorship program with community leaders, etc.) (5)

Proposed Actions:
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Safe kids
‒ Start early in schools
‒ Programs to help abused children
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‒ Hold students accountable for behavior
Drugs/Substance abuse
‒ Substance abuse – need identification, education, treatment, a community that
supports recovery (24) (1)
‒ Anonymous hotline for drug tips
‒ Discontinue DARE program
‒ Enhance hard drug substance abuse enforcement
‒ Addressing the opiate and heroin abuse of our youth and adults
‒ Have survivors share stories
Law Enforcement
‒ Focus on drugs rather than traffic violations
‒ Proactive/preventative enforcement (4)
‒ Continued support of law enforcement in high schools (2)
‒ Focus police attention on high-value work for the community
‒ Staff police force appropriately
‒ Continue to attract and keep highly educated and trained public safety personnel (3)
‒ Focus on friendliness of officers
‒ Limit amount of “fluff” initiatives
‒ Transparency of crime statistics and criminal activity
‒ Post weekly crime map
‒ Create a Facebook page
‒ Initiatives between public safety leadership and area nonprofits
‒ Increase face-to-face contact between public safety officials and residents to improve
perception
‒ Continue what Judge Allen does with youth
‒ Utilize alternative solutions to court system/jail/detention
‒ Offender rehabilitation efforts
‒ Use social media to alert citizens, solve crimes, and build positive relationships with
the community
‒ Greater emphasis on restorative justice (rehabilitative rather than punitive) (18)
‒ Enhance enforcement of substance abuse violations
‒ Assist former offenders who are likely to re-offend without assistance in securing
employment and housing
‒ Regular updates and offers of training
‒ Regular suggestions for safety checks around the home
‒ Regular suggestions for first aid and emergency preparedness for families (1)
Traffic safety
‒ Traffic cameras would help deter unsafe driving behavior
‒ Road/traffic safety initiatives
‒ Decongest Eastman Road near the mall
‒ Improve driving safety
Address potential obsolescence of volunteer firefighters (3)
Address blight in townships
Promote Junior and safe neighborhood programs
Enhance fire safety inspection and fire awareness programs
Educate residents on how social media affects crime (ex: posting vacations online)
Have sheriff's representative speak at township meetings on public safety
Education at a young age about safety issues involved in social media
Improve emergency warning system
Encourage residents to create In Case of Emergency plans
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Promote policies that promote safe and stable families
Encourage block parties
Encourage community watch efforts and promote neighbors looking out for neighbors
(“neighboring”)
Initiatives to combat increase in violence
Hotline to report sexual abuse, bullying, and domestic violence (1)
Electronic surveillance on streets
Make the rail trail and Tridge areas safer, particularly in the evenings (2)
Light areas between Tridge/Emerson/Skate Park
Improve street lighting (1)
Utilize social media to enhance community security, transparency, and education

Proposed Actions:







Organizations
‒ Support local affinity groups
‒ Midland Multifaith Center (1)
‒ PFLAG group
‒ Leverage existing diversity clubs at Dow, Dow Corning, Chinese, Indian
communities, etc.
‒ Culture clubs in schools and community exist and can be promoted and expanded
Events
‒ Develop celebrations that illustrate our diversity (i.e. River Days celebrates all
cultures that contribute to our community) (6)
‒ Nationality celebrations
‒ Events showcasing diversity
‒ Community-wide cultural awareness “fair” where the various representatives could
demonstrate ethnic arts, culture, foods, etc.
‒ Celebrate everyone rather than singling out groups for celebration
‒ Extend River Days and make it more inclusive
‒ Partner with the City of Saginaw
‒ Encourage the Tri-Cities Pride festival to consider relocating to Midland
‒ Cultural family days at the Tridge
‒ Interfaith celebrations and cooperation (1)
‒ Programs to emphasize what Americans have: freedom, opportunities and optimism
‒ Hold a gay pride parade (1)
‒ Diversity training/initiatives for the local middle and high schools - something
experiential, so that youth have a personal experience with understanding the
importance not just of tolerance, but acceptance of and celebration of all differences.
(24)
‒ Add diversity/Ziibiwing to River Days
Establish a multi-factor “diversity index” that measures how the community is
progressing on the basis of ethnic origin, race, gender, age, marital status, etc. (1)
More diverse food options are needed in Midland
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Install “Welcome to Midland” signs
Schools could host more cultural events and "culture parties" for children
Education campaigns to promote understanding
Adults need to be included in the discussion of the importance of diversity
Attract diverse people (3)
Retain diverse people (1)
Adoption of a nondiscrimination policy and civil rights ordinance by the City Council (3)
Welcome new members of the community (1)
Record the stories of Midland’s seniors (2)
Encourage students to talk openly about (and celebrate) differences (1)
House immigrant children in Midland
Determine whether zoning laws result in unintended diversity issues
Need diversity in preschools
Community trainings about social determinants and racism
Encourage neighborhood cohesion (2)
Leadership in LGBT civil rights
Become an LGBT-friendly community (1)
Less focus on conservative teaching
Appreciation of diverse beliefs and thinking (1)
Make Midland open to diverse people
Make a pinnacle effort to eliminate racism and homophobia
Create a mentorship/teaching program with retirees to utilize the talent and expertise of
seniors (8) (1)
Ensure a stronger understanding and appreciation of diversity is integrated into our
schools



Proposed Actions:













Let seasoned leaders in the community know their skillsets are valued and put them to
work
Bring leaders to speak to the community
Cultivate opportunities for diverse leaders (3)
Expand Leadership Midland program
Expand Leadership Midland Alumni Association activities and engagement
Provide youth with leadership training opportunities and start early (6)
Greater access for residents to take part in local government
Leadership recognition ceremonies/awards
County-wide leadership board (2)
Programs to help people identify themselves as leaders
Expand leadership by engaging newer leaders in leading Midland: Exploring Our Future
initiatives (19)
Encourage each group in the community (Red Cross, Midland Foundation, etc.) to raise
new leaders
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Grow the next generation of leaders
Have leaders communicating back out to the residents (1)
Leadership forums/programs for youth through schools.
Continue to solicit input from the community as people will then be more likely to get
involved (1)
Improve education/training of township boards
Term limits for City and Township Board members
Cross-train so that community leaders can take time away to attend training (1)
Energy should be put into existing organizations and activities, versus creating new
boards (3)
To cultivate leaders, our community needs to provide the context for businesses to
remain as well as to locate here.
“Pure Midland” campaign (2)
Combine City and County into a single operation to reduce duplication of services
Lower taxes to make it affordable to live in Midland
Make all records and actions by government, courts and police open to the public at all
times
Ensure continued exposure and training for existing leadership
Develop a Community Service Board of Directors (6)
Develop a mentorship program (6)
Create a structure for the community success Board of Directors
Program for retirees to mentor young professionals (14)
Every citizen (age dependent) contributes x number of volunteer hours
“Porches for People” a community engagement district

Midland: Exploring Our Future
Action Conference Summary – Attachment B
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Economic Development
Initiative: Developing entrepreneurial culture
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Institutional aversion to risk; lack of pipeline (harvest vs. attract)
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Angel investors, good talent, mentors, Midwestern work ethic,
developing programs at educational institutes, Smartzone, MMIC, quality of life in Midland
What individuals might you need/want to include? BlueWater Angels, Chamber of Commerce, successful entrepreneurs (and unsuccessful
ones)
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? SBTC, Pure Michigan, Aeilera
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? SmartZone as a marketing tool
How will we know if we are successful?

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Understand the real needs and wants of true entrepreneurs
2. Find them
3. Educate regarding our services
4. Build out network of who is doing what
5.

Desired Target Date

Midland: Exploring Our Future
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Initiative: Leveraging our competitive advantage in material science/advanced manufacturing
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Logistics constraints for manufacturing options
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Historical – pool of expertise; companies are supportive; strong
partnerships already exist; collaboration with government and businesses; quality of life in Midland
What individuals might you need/want to include? Chamber of Commerce; JA; Midland Tomorrow; large company liaisons; County; MMI;
MSU; SVSU
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Angel investors
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
How will we know if we are successful?

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Check MMLC – would they take lead on “water”?
2.
3.
4.
5.

Desired Target Date
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Initiative: Position Midland to compete in the global economy
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Perception of the community, geography, diversity, policy of state
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Geography, awesome community, people
What individuals might you need/want to include? Mayor and other KPAs
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success?
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? All
How will we know if we are successful?

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Desired Target Date

Midland: Exploring Our Future
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Education
Initiative: “Midland Preschool Promise” – universal preschool (3&4 year olds)
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Funding, transportation, public/private providers, culture (value of
preschool), capacity, voucher, name of program, identify students
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Imagination Library, quality public/private preschools, Preschool Tool
Tote information at hospital, existing programs (Head Start, GSRP, etc.)
What individuals might you need/want to include? ESA support (John Searles), Stephanie Leibfritz, Legacy Center (J. Heronema),
Foundations/GSRP/Business (Bo Miller), existing preschool partner, faith-based organizations, UCAN (Valerie Gerhart)
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? No one (not to our knowledge), some statewide discussions
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? ESA (John Searles)
How will we know if we are successful? All students prepared for schools, cognitive skills, demonstrated proper learning behaviors,
longitudinal success in school (standardized testing performance, etc.)

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Develop a plan (John/Dick)
2. Meet with/get key funders committed (John/Dick/Superintendents)
3. Meet with/get providers committed (Team)
4. Develop asset map – inventory/capacity of current providers (Team and GSC)
5.

Desired Target Date
December 2014
March 2015
December 2014
December 2014
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Initiative: Midland County will be an active stakeholder in regional STEM endeavors
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Culture, awareness, anti-STEM pushback, STEM definition,
family/parental piece
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Certificate programs, corporate and Foundation support, community
awareness growing, fast growing fields (healthcare, math, IT), university support
What individuals might you need/want to include? JA (Mike Rush), universities – CMU (Michael Gealt) – SVSU (Deb Huntly) – Delta (Jean
Goodman), employers – Dow, Dow Corning, hospital, niche businesses, ESA, school superintendents
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? GLBRA – educational STEM taskforce, companies, universities
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? ESA (Don Johnson), businesses, and
education including higher education
How will we know if we are successful? Increased math/science scores, increased certifications/licenses, increased graduation, increased job
opportunities in STEM

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Coordinate STEM efforts with GLBRA STEM taskforce
2.
3.
4.
5.

Desired Target Date
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Infrastructure & Environment
Initiative: Improve public transportation
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Current fragmented system, funding, population density and
dispersion
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Strong desire/need, existing assets, desire/need for regional solution
What individuals might you need/want to include? Existing providers, existing taskforce
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? MACF Taskforce, Health & Human Services Council, education partners, City,
County and existing transportation providers
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? MACF Taskforce
How will we know if we are successful? Achievement of phased milestones
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Enable and support MACF Taskforce
2.
3.
4.
5.

Desired Target Date
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Initiative: Internet access – anytime, anywhere
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Infrastructure cost (install, maintain), geography (population
density)
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Existing infrastructure (public, private), economic and cultural trend
What individuals might you need/want to include? IT providers, local government, local businesses, education partners, Chamber and
economic development
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Social services agencies, education, businesses (economic development)
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? Midland Tomorrow
How will we know if we are successful? Achievement of phased milestones
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Map the current infrastructure and identify gaps (access points, performance, hardware, etc.)
2. Develop prioritized implementation plan to close gaps (including measurement and evaluation metrics)

Desired Target Date
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Arts, Culture, Entertainment, and Recreation
Initiative: Create a vibrant downtown by emphasizing: linkage, housing options, further developing the Riverfront, integrating arts, culture,
entertainment & recreation options
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Infrastructure, floodplain, traffic flow, money
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Good momentum, current planning efforts by others, existing
information, river as attraction, Tridge as a focal point
What individuals might you need/want to include? Developers, consultants, Chamber, Parks & Recreation staff, DDA, state regulators,
Foundation leaders, near neighbors (i.e. Northwood, MCFTA, Dow Gardens, Community Center)
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Developers, foundations, corporate citizens, DDA
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? City, investors, impacted entities
How will we know if we are successful? An integrated plan is in place and action is initiated/completed

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Convey support of this group to those currently exploring options
2. Engage with those currently exploring options
3. Prioritize arts, culture, entertainment & recreational opportunities in the district
4. Focus attention on arts, culture, and entertainment potential of downtown

Desired Target Date
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Initiative: Optimize currents assets in arts, culture, entertainment & recreation, investigating new trends and sustaining current infrastructure
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Older facilities
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Architectural heritage, public spaces
What individuals might you need/want to include? City, impacted entities
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success?
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
How will we know if we are successful?

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Survey current assets
2. Seek expert input
3. Prioritize sustainability plan

Desired Target Date
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Social Services, Poverty, Housing, and Mental and Physical Health
Initiative: Develop a comprehensive plan of action towards self sufficiency
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Policies, funding, education of the person needing the service
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? 211, MIHIA, ADRC (aging, disability resource collaborative), HHSC,
Continuum of Care
What individuals might you need/want to include? Collaboration of agencies already existing. Generous community. Internal expertise already
exists. Midland has opportunity for advocacy.
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? All non-profits which includes churches
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? MMH – key partner, United Way – convener,
HHSC and all foundations
How will we know if we are successful? County data, ongoing surveys/scorecards (behavioral risk factor survey, community health needs
assessment, ALICE, County health ranking, needs assessment)
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Create a central intake with advocacy and decentralized services
2. Collaborate with agencies already working in this performance area

Desired Target Date
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Initiative: Providing affordable housing for all Midland residents with available system support
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Not enough low income and/or subsidized housing in Midland
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful?
What individuals might you need/want to include?
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Continuum of Care, MAH, Affordable Housing Alliance, Habitat, VA, Reece
Endeavor, Shelterhouse, ARC, Community Mental Health, 1016, Midland’s Open Door, MMCAA
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? Continuum of Care, MAH, Affordable
Housing, City planners, County Housing Commission
How will we know if we are successful?

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Desired Target Date
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Youth Development & Engagement
Initiative: Increase youth exposure to work experience
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Lack of opportunities
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? The ROCK’s in-school programs existing co-op programs, Merrill
industries, Delta, ABC
What individuals might you need/want to include? Small and large businesses, youth across the community, coordinating agency
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? School districts, the STEM initiative, community colleges
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? TBD
How will we know if we are successful? We will see an increase in participation in such programs

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Identify the existing opportunities and participation (reference CCAN)
2. Determine who is going to lead the initiative (operationalize, no matter the structure)
3. Present the operation’s findings to a larger committee
4. Assess the operation’s effectiveness

Desired Target Date
June 2015
September 2015
June 2016
September 2016
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Initiative: Identify & develop programs for at-risk youth
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Access, funding, defining “at-risk”
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Family centers, churches, JCC, ROCK, Legacy Center, Head Start
What individuals might you need/want to include? Existing agencies, schools
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Judge Allen/School to Prison
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? TBD
How will we know if we are successful? Graduation rates improve, increase in development assets in targeted population

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Identify agencies and existing opportunities
2.
3.
4.
5.

Desired Target Date
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Public Safety
Initiative: Restorative justice & rehabilitation
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Resistance to change, fear, lack of support
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Some collaboration, problem is manageable, willing citizens
What individuals might you need/want to include? Court, prosecutor, L.E., corrections, program providers
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Courts, corrections
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen?
How will we know if we are successful?

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Formation of single collaborated group of all stakeholders
2. Collect and review relevant data (analyze data)
3. Seek out best practices from other successful projects/community programs
4. Develop the Greater Midland Community programs(s) – treatment enforcement/education
5. Implement program

Desired Target Date
January 2015
July 2015
July 2015
January 2016
September 2016
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Initiative: Substance abuse & mental health
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Denial, community awareness, available resources
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Current communication, collaboration, resources
What individuals might you need/want to include? Recovered users, judges, CJ system, 1016, mental health system, medical
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? CMH, CJ system, providers, HHSC, Legacy, hospital
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? Public Health
How will we know if we are successful? Fewer medical emergencies related to substance abuse/mental health; lower drug use, reduction in
related crimes.

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Formation of single collaborated group of all stakeholders
2. Collect and review relevant data (analyze data)
3. Seek out best practices from other successful projects/community programs
4. Develop the Greater Midland Community programs(s) – treatment enforcement/education
5. Implement program

Desired Target Date
January 2015
July 2015
July 2015
January 2016
September 2016
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Diversity
Initiative: Diversity education in schools
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Buy-in within community and teaching people why it is important to
understand diversity. People believe that Midland is already quite diverse. No diversity in the community leadership panel, including Success
Panel.
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Economic development is a focus for Midland – embracing
demographic shift is a priority. There is a lot in place for school system to foster diversity (Count-Me-In). World headquarters of two global
companies in our local community.
What individuals might you need/want to include? Representatives from Dow, Dow Corning and other companies. YWCA, education system,
community leaders – faith, government, corporate, Foundation. Partnership with families; cultural awareness committees; NAACP; AAUW;
“Perceptions” – LGBT.
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? CAC, Dow, Dow Corning, hospital, individual churches – UCC
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? Intermediate School District (ISD), with
support from Community Foundation (CAC)
How will we know if we are successful? The proposed programs get implemented successfully in community schools and are sustainable
Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Advisory panel on diversity to generate awareness and to start building understanding in the
community
2. Assess current awareness and develop plan to get schools engaged in developing diversity exposure to
students and faculty
3. Exchange program with other schools in Great Lakes Bay region and beyond – communicated across
community
4. Collaborating with IDS to implement the plan. (Training)

Desired Target Date
January 2015
June 2015
June 2016
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Community Leadership
Initiative: Expand leadership leading Midland by engaging newer leaders in exploring our future initiatives and having a program for retirees
What constraints or obstacles may need to be overcome to be successful? Identifying who they are, coordination process
What positive factors are in place to help make this initiative successful? Leadership Midland, MyPros (Giving Circle), connect with high-po or
young professional networks at Dow, Dow Corning, etc.
What individuals might you need/want to include? History of leaders accomplishing “big” things, a high interest in responsibility to the “next”
leaders, leaders can see their impact on the community
Who else may be working on this or is interested in its success? Citizens’ Academy, Chamber of Commerce, business community, schools,
churches/faith community
What individual, department or agency should take the lead responsibility to make this happen? Community Success Panel, Chamber
How will we know if we are successful? If we are able to move the bar of initiative (because we have leaders leading and driving them) and if
we are able to introduce new initiatives

Action Steps (Begin each with a verb)
1. Identify and implement leadership education opportunities such as TED-ish, book club
2. Develop Leadership Midland “II” – what now? Continued leadership training
3. Expand Community Success Panel to include leaders of initiatives with a regular meeting schedule
4. Mentor.com for retirees and people who want mentors (midlandmentor.com)

Desired Target Date
September 2015
March 2016
October 2014
First Quarter 2016
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Appendix E: Implementation Meeting Notes
On October 23, 2014, the Community Success Panel met to finalize the elements of the strategic plan
and to discuss implementation.

Action Conference Debrief
Members of the Community Success Panel kicked off the meeting by debriefing from the Action
Conference.






















Comments about the diversity of the participants (new faces)
Would have liked to participate in more than one KPA group during the process
Number of people at vision conference compared with number of people at action conference
Times where we seemed to lose momentum because of wordsmithing/grammatical difference spirit of the comments were not divergent, but we lost momentum
People that didn’t get their way during the Action Conference may have lost interest in the process
People were waiting for an “ah ha” and we didn’t have one…no big bold idea to rally around
We did have some ah ha moments
Terrific that we had such a large group of people so committed to making a difference
It is all about managing expectations point – some people thought they would end up with a whole
plan with very specific tasks
Worried people might not feel connected to the final product, because there are not 85 people
signed up for implementation teams
Less concerned about the commitment because this was the purpose of this process – commit to a
finite amount of time and effort
Would like to close the loop with all the participants from both conferences. How can we bring them
along and keep them updated/informed? They are going to want to know that what they did was
meaningful and utilized.
People were really exhausted at the end  If there are groups that are smaller/deficient, the CSP
should leverage their networks and communicate to get people involved.
However, have to make sure we charter each of these groups in a formal way so everyone is on the
same page and has agreed upon what they are supposed to be doing
There should be a uniform charter statement across all groups (same charge, same limitations, same
expectations)
The means by which the priorities are established should also be established. The success panel
needs to determine whether the groups should start with the top initiatives.
They need to connect with other groups that are working on the same things. Make sure they are
working in concert with existing efforts in the community. Need to be sure not to dictate to
organizations in the community already doing work.
People thrive with structure
We have a dynamic community that will continue progressing and doing, so need to continuously be
aware of what is happening.
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We need to give participants another opportunity to sign up because some people left early
Is there a way to simplify/group the KPAs for ease of communication
 Prosperity, quality of life, and sustainability
 Let’s have a marketing professional from the conference to help with the messaging

Elements of the Charter and the Role of Implementation Teams
The Community Success Panel discussed the components that must be included in the charter and also
discussed the role of the implementation teams.
1. Reporting mechanism
2. Implementation teams first address/work toward implementation of top three action items
3. Also want to let the teams tackle low-hanging fruits
4. Span of authority: they do not have authority to dictate to community institutions what they
should do. They instead should be conveners.
5. First identify what already exists/create an inventory. Identify potential. Bring back to success
panel any additional things they want to add to the scope of the implementation team.
6. Time frame – check in on a quarterly basis? Windows of fixed duration  pre-programed
sunset? Two years is plenty and then revisit it around 18 months to discuss what you want to do
at 24 months.
7. Give captains the charter and ask them to come back with a work plan
The Community Success Panel accepted the strategic plan elements, noting that they may want to
modify the performance measures. The next steps involve communicating the outcomes of the process
with the broader group and developing a charter to guide implementation teams.

Implementation Team Meeting
Following the Community Success Panel meeting, the implementation team captains joined the
Community Success Panel to discuss next steps.

Questions





What is the timeframe? 24 months
Does the Community Success Panel have a timeline
Are these facilitation teams or implementation teams?
Should we combine the KPAs? No…these are the community’s value areas.

Elements of the Charter
Before developing the charter, the Community Success Panel was interested in hearing the
implementation team captains’ perspective on what should be included. The implementation team
captains listed the following elements:
 Timeframe
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What resources are available
Mandate
Facilitators vs implementers
Clarify autonomy of the groups (to network and bring in outside people that didn’t participate, etc.)
Funding – how financially will we be able to accomplish these things
Communication - Who is the mouthpiece? Is there a central communicator? Talking points and
materials
Stay true to the process - set parameters for going back to old ideas and coming up with new ideas.
How do you move on to the next project when one is complete?
Who are the missing voices and how do we make sure we hear their perspectives

Feedback on the Process
Feedback on the process was also solicited from the implementation team captains. They made the
following comments:
 Not enough representation from lower income residents. Need to think differently about engaging
everyone
 People appreciated being asked for their opinion and ideas
 Nice to hang out with new people

